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POSTWAR ECONOMIC GROWTH IN EASTERN EUROPE

A Comparison With Western Europe

This paper uses comparisons with Western Europe to evaluate post-
war economic growth in Eastern Europe. Three main aspects of com-
pantive economic growth are examined: the growth of production-
the increase in personal consumption; and the efficiency in the use oi
inputs. In addition, the relative influence of external factors on
economic growth in the two areas is considered. The method of analy-
sis is statistical-a comparison of various measures of economic growth
and of the measurable factors whiich may have influenced this growth.
Its purpose, however, is to provide evidence on a very intangible ques.
tion-t he relative performance of the market-type economic system of
Western Europe and of the Soviet.type "command economy" of East-
em Europe.

An evaluation of economic performance founded on international
comparisons can be highly artificial since governments or populations
may set for themselves standards for growth or efficiency thtat differ
greatly from those of other countries. In the cate of Eastern and
Western Europe., however both history and geography give inter-
country comparisons considerable importance for national govern-
ments and stimulate people to look across the border for standards of
consumption. Moreover, even in the absence of direct comparisons
and influence, technological and sociological trends on both sides of the
border tend to be similar enough to make international comparisons
meaningful.

The coin prison in this study is limited to six Eastern European
countries-Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Po-
land, and Rumania--and nine Western European countries--Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, West Germany, France Greece, Italy, Netherlands
andcNorway. The selection was based partly on the availability of ap-
propriate statistics--which excluded such countries as Albania and
Spain. A second criterion was a reasonable degree of similarity in
economic system among the two groups, which excluded Yugoslavia
because its system is a blend of state planning decentralized state
administration, and the market mechanism. A third criterion was to
include only countries which met either defeat or occupation during
World War II and thus suffered some economic retardation. For
many reasons-some evident some subtle and some that are not yet
clear-victors, such as the inted Kingdom, and neutrals, such as
Sweden, have had a very different pattern of growth than the de-
feated or occupied countries. They emerged from the war with in-
creased production and have since tended to grow more slowly.

The main statistical finding of this study are the following:
(1) Over the postwar period as a whole, the growth of production

has been rapid in Eastern Europe, but no more so than in Western
875



NEW DIREMONS IN THE SOVIET ECONOMY

Europe. In recent years it has been slower in Eastern Europe than
in Western Europe.

(2) The improvement in per capita consumption and probably also
in general consumer welfare has been much smaller in Eastern Europe
than in Western Europe..

(3) By the main statistical indications economic growth has been
less efficient in Eastern than in Western Europe-it lias taken larger
investment expenditures to obtain similar rates of growth. Lower ef-
flciency indeed is a major cause of the relatively slow rise in consump-
tion in Eastern Europe.

The causes of these differences in economic performance are com-
plex and include a great many factors unique to individual countries
of Eastern and Western Europe. But the advantage of the Western
over the Eastern countries in the measures of economic performance
appears large and general enough to suggest important common causes,
notably the effects of the separate institutional development of these
two areas-Western Europe under capitalist institutions with broad
access to the world market- Eastern Europe under Soviet-type insti-
tutions with close ties with the U.S.S.R.

Soviet exploitation of Eastern Europe, in contrast to large U.S.
aid to Western Europe probably was largely responsible for the slower
recovery of the Eastern European economies after World War II,
but neither this factor, nor the trends in the volume and terms of trade
appear to explain the recent economic slowdown in Eastern Europe
or that area's postwar disadvantage in economic efficiency. This is
not to say that membership in the Soviet bloc did not have far-
reaching effects for economic growth and efficiency, but rather that the
external influences on each country's economy of applying Soviet-
type policies and institutions are inseparable from the internal effects.
These policies and institutions embrace among other things the method
and principles of detailed state planning, the method of economic
administration through a vast state bureaucracy, the relegation of the
market mechanism to a minor role, and the collectivization of agri.
culture. In the author's opinion, such institutions and the associated
policies were mainly responsible for the relatively poor performance
of Eastern Europe.

I. CHARAMR1s8ws or =2 EAS ICN EUROPEAN EcoNom
Excluding.East Germany and the Bohemia-Moravia section of

Czechoslovakia, which historically has been part of Central Europe,
Eastern Europe has always been a relatively undeveloped region. Be-
fore World War II agriculture was the predominant economic ac-
tivity, although there were islands of urban and industrial develop-
ment. Peasants, by and large., were poor, eating mainly self-produced
crops and buying little besides the most essential Items. The indus-
trial workers were much better off than the peasants, but there were
few industrial jobs. In Poland, Rumania and Bulgaria, more people
were employed in handicraft shops than in factories. Outside East
Germany and Czechoslovakia, the main industries were textiles leather
and food processing (throughout the area), coal mining (Poland),
oil extraction (mainly in Rumanis), and nuclei of the metallurgical,
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THE WORLD OUTSIDE 877

metalworking and chemical industries. East Germany and Czecho-
slovakia were highly industrialized, but lacked a strong heavy indus-
trial base, having concentrated on the manufacture of finished
products.

Although postwar industrialization has raised considerably per
capita GNP's in Eastern Europe, these remain considerably lower
than those in most of Western Europe. In 1963, per capita GNP in
Czechoslovakia and East Germany was less than three-quarters of
that in West Germany and about halfway between the West German
and Italian levels. Hungary and Poland were in an intermediate
position, with per capita -GNP's less than half of the West German
level and falling between Italy and Greece. Bulgaria and Rumania
were in the rear, at about the level of Greece. The combined GNP
of these six Eastern European countries was about 10 percent smaller
than that of West Germany and came to roughly one-third of the com-
bined GNP's of the EEC countries or the U.S.S.R. The six countries
range in size from Poland-the largest-whose GNP is about half
that of Italy, to Bulgaria-the smallest-whose GNP is about four-
fifths of Norwa,'s.

Two alternative sets of figures for GNP and per capita GNP in
Eastern and Western European countries are shown in table 1, and

TABLe 1..-Compareone o GNP and GNP per capita in selected European
oountirlee in 19064

li9 U.S. dollars
Using ofcial exchange Usin calculated exchange

rates foe Western countries rates-or Western countries

Total ONP, Per capital Total ONP, Per capita
billion ONP, billion ONP,
dollars dollars I dollars dollars I

Eastern Europe:Bulga...a.......................... 490 600 6.6 60
Ciechoo8akia ..................... 16.0 1,280 20.7 1,470East oany .......... ....... 21.0 1, 24X1 1400
Hungry ..................... . .......
Poland. ...................... .. 4. S70 00
Rumania ............................. ... 11.2 600 660

Total sbove .............................. 66 1 M 101.8 1,020
m - --

Western Europe:
Austria ................................... 1 0.9 1,290

oelu.................................... S,,
Wes Ormny.............100.2 to 1 116 ,960

Vital y........... ...48 910 69  1,

Norway .................................... 6.0 118
Total abo. .............................. 26. 1,420 84.7 1,0

ISe ap. A for metbodology.

a Rounded filgre.

the methods of calculation are described in appendix A. The GNP's
of the Eastern European countries were estimated through direct
comparisons with Wist Germany by means of calculated exchange
rates and quantity indexes. The relatives so obtained were applied
to two estimates of the dollar value of GNP in West Germaay--one
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with the official exchange rate, the other with a calculated exchange
rate obtained from a study for the OEEC.

The ranking of the Eastern European countries as to industrial
production per capital is similar to that for GNP per capita, although,
as might be expected, the differences among countries are greater.
Estimates of the relative levels of industrial production, total and per
capita, are shown in table 2. My estimates, which are described in
appendix A apparently are nearly identical to those made by the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA).

TAIL 2.-Oomparl8ot of ind t aJ produwtoo, 1961
(Total Butern Europe equals 1003

My estimate I OEMA

Total Per apita

1 R0n1a ................................................. . . . .1.
Ozechoa....o.....a..... ............................. 2RU .......... o ............. .................

Total Euter Europe .................................. 100 100 100
125 220........

I gee aDD. A.
'See "Planowane Hospodatvil" No. 4, Apr. 1, 194.

The differences among Eastern European countries and between
them and Western Europe are more pronounced for per capita GNP
and industrial production than for the sectoral distribution of GNP
at factor cost, which is shown in table 8. The contribution of agricul-

TAL 8.-Perentage distribution of GNP at factor cost, 1960

Percent of ONP originating In-

Industry Agriulture Other no.
and con fetr, tos (srI.
atructioaIcs

39 29 32
62tl 1 0 8)

utr ...................................................... . . 81 2O echo oork l ............................................... .. .1.. R

oatQ.r....aa: ....... ......................... 85 2
21

Uatr .................................................. ...

Norway ...................................................... 8 11

Noas.-For sources and motbod, sea app. 3.

ture to GNP is considerably larger in most of the Eastern European
countries than in nearly all the'Westem European countries--hich
was to be expected-and the contribution of services (all sectors other
than industry and construction and agriculture and forestry) is
smaller. The contribution of industry to GNP on the average is only
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slightly smaller in Eastern Europe than in most of Western Europe,
in spite of the fact that the relative volume of industrial output is
much smaller. This may be due to high relative costs of industrial
production in Eastern EuropeparticuFarly in such countries as Bul-
garia and Poland, although differences in the method of calculating
factor costs may also have strong effects on the sector shares.

II. STATISTICS AND M rMOD8
Comparisons of economic growth and performance require com-

parable statistics and until recently, such statistics did not exist for
Eastern Europe. In recent years, however, a great deal of work has
been done to recalculate economic aggregates and indexes for Eastern
Europe using Western-type methods. Much of this work has been
a product or an outgrowth of the "Project on National Income in
East-Central Europe" at Columbia University, under the direction of
Thad Alton, who has published three monographs and a number of
occasional papers (see appendixes). The statistical analysis of this
paper for Eastern Europe is based predominantly on these recalcu-
lated series.

The official series (on national income, industrial production, and
so forth) differ considerably in concept and method from the recal-
culated series and tend to show considerably higher rates of economic
growth. Although very sound analysis of trends in the individual
countries can be ifased on judicious use of official statistics (a for ex-
ample in the ECE's Economic Survey of Europe and Economic Bulle-
tin for Europe), the same is not. true of international comparisons.
Moreover, the differences in methodology between Eastern and West-
ern countries are such that rule-of-thunib adjustments (for example, to
achieve greater comparability of coverage) rarely suffice-complete
recalculations are usually necessary. The differences in methodology
can indeed be crucial to an evaluation of comparative economic per-
formance. For example, the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe in an otherwise very thorough and competent study 1 drew
what I believe are wholly incorrect conclmions as to the relative pro-
ductivity of investment in Eastern and Western Europe by relying on
official series, with adjustments, for both sets of countries. Accordin
to the ECE, returns to investment during the 1950's were probably n2
greater in market economies than in planned economies. The use of
recalculated series for the Eastern countries makes it clear that returns
to investment were in fact considerably greater in market than in
planned economies.

Official Eastern European measures of the growth of national income
are not comparable to Western-type measures for three main reasons.
First, the Marxist concept of national income excludes so-called non.
productive services .(that is, direct governmental and private services
and often also passenger transportation). In postwar Europe the out-
put of direct services generally has grown more slowly than the output
of goods so that their exclusion has tended to raise the rate of growth
of national income. Second, market prices--the basis of valuation for
national income in Eastern Europe-differ drastically from factor
costs in these countries. This is because of the absence of explicit

I UN/FAI, "Economic Survey or Europe In 1961." pt. IT. "Some Factors I Economic
Growth In Europe During the 1950'" (especially ch. 11, p. 80).
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880 NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE SOVIET ECONOMY

charges for the use of capital and land and the collection of the result-
ing savings in accounting costs by the Government in the form of the
turnover tax. The turnover tax is levied mainly on industry, whose
weight in national income is thereby increased, at the expense mainly
of that of agriculture. Since industry usually is the most dynamic
sector the rate of growth of national income is raised. Third the
method of calculating the growth of individual sectors of the national
income differs from that used in the West. Although some of the
Eastern European indexes of income originating in industry and
other sectors give reasonable results, others do not, and little is known
about them.

Official Indexes of gross industrial production in Eastern Europe in
my opinion overstate considerably the rate of growth. The main rea.
son is that industrial production indexes in Communist countries are
not just measures of the results of industrial activity, but also are
devices for the direction of industry and the establishment of pro-
ducers' incentives. Industrial managers, whose success often depended
on fulfilling a plan for gross industrial production, had every incentive
to produce an assortment of goods and to negotiate prices that would
show the best results for the smallest effort. Although there were a
multiplicity of controls designed to specify assortment and fix prices,
these controls rarely prevented an inflation of the gross production
index.'

III. GRowr O PRODUTON

A. 0R065 NATIONAL PRODUCT

Postwar economic growth has been rapid in both Eastern and West-
ern Europe I (see table 4). In Western Europe total GNP in 1964 was

T ADL 4.--Growth of GNP, prewar to I4

lading 11,,100 Annual petp Inerqs I

Pita 1060 19 1060 106 1961-U 19640 1061-64 19144

Br is ............. , To too ,,, ,is .1 &0,,"
. 84 100 17 10 4. 0

11"t Germany-------------------100 141 7iI Iflontr.. ...... ..... ..... so 76 10 1 1i C. I......... , , ,o ,, , 1 lg L
Totanl d, 4 - m 0.. ......... 7 ot: =======.................... .. i 40 S

I 8 1 IOOItwI...18Dwellhe Y.~
100 1

U 1 100 1~ qsr 0................. II" i P7
,,.. ... ......... 71 100 133 166 H

Metrad .... 6 T 100 122 to & i
Nowa a 64 100 .11? 14 &. 8 5 .

3uro*,e.....2 78 100 120 is7 & to al 14
Unweighted avenge........ *0* ....... .... ........ 5 4& ? 1 2 10

I Calculated ftom unouded data.
* lzeluding the Ster.
Noa.-For om ad methods, n app. B.

$These points are developed further In Maurice nrnst. "Overstatement of Industrial
Growth in Poland," Quarterlr Journal Of Economicst November 1NS.

&That Is, the six Eastern European countrlee and the nine Weetern european countries
listed 41:li4C.
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about double the 1950 level and two and a half times the prewar level:
in Eastern Europe, total GNP in 1964 was double both the 1950 and
the prewar level. Economic recovery from the effects of World War II
was more rapid in Western Europe than in Eastern Europe. By 1950,
the western economies were welf beyond prewar levels, except in the
case of Greece, where the effects of the civil war were felt for years.
By contrast GNP fell short of prewar levels in East Germany by 15
percent and in Hungary by 5 percent, just reached this level in
Rumania, and showed a significant rise in Poland only because the
change in boundaries greatly increased that country's economic poten-
tial-in postwar boun-daries Polish GNP in 1950 was at least 10 to 15
percent lower than in 1037.

After 1950, the Western European economies combined grew some.
what faster than the Eastern European economics combined, mainly
because of the large weight and usually rapid growth of West Ger-
many. If we compare average growth rates with each country having
equal weight, the rates in the east are about the same as those in the
west. .

The growth rates in Eastern Europe vary inversely with per capita
GNP, East Germany being an exception because of its delayed re.
covery-after 1955, East, German growth is the slowest in the area. In
Western Europe, growth rates range widely, from around 7 percent
(Greece and West Germany) to 3.8 percent (Belgium), with no clear
pattern..

There have been marked changes in growth rates over the years. On
the average, growth in both Eastern and Western Europe was only a
little slower In the second half than in the first half of the 1950's. An
acceleration of growth in Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria was more than
offset by a deceleration in East Germany, where postwar recovery
finally had ended, in Hungary, as a result of the 1956 revolt, and in
Rumania, mainly because of poor results in agriculture. Since 1960,
however, growth in Eastern Europe has slowed considerably, while
there has leen little change in the Western rates. The sharp slowdown
in Eastern Europe is due almost entirely tQ the severe economic reces-
sion in Czechoslovakia and a cut of nearly one-half in the East German
growth rate In comparison with 1956-0. Czechoslovakia sustained
one of the highest growth rates in Europe during the late 1950's and
in 1960. Growth slowed a little in 1981 and considerably in 1962.
Then GNP fell nearly 8 percent in 1963 and did not rise in 1964 ; no
other industrial country has had a more severe economic recession since
World War II. The East German slowdown came at least a year
earlier, under the strain of the Berlin crises and the sudden collectiv-
ization of agriculture, but it was not as severe as that in Czechoslo-
vakin annual growth having beem fairly steady since 1962. Among
the other eastern countries, the sha decline in Bulgarian growth re-
flects mainly the economic consolidation following an extremely rapid
expansion during the "gre leap" of 1959-60 an the increased rate of
growth in Rumania is influenced by the fact that 1960 was a bad agri-
cultural year. Growth accelerated slightly in Hungary and decele-
rated slightly in Poland. Polish growth has been remarkably stable
since 1950. In Western Europe growth rates increased during 1961-84
in six countries out of nine and and decreased substantially only in
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882 NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE SOVIET ECONOMY

West Germany, which fell front flutist to sixth place among the nine
countries.

Some of the ranking of growth rates, although not the broad relation.
ships t-ween the Eastern and Western countries, are changed if we
cointpare tlie growth of per capital ONP's (table 5). The largest differ-

TAI1LK IS.-Grotth of (INP and ONP per capita

Spoontago In1roa

Bulgaria ..................
(welnslovakta ..........
Kast (lorlany ................
lh111gary........ .....
Poland ......................
Itumanla .....................

Total above .............

AustrIa.. ............
IlolgltI i ........ ...........
troulta ....................
West (lorlnan y.........

Italy ....................Nethierlandls.............
Norway ................

Prewar to 1064 I0 to to4

OINP Pamula. ONP per (iNP Ppule. ONP Ior
tlion caplita Uon Capita

148 21 1o 123 12 go
84 -3 00 73 is 53
09 6 59 100 -6 113
83 10 00 93 8 78

110 -10 140 906 25 6
117 21 79 117 16 87

3 88 04 1 72

140 6 132 103 4 96
07 12 76 58 9 4A

129 24 84 73 10 57
1" lA 106 93 10 08
210 30 129 151 17 114
97 20 64 157 12 129

132 17 98 121 0 103
180 30 80 92 20 60
128 27 80 70 13 60

Total a bo vo ............. I 166 107 I 10 

Source for population: "U.S. llBurau of Consus" aid OOD statiatlos.

once is for Poland, where l)olndnry changes, war losss and migration
after the war eausedl a large decline in Iopulation. By 1950, Polish
ONP per capita was about 50 percent above prewar levels (in the old
boundaries) although total GNP had risen only 10 percent,. In Ozecho-
slovakia also, where the liexpulsion of the Sudoten Germans reduced the
population, per capital GNP had increasd almost one-third from 1937
to 1950 with a percent growth in total GNP.. During the early post-
war years East (1ermany gained some population, altliough much loss.
than West, Gerllany, its a result of the expulsion of Germians from the
areas acqitred by Poland. Between 1950 and 1962, however, the East
German pojpulatlon (leclined steadily because of its unfavorable ago
structure and the flight to West Germany, while the West German
population grew raidfly. In consequlence, the growth of East Ger-
man ONP per capita is about the sate as that oif West Germany for
the postwar period (it, is much smaller lit comparison with prewar) in
spite of a lag of one-third in the growth of total GNP. On a per capitt
basis, T111.harian growth is about average among European countries
while Polish growth is one of tie lowest.

B. PATTERN OP E('ONOMI(C (ROWTII

Indust rialization has been the dominant form of economic growth in
Eastern Europe. As shown in table 6, industry and construction ac-
count for about 70 percent of te ImSti:ar increase in (NP in East
Germany and Czechoslovakia and. for nearly 60 percent even in so..
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'rAUI 6.--Vomposit1 11 Of the growth of GNP at factor coat, 1081-04

[Percent of Increment it ONPI

Industry, Agiculture,
inclUdting including Srvices

construction forestry

lulgarla I ..................................................... 8 91 82
(; z osohoslovakl ............................................... 6 -2 34
Haut (larliany I .............................................. 72 28
llungary ..................................................... 89 9 32
'oland ..... 2.......................... ............. o......... 6 it

Austria ...................................................... 82 7 81
lelu1 I_ ........ ......................................... 63 8 44

I)enark ..................................................... 48 8 44
France ....................................................... 8 40
West (lerinany................................. ..... 83 3 34
( I ................................................. 30 22 48
Italy .8 II 24
Net a 3 46
Norway .... ................................... 40 - I 61

I 151-63.
11961-02.' 1988-04.

undovelopled a country as Bulgaria (twice as high a share as in
Greece). The role of agri('ultre in total growth ranged from small
(10 percent or so) to negative and the role of services ranged from a
quarter to a lhird. The contribution of industry and construction to
total econoit growth was smaller in six out of nine of the listed West-
orn Eurol)ea. countries ttan in any of the eastern countries in spite of
it geInerally hi her initial level of industrial development, while the
contril)uti On of services was generally much larger.
1. hn dutrial produotot 4

Tndustrial production las increased more rapidly in Eastern Europe
than in Western Europe over the entire postwar period, and lit about
flx same rate as in Western Europo since 1960, as shown in table 7.

TAt.r. 7.-Growth of Midutrial production,' prewar to 1964

Indexes, 19-100 Annual percentage Ince seos

Prewar 1980 15 1980 1904 1981-88 19O8-80 196144 1961-60

lhilgaria........... .. 40 87 100 183 280 8.4 12.7 8.2 9.9
('rechoSlovakla .6 80 10 1N 107 4.8 9.1 1.9 & 4
1(nt (lerninny 80' 50 100 141 168 11.2 7.2 4.1 7.7
Ilh ary ................ 87 85 100 131 179 9.0 8.6 8.2 7.8
'od. ........ 53 (13 100 148 1o 9.8 8.1 7.3 &4

Rtumlanla ............... 40 69 100 187 244 7.8 9.4 11.7 9.4
Total above .......... .4 87 100 148 188 8.5 8.1 .8 7.6
ifnwelghtled nvernge...... ....... 8.4 .8 60.9 8.0
Autrla................47 d9 100 134 150 7.8 8.0 4.8 &2
tll!Ils................. 63 80 10 It0 139 4.8 1.8 8.1 4.0
)emnark.......... A0 go I0 130 188 2.0 8.8 6.8 4.8
rance._ ........ 8 79 100 131 168 4.9 8.8 0.1 8.5

Wmt (lerulluy ............. 81 M8 100 138 170 12.1 8.6 8.8 .2
(reeco ................... 80 67 100 180 200 8.2 8.6 7.4 8.1
Italy .................. 48 60 100 10 199 10.8 8.4 7.3 &.9
Netherlands ............. 82 78 100 130 18 5.9 8.8 4.9 5
Norway ................... 80 82 100 114 141 4.1 2.7 .8 4.0
Total above............, .3 67 100 138 170 8. 3 6.2 &.9 .8
Unwelghted averago.. ................. .7 8. 8.8 0.1

tuluilrs construction for post war years, except Rumania and last Germany. Excludes
nnat ruelltn for p1rewar yearn.

NOTe.--Por ources and methods, see app. I.

'Industrial production Is here defined, to Include construction and all handicraft pro-
ductlon.
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All of the Eastern countries, except. East Germany, had easily sur-
passed prewar levels by 1950 and since then annual rates of growth
have averaged around 8 percent in Eastern Europe compared with
6 or 7 percent in Western Europe. As in the case of GNP, however,
industrial growth in the Eastern countries has slowed down since
1960, largely because of the recession in Czechoslovakia, where indus-

"trial production in 1964 was below the 1962 level, and a fall of nearly
ome-half in the rate of growth in East Germany.

Rates of industrial growth in both Eastern and Western Europe
have been inversely related to the level of economic development and
there is little difference in rates of growth among countries at similar
levels of economic development. For example, the three least devel-
oped countries, Bulgaria, Rumania, and Greece have been at or near
the toj in industrial growth rates, with Greece lagging somewhat
behindthe other two because of its more balanced economic develop-
ment; in the next group, Poland and Hungary have lagged slightly
behind Italy; and in the more advanced group, growth in Czechoslo-
vakia has been about the same as that in France and the Netherlands.
Eastern and Western Germany have been exceptions, both being in-
dustrialized countries with high growth rates until recent years, and
West Germany has had the edge.
8. Agrkudtura prodution'

In contrast to industrial production, which grow quickly in all the
Eastern European countries, agricultural production in the area has
barely surpassed the prewar level, while it is more than 50 percent
above this level in Western Europe. A substantial lag in Eastern
European agriculture in comparison with Western Europe developed
in the early postwar years and the lag increased during the postwar
period. Only in Poland, Rumania, and Bulgaria did production in
the early 1960's exceed the average for 1934-38, and most of the Polish
gain is due to boundary changes. The more developed countries did
much worse. Production in East Germany was 20 percent, and in
Czechoslovakia nearly 10 percent, below the prewar level, and in nei-
ther of these countries has there been an upward trend since the early
1950's (see table 8).

TABL &--Trm4 in agricultural produotim
[Indexes: 1980-88 average equals 1001

Pro- 1 0-8 Pre. 1000-6
war aver. war aver-age age

Bulgaria......................96 10? Belgium...................... 78 181
C1hoslovaka ................. 108 Denmark .................. 77 117
East Germany ................ 122 08 France .......................... 89 134
Hrgary ......................... 120 118 West Germany.................88 o
Polrn .................. 9t............... 88 125
Rrmanla ......................... 112 144 Netherlands... .............. 77 123
Austria ........................... 106 120 Norway .......................... 9 61

Nors.-Western Europe:
1950-53 to 1900-6.-OMP originating In agriculture and forestry In constant prices.
Prewar to 150-53.-Agrlcultural output, excluding forestry (total agriculture production less the use

of self-produed materials).
For sources and methods, see app. B.

'Agricultural production refers to the contribution of agriculture, forestry, and fishing
to the ONP In constant price.
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3. Sqer~ies

This residual category of GNP is a composite of transportation,
trade, and direct services, such as housing, personal services, and gov-
ernment services. Rates of growth vary a great deal among these
components and, for individual components, among countries. By
and large, the output of transportation, communications, and trade,
approximately kept up with the total output of goods during the post-
war period. In the case of direct services, government services in-
creased much faster than direct private services and housing in the
Eastern European countries--ineed, the output of many personal
services declined. In the Western countries the differences are in the
same direction but less marked. These differences in both areas are
offsetting and production of services rose at about the same rate as
GNP in almost all of the countries covered (see table 9).

TABLE 9.-Trends in the output of sort' 1951-64

Ratio of rate
Annual of growth of

pec~s services to
1=ncare rate of growth

of ONP
(in percent)

Czechoslovakia--------------------------------------------4.2 105
East Germany ..................................... ................... 88.8 s9
Mum -------------------------------------------------------- -4.4 9Poland---------------------------............................."' " "" . " ............ .&

Unweighted average ........................................................ 4.4 ............
Austria ...................................................................... 4.8
Belgium-------------------------------------.......... 43.0 100
Denmark- .............................................. 4.4 110
France--------------------------------------------------4.7 g
West Germany-..............- ............................ 5.9 87
Greece --------------------------------------------------------------- &6 81
Italy ----------------------------------------------------------------- - 4.6 79
Netherlands ----------------------------------------------------------------- 8 4.4 go
Norway ------------ ....................................................... & 0 135
Unwelghted average ---------------------------------------- 4.7.........

I All sectors of ONP except industry, construction, agriculture, and forestry.' 1951-43.
* 1951-02.

IV. TRENDS IN CONSUMPION AND CONsuMR WELFAR

The Eastern European consumer has not benefited in proportion to
the growth of production. In the Western European countries, the
growth of personal consumption since World War II and since prewar
years has almost kept up with the growth of GNP. In the Eastern
European countries for which relable consumption statistics are
available (they are not for Bulgaria and Rumania), the growth in
personal consumption was much slower than that of GNP (table 10).
The most extreme difference is in Czechoslovakia where personal
consumption grew about half as fast as GNP, the discrepancy being
most marked during the early postwar years. In East Germany on
the other hand, consumption grew much faster than GNP in the early
1950's and almost as fast as GNP in the late 1950's. The reason was
the open border with West Germany, which forced the East German
regime to keep living conditions as close to those in West Germany
as possible. The closing of the border in 1961 made this competition

34-91 O--66-pt. IV- 2
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TAnLE 10.-Groieth of personal consumption in rotation to that of GNP

Ratios of growth rates (in percent)

1951-5 15- 1104 1051-H4 Prewar to

Czechoslovakia ............................ 31 5 136 5 43
East Germany ............................ 160 0 22 114 79
Hungary .................................. 36 100 89 71 52
Poland .................................... 83 84 78 84 76
Austria .................................... 100 100 112 104 94
Denmark .................................. 75 78 102 85 81
France .................................... 111 83 114 102 78
West Germany ....................... 88 105 106 97 100
Italy ................................. 75 76 133 91 100
Netherlands ......................... 62 98 142 94 ............
Norway ................................ 67 94 80 79 ............

NOTU.-For sources and methods. see app. B.

unnecessary at a time when the slowdown in overall economic growth
made it more impractical. Consequently, there was almost no increase
in East German consumption between 1961 and 1964. The postwar
pattern of growth of consumption in Hungary clearly shows some
causes and effects of the 1956 revolt. During the early 1950's the
growth of consumption was less than 40 percent of that of GNP; since
1955 consumption and GNP have grown at about the same rates. In
Poland, the stability of the ratios in table 10 hides some considerable
fluctuations in consumption policy within the periods shown--con-
sumptoni was sacrificed during 1951-53; favored during the "new
course" of 1954, the disorders of 1956 and the period of consolidation
of Gomulka's power in 1957; and again given a low priority after
1957.'

The effects of Communist policies and priorities on comparative
changes in per capital consumption are shown in table 11. The in-
creases in per capital consumption are much smaller in Eastern Europe
than in Western Europe whether we consider the period since prewar
years, since the early postwar years, or since 1960. Unusual circum-
stances explain the two exceptions--the changes in boundaries and
the decline in population explain the large improvement in Poland
since prewar days; and the late recovery and open border until 1961
explain the rapid postwar increase in East Germany. The only sub-

TABLE ll.-Growth of personal consumption per capital

Percentage Increases

Prewar to 1950 to 1064 160 to 1064
1984

Czechoslovakia ........................................... 35 20 5
East Germany ......................................... 43 134 3
Hungry ....................................... 24 47 18Pol d ..................................................... 97 39 10
Austria ................................................... 119 100 17
Denmark.... ................................... 58 43 19
France ...... .................................... 76 67 18
West Germany .......................................... 127 110 1
Italy .......................................... 100 88 29
Netherlands ............................................... 52 20
Norway .................................................................... 36 14
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stantial increase in recent years among the Eastern countries, although
a moderate one by Western standards, was in Hungary, a fact that
has been noted by many travelers.

Lags of this sort in the growth of consumption inevitably had
dramatic effects on relative consumption levels. Table 12 compares
per capita consumption levels in East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Htun-
gary, and Poland with those in West Germany and Austria-of all
the countries considered, those which have the closest historical, social,
and cultural ties, and so for which comparisons are most relevant to
the governments and populations involved. Before World War II,
East Germany was roughly at parity with West Germany, with
Czechoslovakia not far behind. Since the war, personal consump-
tion in Eat Germany and Czechoslovakia have fallen to around 60
percent of the West German level. These two countries also lost a
clear lead over Austria, which they now trail by a wide margin; and
Hungary, which before the war probably was at about the Austrian
level was some 40 percent below the Austrian level in 1964 and not
much above that of Poland. These contrasts have been evident to
travelers for some time but until recently the necessary statistics were
not available.

TAuLz 12.--Comparative levels of personal consumption per capita

Prewar ' 1950 1958 1900 1984

West Germany ............................ 100 100 100 100 100
Austria .................................... Si 82 79 78 79
Czechoslovakia ....................... 95 100 71 63 87

ast Oermany .. .................. 9 84 as a8 so
hlungary ........................... 87 do 82 49 48
Poland ................................... 45 s 48 42 40

. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. ... .

'1936 for West Germany and East Germany; 1937 for Poland and Czechoslovakia; 138 for the other
countries.

Methods: App. A. For Austria linked with West Germany in 198 using official exchange rate.

The contrast between the Eastern and the Western European coun-
tries in the growth of personal consumption is certainly large enough
to warrant some definite judgments on relative changes in consumer
welfare in spite of probable inaccuracies in the calculations and the
fact that many other things besides the average volume of personal
consumption affect welfare. Among the influences on constuner wel-
fare that the personal consumption statistics do not reflect, some prob-
ably favor Western Europe, others Eastern Europe. For example,
the range of choice among products and models has been considerably
narrower in Eastern Europe than in Western Europe. Recurring
shortages of many products and the consequent need to queue up for
hours, possibly to go home emptyhanded, also has been a negative
feature of the Eastern European scene. On the positive side has
been the large increase in the supply of free, or nearly free, social
services, such as educational and health services and recreation, which,
in contrast to personal consumption, probably was at least as rapid

I If prewar consumption were known for the same year-for example. 193--in all the
countries, conmamptlon In both parts of Germany would be higher than In table 12 relative
to that in Czechoslovakia and Hungary.
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in Eastern as in Western Europe (although to make certain of this
would take additional research).

Most difficult of all to evaluate are the changes in the distribution
of income among various socioeconomic groups. This is still largely
an unexplored subject on which available information is very scarce.
My general impressions on Eastern Europe, based mainly on Polish
data, are the following. Among the various socioeconomic groups
the peasants since prewar days have had the largest increase in per
capita consumption. The main reason has been a shortage of agri-
cultural products, caused originally by the disruptions of World War
II, and later sustained by the inadequate growth of agricultural pro-
duction. The Communist governments tried at various times to de-
press the farmers' terms of trade, with some success, particularly where
they had strengthened their control over agriculture as a result of
collectivization. But success was only temporary; farm incomes had
to be raised to stimulate food production. Semiskilled and unskilled
blue-collar workers also saw a considerable improvement in their
standard of living, particularly those who formerly had been peasants.

These groups of workers gained from what appears to have been
a generalreduction in wage differentials due both to egalitarian So-
cia ist ideology and the easy overfulfllment of work norms. The
also were the main beneficiaries of the low prices of necessities such
as bread, and the rationing of housing at nominal rent levels. 8n the
other hand, the skilled blue-collar workers often suffered from these
changes and the white-collar workers lost the favored economic and
social status that they had had before the war. Theprewar middle
class, of course, fared worst of all, and the relative and absolute si-
tion of managerial and professional people generally declineXal-
though with some exceptions. According to a Polish estimate,' which
places the overall increase in per capita consumption from 1937 (old
boundaries) to 1960 at 100-115 percent, the increase in per capita con-
sumption of farm families was more than double that of nonfarm
families-125-150 percent compared with 60 percent (the increase
resulting from the shift of population from farm, to city also is sub-
stantialf. The increase in nonfarm consumption was due only in
part to a rise in real monthly wages (30 percent). Other factors
were the near elimination of unemployment, an increase in the number
of breadwinners per family and a large increase in moonlighting.
Considering that the workweek lengthened and that the above Posh
estimates probably have some upward bias (the Polish figure for the
percentage increase in total consumption is 2540 percent above the
estimate used in the present study) it is quite likely that the choice
of weights largely determines whether average real wages increased
or declined. In any case, real wages, and probably also per capita
consumption, of some social groups certainly are still lower than be-
fore World War II, and in 1956-the time of the Poznan riot and the
near revolution in Warsaw-most groups of older workers had ample
reason to believe that they were worse off than before the war.

Although the other Eastern European countries probably experi-
enced less dramatic changes in income distribution than Poland, they

Lesek Zenkowski, "Dochod Narodowy Polski 1937-80" (Wamw, 1968, pp. 199-201).
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also had much smaller increases in average per capita consumption.
The net effect on the real incomes of the less privileged ups, in
comparison with prewar years, consequently, was probably similar to
that iii Poland.

V. Tim COST OF EcoNoMIc GROwrH

A low productivity of investment has been the major cause of the
lag in the growth of consumption in Eastern Europe. Eastern Euro-
pean countries used a considerably larger proportion of their GNP
for investment than Western Euroean countries to achieve similar
rates of growth in output. The productivity of investment was lower
in Eastern Europe in spite of several favorable factors including a
more rapid increase in industrial employment, a distriution of in;
vestments that favored industry at the expense of the more capital-
intensive service sectors, and relatively smaller needs for the replace-
ment of fixed assets. A strong case can be made, therefore, for attrib-
uting the low productivity of investments in the Eastern countries to
the economic policies and institutions that have characerized com-
mumism of the Soviet type.

A. VOLUME AN DISTRIBUTION OF INVESTMENT

In both Eastern and Western Europe the key factor in postwar
economic owth has been the lar an-rapidly rising level of invest-
ments. The share of gross fixed7investment in GNP at factor cost
increased steadily in nearly all Eastern and Western European coun-
tries during the entire postwar period,8 as shown in table 13. Typi-
cally the Western European shares rose from 20 percent or less in the
early 1950's to near 25 percent in the early 1060's, while those in
Eastern Europe (excluding East Germany) went from the low 20's
to near 30,percent. In East Germany the high priority given to raising
consumption during the 1950's and the heavy reparations payments to
the U.&S.R. until about 1957 (see sec. VI below), greatly limited in-
vestment, which was low even by Western European standards. Since
the ending of reparations, and especially since the raising of the Berlin
wall investments have increased rapidly, becoming a respectable share
of dNP.

Much more striking are the differences in the distribution of invest-
ment. Investment in industry (including construction) and agricul-
ture (including forestry) took a much larger share of total investment
in Eastern Europe than in Western Europe; investment in services, a
correspondingly much lower share. The Eastern European countries
put a remarkably uniform 45 percent of investments into industry and
construction, while few of the Western shares, even in the most indus-
trialized countries, approached 40 percent and one (Greece) was as
low as 20 percent, less than half that of Bulgaria. The share of agri-
culture in total investment is much greater in Eastern than in Western
Europe not only in absolute terms but also in comparing countries
where the relative importance of agriculture in the economy is similar
(for example, Bulgaria and Greece; East and West Germany; Czecho-

*The method of derivation Is dewribed In app. B.
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TABLE 1&-Size and dtribution of proaa ,tred inveasmcnt

As a percent of ONP I As a percent of total
Yearsnt I

Total invest. Invest- Invest. Invest. Invest. Invest.
invest. ment in ment in ment in mnt In ment in ment in
mont Industry I O~ricul- Services Industry WWrIcu serviceslure 4turn

3A"13N ZuXOps
Bulgaria ............... 195 2.7 10.6 4.1 9 0 45 17 38

1146-60 27.7 12.1 7.0 8.0 44 2? 20
I-1. 41.6 19.3 41.5 11.0 47 2 26Ctechoslovskii ....... OW 23. 5 10.6 1 .3 10. O 45 10 45

106-89 27.3 11.4 4.3 11.6 42 16 42
1904 27.7 12.9 4.4 10.4 46 16 38

East Germany ........ 14.5 &8 1.8 & 9 40 12 48
195-59 19.4 8.3 2.2 8.9 43 i 46
190 23.6 11.4 29 9.3 48 13 39

Hungry .............. 190-54 2& 9 12.2 & 6 10.1 47 14 39
19 24.2 11.0 &9 9.3 46 16 38
190-63 27.2 12.0 5.3 .9 44 19 37

Poland ................ 19 4 21.1 9.9 2.0 9.2 47 10 43
19W59 25.1 11.0 &3 10.9 44 13 43
196 28.1 12.5 & 4 12.2 45 12 43

W]ESTERN EtUROPEt

Austria ................ 19504 20.1 7.2 2.5 10.4 36 12 52
19W9 23.1 7.8 3.2 12.1 34 14 52
1963 24.1 ................. ........... ............

Belgium .............. 15- 17.1 5.5 .8 10. 32 5 63
164 19.1 .7 .6 11.6 35 3 652

Denmark ............. 195 17.2 $3.1 2.6 11.6 '18 15 67
154 18.6 63.2 1.9 13.5 a17 10 73
196 22.6 '4.6 2.2 I5. '21 10 60

France ........... 1950 1 ..1.... ....................................
195 20.3 417.4 11.6 07111.3 ''36 0 8 e'5
16- 21.7 &5 '1.3 411.9 130 06 655

West Germany ........ 104 231.1 7.9 1.3 11.9 38 6
19 24.3 .2 .9 14.2 38 4
1960-3 2.4 10.3 1.5 14.6 30 6 5

areee ................ 1044 1.9 4.3 1.6 10.0 27 10
15- 19.2 3.5 . 0 1.7 19 10 71
164 26L.9...... ......... ................. ........

Italy .................. 19 19.7 .8 .6 10.3 35 13 5
195 22.4 6.7 .7 13.0 30 12 5
196 3 2 8.5 2.6 5IL 33 10 57

Netherlands .......... 19 21.15 6 9 1.2 1&4 33 5 63
15 24.4 7.5 1.0 15.9 31 4 65
19" SL7 7.9 1.0 1.8 32 4 64

a Percent at estimated ketor cost in constant Prices. see app. D.
I Distribution at constant market pries.
I Includes construction.
4 Includes forestry.
Szxcludes construction and handicraft
I Calculated from the distribution in current pices.

slovakia and France). Moreover, in the East the share of agriculture
in investment has been rising while the contribution of agriculture to
GNP has been falling. In one Eastern European country, Poland,
agricultural investments have not been high by Western standards
considering the large size of the agricultural sector' but as will be
seen later, the exception proves the rule-Poland is the only Eastern
country which has not collectivized agriculture.

As a result of the higher share both of total investment in GNP
and of industry and agriculture in total investment, investment in
these sectors took a much larger share of GNP in the East than in
the West, as shown also in table 13.

le counterpart of the high investment in industry and agriculture
in Eastern countries is the low investment in services-transportation,
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trade, housing, and so forth. Typically, the share of services in total
investment has been around 40 percent in the East, compared with
60 percent in the West, although with wide variation among individual
Westejn countries. An adequate breakdown of investment in services
is lacking, but it appears that the East invested relatively less than the
West both in "tertiary" sectors like transportation and trade and in
social overhead like housing.

B. PRODU MTIVITr OF INVESTMENT

The estimates of the growth of output and of gross fixed investment
provide measures of the productivity of investment. In accordance
with usual practice the reciprocal of the productivity of investment-
the ratio of gross Axed investment to the increment in output--was
used.'

We will call this ratio the investment cost ratio (or just investment
costs) instead of the more usual, but cumbersome term, incremental
capital-output ratio.

The investment cost calculations, the results of which are summar-
ized in table 14, reveal some important differences between the Eastern
and Western European countries. Investment costs in Eastern Europe
were higher than in Western Europe-on thp average by some*25 per-
cent for the total economy, by 40 percent for industry, and by a great
deal in agriculture. Only for services were the ratios similar in the
two areas. Very few Western investment ratios exceed those in any of
the Eastern countries and the differences between the most comparable
countries of the two groups are very large. For example, the Bul-
garian ratios exceed those in Greece by 75 percent for the total econ-
omy and by more than 100 percent for industry; Czechoslovak invest.
meant costs are two-thirds more than those of France for the total
economy and more than double the French in industry; Hungarian
and Polish overall ratios respectively are only 25 percent above those
of Austria and Italy, but in industry the difference is 100 percent and
two-thirds. Investment costs in agriculture were astronomical in Bul-
garia, Czechoslovakia, and East Germany (in the latter country, net
agricultural output declined), and were higher in Hunga than in
any of the listed countries of Western Europe. However,Poland with
its predominantly private agriculture, had a low ratio, even by West-
ern European standards.

Investment costs have tended to be higher in Eastern Europe than
in Western Europe during the entire postwar period, but the difference
has been growing in recent years, as shown in table 15. The astro-
nomical cost ratios for Czechoslovakia during 1961-64 reflect the near
stagnation of output in the face of a high level of investment, and
the ratio in East Germany has become the secqd highest among the
listed European countries, after having been the lowest during the

* For the economy as a whole these were obtained as the ratios of the percentages of
oss fixed Investment In GNP at factor cost to the average annual rcentage Increase in

'NP. For the three main sectors of GNP (industry and constructon, agriulture and
forestry, and services), the ratios are the average shares In GNP of the setor's investment
to the rate of growth In the sector's output, the latter being weighted by the average sare
of the sector's contribution to GNP. For all periods, the Increase In output is iaged
1 year behind grow fixed Investment-for example, average annual investment in 19504
Is related to the average rate of growth In output during 1951-45.
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TABLK 14.-Comparative investment costs, 1951-64

Grows fixed investment per unit of Increase in output I

ONP Industry Agriculture Services

Bulgaria ...................................... & 1 &38 33.6 4.7
Ctechoslovakia ............................... 6 7 4.4 40.0 7.8
Est Germany I ............................ .. I 8 6 (3) 7.2

Hungry ....................................... 3 4.0 9.6 & I
Poland ...................................... . .0 &4 &6 9.

Unwelghted average .................... . 3. 8 .............. 7.1
== ==Austria .......................... .. .... 3 . 1 7.0 7.1

Belgium I .................................. & 9 4. 7 .6 7.7
Denmark ..................................... 4.1 1.9 6. &0
France ....................................... 1 2.8 4.8 & 7
West Germany I ............................. 4.6 2.9 8.3 86
Oreee ........................................ &0 1.8 n.a. .8
Italy &............................... 9 2.0 .3 7.8
Netherands............................. 8.0 & 2 4. 4 8 a

Unwelghted average ................... 4.85 2.7 .0 7.1

1 Increase in output lagged I year behind gross fixed investment.'198-6.0
I Decline In output.
NoT.-Norway Is excluded because its Investment statistics have a broader coverage than those of other

countries (they include all kinds of repair expenditures).

early 1950's when a considerable amount of unused productive capacity
still remained because of the delayed recovery from the effects of
the war.

TarnB 15.--Ohanges in investment osts

Oross fixed Investment per unit of Increase in output I

Total economy Industry

1981-85 19-60 1061-44 1951-"8 100 1961-4

Bularl .................................. 4.0 3.8 7.7 4.3 &.6 .8
Czechoslovakia ........................... &6 4.1 62 8.1 2. 0 12 2
But Germany ........................... 2. 0 . 8.7 L1 28 8.0
Hungry .................................. 4.7 6.8 6.0 &8 .2 36
Poland .................................. 4.4 &0 8.8 &2 &6 .4

Austria ................................... 3 4.4 & 1. 2.4 .......
Belgium ............................... ... 7.4 4.4 6...... &7 2.8Denmark ...................... .8..6 3. 4.4 3s 1.4 1.7
France ................................... 4.1 4.2 4.2 ......... 27 2.8

esGermny .2.......................... Is &9 .8 1.3 2 3 .4
reece ................................. 2.3 3 4 &3 22 1.8 .......t ........... .... . & 3 8 4.6 1.7 1.8 24Netherlands ....................... 3 & I 6 8.7 2.8 3.2 3.6

I Increase In output lagged 1 year behind gross fixed investment.

0. A Ao.S IN INVESTMENT COSTS

The wide differences in investment costs are the key to a comparative
analysis of the determinants of economic growth in Eastern and
Western Europe. The remainder of this section will deal with some
of the factors that may have caused these differences in investment
cod-the growth and distribution of labor inputs; the sectoral and
branch distribution of investment; the options and policies regarding
replacement of fixed assets; and a, number of pertinent institutional
factors and policies in industry and agriculture.
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1. Labor inputs
The overall rate and pattern of growth of employment was similar

in the two parts of Europe, as shown in table 16.10 In both Eastern
and Western Europe, the growth of the total labor force was less
than one quarter as fast as the growth of output per person, and it
is possible that there was no increase at all in the total number of
hours worked in several countries. In industry both employment and
output per worker increased faster in the Eastern than in the Western
countries, but on the average the difference was greater for employment
(two-thirds) than for output per worker (one-third). Agricultural
employment declined in all the countries of both areas but on the
average the decline was more rapid in the West, and consequently the
advantage of the West was greater for output per worker in agri-
culture than for agricultural output. These averages disguise some
wide differences among countries-particularly the contrast between
East German growth, which resulted entirely from increased laborproductivity, and West German growth, which was supported by the
fastest increase in employment among the countries isted. Never-
theless it appears that somewhat less substituting of capital for labor
was necessary in most of the Eastern countries than in the Western
countries to achieve a given rate of growth in output. A definite
judgment on the relative role of labor Inputs in Eastern and Western
Europe must await a much more thorough study of the use of labor
and also of education, training, and other influences on the quality
of the labor force. But it is probable that the effect of labor inputs
on relative investment costs was at worst neutral, and most probably
tended to keep costs in the East lower than those in the West.
TAUJZ 16.-Growt/h of employment and output per employee, 1951-62' (annual

percentage inoreaemc)

Employment I Output per employee I

Total Aricul" Ag uul-
labor Industry ure Total Industry re
fore 4

Bulgara.. ........................ 5 & -1.3 & 6 4.7 2.0
Czecoslovakia ................... 1.0 & 1 -. 2 4.2 &2 5.7
East Germany................... 0 -. 1 -3.0 & 5 &4 2.8
Hunary ................................. 1.2 4.8 -2.1 8.4 2.8 &8Poland ................................... 1.1 35. -.8 8.6 5 I.1
Rumania ................................. 1.0 8.6 -. 2 4.7 5. 2 .9
Unweighted average ...................... 1.0 & 3 -1.8 4.6 4.0 &2
BIlium ................................ . . .4 -. 6 2. &1 6.2
Denm .. ....................... 1.3 2.0 -1.6 2. 2.1 5.2
France ....................... .2 1.1 -3.5 4.8 4.6 65
West ermany .................. 1.5 3.1 -& & & 0 4.8
Italy . ......................... .7 1 a . 4.8 4.1 &8
Netherlands. ..................... 1 1 1.3 8 8.4 4.1 8.9
Unweighted average ................ . 2,1 -2.7 4.0 & 8 & 0

66Industry Includes construction (except in East Germany and Rumania); agriculture includes forestry.
t'151-02 unless otherwiqe specified.
For Total and for Industry, 1951-62 unless otherwise specified; for agriculture, calculated from Increases

in output from the 190.3 average to the 1960-63 average.
, Includes the unemployed and the military.

I
Sources: Eastern Europe, U.S. Bureau of Census; except foremployment in construction. Employment

In construction from various statistical yearbooksof Individual cuntries Wetern Europe: OECD Man.
power Statistics, 1950-92.

If Comparable employment statistics are more scarce than comparable production atari..
tics. Those ohown In table 16 cover the 1951-62 period for most countries, but shorter
periods for a few countries.
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9. Sectoral and branc4 ditribution of invetment
The relatively high investment costs in Eastern Europe clearly are

not due to the sectoral distribution of investments. Indeed. the op-
posite is true-the sectoral distribution of investment in the East was
intended to keep, and should have kept, overall investment costs lower
than in the West. The reason is evident from table 14-investment
costs are higher in services, into which the Eastern countries put a
relatively small share of investments, than in the economy as a whole,
and much higher than in industry (almost double in the Eastern
countries and two and a half times in the Western countries).

The Eastern countries followed the strategy of maximizing expendi-tures in the construction of new factories or major expansion of old
factories) by minimizing expenditures on the modernization of rail-
roads, the construction of a modern road network, the expansion of
warehouse space, and the satisfaction of consumer demand for housing.
This strategy could be sustained for some years because to a point the
use of capacity in these services is quite elastic. It was hoped that the
extra boost given to industrial production by concentrating investments
in industry would be sufficient to allow the backlog of investment de-
mands in services to be made up eventually without strain on the econ-
omy. These hopes were disappointed, however. We have seen that
agriculture took a large part. of investment with little yield (for rea-
sons to be described later), and the expected advantage in industrial
production did not materialize because of the relatively low yield of
industrial investments. Moreover, the possibilities for squeezing more
output from existing capacity in services have been running out and
in recent years industrial growth has been hindered with increasing
frequency by a lack of freight, cars (notably in Czechoslovakia), while
great waste of agricultural products has resulted from the lack of
storage facilities and adequate farm-to-market roads. In the future,
the need to make up for the deficiencies caused by the shortsighted
policies of the past probably will raise overall investment costs and
hence limit the possible rate of economic growth.

It is unlikely that these conclusions on the effect of the distribution
of investment on investment costs would be greatly changed if more
detailed comparative data on investment allocations were available.
Within industry, the Eastern countries probably put a greater em-
phasis than the Western countries on some capital-intensive branches,
like steel and cement, and less emphasis on some labor-intensive
branches, like textiles. On the other hand, chemicals and petroleum
refining, which are both highly capital-intensive, probably were de-
veloped more intensively in the West.
3. Repkzement and maintenance of fled assets

Eastern Europe had another advantage over Western Europe that
should have tended to hold down its investment costs--the fact that
replacement needs took a smaller part of its gross investment. There
are no comparable data on capital stock for Eastern and Western
European countries, but it is probable that Eastern countries, being in
general less developed, had lower average capital-output ratios than
the Western countries both before World War II and in the early
postwar years. It is also likely that the average age of capital was
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somewhat less in the East than in the West because the industrial
revolution had started later. For both these reasons a smaller share
of GNP is likely to have been needed in the East than in the West to
cover replacement needs for capital. Moreover since investment was
a higher share of GNP in the East than in the West the share of re-
placement needs in investment would have been smaller even if their
share in GNP was the same. Thus it is probably safe to assume that
net investment correctly measured-that is, gross investment, less the
expenditures required to maintain the productive capacity and effi-
ciency of the existing capital stock-was a considerably larger share
of gross investment in Eastern Europe than in Western Europe. This
means, of course, that investment costs in the East were relatively
even higher measured with net investments than with gross invest.
ments.

In practice, the Eastern European countries appear to have tried to
maximize the increase in productive capacity by minimizing retire-
ments, relying on repairs to maintain the productivity of existing as-
sets. Again the intention was to hold down investment costs. The few
available data on actual retirements of fixed assets indicate that re-
tirement rates in Eastern countries were extremely low. For example,
they were less than 1 percent of productive fixed assets per year in
Czechoslovakia during most of the 19Os.11 Actually, this policy
probably had the opposite effect from that which was intended--in the
end, it probably increased investment costs. Expenditures on repairs,
both capital repairs, which are included in the present investment
statistics, and current repairs, which are not included, were high but
insufficient leading to frequent breakdowns of equipment (the tractor
standing idle for lack of spare parts is as common a scene in Eastern
Europe as in the U.S.S.R.), which in turn created unused capacity and
caused a loss in efficiency. Moreover, the strong bias against retiring
existing assets, long after they had become obsolete, caused some of the
most productive investment opportunities to be unused.
4. Other factors affecting investment costs

We have seen that the growth of employment, the broad sectoral
distribution of investment and the maintenance and replacement needs
for fixed assets all should have helped the Eastern European countries
to keep investment costs below those in Western countries. The in.
fluence of external factors is discussed in the next section. Here we
will consider from an internal point of view the effect of such factors
as the introduction and use of new technology, and the planning and
management of production.

In general, the relative backwardness of the Eastern European coun-
tries should have given them o portunities for a more rapid technolog-
ical transformation than in Western Europe (such an advantage has
often been attributed to the U.S.S.R. relative to the United States).
In addition, the relatively larger gross investments and probably much
larger net investments in Eastern Europe provided relatively greater
means to take advantage of these opportunities. Among Western
countries, high shares of investment in GNP usually have been ac-

11 K. Novotny, VyvoJ zakladnich fondu v letech 1948-1067," Statlstieky Obzor, No. 1,
1959, p. 15.
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companied not only by it rapid growth- of GNP but also by low in.
vestinent costs. 12 lArge investment not only can, mean a large injec-
tion of new technology, but. also opportunities for introducing econo-
mies of scale in new and old phnts. However, the relatively small
size of the Eastern European economies tends to limit. the possible
economies of sctle. There could be offsetting opportunities in foreign
trade, but. these opportunities probably were less favorable in Eastern
than in Western REurope.

There is no way of measuring the actual development of technology
in Eastern and Western Europe. One gains the impression that. new
technology in Eastern Europe was inferior to that, in Western Europe,
partly for lack of effort, partly because of bad planning and manage-
melit, and partly because of lack of access to the best Western and
Soviet. technology (technology in the Conmunist bloc was generally
inferior to that in the West). Any technological dicadvantage for
Eastern Europe was bound to have fhe most. serious effects on the in-
(dustr'ialize(l count ries, East Germany and Czechoslovakia. But tech-
nological lags are )y no means the only explanation for the high in-
vestment costs in Eastern countries . lad planning and management
were also important, and indeed, contributed to the technological lags.

An important source of inefficiency w 'as the insistence Oi investing
at rates which strained the capacity of the construction ad machinery
industries. lhe resltwas undully high costs and long periods of con-
struct ion for new plants 1: and an accumulation of unfinished projects
well beyond what is probably usual in the West,. The value of ui-
flnished investments in Czechoslovakia, East, Germany, and Hungary
uus amounted to about, I year's gross fixed investment."

In industry, the bulk of investments went for new plants, often in
previously undeveloped sites, leaving insufficient investments for an
efficient modernization of existing plants. (We have already dis-
cussed it similarbias ii regard to replacement.) The main recipients
of investments in new plants were of course the least. developed indus-
trial branches and those where there was the least flexibility in thle
utilization of existing capacity. Most basic industrial branches-at
first, metallurgy, and later electric power, fuels, chemicals, and con-
struction materials-had a great deal of new plant construction be-
cause they were initially r'elatively less developed than the branches
producing finished goods and there was confinuously an incipient
shortage of industrial materials. Many new ranches of te machin-

ery industry also were built. Existing machinery plants and nearly
ill of light, industry, however, received very little investment; their

management was always under strong pressure to squeeze more out-
put from existing equipment and what improvements there were en-
tailed the install ation of a few new machines, leaving production
)rocesses unchanged.

Moreover, new plants in the East often were run at well below full
capacity and produced at high unit cost for a long time after they

'$See. for example, Angus Mnddlon, 'eonomic Growth In the West" (New York, 20th-
Century Fund, 190114). p. 77 am United Nations, Economic Commission for Europe, "1Ec-
nomic Survey of Europe in 1901, pt. 2, "Some Factors In Economic Growth In Europe
i)urins the 1950'N " eh. II, t. 20.1 See, for example, AndrzeJ Karpinskl "Zagadnienin soeJallstyeznej Industriallzel
Ponskl" (Warsaw, 195A). pp. 89-92.

1" United Nntion. leownomle Commission for Europe, "Economic Survey of Europe,"
1U9i2, pt. 1, pp. 1, 20-23.
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had been commissioned 5 This was probably due partly to inexperi-
ence at least in the less industrialized Eastern countries, but the prin-
cipal cause was certainly poor planning of the plants and poor co-
ordination of the construction of complementary facilities and of
supplies and components.

TIiere are also plenty of indications that bad management led both
to unusedcapacity-for example, the well-known "storing" of foun-
dry capacity by machinery plants to protect themselves against pos-
bible shortages of parts-and to unnecessarily high costs of production,
which i turn held down the possibilities for increasing out pt. The
institutional roots of such roble s are wehl known; they will be taken
ip briefly in the concagding section.

The principal cause of the extremely high investment costs in
agriculture already has been mentioned. The collectivization of agri-
culture, and before that. the threat of collectivization and the discim-
inattion against. private farmers increased the demand for investment
while they held a oln the growth of agricultural output. Collectivi-
zation increased the demand for investment in several ways: by creat-
ing a need for common livestock shelters And other "overhead" expendi.' hires which do not necessarily raise production;- by hastening the
flight of labor from agriculture and hence the n for machinery
to replace the labor; by tending to reduce the effective input of the
remaining farmworkers, at least those who work on collective land
ind livestock, and so agpin increasing the need for mechanization. At
the same time collectivization tended to depress output because of re-
duced incentives for farmers to work hard carefully, and skillfully.
Complaints are often heard from Eastern rope that mechanization
and other farm investments were inadequate. his inadequacy, hw-
ever, is largely a reflection of the inefficiency of agricultural institu-
thions in using available capital.

Inefficiency in the system of economic planning and management
in Eastern 'urope has been prevalent during the entire postwar
p ried and was probably worse during the early 1950's than today.
rerntrly, however, it. has been more apparent because it has becoimie
more of an obstace to economic growth. Until around 1960, although
plans for the cte of investment projects, the growth of labor produc-
tivity, and the reduction of unit costs of production were re faol
MAle production goals nevertheless were often achieved by mobilizing
so-cailed hidden reserves.

There were many such reserves; mobilizing labor from the farm and
thle kitchen for use in industry; keeping obsolete equipment in pro-
luction; making increased use of existing productive capacity in rail-

roads, warehouses, and plants in low priority industries; and taking
advantage of easy opportunities for the rationalization of production

afte indisty hatd be en nationalized. The Government's abilityt
pass on the burden of inefficiency to the consumer, was another kind
of "hidden reserve," for investment could be raised rapidly enough
to generate high rates of growth in output in spite of high investment
costs. Among the burdens passed to the consumer were the poor

IsAcord to Karplnnki op. cit., pp. 206-214%, in 1965 nearly all the major Industrial
Plnnts bullt tdurinst 1940-51. in Poland produced for some time at higer unit costs than
the old plants, In spite of considerably greater capitalization andg an advantage In
technology.
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qimlity, assortmenti, and design of consumer goods. When inoreaed
Co1si1ner resist alice anti increased strin i tie sul)ply of miw materials
were 1in imiiled d1l1iriig tlhp tiid-1950's, most. of Ihe (Governmtnts hld
to temporarily lower or stabilize the slhare of investment in GNP,
1aise0 t'otisuptl oii itwlln llt(e lt'ette, o11 s t ighlteninl out. the "dispro-
porlions" whiell luld developed in Ilho econonly. ciw intenlsive il-
vestnielt drives were ii1i1elied (itrin tile into 1960's, however, ('11is-
lg "reserves" o11ce 1ga 1ill to be used lni) at, a rapid rite, lind these

dliive's were to olintie during t11o early 1960's. Collecfiviztlon of
agrie1lnture, wIilt accelerlted between 19159 alld 1961, a111de 1nt1,teN
worse. By about. 1)(10 tile reserves hatd nearly run out, in the llore
idulstrialized count ries, leist. (ermnn a11l ('zeheloslovakia. Azri-
milt ire had runlt1 short, of labor, m1ost. iousewives were already working,
the st tl on Ihe ratilrolld system hlad Icouo excesive, i11i in ninny
bralnehes of the niaelline1'v and liglt, i1ndustries equipmnt. nd prec.
(Ames Were too obsolete to p1'odlile Ili aecoi'd1it11e wit It 1odei'n teclinieil
speeilcltionls. At tle Kanle i1e, hoth dottie ind foreign custmers
were beomiig inereaisi1gly d IScritilling and largo inventories of
11nsahble goods ac u11elted. With the lak of produictiot1 reserves
nd he greatly reduced possibilities fo.dumpig low-qulaliy prod.
1iets on donmest te or foreign cot1 Uslluei's, the ii1ellh'ienev of tile system
of planning and management. wts bound to force a slurp slowdown
in economic growth.

V1. EXTERNAL. FA MRoR

The foregoing analysis indieates that economic performance in Eaistorn
EUllroe wits deeldeilly inferior to t hat in Western Europe. Produe-
lion grow no m'ore rajpidly in the East. than in the West; consumption
ineased nuh more slowly ; and by all indicaltions, economic growth
was achieved less efliciently. It remains to be seen to what extent the
East's inferiority in prerIforniuice catn be ttlributed to external dis-
adviintages for example, to Soviet ilposit lions in contrast, to U.S. aid,
less ftworh Ile )rice terms, or iore limited access to foreign goods
and technology. We will deal first with quntifliable aspects of ex-
tornl econoli relaions-comparative trends inl the voilne of im-
ports; foreign aid and Impositions; and the terms of trade-and then
evaluate the effect, of these fietors on economic )erforanlce and
consider also nonqinllitiialle faeor., sueh as the broad foreign eCo-
nomic environment.

A. STATIStI(A, EVIDENCE

I. 7'rends in, thelume? of haportR
Except. in Eaust. Germuny, trends 1in the volume of imports were at.

least as ftavorlable to ecolloiie growth inEastern Europe as in Western
Elrop. Imports grew very rlpidly in both areas, as showing in table
17. 1 Ttil tle early 1960's annual rates of growth in the volume of
implts (that is, thle value of imports in constant. prices) were in
exess of 10 percent in neily all tile Easteri European co1iitrie, and
for the nost part were belowv 10 percent in Western Europe. During
the early 1060's, the growth of imports his slowed in Eastern Europe
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and accelerated in Western Europe. The post-1950 expansion began
from levels which were already above those of the late 1930's in Al1
lhe cOunt.lrips covered, excepl4lt. East and West. Gerany. The exception
for the two (lernanys is (du1e to th illltlision of estimates of iltOeI7onal
trade in the prewar statistics. Interzonal trade had been far more im.
)ortaut to ast (erniany than to West, Germany, it factor which

largely explains why the volume of imports in 1950 was only about
10 percent of that of 19:36 in East Germany, while it was 60 percent
in West Germany.

rAl,1,K 17.-Growth ol imports in contant prices

Indexes: IO--100

Prewar 1 1960 195 Ie0 1964

llllllinrl .. 68 73 too 262 447
('hqlo...... as 64 100 189 268
Klwi (OIcru'Iuy........ ......... 1371 37 100 194 233
Ihu igary . 4.... . . 47 e 100 187 291
I'olul ......................... 38 72 100 104 233
ItUa ds u............................. 48 64 100 148 272
TIotal tilove ............ ? 9 100 j1 262(Klantdlng Kist (la'ria¥a) ............... 491 6 I 00 ..Aiin H.......................... ....... 41 100o. .

110 gltllto o............................... .7 141 207,,,,,,s 100........................ 80 100a1b8 222
e............... ........ 73 73 tO 143 229

W et (feruan) ............................ 78 47 100 146 214
Itly ............................. 46 4 100 to 207
Netorland ............................... 59 72 100 146 211
Norwa .................... 06 71 oo 143 194
Tot above ..... 0 ....... () 64 100 152 224

I itwi (lruauuly aitt West (lernmny, 1936; Poland and Czocwiolovakln, 1937; liulgarla, 1939; all other
tcolliutrlte I938

I 11whaldm interroglonaol trado between Eat Oermany and West (lermany.
I Iacludtw l.ixoalaboirg.
d Not avallahlo.
Fourcms: Hee app. (V. All prewar data In prewar boundaries.

In nearly ill of Eliroe imports r rw much more rapidly than GNP,
11. shown III nal)le 18. 'ldllon ly, (lependence on i sports had been
greater in Western Europa than in Eastern Hurop, largely because
most, of the Western (ountieit were miore industrialized. -The prewar
intios of ill)Orts in ( N P hind 1)eon surl'patl by 19150 in all of l'4stern
Eul.)o, except. East, Georm any, but had not. lbee in Western Europe,
oxcpe)t. ill Italy and Wt.1, We . 1erlntany. Silce 1950 theo raft, ) of imports
to (GNP las risei stelulily in every country nd the different be-
tween Western Europa and Eastern Europe has narrowed further.
IBy 1904 the smaller Eastern European countries (Bul arit and Hun-
ary) had achieved highe0or imiort ntios than the at'gr Western

Itropesl countries and inuch higher nt.ios than before World War
I, Tie ldt~lugarian experience is especially noteworthy, the importrati Ihvingt increased froni 9 to 24 percent i less than a. decadeo. Thle

Iolish anI 11 linnhll ratios, however, colntinteo to be itteh lower than
those in Western Europo-a reltection of the relatively rich resources
of these countries in relation to their degree of indstrialization. The
contrast Ielween East a.d West. Gernny retnains striking-the littio
of imports to (NP is only one-quarter of the prewar ratio in East
(ermany while it has almost recovered to the prewar level in West
Germany.
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TARLE 18.-Relation of imports to production

Imports aa percent of (NP (from Import index as a percent of In.
values In constant 1963 dollars) Industrial production index-

IO5-100

Prewar 1950 1955 1960 1964 Prewar 1950 1960 1964

Bulgaria ................ 8 0 9 17 24 146 109 143 178
Czechoslovakia. .......... 6 6 8 12 15 84 80 122 15
Bast (lermany .............. '37 4 8 13 14 1464 63 137 141
flungary............. 5 8 8 13 17 82 90 143 163
Poland ...... ....... 3 6 6 8 10 72 114 111 119
Rumanla................... 4 5 6 8 12 98 78 96 112
Austria ................... 15 12 is 20 23 127 89 126 147
Belgium 2 ................... 25 23 25 32 40 106 94 120 149
Denmark...... (3) 19 21 26 30 (3) 88 119 132
France ................. 9 7 8 9 12 113 93 109 138
West Germany. .......... '18 8 12 12 15 IA3 83 106 126
Italy ..................... 5 7 8 12 15 96 105 133 149
Netherlands ................ 31 26 30 36 44 115 97 112 133
Norway .................... 25 20 24 20 33 130 87 125 137

I Includes interreglonal trade between East and West (ermany.
I Includes Luxemburg in Imports.
' Not available.
NoTic.-Prewar Imports are in prewar boundaries while prewar CNP and industrial production are In

postwar boundrles for Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and Rumania. In comparable boundaries the prewar
ratios of Imports to (N P and industrial production should be somewhat higher than in the table to Bul-
garia, slightly lower In Czechoslovakia, and considerably lower in Rumania.

Imports grew not only in relation to GNP, but also in relation to
industrial production in all the listed countries, except the two Ger-
manies, as also shown in table 18. Industrial production recovered
from the war faster than did imports in most countries of both areas,
but then lagged behind imports during the post-1950 expansion. Sur-
prisingly, imports in the Eastern countries, except Poland, rose faster
than industrial production even between 1950 and 1955, a period
when all of the countries were trying to become more self-sufficient.
Apparently, rapid and broad industrialization created a derived de-
mand for imports so large that it swamped the effects of import sub-
stitution.
2. Forejn aid and im.positiown

Unquestionably the postwar balance on economic aid and imposi-
tions has been highly unfavorable to Eastern Europe and highly
favorable to Western Europe. The Eastern European countries-had
to make large net payntents to the U.S.S.R. for reparations and other
reasons and these net payments were concentrated in the early postwar
years, when they were most burdensome. By contrast Western-Europe
was a lare net recipient of U.S. aid and most of this aid was ob-
tained ear y, when it was most needed. The following discussion of
foreign aid and impositions and of international capital movements
will treat these complex subjects only in very general terms, for a
detailed treatment would require a number of specialized studies.

No reliable estimate exists of Soviet takings from Eastern Europe,
but an order of magnitude of $15 to $20 billion in postwar prices prob-
ably is reasonable to cover dismantlings, reparations, and occupation
costs. The bulk of this amount (probably some $10.to $15 billion) was
taken from East Germany between World War 1I and the mid-1950's
(10 to 15 percent of East German GNP). Another half billion dollars
at least is accounted for by deliveries of coal by Poland to the U.S.S.R.
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at nominal rices Soviet removals of fixed assets and current produc-
tion on reparations account from Hungary and Rumania also were sub-
stantial, although much smaller than those from East Germany. There
were also Soviet takings from the jointly owned but Soviet-controlled
companies in Hungary, Rumania, and Bulgaria. The great bulk of all
these Soviet impositions came between World War II and 1953 and
the burden on the Eastern European economies probably delined
steadily over this period. In comparison with Soviet impositions,
Soviet economic aid to Eastern Europe (which was entirely in the
form of credits, although repayment obligations for some of these were
waived), wvas small-in the order of $4 billion, not much over 1 bil-
lion of which was extended before 1956. For its part, Eastern Europe
extended some $2 billion in credit to non-Communist developing coun-
tries, all after 1955, and about $1 billion to other Communist countries.

The large unrequited Eastern European exports to the U.S.S.R.
make a striking contrast with the even larger net receipt of U.S. aid
by Western Europe. Total U.S. economic ai-'d to the nine Western Eu-
ropean countries treated in this paper came to nearly $19 billion for
1946-64 (excluding UNRRA aid) $16 billion of which had been dis-
bursed by the end of 1962. (The ?Tnited States also extended a half a
billion dollars of aid to Eastern Europe, consisting mainly of Public
Law 480 credits to Poland after 1956. For the 1946-52 period U.S.
economic aid on the average amounted to some 2 percent annually of
the combined GNP's of the nine Western European countries (about
the average proportion for France, West Germany, and Italy; a con-
siderably larger proportion for Greece and Austria; and smaller pro-
portions for the other countries). These figures exclude some $13 bil-
lion of U.S. military aid, which was disbursed mainly after 1952. They
also exclude private long-term U.S. investments in Western Europe,
which have exceeded the flow of official and private aid from the West-
ern European countries to the developing countries. Both U.S. private
investments in Western Europe and Western European aid to develop-
ing countries have become important only since the mid-1950's.

To conclude, the balance of aid, impositions and credits was highly
unfavorable to Eastern Europe for the postwar period as a whole, but
the disadvantage for Eastern Europe (and the advantage for Western
Europe) was concentrated in the early postwar years. Since the mid-
1950's, both Eastern and Western Europe appear to have been net im-
porters of long-term capital.
3. The net temms of trade

Rough estimates of trends in the "net terms of trade" (the ratio of
the export price index to the import price index) are shown in table
19 for Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, these three countries com-
bined, and,-by way of comparison, the EEC countries. The movement
of the "net terms of trade" is nearly the same for the two groups of
countries, except that the changes were more favorable to the Eastern
group between 1950 and 1955 and more favorable to the Western group
between 1955 and 1960. But there were wide differences in trends
among Eastern countries. Czechoslovakia suffered a marked worsen-
ing in its net terms of trade in the early 1950's, which it has not yet
made up, while Poland's terms of trade improved substantially from
prewar years to 1950 and again from 1950 to 1955. These opposite

68491 0-6-pt. IV---8
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trends between 1950 and 1955 may have been due to the stabilization
of prices in intrabloc trade at levels which favored primary producers,
like Poland, but hurt importers of foods and industrial materials, like
Czechoslovakia. In addition, there was a strong European market for
coal, Poland's principal export. of the early 1950's. The drasic fluctu-
ationis of Bulgaria's terms of trade appear to be due mainly to price
fluctuations for tobacco, until recently Bulgaria's piedominant export.
There is no information on the terms of trade of the other Eastern
European countries-the combined price indexes for Bulgaria, Czech-
oslovakiat and IPoland were used to calculate price and quantum in-
dexes in hingary and Rumania. But although the in formation is
very spotty, it appears to indicate that trends in the terms of trade
in the East were inot greatly different from those in the West.

TABLE 19.-Net terms of trad eI

Indexes: 1964 equals 100

Prewar 1950 - 1O8 1960 1964

Bulgaria ......................... 168 .............. Ill 9 100
Czechoslovakia ................. 102 109 95 98 1W
Poland ....................... 70 78 07 95 100
Above countries together ... 95 87 98 97 100
EEC Countries. .............. . 6 87 89 98 100

I Ratio of export price Index to import price Indes. So app. 0.

These findings on trends in the net terms of trade appear to be con-
sistent with evidence on the pricing of Eastern European trade with
the U.S.S.R. and the West., which can be summarized as follows:

(1) Soviet foreign trade statistics show that the U.S.S.R. charges
Eastern Europe higher prices and pLys Eastern Europe lower prices
than it charges and pays for the same commodities in its trade with
Western Europe.10 The evidence is convincing for Soviet exports,
which consist mainly of materials and foods with fairly definite prices,
but much less so for Soviet imports because most of these consist of
manufactures, for which meaningful price data are lacking.

(2) Eastern European trade statistics show that the Eastern Euro-
pean countries obtain higher prices from the U.S.S.R. (and each other)
than from the West for their exports of the same commodities. Com-
parisons of import prices are inconclusive. Corroborating evidence
comes from Western trade statistics, which seems to indicate that
Western countries pay the Eastern European countries less for the
same goods than in tileir trade with other Western countries. 7 It
would appear then, that (1) the U.S.S.R. has better terms of trade
with Eastern kurope than with the West; and (2) that Eastern Euro-
pean countries also have better terms of trade with the U.S.S.R. (and
each other) than with the West. In other words Eastern Europe ap-
pears to be discriminated against, on the one hand by the U.S.S.R. and

Is lorst Mendershauxen "Terms of Trade Between the Soviet Union and Smaller Com-
munist Countries, 1955-07," "The Review of Economics and Statistics," No. 2, May 1959.
"The Terms (if Soviet-Satellite Trade: A Broadened Analysis." Ibid., May 160.

1F Pranklyn iolzman, "Soviet Foreign Trade Pricing and th estion of Discrimination,"
"Review of Economics and Statlsties." May 19062. 'More on Soviet Bloc Trade Discrimi-
nation," "Soviet Studies." July 1915. Frederic Pryor, "The Communist Foreign Trade
System" (Cambridge, Mauss., 1908), ch. V.
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on the other by Western Europe. There is nothing inherently in-
consistent about this. A plausible explanation is that pricing in in-
trabloc trade actually was based, as Soviet and Eastern European
sources often state, on world market prices-that is the actual prices
used in world commodity markets or in contracts between large*
Western firms. The prices obtained in the West by the Eastern Euro-
pean countries were usually much less favorable to these countries than
the "world market prices." This is especially true of Eastern Euro-
pean manufactured goods, which suffer in world markets from tariff
barriers, lack of publicity,. reliable trade contacts and adequate serv-
icing facilities, and from inflexibility in the planning and manage-
ment of foreign trade. Exports of raw materials and foods fare bet-
ter, but even these tend to receive lower prices than average because
they are often sold in small lots and at the wrong time. The basing
of prices in intrabloc trade on actual world market prices (with many
modifications, including a tendency to stabilize the prices of raw ma-
terials for a number of years) would tend to create similar trends in
the terms of trade as in Western Europe. This, as we have seen, is
what the statistics appear to show.

B. EVALUATION

What conclusions can be drawn from the statistical analysis as to
the relative influence of external factors on the economic development
of Eastern and Western Europe I It seems certain that Soviet imposi-
tions in the early postwar years and the unwillingness or inability
of the Soviet Union to make up for the loss of interzonal trade had
a great deal to do with the severe lag of the East German economy
behind that of West Germany. The enormous structural adjustments
forced upon an economy whose imports in 1950 were only about 10
percent of the prewar level can be imagined. East Germany had to de-
velop a substantial steel industry production of nearly all types of
heavy machinery and transportation equipment, and many other in-
dustrial branches. Some of this forced structural change was bound
to involve a loss of efficiency in the allocation of resources-certainly
initially, and probably also in the long run. In addition the lack of
imported materials for many years held down the utilization of exist-
ing plant capacity and the growth of labor productivity. This massive
readjustment had to take place simultaneously with an outflow of un-
compensated exports to the U.S.S.R. that cut deeply into investment
possibilities. Economic recovery from the effects of the war had
hardly begun in 1950 and during the early 1950's, with the U.S.S.R.
taking 10 to 15 percent of GNP and with heavy pressure to improve
living conditions rapidly, East Germany could not undertake a large
investment program. As was shown earlier, investments reached a
respectable share of GNP in East Germany only in the late 1950's
after reparations had ceased. By contrast, West Germany adjust 4

very easily to its separation from East Germany because interzonal
trade had been a much smaller part. of West German than of East
German trade, the West German economy was much larger and more
balanced, and there were broader trade opportunities abroad and large
receipts of U.S. aid.
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i Tie evidence that, measurable external factors were mriously dis-
Adva ntageolIs is far less clear for the other Eastern European coun-
Itries tlian for East Germany. The quantitative growth of imports
i'as certainly more than adequate to sustain a rapid growth of output.
• 'hianges in the net terms of trade appear to have been generally suni-
lar in Eastern and Western Euro P. In the early postwar years Hun-
giars. and lltiiatlia paid substantial reparations, and the other Eastemr
Itt ropmen countries unlike tle estern E uropean countlles, were, not
net, recipients of aid, but since 1955 the Eastern Ellropeal dlisad-
vantage in this regard probably has been small.

To conclude, the measurable factors probably account, fully for the
severe lag in East German growth until the mid-1950's. t is rea.
sonalble to suppose that. they were largely res ponsible also for the
lags of most other Hastern Europeon countries b~ind Western Europe
during the early postwar years of economic recovery and growth.
Jflungaily and Rumania, the t wo countries which, after 'East Germany,
were probably most, ailrcted by Soviet impositions, were the latest
to regain prewar levels. After Poland and both parts of Germany
these, countries it Iso sit Ietmd the most war dlalige. Except. ill Enast
Germany, w here Sov.t impositions affected mainly investment, tile
main itIaet of these impose tons (or the lack of aid) probably was on
consinption. lut these external factors do not explain the decline in
rates of growth in recent years not the high investment costs in all the
Eastern F1'uropean eaounrlies during the postwar period.

The preceding analysis, since it dea-ls only with measurable external
factors, leaves out a highly impoiant. difference between Eastern and
Western Europe--the general foreign economic environment. This
difference, however, is both externa.l and internal, and it, is most ap-
jropriately treated as all aspect, of the broad institutional and policy
framework of the two areas. Membership in the Soviet bloc entailed
among other things the adoption of Soviet-type economic policies and
institutions and it. is pointless to speulate about. the extent. to which
Soviet pressure or the willing emulation of things Soviet by local Coin-
munist parties were responsible.

The application of Soviet-type policies and institutions in Eastern
Europe had interrelated effects on the domestic use of resources and on
foreigin trade opportunities. Trade opportunities were to some ex-
tent limited by Western controls, but Soviet and Eastern European
policies were much more important limitations.

For the individual Eastern European country, materials, foods and
MaChinerv were almost always ill short supply-they could rarely be
imported in the desired quantities and qualities'. Consequently it, was
necessary to develop high-cost, mineral resources, raise expenditures
in agriculture to the point of small return, and overdiversify manu-
fact uring production. Shortages of industrial materials were especi-
ally severe in the early and m-id-19i0's. In recent years availability
of foodstuffs and technology have been increasing problems. Inability
to import the most advanced or appropriate technology kept labor
costs and often also investment costs higher than they might have
been. This disadvantage was especially burdensome for the more
developed countries, East Germany ana Czechoslovakia, which de-
pended on advanced technology to maintain their lead in productivity.
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Moreover, the cost of doing without first-rate technology has in-
ereased in recent years as East Germany and Czechoslovakia have ex-
hausted the opportunities for tappin g "reserves" of unused productive
capacity and labor and as all of the Eastern European countries have
faced more exacting customers abroad.

Some of the overdiversification and development of high-cost pro-
duction during the early 1050's can be traced to a form of Soviet ex-
Iloltatin-the levying of requirements on Eastern Europe for a wide
variety of machines and other goods,. without regard for prior experi-
ence, factor endowments, or economies of scale. East Germany and
Czechoslovakia suffered most from such Soviet policies. Since the
mid-1950's, however, the U.S.S.R. has greatly increased its support
for Eastern European economic development. The Soviet share of
Eastern Europe's total imports has remained at about 40 percent since
1950, but since 1955 the U.S.S.R. has supplied a growing share of
E,'astern European imports of industrial materials, some of which it
produced at. high marginal cst, and has provided considerable
amounts of gran in spite of domestic shoittages. Moreover, the
U.S.S.R. has tried, although with little success, to bring about a more
national allocation of resources in Eastern Europe through intrabloc
('o~rdinat ion of economic plans and specialization in production,
thereby reversing previous policies.

At least since the mid-190's, the external difficulties of the Eastern
European countries appear to be larFely symptoms of ailments which
have affected all Communist countries. Ahortages of materials were
caused by excessively rapid increases in production of finished goods,
by lack of coordination of national investment programs, and by in-
efhiciency in the use of materials. Shortages of foods were due mainly
to collectivization and to other policies depressing farmers' incentives.
Lagging technology was the result of a system of economic incentives
which rewarded increased production at, any cost and penalized in-
novation and careful consideration of customers' interests. Uncer-
tainty in deliveries of imported goods and components and the lack
of flexibility in adapting import schedules to changing domestic needs
reflected the general rigidity of management in foreign trade as well
as the domestic economy.

VII. IMTRNAL AND) EXEIRNAL POLTOrZ A"!) REFOmRMs

One after the other, the Eastern European regimes have become
aware of the poor performance of heir economies, and have been grop-
ing for more effective economic policies and more efficient forms of
planning and matnagement. Tit revolution in Hungary and the near
revolt in Poland in 1956 brought home the necessity for change to the
regimes of these countries earlier than to those of the other Eastern
European countries. Although the consumer-oriented priorities
adopted at the time in both countries and the partial decentralization
of management in Poland were short lived, economic policies have
been much more moderate and flexible since 1956 than before, and this
early adjustment to realities is one of the reasons why the rate of
growth of the Polish and Hungarian economies has not declined.
The Czechoslovak and East German regimes, however, in spite of
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rapidly declining economic "reserves," tried to maintain or accelerate
economic growth, relying heavily on Communist Party activists to
create the necessary stimulus, and in 1959-60 the Bulgarian regime
went so far as to try a "great leap" somewhat on the Chinese model.
It. was the sharp slowdown of economic growth in East Germany in
1961, in Czechoslovakia in 1062, and in Bulgaria, in the aftermath of
the "great leap" of 1969-60, that brought home the need for economic
reform in these countries and this example has created new pressure
for reform in Poland and Hungary. Only Rumania, which has
achieve(l increased rates of industrial growth since 1958, has been
genendlly satisfied with the old system of economic planning and
management.

Improvements in eponnomic performance have been sought both
through internal economic reform and through external assistance
and international economic cooperation. The remainder of this paper
will (leal with the main outlines of these intenial and external
Measure.,

A. ECONOMIC REFORM
Little by little, Eastern European economists and government offl-

,ials have, come to recognize two basic deficiencies in what we have
been calling the "Soviet-type economic system." Planning was not
based sufficiently on rational economic considerations; management
was not flexible enough to adapt to changing needs. Lack of rational-
ity in economic plans was due sometimes to inexperience, but mainly to
tle primacy and overdiversiflcat ion of political bbjectives. The prov-
ince of economic analysis was limited not only by politically inspired
institutional changes, such as the collectivization of agriculture, but
also by the requirements imposed by politically determined growth
objectives. Until the past few years, moreover, economic analysis had
to be performed with a very limited set of tools (such as the "material
balances"), the use of more efficient. and appropriate tools, such as
linear programing, having been barred for ideological reasons.

The basic form of ownership and management aside, the most re.
strictive feature of the system for economic planners was the politi-
cally determined rate of industrial growth. If, as was usually the case,
this rate was set, beyond the economy's capabilities, extreme tautness
in economic plans was inevitable and this entailed a forced "balanc-
ing" of the plans by such means as unrealistic adjustments of coeffi-
cients for the use of materials, unrealistic estimates of investment0 4

costs and the taking of resources from low-priority sectors such as
housing. Moreover the severe constraints caused by taut planning
were felt by all levels of management which were forced to raise pro-
duction by any means and could ill afford to risk cost reductions, prod-
uct changes, or technological improvements that might reduce even
temporarily, the rate of growth of output. The same taut comidtions
created t sellers' market for almost all goods and gave all but the
highest priority customers little chance to be heard; instead, unsuitable
goods were accepted, processed, and passed on, until they finally were
bought by private consumers, who had few alternatives, or used at
high cost in investment projects, or exported to relatively undemand-
ing foreign countries, or simply left in inventories. Taut, overopti-
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mistic planning for the overall rate of industrial growth also had
serious implications for the structure of investment and the pattern
of economic development. Unable to obtain enough raw materials
from the other Communist countries, which also had taut plans, each
country had to invest heavily in slow-maturing projects in basic in-
dustries. If we add to this the politically determined priorities among
economic branches, lack of access to first rate technology, and plain
incompetence on the part of planners, a good bit of inefficiency can be
easily explained.

The system of economic management was inflexible because it was
operated as a huge bureaucracy, where each echelon made economic
decisions on the basis of directives from above but with insufficient
knowledge of the situation below. Constrained by what were often
unrealistic and mutually inconsistent directives, the ministries, and
their subordinate units had to work out all the details of a production
and distribution program leaving the enterprises little choice on how
to put this progm into effect. What choice there was consisted
mainly in ignor ng lower priority goals in favor of higher priority
goals, and managers efforts tended to be directed to pleasing the gov-
ernment (or party) boss rather than the customer. Moreover, a sys.
tern of premia and other incentives which rewarded mainly fulfillment
of gross production goals and an artificial price system which reflected
neither marginal social costs nor consumer preferences created a poor
basis for guiding unplanned decisions in line with national interests.

The reforms introduced in Eastern Europe during the past 2 or 8
years are aimed at these deficiencies. Neither Eastern Europeans,
nor indeed Westerners can be certain how deeply the reforms will
have to cut into the Soviet-type "command economy" to bring a
markotd improvement in economic performance.

The best publicized, and possibly the most thorough reforms are
bei introduced in Czechoslovakia. There the number of obligatory
production and input goals for enterprises is being greatly reduced.
Various measures of profits are to be a basis for bonuses and pre-
miums. Part of investment decisions and most contracts with cus-
tomers are to be undertaken by the enterprises themselves. Producer
prices are to contain charges for the use of fixed capital and are to be
influenced by market conditions at home and abroad. Similar changes
are being introduced in East Germany and Bulgaria, and some at least
are likely to be introduced in Poland and Hungary. In all the East-
ern European countries there is great emphasis on "scientific plan-
ning." which involves not just balancing of needs and requirements but
"optimization" of programs, based on centrally or locally determined
criteria, with the help of electronic computers. The desire to develop
the branches of production for which the economy will be best suited
in the long term to use modern technology, and to compete on world
markets has at least partly replaced the early drive to increase the
quantity of production at all cost. While trying to make plans more
rational and management more flexible, however, the regimes have
tried to avoid any real loss of control over the economy. The meeting
place of the new system of planning and management with the power
structure of the state and pary appears to be at the newly formed in-
termediate administrative units, called associations or trusts, which
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control either an entire industrial branch (for example, machine tools)
or a vertically integrated set of enterprises. In East Germany ;ad
Czechoslovakia at. least the directors of these associations on paper have
very wide powers, similar in some respects to those of Western corpo-
ration managers. They could in theory run their subordinate enter-
prises largely according to market criteria, or they could intervene
directly in iost enterprise activities. Htow much pressure will be put
on these managers by the political authorities andhow the managers
will react to pressure remains to be seen.

B. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND FOREIGN ASSISTANCE

1. Intrabloo ecomwmoic cooperason
The search for increased efficiency through internal economic re-

form had a counterpart in the effort to promote economic cooperation
among the Eastern European countries, but nationalism and the na-
ture of the Soviet-type economic system have greatly hindered prog-
ress. The drive for increased cooperation, which begam in earnest dur-
ing the late 1950's, was intended to invigorate a largely inactive orga-
nization, the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, usually called
CEMA or COMECON. It was hoped to achieve a more rational dis-
tribution of capacity in basic industries and savings in investments
and materials through coordination of investment plans; greater
economies and scale and better concentration of technological effort
through specialization in the production of manufactures; and a more
effective use of scarce hard currency through cooperation in trade with
non-Communist countries. In spite of high-level political pressure
and innumerable meetings and proposals, however, there was very
little progress in intrabloc economic cooperation. Intrabloc trade
continued to increase rapidly, but largely in the framework of bi-
lateral agreements and as a consequence of independently established
national plans.. Specialization agreements have been limited to a tiny
percentage of industrial output, and apart from the construction of
the "friendship" oil pipeline, and the linking of electric power grids,
cooperation in investments has been minimal. The reasons for this
failure are rooted in the very nature of the "command economy." "
Lacking any sort of automatic regulator and arbiter for. eco-
nomic decisions and conflicts, such an economy needs an ulti-
mate authority to make or enforce any decision. But there
has been no such authority internationally, and so no way to
force agreement on specialization, prices, investments, and so forth, or
to apply sanctions in cases where agreements are not fulfilled.
Khrushchev's proposal in 1962 for the creation of a CEMA planning
staff with some supranational authority no doubt was intended as at
least a first step toward a blocwide "command economy," but the
proposal failed to be adopted because of nationalistic opposition,
notably from Rumania.

Failing a supranational authority, all of the internal weaknesses
of the Soviet-type system of plannitig and management are magnified
internationally, and its principal virtue, the ability to mobilize re-
sources quickly for high-priority purposes, is inoperative.

"1 Se, for example. Michael Kaser, "Comeon-Integration Problems of the Planned
Economies" (Oxford University Press, 1965),
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. Boiet-Eeat European economic relations
The most obvious source of assistance for the Eastern European

countries to improve their economic performance has been the U.S.S.R.,
the more so because of the lack of significant progress in intra-East
European economic cooperation. As we have seen, the U.S.S.R. has
tried to help-by providing some credits (since 1960, only to East
Germany and Bulgaria), foods, and rapidly increasing amounts of
industrial materials. In 1963, the U.S.S.R. covered nearly 100 percent
of the area's net imports of materials and fuels compared with two-
thirds in 1960 and only 40 percent in 1955, thereby enabling the East-
ern European countries to use a large share of their scarce earnings of
Western currencies to buy specialized machine y. It is unlikely, how-
ever, that the U.S.S.R. will be willing to continue increasing its sup-
port of Eastern European economic growth to this extent. Although
the U.S.S.R. gains some price advantage in its trade with Eastern
Europe (as was indicated earlier), it is questionable whether this com-
pensates for the disadvantages in the composition of trade. Soviet
exports consist mainly of industrial materials and foods. Some of
these, coal, for example, are produced at high average cost, and many,including coal, iron ore, and grain, are produced at rapidly rising mar-
ginal cost. The exchange of such goods for machinery and equip-
ment, the largest part of Soviet imports, is certainly profitable when
the machinery and equipment embodies advanced technology that the
U.S.S.R. can produce only with difficulty if at all. Such is the case
for Soviet trade with the West. But this exchange may not be profit-
able when the imports consist of ordinary machinery and equipment,
which embody the same general level of technology as is available from
Soviet production.

Most Soviet machinery imports from Eastern Europe probably are
of this type. Estimates of ruble/dollar price relations and data on
Soviet costs suggest that both the average and marginal costs of
most machinery and equipment production in the U.S.S.R. are con-
siderably below those for raw materials and foods, and the gap is
probably increasing. Probably the main advantage to the U.S.S.R.
n importing machinery from l.astern Europe rather than producing

it at home is as a source of flexibility. The Soviets have been able to
import machines on special order or in small batches, so that they could
better concentrate on series production. In recent years, the Soiets
have added their influence to other pressures for raising the quality
and technological level of Eastern Vuropean manufactures, and have
increased rapidly their imports of consumer manufactures from that
area. To the extent that quality and technology ar improved, how-
ever, opportunities for Eastern European trade with the West are
increased as well.
3. Economic relations 'with the West

Growing economic difficulties and the inability to solve these diffi-
culties within the Soviet bloc have increased the demand in Eastern
Europe for Western goods, capital, technology, and knowhow, and
increased the receptiveness to Western ideas. The binds of Marxist
economic, dogma have been loosening since at least 1955. The thaw
went quite fir in Poland as early as 1956, but only recently has "mar-
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ket socialism" become ideologically respectable in Eastern Europe.
This intellectual revolution obviously has had a great impact on the
economic reforms that. are being undertaken. The trend has been less
clear, however, in the more tangible aspects of economic relations.
Western goods and technology have long been in high demand, but,
except, in Rumania, there was until recently little inclination to treat
trade with the, W, rest as more than a supplementary source of goods and
technology.

Ihe basi( obstacle to increased trade with the West has been the in-
ability of the Eastern European countries to market their exports of
manu'factured goods in the WVest, and their unwillingness to make the
adjustments required for an expansion of such exports in the long run.
The temporary increase in the share of the West. in Poland's foreign
trade from 36 percent in 1955 to 42 percent in 1958 was due to U.S.
credits under Public Law 480 and a temporary shift in Polish exports
of coal from Eastern Europe to Western Europe. With the ending of
U.S. credits and the weakening of the Western European coal market,
the share of the West in Poland's trade has returned to about what it
was before Gomulka's accession to power. Difficulties in exporting to
the West have caused the share of the West in total trade to decline
also in East, Germany, Czechoslovakia. and Hungary since the late
1950's. In the early 1960's the West's share in these countries and in
Bulgaria has been between 25 and 30 percent. Rumanian trade fol-
lowed the opposite pattern-the share of the West increased from 20
percent in 1918 to 3-12 percent. in 1961-64. This shift was undertaken
as an aspect of Rumania's policy of enhancing national independence
and accelerating industrial development. What made it possible was
that Rumania's three major types of exports, corn, petroleum products,
and wood were readily salabye in the West and that in addition West-
ern firms were willing to extend large export credits to Rumania.

Tn the past. 2 or 3 years there have been signs that the more indus-
trialized Eastern European countries were beginning to lay a sounder
basis for the expansion of their trade with the West. In 1964, for the
first, time since the mid 19150's. there was a fairly general rise in the
share of Eastern European trade taking place with the West. Al-
though it is much too early to see a trend from these statistics, there are
other favorable signs. One is the increased flexibility in pic~t'htion
which should result from the internal economic reform.. Because pro-
duction, and hence the use of productive capacity, will no longer be
planned in so much detail, it. will be easier for producers to adapt out-
put. mix to changing foreign demand. Although this increased flexi-
bility will facilitate all foreign trade, it is especially important, in the
ease'of trade with the West. A second favorable 'development is the
increased willingness of the Eastern European regimes to undertake
production of manufacturing lines specifically for the 'Western market.
East Germanv is making a real effort to develop clothing production
for sale ini Western Europe. Joint production and marketing ar-
rangements between Eastern and Western European firms (for ex-
amle, the arrangements between Poland and the German firms Krupp
& Grundig for the joint manufacture and sale of tape recorders)
have lbn multiplying in the past 2 years, and may in time consider-
ably enhance the ability of the Eastern European countries to sll man-
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ufactures in Western Europe. These arrangements, like many Eastern
European purchases of Western European equipment, sometimes in-
clude credit terms and technical help.

But the original features of some of them are to provide Western
technical and quality control over Eastern European production and
in addition the name and connections of the Western firm to sell in
Western countries. This knowhow and "goodwill" may be as im-
portant as the basic production technology and their possession may
save the Eastern European countries a great deal of time and effort.
At the same time, the Eastern European countries have been seeking
better terms for their exports to the West by negotiating with GATT,
looking for most-favored nation treatment in the United States, trying
to make better arrangements with the EEC and its member countries,
and so forth. Lower tariffs and 'higher quotas in the West would help
Eastern Europe's exports. In the long-term, however, the prospects
for trade with the West depend mainly on the Eastern European coun-
tries themselves--on the way they allocate their resources, and es-
pecially on how much they are willing to change the economic system
to which so many of their economic problems can be attributed.

APPENDIX A. INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF ECONOMIC LEms
In all cases estimates of comparative economic levels (for GNP, industrial

production, personal consumption) were made for a single postwar year. Com-
parative levels for other years were obtained by moving the base year comparisons
by means of Indexes for the individual countries.

WESTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

GNP in the Western European countries was obtained in terms of a common
denominator (U.S. dollars in 1963 prices) in two alternative ways: (1) by ap-
plying official exchange rates to the values of GNP in domestic currencies in
1903; and (2) by using the geometric means of the two sets of dollar values
in purchasing power equivalents for 1955 as estimated for the OEEC (Milton
Gilbert and Associates, Comparative National Products and Price Levels., Paris,
OEIC, 1958), and converting these to 1963 prices by means of the U.S. official
GNP deflator. For Austria and Greece, the only countries discussed for which
Gilbert did not estimate purchasing power rates, it was assumed that the dol-
lar value of GNP at purchasing power rates exceeded that at the official rate in
1963 by the same percentage as in West Germany and Italy respectively.

The relative magnitudes of industrial production in Western Europe were ob-
tained from the weights used by 'the OECD to calculate the combined industrial
index for the member countries,

EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

The dollar value of GNP and personal consumption in Eastern Europe and the
comparison of industrial production in these countries with Western Europe were
obtained via direct comparisons between Eastern European countries and West
Germany. The estimates for the Eastern European countries relative to West
Germany were then linked into the comparisons between West Germany and
other western countries. Consequently, two alternative sets of dollar figures
for GNP were obtained for Eastern Europe, corresponding to the two alternative
dollar estimates for West Germany. The year for the comparison with West
Germany is 1955. West German data for that year exclude the Saar.

In the comparison with West Germany, two sets of estimates were made which,
in some cases, complement each other, and, in other cases, serve as checks
against each other.

(1) GNP at current domestic prices in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland
(from sources listed later) was converted to Deutschmarks by means of estimated
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purehaing oi'wer ratios for Individual cOi'onjtits of (N1'. Thi calelhiallob
ylelde estimates for (he major end ti s of (UNP. ias well its for total (NIP.
The caliulatioins fori personal cointmntitlot ire mlo'e relllble thla those for tle
other end ise.m. 'he lI)netl.,himark vilunes so oltliteml were llen relatedl to lhe
netaul V'ittii's for West (lerinany Il 19,5.

(2) (lulnt iy Ilexes were valelilled rellllli lrollll ,osllnllInt d , nel. Il-
dustrial trodlitetlo. atnd net agrilltural iprodlction lit each l'ilsern Eu111rolpeanll
eounlitry to lho,1e In West (erllity. The Inh'xes were o.ihluiltd froniihity
8anille.4 i I hyslhel its.M, weIghltle by West (lerian prheis (exeeplt for flie
nletal-worklng eo'lmnent of Inlustrill lrodliIon wlihh was old called by con-
ver lg ,loiestl h, values of' product on Into I )eulselhilrks it ('itlittlted exchange
rate). (Iroup Indexes for Idust ry and e(onutiml Ion were aggregated by means
of IVest (lerllln value weights valuee of purchases for personal 'onsuptil)tion;
valup ided for Ilndusrlil l produtlIon). For aigrimltlural production, estlihatem
of lpulr(hlamtl Inputs were dedutlel from estlniates of agrIulturail otpu1t (lnet
of own Iroltietloui used for feel or seed, or wasted). This set of calculations
yleldedl volvs of ier onal eolhsiulptlonI, Indlustiril prodihetlon, nd agriculturll
product Ioll as rehla Ives of West (lerninny.

The two sets of' caliultIlons ire methIhodologlcally i'oulstell, Mhe fir-t Involving
-onversionl by IIi nio lfrlee Indexes writh la.st'rn Miteropei n qua wnlly t lweigh l,
and 'he second InvolvinigquantIty Indexes trith lI'esi (Ierman priee rights. Both
sets of ,ali'tihlhons give results for 1l stern lMtirope Il West (lermian %hrks.
leei'use of the lendeitcy for relative qulntill. Ito he Inversely 'orrelated with
relative prices. conversIon oif West (prlnni ignlttides Into ll stern loirolmil
currenies ( lie reverse of ihe abov,) lrobillhly would give less favorabllle results
for l lsern lUrolw,. Consequently, the orlglllnl e.Allimates for l'ltern ltUrope
were lowerel by various per'eitages by illlliogy with e tliniates for other coun-
tries ind fli I le bsIms of ot her InfornitI iol.

There were dlisrepanle.s for ot her reasons. also, between result of Ite 'mi-
itlrlmoll by mens of Ipree Iltdexes nid those of tie conlarlson Iby means of
411111111 inIndexes4. In tMe 'ca e of iersollal consimntptIon, the Pri', Inihexes were
ohltl aitl I sIng coilnloilty s mples wlklhh. although oft eli rather small, tit hlist
coldh1 he defhned fillt P 2 ,4eollhitlly lit regard to lype and qulItlly of proluet. The
Iulantlly '(olilmtrooi., howti'ver, necesmllily used bromd. iUjdlffereuinlld series,
-tt('lt its t"ot hut fabric s lit neteirs or itls, to represent it very ivlde variety of prsxl-
illtem. The IlII1eI I4mall111tes of iteronml consumption were NIM 1 11111111.Vly Oit I li
prh'e conversion for Czehoslovai k lia. Poland. and ihtingary. 'Phe tinal e qtlmulat
for (INI' wits it coinpronlsfe between the ru-sulls of tle prlh'e conversion a141
tho.e of it weighted average of tlie quittum coialrIsons for Industrial iproultelIonl

ind agricultural Iltrltlctloli.

APPENIx i. MtASItIlMMENT (F ICON0i1Mi (IlOWTl

WESTERN EIROPEAN COUNTIIIEIS

All of the Ilxstwatr ealculatlomi of lI growth of (INP and Its coltonentts by
origin ant r ueae Iiket fronm OI, 14) statistl'e. Series In euttidit. 19,-I prices
were 11sed1 for 1950 4. 'lipse series were Illked in the year 19110 wilt the iew
series in ltiustamit. I1*8 prhe'vs. The linking was done Independently for (NI',
for Iidustrial Ilruductioti (Inicludinig construction) mid agricultural liflult'-
lon (Ineldinlg forestry , The growth iof qervives lit umtshitmtt pr'-es wa eitlen-

1lte11 it i residulal- t ntethod ehh IIut' give different res ults Ifr ihe yeaNir afler
I)() thiti the dIlret (,l'ulitio of t rends I services be use the changee front 1954t
to llNA weights I il sollie effet oi the nmeasuremlienlt of growth of (IN!'. 'the
itlteratmilh'e, which would hive been tit reeihluh-tlhte lhe growth of (IN!' IIi 1954
lrh-e- after 11)10, was 'ejected. A sIuillar inetlhol wits us(l to calculate lhe lls-
trlbilon of ind Ireml lit gross fixed Itvest r lent.

'he prewar estlnttes for Westhrti Iatrolpeatt eotit r ae ar, tiitlly from ()1, ;I)
id PA) sou'es. Indexes of iitdistrilul Imluth lolt emx'luidlng inlt t'itt loll were

tusel to link prei'ar yirs with thp i istwir series 'of (INI' rlglating lit liltistry
ind on-druitetloit, ligllinltig lit 19510. Titi' itgrh'ulllritl Iindexes for lre air ymlrs
tire for itgritilral outlt (ntiet of feed, seed il waste fritm owit lroliclhi
lut not of iputs froit outside agriculture) and exelie forestry. They were
liltkel li 114011.3 (average) with postwar series for (GN1' orlglitltur lit agrieul-
ture and forestry.
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The share tf gross fixed Inivestmentt in (NI' at factor cost iti the Western EBi-

rolmicil coltlit-ris wits etstimlated by itelals of iI rough rile of thumlb. It wits
t1s1tted lhith the correct relation would fall between -two sets of estimates:
1) the ratios ot gross fixed Investment tit narket prices to UNP at market

prices (which iImplies a burden of Indirect taxes-net oflrojwirti.
iltely ais large Oil Inv'stmllenlt as oill th (INI' a. i whole) : (2) the ratios of gross
fixed investment at market prices to (NI' lt factor cost (which Implies that
Ilhre Is no burden of Ildire t taxes o1 Investment). The rule of thumb used
in this eslimllte wits to takt the nilhlptt of tt ralge of rallos obtained with
mttllods (1) anod (2). For some countries this method may give rise to sig-
tiltcant errors, Iul in general It. stenvs reasonable to assume ttat litt nildliolut
fir tite rige is h closer to lit, true figure thi either of lilt, extremes. It wits
Iistl't(ed Inl ahitolli, that tht sme(toral dilsribution of gross fixed Investmeni at
market pries c(thl be tsed to relireent lhe tlls ribitlon it. factor cost.

IARTIIN FI.'itl)I'KAN ('O1INTRIF:

For (ztlolovaikit, l'oland, htingary, anid IBulgaria. lt estimates of ecaionnlh'
growth are inililly troll lilt% work of tit, Research I'roj'et on National Iiiconw In
le'att1 Ventral Hilropet ('olunbia University uider the (lireetion of 'rhud Alton.
'11lt is project l1111 p iusled llitoogrilhs oi te lis 1metutire of the ('zeclhoslovak,
Pois'li, and lhtiglrhiln to ie ll 11a lirge nUmelir of Ocailonal Papers of
lie project have ellher been published or irt awaltitg reproduction. Mr. Allon

has been kind enough to make these pliiirs avllithile to tle. 'I'ie principal pi-
Ifctilions of lilt, project. ias well as somle of tit Iin11 spplinientnry sources iwd
in this Iaper are listed tit lit, end.

For Iast Germany. extelt'ive use was mlidp of the work of Wolfgang Stolper
lTh Str(tir of the Bast (letma tt otiot , Cambridge. 1i60) and of estimates

by l"dwiil HSelll.
For ltuntilla, use was niade mainly of oftcil Itulmahn series and of all Index

of itidutrlil production 'alculated by the Allon project.
I. eCetoral wiphts and share of itit'Ct('tit it (UP

The peeitge distribution of UNI' at factor cost provided the weights for the
princ~l l sectors of origin with which sectoral Indexes could be combined to cal-
culie indexes for lolal GNP. For Czechoslovakia, Poland slid Bulgaria ili 11)50
iti for Ilutgary fit 1155, the distribution of ONI' at factor cost was obtained from
the Altom studies with one adjustment. To estimated the contribution Of each
sector to the (NPi at factor cost, the Alton studies first detern lne the labor cost.
iltribulable to each sector. They then Inmpuel the tost of non-labor factors by
redlistrilbuting to each sector the parl of total ONP in established priees which
is not iccountited for by hlbor costs in proportion to the. sectoral distribution of
fixed aid working capital. This prot'edure Implies a coiisttUit rate of return to
all tyles of capital. Although this assumption has some, theoretical merlt, rates
of return actually vary considerably in market economies aniong lite sectors, the
return usually leing mulch lower ont housing than oil other assets. For this
reason, and to avoid making housitig services an unreasonably large share of
(INP, lhe Allon 'Stlaltes were adjusted to glve housing i rate of return one-half
as high 1s4 that, of lte economy as i whole. In th absence of any detailed tinattonal
t(;ouiill (li MUt111llht, It WitS iassulliied that lhe sectoral distribution of Rtuananihl

(NI' it factor cost in It)40 was the saute as that of Btulgaria. Ttis analogy was
suggested by the- roughly conimarable level of Induistriallizatlon of these countries
it 19.56 (It reflected iln slimillnr per capital ONP's).

For M aist Oprltlrty, estimates by Siell of the listrlbution of (INP iii 1130 Ger-
tinin Mlrks were used. Stolper's work shows that It makes little difference i the
sectoral dlistribtion whether 1311 Reellismarks or 11)50 Deutscnhmarks are used.
lnforlumtely, detailed I)Stwar estimates iln Fast (ermin marks are iot avall-
able,, but what Informatio does exist ott the last Germnt natlontal accounts atid
price structure tippears to Indicate that prewar lermti prices do lot greatly
distort the picture.

Thell estimatntes of gross fixed Investmtent as a share of GNP at factor cost lit
Czec .oslovakiht. Polmnd. Hungary, ald lulgaria ire front Altot. except for an
adjutm'tlttent for housing corresponkling to that oll the sector of origin side of the
iccounits. N)r East (lermuany they are front Snell. As for Western Europe, It
was assitield that the sectoral distribution of gross fixed Investmttent at market
prices could be used to represent the distribution at factor cost.
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2. Seetoral and end nse Inderes
The stctoriil illdexes and those for personal consumption and gross fixed invest-

ment cover li, postwar years front 1950 through 11)(14 and a prewar year (1939 for
Bulgaril. 1937 for (zee.hshovakia and Poland, 1)3(0 for Hast (ernany, and 1138
for Iutnaula. Prewar estites are intended to represent irodulti iti the
pi.stwiir territory, excellt il Polatnd, where lihey represent the prewar territory.

All lndeXes for ('zechoslvakia atd Poland (through 19112), and for Hungary
through 19)110). the st'etoral indexes for Bulgaria (Ihroulgh 11110). and the indus-

trial product io ndex for 111ti1ali (through 1!)(14), are from Alton. The ineth-
otis of cah'lliltitlg these Indexts are tlltlprxililltiolls of lhos' uised in Western
(ountrh's. Industrial irodeition indexes were olbaineld mainly by aggregating
cotlnltadily series i physical itlls by aenlls of weights made ill of wage bills or
other lbstitutes for value rddedl, su)plemtit('d by llries. Construct ion indexes
were obtained front dta oil iiputs of nlaterils into c'olistruetion. Agricultural
Indexes wert alculated from esntites of agricultural output, (ltnall product) of
all mitJar agriculttirtl connioditles, from which e.stliites of itdtjs.trial inilts
were tdelltt'd. llldixes for services ire i (olnposite of sueh indicators as ton-
kilometers carrihd ill various modes of traltisrl, retail trade turnover it (onstant

rict's., flit, growth of the housing slock, and employment it various types of prl-
vale lid government services. Persotnl (onmualimpt 1)h Indexes refied the weight-
lIg of series oil Olsu hptiot of goods 1111(1 serves. maitnly iln ternn of physical
utilts, by retail I1ices Ianld values of lpurelai-se. 'The lnh, xes for fixed investment
cotnbitne estilliates of onstrellon explenditatres (tusally the same as those for
MNiP original iig lit construction) with estimates of alulprent consumption of
atchinery mid eqtllmiint. The Alton estitutes weri extended for the years

after 192 inaitily by adjusting official Eastern Euroimean series. Official series
for int ionial Income originating lit Industry. construction, agriculltire, and other
"lrodlutive" sectors were used for ('ze-hoslovikiah, Poland ond iHungary. Comta-
Imirisons show that lit differences between most of these offiehil series and the
calculated series live tended to decline over lile years S(lit in some eases (for
exatille, Iidustrihl Iroduction iln Poland) (hot the, differences had disiippjeared.
C"onseluiieltly, t li ust of ltse official series lirolbablly does not give 1ad results,
especlily for only ii few years. Two lidJustients had to he made, however.
First, some ratherr arbitrary) allowance wits nidet for the growth on "non-
productive" services, which are not Ileltded it official Eastern European national
ineonie statistics. Second, tile sectors were reweighted in lhil with the estimates
for earlier years. For both of these reasons, the calculated growth of (INI' lit
these years differs considerably front the offielil growth of national Income. For
Rtuiania in li, entire period, official Indexes were used for value added lit agri.
culture. For Bulgarla, official series for gross fixed investment, including Invest.
aenta. by colletive farms, were used.

The indexes for industrial production and agricultural production, lit Hast
(ermany art' front ,th)lller through 1957, aad are simplilfed utlpdatings of Atolper's
series for late r years. Por personal conmnption, Huell Irovided estinates
through 1155 and a new quantity Index. obtained natnly by weighting East (er-
man series (ill the, coisuaption of individual eommoditles with West (erman
retail price weights was used after 1955. The series oi gross fixed Investneult
were obllliled fronta official East (lernan data on investment lit machinery and in
i'onstrulion and oin Investmet lit Industry and agriculture in current prices,
and front various estimates of price changes for naachinery and construction.

Aa'PNDIX V . FoRIIuiN TRAlDE ITATISTICH

The foreign trade analysis required iututlly consistent series oil: (1) the
value of imports and exports iii current dollars ; (2) the value of lIamports and
exports iii cotstant (191(13) dollars; (3) the average mait valle of im)orts and
exports in relation to the 1(L3 price level.

F r Western Europea an couttres th ese series are available fronl the United
Nahtlai's Yearbook of Internatilona Trade -tatlties, (,xeept the most reeenlt years,
which were covered by OE('I) statislles. For Eastern Eiropean countries, the
series itn current prices are from lhe UN source mentoed above flnd tile statis-
tieal yearhooks of tle various countries. Poland and Czeehoslovakla for the
postwar venrs and Bulgaria for both Iostwar years and 1039 also provide
(Intlutlm Indexes of Imports and exports it their statistical yearbooks. A
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quantum Index for Czechoslovakia, relating 1937 to 1948, was obtained from
Statisticky Zprarodaj No. 7-8, 149, p. 251. This index was linked to the post-
war Index. whieh begins InI 1948. For Poland quantum indexes relating prewar
to 1950 were taken from Josef Krynicki. Probkmy handlu zagranczncgo polski
(Warsaw, 195S). This Index was linked to the official postwar quantumn index
it 1950. Unit value indexes for Bulgarla, Czechoslovakia and Poland were de-
rived front the series in current dollars and the qiitnitn series. It was assumed
that average unit values for imports and exlprts iII Rumania and Hungary
changed iI tie same way fig the weighted average for Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
1111d Poland.

For East Germany, the postwar export series beginning In 1957 and the Import
series for the entire postwar period are from official East German statistical
yearbooks. Oflhelal East German export data exclude reparations. Reparations
were added by means of estimates by Snell which are based mainly on the publi-
cations of the West German Social I)pnmoeratlc Party (fi particular, SPD In-
formation Service, Die reparationen In der Sovitczono von 1945-195., Denkschrif-
ten no. 51). Estimates of East and West ernman trade, including inter-regional
trade, ini 1936 are from UN/ECE, E&inomie Bulletin for EBwope, 1949. no. 3, p. 20.
This source gives a breakdown of trade in the Soviet zone of occupation, West
Germany and Berlin In 1930, with each other and with the outside world. To
obtain it correspondence with the postwar division of Germany, the trade of
Berlin was further subdivided between East and West Berlin. The estimates of
prewar East and West German trade In 1936 prices were linked to estimates of
postwar trade in the same prices.

Western European trade statistics are given f.o.b. for exports, c.i.f. for lm-
ports. Eastern European trade statistics were given this same way before World
War II, but since 190 ilnports have been given f.o.b., exleept In Hungary. To
achieve greater comparability with Western statistics and prewar Eastern statis-
ties, the postwar import series for the Eastern European countries, except Hun-
gary, were increased by 11.1 percent (on the assumption that the f.o.b. value of
imports wits 90 percent of the c.i.f, value). Other possible causes of differences-
for example, In the treatment of re-exports and the method of recording trade
(by country of origin or destination or by country of payment)-were not ad-
Justed for.

PRINCIPAL. SOURCES OP STATISTICAL DATA

I. Publications of the "Research Project on National Income in East-Central
Europe" at Colunbia University (Alton Project).

MONOGRAPHS

"Czechoslovak National Income and Product in 1947-48 and 155-'6" (Colum-
bia University Press, 1902).

"Hungarian National Income and Product in 1955" (Columbia University Press,
190M)."Polish National Income and Product in 1954, 195.5, and 1950" (Columbia
University Press, 190).

OCCASIONAL PAPERS (MUITILTHED)
Published to date-

1. Growth of Czechoslovak Trade, Banking, and Insurance, 1937-1962.
2. Trends in Czechoslovak Housing, Government, and Other Services, 1930-1903). 3. Czechoslovak Index of Investment, 1937-1962: Machinery and Equip-

ment.
4. Czechoslovak Index of Construction, 1937-1962.
5. Indexes of Polish Industrial Production, 1937-1960.
6. Output of Czechoslovak Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting, Trapping and

Game at Constant 1948 Prices, 1930 and 1940-1902.
7. Czechoslovak Agricultural Output, Expenses, Gross and Net Product

and Productivity. 1934-1938 and 1946-1902.
8. Hungary, Index of Transportation and Communication Services, 1938-

1902.
9. Output and Value Added In Czechoslovak Transportation and Communi-

cations, 1937 and 194-1962.
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Awaiting reproduction-
Personal Consumption in Poland, 1938 and 1946-1962.
Czechoslovak Industrial Production Index, 1937-1962.
Personal Consumption it Hungary, 19:38 and 1947-1962.
Czechoslovak Gross National Product by Sectors of Origin and by End

Uses, 1937 and 1948-1962.
Index of Hungarian Domestic and Foreign Trade, 1938 and 1947-1962.
Trends In Hungarian Construction, 1938 and 147-1962.
National Income and Product of Bulgaria In 1956.
Trends In the Service Sectors of the Hungarian Economy, 1938-1962.

II. Other Statistical Sources on Eastern Europe:

OFFICIAL STATISTICAL YEARBOOKS (VARIOUS YEARS)

Bulgaria: Statistlcheski Godishnik.
Czechoslovakia: Statisticka Rocenka.
East Germany: Statistisches Jahrbuch Der Deutschen Demokratischen Re-

publik.
Hungary: Statlsztlkai Evkonyv.
Poland: Rocznik Statystyczny.
Rumania: Anuarul Statistic.

OTHER SOURCES

Wolfgang Stolper, The Structure of the East German Economy (Harvard
University Press, 1960).

Gregor Lazarclk, The Performance of Socialist Agriculture: A Case Study of
Production and Productivity in Czechoslovakia, 1934-38 and 1946-1 (L. W. In-
ternational Financial Research Inc., 1963).

Vaclav Holesovsky, Personal Consumption in Czechoslovakia, 1937, 1948-1960
(University Microfilms Publications--PHD Dissertation, Columbia University).

U.S. Bureau of Census, Foreign Demographic Analysis Division, Estimates and
Projections of the Population and Labor Force of the European Communist
Countries, 1950, 1955-65 (Mimeographed, March, 1965).

II. United Nations and OECD Sources:
OECD, Statistics of National Accounts, 1950-1961.
OECD, General Statistics, January, 1965.
OECD, Manpower Statistics, 1950-1962.
OECD, Main Economic Indicators (Various Issues).
United Nations, Yearbook of International Trade Statistics, 1960 and 1963.
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THE SOVIET UNION IN THE WORLD MARKET

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade the Soviet Union has displayed a growing
awareness of the potential of foreign trade as an instrument of foreign
policy and an increasing skill in using it for international political
objectives. Nonetheless, foreign trade remains a small part of overall
Soviet economic activity and its basic economic function in the Soviet
scheme of things has remained essentially unchanged. That is, the
procurement from abroad of goods needed for plan fulfillment, when
they are not available domestically, with exports thus primarily serv-
ingthe purpose of financing necessary imports.

The Sovt state monopoly over foreign trade has insured complete
government control, with specialized state-trading enterprises conduct-
ing all external economic transactions on the basis of a foreign trade
plan geared to the requirements of the overall economic plan. This
compulsory intermediary role plus the fact that prices for exported and
imported goods bear no relation to domestic prices has served as a bar-
rier which effectively insulates the Soviet economy from repercussions
of economic developments in the rest of the world. While this isolation
has been considered necessary to assure undisturbed implementation
of economic plans, it has recently come to be recognized by top-level
Soviet leadership as an impediment to a more rapid and soundly based
expansion of Soviet foreign trade.

The directives of the recent 23d Party Congress on foreign economic
relations reflect to some extent this increased concern with the economic
effectiveness of foreign trade, and Premier Kosygin, in his major
address to the Congress, specifically called for "a reappraisal of the
role of foreign trade." Describing the improvement of Soviet do-
mestic efficiency as the basic objective of foreign trade, Kosygin em-
phasized the need for closer liaison between Soviet industry and
foreign trade enterprises. No real change is likely to come about, how-
ever, until the Soviet Union embarks on a program of specific meas-
ures providing Soviet managers with a real incentive to produce for
the international market-as most, East European countries have done.

Relations with other Communist countries, and with the members of
the Council for Economic Mutual Assistance (CEMA), in particular,
continued to receive priority in Soviet foreign trade policy. They as-
sumed especial importance when prospects for CEMA-wide economic
integration faded following the defeat in 1963 of Soviet proposals for
a supranational approach to economic planning, leaving trade as the
principal channel for preserving and strengthening bloc economic
cohesion. While East European reliance on the Soviet Union.as a
source of raw materials and as an outlet for manufactures has re-

919
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mained strong, this has not deterred East Europeans from expanding
trade relations with the industrial west and with the less developed
countries. This was in part a consequence of internal economic diffi-
culties in individual East European countries in the early sixties, dis-
appointment with the meager results of CEMA-sponsored intrabloc
specialization, as well as Soviet inability to meet requirements for mod-
ern equipment and technology.

Increasing East European purchases of such items in the free world
have been encouraged by West European credits and recent moves to
liberalize imports from the bloc. The trend may pick up further mo-
mentum as measures designed to make foreign trade economically
more effective are implemented in most East European countries.
This poses a dilemma for the U.S.S.R. On the one hand, it can
hardly object in principle to its CEMA partners following its example
in obtaining in the West equipment which is not available from other
Communist countries and which may contribute significantly to indi-
vidual members' economic viability. At the same time, the necessity
for increasing exports to the West-given the hard currency shortage
in most of Eastern Europe-may well set in motion a process of pro-
duction reorientation in individual countries, and contribute to a fur-
ther loosening of bloc economic bonds.

In policy pronouncements on trade relations with the free world,
the Soviets have stressed the intensification of commercial ties with
the less developed countries, where political considerations have been
paramount. U.S.S.R. efforts to expand trade turnover have been
more successful with respect to exports, to the extent that the latter
have been greatly stimulated by financing under economic assistance
programs.

Despite the relatively low priority publicly accorded to economic
relations with the industrial West they have assumed increasing im-
portance in recent years, accounting for one-fifth of Soviet foreign
trade in 1964. Here the U.S.S.R.'s principal objective has been to
secure equipment embodying sophisticated technology to help mod-
ernize and expand Soviet industry. This task has been complicated
by Soviet inability to date to develop Western markets for its products
on a scale commensurate with its import requirements, which were
swelled by a recurrent need for grain purchases. In order to avoid
excessive depletion of its declining go d reserve, the Soviet Union
sought to obtain credits for capital goods imports from Western
Europe. In this it succeeded at the begi-nning of this decade and, hav-
ing established a faultless credit reputation, embarked on a concerted
drive to break down existing Western unity on the issue of limiting
credits for bloc countries to a maximum of 5 years. As competition
for large-scale bloc orders grew increasingly keen, West European
governments gave way to business pressures and extended guarantees
for longer term credits for the first time in 1964. After an initial show
of interest, however, the Soviet Union has become quite selective in
utilizing long-term financing possibilities, especially since Khru-
shchev's removal, reflecting abasic financial conservatism and greater
cost consciousness on the part of the new leadership in its foreign
economic relations.

920o
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II. CuRwNT TiDS IN Sovir FOREIoN TRADE

A. VOLUME

Soviet trade turnover in 1964, according to official statistics1

amounted to $15.4 billion at current prices, and to a little over $16 bil-
lion in 1965. Table 1 shows that Soviet trade turnover has continued
to expand without interruption, but that annual growth since 1963 has
tapered off to a slower pace.

TABLE 1.-Soviet foreign trade turnover, 1961-65
(Dollars In millions at current prices)

1961 1962 1963 1984 1965

Turnover .................. $11,831 $13,485 $14,331 $15,416 $16,200
Percent Increase over preceding
year....................... 57 14.0 83 7.6 5.2

The decline might have been even more pronounced, had it not been
for the rapid increase of imports which outstripped Soviet export
expansion in 1963 and 1964 (see tabie 2).

TABLE 2.-Annual growth rates of Soviet export. and imports, 1961-65
[In percent]

1961 1962 1963 1904 1O5

Export..- ................... -- 7.9 17.2 3.4 5.6 83
Imports ......................... 3.5 10.8 9.3 9.6 4.1

These overall trends reflected primarily a deceleration in the growth
of trade with Communist countries which as a group account for 70
percent of Soviet foreign commerce; and relative stagnation in trade
from developing areas. Trade with the industrial West increased con-
siderably, but mainly on the import side, with Soviet grain purchases
necessitated by the poor 1963 harvest the single most important
element.

B. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TRADE

1. Trade with Communist countries
In 1964 the U.S.S.R.'s turnover with all Communist countries

amounted to $10.75 billion compared to $7.8 billion in 1961. This rep-
resented over two-thirds of the Soviet Union's foreign trade. The
Communist countries' share, however, has decreased from 73.2 per-
cent in 1960 to 69.7 percent in 1964, a decline is attributable entirely
to the uninterrupted shrinking of Sino-Soviet trade--especially
Soviet exports-which began in 1960.

Soviet trade oith Ea8tern Europe.--The Soviet Union conducts
almost 60 percent of its foreign trade with Eastern Europe, which in
1964 reached a level of almost $9 billion. While turnover has con-
tinually expanded in the sixties, the rate of growth has shown a down-

I "Vneshnyaya Torgovlya 888R za 1964 god," Moscow, Vneshtorgizdat, 1965.
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TABLE 3.-Distribution of Soviet foreiga trade by country grouping 1961-64
(In percent)

1961 1962 1063 1964

Total .................................... 100 100 100 100
Communist countries .......................... 71.6 70.2 70.4 69.7

CEMA members .......................... ' .1 57.4 . 9.2 59.3
Bulgaria ............................... .8 6.2 6.0 7.1
Hungary ............................... 5.8 5.9 6.0 & 3
East Germany ......................... 17.6 18.1 18.3 17.6
Mongolia .............................. 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.3
Poland ................................. 8.5 8.6 8.0 9.0
Romania ............................... 5.3 5.4 6.6 5.9
Czechoslovakia ......................... 11.4 11.8 12.6 12.1

Other ...................................... 15. 12.8 11.2 10.4
China .............................. 7.8 5.5 4.2 2.9
North Vietnam ...................... . .6 .5
North Korea ........................... 1. 1.3 1.2 1.1
Cuba .................................. 5.1 4.8 3.9 4.3
Yugoslavia ............................. 8 .9 1.3 1.6

Free world ..................................... 28.4 29.8 29.6 30.3
Industrial West ........................... 18.7 18.1 18.7 20.0
LDC's.... ----------------------------- 0.7 11.7 10.0 10.3

ward trend since 1963, when it. dropped to 10 percent (1962-17
percent) followed by a further decline to 8 percent in 1964 and prob-
ably to less than 4 percent in 1965. This deceleration has affected
primarily its most important bloc partners, East Germany and Czecho-
slovakia, which together account for half of Soviet commerce with
Eastern Europe, aid Rumania.. It. appears unlikely that the growth
of trade will markedly accelerate during the next 5 years. Bilateral
agreements for 1966-70 which were concluded during the latter part
of 1965 between the U.S.S.R. and Eastern European countries, pro-
vide for an overall increase of about 35 percent over the estimated
actual level during the preceding 5-year period-somewhat more than
half the rate realized in 1961-65.

Among the factors contributing to the slowdown in Soviet trade
expansion with Eastern Europe 1iave been Soviet inability to meet
their requirements for modern equipment and advanced technology.
To fill this gap bloc countries have increasingly turned to the West.
Another was the cutback following its poor harvest in 1963 in Soviet
grain exports, which are unlikely to be restored to the high level of
the late fifties and early sixties, Furthermore, the Soviet Union is
not known to have extended any large credits to East Europeans, other
than Bulgaria, since 1961 while substantial repayments on earlier
loans have been falling due from several of the others.

Apart from these concrete factors, affecting the growth of trade in
essentials, it should be noted that in the bloc economic systems insuffi-
cient stimulus exists for the expansion in trade of items other than
those needed for plan fulfillment. The desire for the greatest possible
self-sufficiency admittedly still persists in individual countries where
ideological emphasis on heavy industry and national pride have be-
come inextricably intermingled. Because of this underlying attitude,
coupled with continued rigid bilateral balancing of imports and ex-
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ports, largely predetermined commodity mixes, and the insulation of
production enterprises from international trade, many opportunities
for trade expansion remain unexplored. This situation may gradually
improve, since most East European countries are modifying their for-
eign trade procedures so as to provide direct incentives for enterprises
to produce for export. However the impact of such measures on
Soviet and East European trade is bound to remain limited as long as
there is no real progress toward true multilateralization of intrabloc
settlements.

The commodity structure of Soviet East European trade has not
changed greatly over the past few years, except for rather wide fluctu-
ations in the food component. Machinery and equipment predomi-
nated among Soviet imports (45 percent) from Eastern Europe, which
have represented three quarters of total Soviet imports in this cate-
gory. Manufactured consumer goods were next i importance (19 per-
cent). Fuels and 'industrial raw materials have been the U.S.S.R.'s
major exports (50 percent), followed by machinery (17 percent) and
foodstuffs (7 to 14 percent). No major shifts in this distribution
appear likely in the near future, although the Soviet Union is evi-
dently concerned about its export composition. While the share of
machinery exports has been rising gradually, raw materials are bound
to remain the hard core of Soviet exports to resource-poor Eastern
Europe.

Trade wiith Cuba.-In 1964 Cuba became the U.S.S,R.'s largest
trading partner outside the CEMA group. Soviet trade with Cuba
whichlad more than tripled in 1961-ias fluctuated around a level of
$580 million since then, apparently resuming an upward trend in 1964
when it reached $657 million. If increases stipulated in subsequent
ainual trade agreements are realized, a level of over $900 million may
be attained in 1966. Steadily expanding Soviet exports cover a wide
range of commodities, among which machinery and equipment, food-
stuffs, crude oil, and petroleum products make up about two-thirds.
On the other hand sugar has been Vhe factor determining the level of
Soviet imports and this has given rise to wide variations from year to
year in overall Soviet purchases from Cuba. Under the terms of an
agreement signed early in 1964 Cuban sugar exports to the U.S.S.R. are
slated to rise from 1.6 million tons in 1964 to 5 million tons annually in
1968-70, at a stable price of 6 cents per pound. If implemented, this
should contribute to a more consistent uptrend in Soviet imports from
Cuba. At the same time, Cuban exports of metallic ores and concen-
trates-presumably largely nickel-and leaf tobacco have been rising
(10 percent of imports in 1964) but are hardly likely to assume a malor
role. Since 1962 the Soviet Union has run a large trade surplus with
Cuba, which it has underwritten through balance-of-payments credits.

Si-Soviet trade.-Trade between the Soviet Union and Communist
China has shown no signs of recovery from the precipitous decline
which began in 1960. By 1964 it had shrunk to $450 million compared
to a peak of over $2 billion in 1959. Soviet exports plummeted to
only 14 percent of the 1959 level while imports decreased to 29 percent.
A substantial export surplus with the U.S.S.R. since 1961 enabled
Communist China to accelerate repayment of its debt which was com-
pleted during 1965. As a result, it may be expected that Sino-Soviet
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trade may be more nearly balanced from now on. Soviet imports have
consisted largely of consumer goods (75 percent), while the composi-
tion of exports has varied considerably. The share of machinery and
equipment in exports, after dropping sharply in 1961-62, recovered to
43 percent in 1964; crude oil and petroleum products, after accounting
for about one-third, plunged to 16 percent; while ferrous metals stead-
ily increased in importance.
2. Trade with the industrial We8t

Soviet trade with the industrial West reached a level of $3 billion
in 1964. As imports increased much more rapidly (1961-64-60 per-
cent1 than exports (20 percent), the U.S.S.R. has faced a widening
harc currency gap, which it covered primarily through gold sales and
to a lesser extent also through use of Western credit facilities. Largely
as a result of wheat Vurchases in the West, following the poor harvest
in 1963, the U.S.S.R. s convertible currency deficit in 1963-64 was about
$1 billion. Unable to expand its exports to the industrial West in pace
with its import requirements, the Soviet authorities curtailed purchases
of capital equipment for hard currency in order to minimize the drain
on gold reserves. The shift became most noticeable following Khru-
shchev's removal, and its effect should be reflected in 1965 and 1966
trade figures. The poor harvest of 1965 has again necessitated sub-
stantial Soviet wheat imports involving hard currency outlays though
not of the same magnitude as in 1963-64.

Soviet exports to the industrial West continue to be dominated by
raw materials, with petroleum and petroleum products the most im-
portant single category, followed by the traditional wood and wood
products, metals and ores. Food exports, in 1961 15 percent of Soviet
sales to the West, dwindled to 5.5 percent mainly on account of shrink-
ing grain exports. Machinery exports remained insignificant.

At the recent 23d Soviet Party Congress, Soviet Premier Kosygin
indicated that Western trade partners would have to "take into account
the changes in the Soviet economy," presumably presaging a drive to
sell machinery and other Soviet manufacturers for hard currency. As-
serting that Soviet machinery is of high quality and advanced design,
Kosygin called for better finishing, technical documentation, and serv-
icing facilities in order to enhance its salability in the West.

Fluctuations in the makeup of Soviet imports reflected mainly the
impact of grain purchases (1961, 3 percent against 1964, 28 percent),
as machinery, the most important category, declined from 47 to 36 per-
cent of the total. Another development was a steady drop in import-
ance of ferrous metals, from almost one-fifth of total imports in 1962
to less than 4 percent in 1964.

Apart from Finland, the U.S.S.R.'s main trading partners in 1964
were Japan, the United Kingdom, the German Federal Republic,
(each accounting for a fraction over 2 percent). In 1964 Japan be-
came the U.S.S.IV.'s most important trade partner in the industiral
West replacing the United Kingdom. The volume of Soviet-Jap-
anese trade has risen steadily, with Soviet imports almost tripling
between 1961 and 1964, while exports increased by 45 percent. Ships
made up almost one third of Soviet imports, while Japan bought
primarily fuels. U.S.S.R.-United Kingdom trade stagnated, mainly
because of a decline in Soviet machinery purchases, and has been
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characterized throughout by a large British deficit, which persisited in
1965, despite an upswing in both exports and imports. In the case
of West Germany, a close second to the United Kingdom both exports
and imports have tapered off, but the Soviet trade deficit has remamed.
Although hitherto less important, Soviet trade with Italy and France
appears likely to assume greater proportions, since the U.S.S.R. has
embarked on a drive to expand economic relations with these countries.
In particular the recent agreement with Fiat for the construction
of an automobile plant with a capacity of 600,000 passenger cars per
year in the U.S.S.R. should give a big boost to Soviet trade with Italy.
United States-Soviet trade, although remaining at a low level, has
registered a substantial growth-$87 million in 1965 as against 66 mil-
lion in 1961. In 1964 Soviet grin purchases temporarily boosted
U.S. exports to $146 million. U.S.S.R. sales to the United States
which had stagnated around $20 million for the past 5 years, in 1965
more than doubled mainly as a result of U.S. platinum metals im-
ports.

TABLE 4.-PForeign trade between the U.S.S.R. and selected free world oountrles,
1961-641

(Million U.S. dollars

1961 1962 163 1964

Free world, total -------------------------------- 3, 58. 0 4,015.2 4,245.3 4,664.8

Industrial West .................................. 2,147.6 2,377. 6 2, 7. 0 2,997.6

Ofwhch-
Finland -------------------------------------------- 278.9 395.4 427.2 388 4
United Kingdom ---------------------------------- 355.0 330.4 344. 9 341.8
West Germany --------------------------- 298.1 344.1 284.2 328. 9
France --------------------------------------------- 199.9 239.9 174.4 176.1
Ital------------------226.2 229.9 272.8 232.8

Sweden - - -------- _-----_-------- 103.2 120.6 138.8 148.1
Belgium ------------------------------ 67.6 79.2 77.8 75.9
Netherlands -------------------------------------- 75.8 90.0 79.4 7 1
United States ------------------------------------- 76.0 44.4 52.7 183.2

Less developed countries ------------------------ 1,091.5 1,183.7 1,436.9 1.440.5

Of which-
United Arab Republic (Egypt) ------------------- 204.9 176.8 258. 8 279.2
India ---------------------------------------------- 162.3 196.4 316.7 387.7
Malaysia ------------------------------------------ 171.5 163.2 138.1 74.2
Afghanistan --------------------------------------- 69.2 64.7 64.5 70.9
Argentina --------------------------------- 3 0.4 17.8 19. $ 24.4
Iran-------------------------------. 86.5 32.6 41.6 42.8
Indonesia ---------------------------------------. 65.2 97.2 79.7 72.4

Other countries ---- ..------------------- ---------- 119.0 453.9 211.8 226.7

I Because of rounding, components may not add to the totals shown.

3. Trade with LD(J's
Soviet trade with the developing countries has continued to expand

and since 1961 has risen by one-thirdi, thus approximately keeping pace
with the overall increase in Soviet foreign trade. Soviet exports have
been responsible for most of the expansion-at $778 million in 1964
they were 53 percent above the 1961 level, to which deliveries financed
by Soviet aid disbursements contributed significantly. By comparison
imports rose by a modest 18 percent during the same period and
amounted to $663 million in 1964. In fact, a small decline occurred
in Soviet imports from less developed areas in 1964. The LDC's share
in Soviet foreign trade has fluctuated around 10 percent since 1961,
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whereas the U.S.S.R. has accounted for less than 2 percent of the
LDC commerce.

The countries of Asia and the Middle East accounted for the largest
share of Soviet trade with the less developed world. Here the stimu-
lus to exports provided by the Soviet economic assistance program is
particularly evident. Although the U.S.S.R. maintains trading rela-
tionships with more than 40 developing countries, roughly two-thirds
of its total exports have been directed to a relatively small group of
countries in the area; namely, India, the United Arab Republic, Indo-
nesia, Iraq, and Afghanistan, which also have been the largest recipi-
ents of Soviet aid.

India has been the U.S.S.R.'s foremost LDC trade partner since
overtaking the United Arab Republic in 1962. Its share in Soviet
trade continued to rise in the next 2 years, reaching 2.5 percent in 1964
when India received goods valued at $232 million (machinery and
equipment made up over three-fourths, with complete plants alone
valued at $130 million) and sold $156 million worth consisting pri-
marily of tropical products, including jute and jute products (25 per-
cent) tea (20 percent), and nuts (15 percent). The United Arab
Republic in 1964 imported $156 million from the U.S.S.R., of which
two-thirds represented machinery and equipment including 62 million
worth of complete plants, and crude oil, wood and paper products
and metals together made up a large part of the remainder. In con-
trast to the steady growth of Soviet exports to the United Arab
Republic, the level of Soviet imports has varied (1964-$124 million)
mainly because of differences in the volume of cotton purchases which
have declined from 90 percent to less than 60 percent of Soviet imports
while cotton yarn and rice have assumed considerable importance.
Trade with Malaysia, which used to be the U.S.S.R.'s third ranking
LDC trading partner has steadily diminished since its 1961 peak as a
result of a drastic cutback in Soviet rubber imports, which have tradi-
tionally accounted for over 90 percent of total turnover between the
two countries. Soviet trade with Afghanistan has slowly but steadily
expanded, while the turnover with Indonesia has declined since 1962.

In Africa, which accounted for only about 10 percent of the
U.S.S.R.'s LDC trade, Ghana remained the U.S.S.R.'s foremost part-
ner. Since 1962 Ghana has enjoyed a favorable balance of trade with
the U.S.S.R., exclusively on account of its cocoa bean sales. In 1964
Mali moved into second place, replacing Guinea whose trade with the
Soviet Union has been on the downgrade since 1962 as well as the
Sudan and Morocco, who had registered substantial but short-lived
spurts in their commerce with the U.S.S.R. in 1963.

The volume of Soviet trade with Latin America (not including
Cuba) has been quite small and varied rather erratically. It showed
a 13 percent increase between 1961 and 1964 when it amounted to
$91 million. Brazil remained the only Latin American country -to
sustain a significant turnover with the U.S.S.R. Its favorable trade
balance has been attributable to substantial though widely fluctuating
Soviet purchases of coffee, cotton, and cocoa. Among imports from
the U.S.S.R., crude oil and oil products have figured importantly.
Soviet trade with Argentina, Mexico, and Uruguay has been charac-
terized by sporadic purchases of wheat, wool, tobacco, and leather,
while exports remained insignificant.

* ..
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The overall commodity composition of U.S.S.R. trade with devel-
oping countries has not essentially changed in the past 3 years. The
main Soviet export item was machinery and equipment (except in
Latin America), which accounted for 47 to 60 percent, followed by
petroleum and petroleum products (11 to 12 percent), and food prod-
uicts (6 to 13 percent) which declined substantially in 1964.

Among Soviet imports raw materials predominated, despite Soviet
propaganda claims that it can offer a market for LDC manufactures.
The share of food has shown a steady increase since 1961 and reached
34 percent in 1964. A shift of purchases of rice from China to Burma
and the United Arab Republic was a major factor, and increased
purchases of tea (India) and cocoa (Ghana, Brazil) also contributed
substantially to this development. The share of rubber declined in
each year from a level of 38 percent in 1961 to 14 percent in 1964.
The other major item, cotton, fluctuated between 18 and 25 percent.

c. COMMODIY COMPOSITION OF soVE TVDE

The basic commodity makeup of Soviet foreign trade has remained
inuich the same as it was at the beginning of the sixties. Machinery
and equipment, food, ores, and metals continued to figure significantly
on both sides of the ledger, while additionally fuels and lubricants and
wood are important on the export side, and textiles and clothing on
the import side. However, there have been some noteworthy changes
in the relative importance of these categories, and within them.

TABLE 5.-Cormodity composition of Soviet foreign trade 1961-64
(In percent of total]

1961 1962 1963 1964

Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports

Machinery and equipment. 29.8 18.1 34.8 18.8 34.9 19.7 34.4 21.0
Complete plants .........--- (1 5.9 (1) 5.9 (1) 7.6 (') 7.8
'ransportation equipment ... .2 8. 2 116 3.8 12.0 4.6 12. o .5
Fuels, lubricants, and re-

lated materials' ........ 3.7 17.4 3.1 1. 4 2.9 17.7 2.4 17.8
Coal and coke ............ 1.6 4.7 1.5 4.9 1.4 5.2 1.3 5.4
Petroleum and petroleum

products .................. 2.1 12.6 1.6 11.4 1.5 12.5 1.1 12.8
Orescandoncentrates ....... 5.0 4.2 4.6 .9 4.1 4.0 3. 9 4.1
Iron ore .................... (i) & I ) 8.1 I ) 3.2 (1) 3.3
Base metals and manufac-

tures ...................... 8.5 15. 4 .7 14. 4 6. 6 13.9 4.6 16. 3
Ferrous metals .............. 6.0 11.9 8.6 11.3 4.8 10.9 & 6 12.
Rolled ferrous metals ........ 7.8 8.0 .0 7.7 2.4 7.6 1.8 8.5
Nonferrous metals ........... 2.5 38 2.1 3.1 1.8 3.0 1.0 3.8
Aluminum .................. () 1.0 (1) 1.1 (t) 1.1 (1) 1.5
Tin ........................ .. 4 .2 .3 () .2 (2) . (3)
Copper ................. .9 .6 1.1 .6 .9 .6 .2 .7
Chemicals ................. 2.6 2.9 3.3 2.5 4.0 2.6 4.5 2.5
Rubber and rubber products. 4.7 1.0 3. .7 3. 0 .8 1.9 .7
Wood and wood products_ 2.1 6. 0 1.8 6.0 1.7 & 7 1.7 6.
Lumber ................. 3.4 --------- 8.1..........3.2 3.7
Textile raw materials and

semimanufactures ......... 5.2 6.1 4.4 4.9 4.8 4.6 3.8 &0
Cotton fiber ---------------- 2.2 4.7 1.8 3.7 2.4 3.3 1.5 3.9
Consumer goods ............ 30.5 16.8 28.3 1.1 29.9 15.9 34.1 10.5
Food ....................... 13.4 13.3 11.0 18.0 12.4 12.5 19.2 7.4
Grain -------------------- .8 7.9 .1 7.5 3.1 5.8 6.4 3.1
Other consumer goods ....... 17.1 3.6 17.3 3.1 17.6 3.4 14.9 3.1
Other merchandise .......... 5.8 3.8 5.5 3.3 8.8 3.1 6.0 2.9
Unspecified ................ 2.0 11.2 1.6 16.0 2.2 12.6 2. 7 1. 4

I Not available.
I Negligible.
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Foods.-The most striking development in the composition of So-
iet foreign trade since 1961 was the shift of the U.S.S.R. from a large

ex)orter to a major buyer of gran. This was the consequence of the
1963 crop failure, which had its strongest impact on trade in 1964.

TAL E 6.-OPtIet grain trade balance

1961 1962 1963 1904

Exports ........................................ 7, 480. 9 7,814.3 6,259.0 3,513. 5
Imports ........................................ 678.7 48.2 3,102.9 7, 286.5

Balance --------------------------------- +6, 702. 2 1 +7,768. 1 +3,157.0 -3,773.0

Net. exports shrank from 6.7 and 7.8 million tons of grain in 1961
and 1962, respectively, to 3.2 million in 1963 and turned ito net im-
)orts of 3.8 million tonis in 1964 even though exports in that year were

cut by 2.7 million tons. In addition, net flour exports of 230,000 tons
in 1961 turned to net. imports of 650,000 tons in 1964. The poor 1965
harvest. undoubtedly will again have a similar though less drastic
adverse effect on the Soviet grain trade balance in 1965 and 1966. On
the export, side, this impact. was reflected in a declining share of food
in Soviet exports.--froni over 13 percent in 1961 to some 7 percent in
1964, as the Soviet. Union reduced shipments to Eastern Europe and
virtually discontinued deliveries to most other destinations, except
Cuba and Finland. On the import side, agricultural problems ac-
counted largely for the upsurge in the food category from 13.4 percent
in 1961 to 19.2 percent in 1964. The Soviet Union purchased the bulk
of its 10.3 million tons wheat imports (90 percent of its total bread
grain imports) in 1963 and 1964 from hard currency countries. Can-
ada was the main supplier (6.2 million tons), with the United States
next (1.8 million tons) followed by Australia (1.7 million tons). As
long as the 50-50 shipping clause continues to apply to U.S. wheat
sales to Communist countries, the U.S.S.R. will doubtless avoid pur-
chasing U.S. grain, except as a last resort. As of the present, Canada
and France are likely to be in the forefront of wheat suppliers to the
European Communist. countries for some time to come.

As a result of the intensification of economic ties with Cuba, the
Soviet. Union became rather heavily engaged in the sugar trade.
While imports of raw sugar declined from the peak 1961 level of 3.3
million tons, they remained lar e, fluctuating between just. under 1
million tons and" 2.3 million. It the same time exports of refined
sugar doubled between 1961 and 1963 when they reached over 800,000
tons but dropped back to 348,000 tons in 1964, mainly because a poor
domestic sugarbeet crop in 1963 coincided with the lowest level of raw
sugar procurement from Cuba in 5 year.. The main recipients of re-
fined sugar, as far as can be gaged froin the incomplete breakdown
available, appear to have been LDC's particularly in the Middle East
and Africa. I

Maehiner and, equipment.-Mchinery and equipment has again
become the T.S.S.R.'s largest export category (1964-$1.6 billion or
21 percent of exports) as stepped up deliveries to Eastern Europe,
Cuba, and the LDCs gradually filled the gap left by the sudden drop
in shipments to Communist China at the Iginning of the decade. In
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TABL. 7.-Soviet grain trade

(In 1,000 metric tons)

1 1961 1962 1963 1 9IO

Imports, total ..................................

Wheat .....................................

Canada --------------------------------
United states ..........................
Australia ...............................
Rumania ............................
Mongolia -----------------------------
Argentine .............................

Exports, total ----------------------------------

Wheat .....................................

Czechoslovakia ........................
East Germ any -- ------.---------------
Poland--------------------------
Bulgaria ...........................
Hungary ...............................
Cuba---------------------------
China ...............................
North Korea ..........................
Finland --------------------------------
England ------------------------------
Norway --------------------------------
Netherlands ...........................
West Uermany .......................
Brazil ..................................

Rye ..................................... .

East Gerniany ........................
Poland .............................
Czechoslovakia ........................
Finland ................................

Corn .......................................

East Germany ........................
Czechoslovakia .........................
Cuba ..................................
Italy ...................................

67& 7 4. 2 3,102.9

929

7,286,

655.9 45.1 3,052.5 7,281.4

485. .............. 2,323.4 3,88&4
...................................... 1,784.5
............................. 273.0 1,4020

162.0 5.0 39.2 4.8
5.2 40.1 54.7 98&0

............................. 6.2 105.8

7,480.9 7,814.3 6,259.9 3,816.8
4,800.6 4,765.2 4,105.6 2,030.8

768.3 902.7 1,157.0 458 4
1,227.0 1,251.2 1,069.4 684.1

302.7 50. 2 163.4 49.8
4.7 93.7 149.9 03.1

386.2 40.1 62.9 ..........
191.9 269.3 264.3 25.8
100.8 104.1 ............................
240.0 50.0 50.1 .........
105.7 219.4 165.5 70.1
338.2 344.9 276 .............

79.6 79.3 41.0 ............
199.1 95.5 118.3 -----------
112.9 70.4 86.0 ..............
202.3 412.8 241.8 --------------

1,088.0 1,300.3 818.0 150.8
252.1 451.7 254.3 101.1
271.9 221.6 401.0 --------------
181.9 174.3 15.7 ---------
32.0 59.0 47.8 49. 2

405.6 1,2N.7 723.1 638.&6

82.5
11. 2

31.9
12.8

344.7
231.8
107.7
62.0

169.7
197.8
94.9
78.7

21.4198.6
176.8
27.6

1964, as in 1961, 37 percent of Soviet machinery exports consisted of
complete industrial installations. Transport, agricultural and road-
building machinery made up another 33 percent instruments remained
an important subgroup (19"4-$66 million), wile airplanes and heli-
copter sales almost tripled reaching $114 million in 1964.

Imports of machinery grew at about the same pace as overall imports,
and from 1962-64 exceeded machinery exports by t little over $1
billion. Of the total machinery imports of $2.7 billion for 1964, trans-
portation equipment (of which more than half were ships) accounted
for almost $1 billion. Other major components were machinery for the
chemical industry, mining, and the food industry. Bloc countries
supplied three-quarters of Soviet machinery imports lead by East
Germany and Czechosloyakia. Almost the entire remainder came from
the industrial West, with West Germany and Japan the foremost
suppliers. After a 3-year decline beginning 1961, West German ma-
chinery sales to the U.S.S.R. in 1964 came close to doubling and
amounted to $135 million, of which equipment for the chemical in-
dustry and ships made up over 70 percent. Machinery imports from
Japan registered a spectacular (almost five times since 1961) and un-
interrupted increase to $133 mjjlion, .with ships accounting for more
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than half of the total. Sweden, Italy, and France have assumed an
increasingly important role in Soviet miw6iinery imports, outdistancing
Great Britain.

Petroleum. and 7etrolein' prodiwts.-An important. category (12
i)ercent) i the overall Soviet ex port picture, ('rude oil and letroleuni
products have loomed particularly largo in the 1t.S.S.]'s trade with
the industrial West. In 1964 they accounltted for 22.4 peet of Soviet
hard currency sales. Crude oil exports to the industrial West rose to
15.9 million metric tons from 11.2 million in 1961, and accounted for
43 percent of total Soviet (rdte sales abroad. Italy has remained the
IT.S.S.R.'s most. important free world customer wit i over 7 million tons
in 1964, followed by West (Gernimny, Japan, aid Finland. Italian
lureliases have greatly exceeded the amounts a greed up for the :-year
period 1962-65 aund are slated to ris e fuitlher. Ile Commlnunist
eou0ittriesq share ill Soviet crtide export which ill 1961 had been some-
what smaller than that. of the industrial West, now again exceeds the
latter. Of 17.4 million metric tons exported to these countries in 11164,
4.8 million went, to Czechoslovakia, 3.9 million to East Germany.
CuIaii ptlrchases 1961-64 have averaged around 3.15 million tons. Ill
addition, Conmunist. countries receive the bulk of Soviet. gasoline
exports, but less than a tlird of diesel fuel and less than one-fifth of
lubricants. Their overall imports of Soviet petroleum products have
fallen off each year from the 1961 level, with their share ill the total
declinitlg from 45 percent. of 34 percent. in 1964. The main reason was
the steady drop in Communist Chinese purchases which were only ill
pIart offset by higher Bulgarian, Polish, and Cuban imports. In 1964,
Sweden and Finland were the I.S.S.R.'s foremost, customers for oil
products, followed lby Poland, Bulgaria, and Cuba.

TABLE &-g Oifet crude oil exports
11,000 metric tons)

1962 1963 194

Total ................................................... 26,279.4 30,242.9 3,690. 7

Communist countries ....................................... 12,376.9 14,462.7 17,421.4

Czeelioslovakla ........................................... 3,673.0 4,222.3 4, 769.7
East Germany ............................................ 2 ,437.2 3,060.4 3,938.4
Cuba ............................................... 3,629.3 3,766.6 3,428.6

Developed West --------------------------------------------- 12.,110.3 1,663.6 15,876.0

Italy .................................................... 6 ,083.4 6,727.1 7,017.3
West ermany ...................................... 1,914.6 2,214.6 2,9K5.7
Finland..--- 1,121.0 1,63 1,872.6
Japan .................................................. 2,1 .3 , 6.3 2,482.6

Le developed countries ---- -_ .-----------.............. 1,7M3.2 2,116.7 3,394.3

United Arab Republic .................................... 1,182.3 926.8 70. 7
Morocco .................................................. 17.8 284.8 300.7
Brail ..................................................... 1 . .1 ,M .7

Other eonmondites.-Other commodities significant in Soviet for-
eign trade are shown in table 9. Exports of rolled steel reached 4.2
million in 1964, with more than three-quarters going to Eastern Eu-
rope, particularly East. Germany. At the same tline considerable
amounts were imported (though they have declined from the 1962
peak level of over 1 million tons), with Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Aus-
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trill, and Japan the major suppliers. Steel pipe also remains an im-

portant trade item on both sides of the ledger, with imports coming
prinarily from Rumania and Czechoslovakia, as well as Sweden, an
the bulk of exports going to other Communist countries. As regards
coal, imports almosts. exclusively from Poland) have leveled off
around 15 million metric tons, while exports have continue to expand
reaching almost 24 million tons in 1964, with well over half going to
IEastern Europe. France, Italy, and Japan have emerged as the
IT.S.S.R.'s major free world Customers. Soviet. net exports of cotton
remain ti. around it quarter million tons, as exports, largely to Eastern
Europe, seem to have stabilized at, below 400,000 tons. Ovel~ll cotton
purchases fluctuated considerably from year to year. The United
Anrd) lepul)bli( remimed the IJ.S.S.R.'s major source, while Com-
intlist. (hina, faded out of the picture. The traditional Soviet lumber
and timber exports increased further, with the free world claiming
the major portion. Clothing continues to be of importance on the im-
port side (6 percent. in 1964)-Conmmunist China is still the largest
supplier followed by East. Germany.

TAII.E 9.-?,oriet trade in selctcd commodities

1063 1964

Imports Exports_- Imports Exports

Metalliferous ores and concentrates (million
dollars) .................................... $22. 1 $291.4 $302.0 $31& 7

Rolled steel (thousand metric tons) ............ 926.0 3, 53. 3 732.0 4,181.1
East (ermany. ................. .............. 1,356.8 .............. 1,632.7

1o11n6a .............................. 108.3 679.4 101.8 8M.2
Czechoslovakla ............................. 140.5 283.3 192.5 293. 2
lulgaria ........................................... 253.9 ............... 317.5
Japan . ............. 71.2 ..............
Austria .. .. ................. 107.2 ...........
North Korea ............................ 64.9 4.8 66.9 4.5Steel pipe (thousand metric tons) .............. 65.8 221.1 814.1 238.7
East Ucerinany ...................................... 87.7 .............. 100.5
Bulgaria ........................................ 24.1 .............. 235.2
Romania ................................ 204. 4 28.8 215.0 32.2
('oninnmnist China ................................... 24.5 ............... 12. 8
Czechoslovakia ............................ 132. 6 0.9 130.5 1.2
Sweden ................................... 60.9 .............. 3.3 ..............

Coal, bituminous (thousand metric toins) 5,100 21, 362 5,100 23,628
INoland ..................................... 4,829 , 228 4,805 1,223
East rmiall ....... 5838. .............. 6,194

ugI051oa k......... 3.058.............. .3342
nulgaria.. ............................ .............. 1,283................ 1,99m
Yugoslavia ....................................... 1,057.............. . 1092Prame............................................................... 1,28
Italy ............................................. 1,194......... 1.21.
Japau .............................................................. 1,088

Natural rubber thousandd metric tons) ......... 298. 4 88.5 186.1 60.2
Malaysia .................................. 240.6 .............. 124.8 ..............
Ilndolesil ................................... 43.4 .............. 38.7 ..............

Cotton (thousand metric tons) ................. 225.6 321.5 144.9 393.
United Arab Republic ..................... 99.6 .............. 75.3 ..............
Syria ..................... . .. . 5................. 19.3..........
Sudan ...................................... 19.0 ................ 4.0 ...........
Afghanistan ............................... 11.9 .............. 15.4 ..............
Brazil ................................. 40.1 .............. 9.1 ...........
Communist countries .......................... 2..................340.8

Wool (thousand metric tons) ................... 42.4 27.6 8. 24.8
Australia .............................. .18. 0 .............. 14.3 ..............
Mongolia ............................... 8.0............... 10.6...........
East oernamy .. . . . . . .. . . ... 16. .............. .
Czechoslovuk i...... ................... .............. 6.4 .6.0

Lumber (million cubic meters) .............................. 8.0 ----------_- 9.4
Japan .................................................... 1.8 .............. .5
Ilungary ............................ .............. 1.1 .1.
Finland ........................... i.. .............. 13 1.3

Sawn thber (million cubic meters) ............ O. 6.5 0.3 7.7
United Kigdom ...... ... ............ ..... .. I .............. ,4
East (erniany ...................................... .1.1 .............. 1.2
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D. BALANCE OF TRADE AND BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

The Soviet Union's overall balance of trade has deteriorated since
1962, going from an export surplus of over half a billion dollars in
that year to deficit of $55 million in 1964. The most important factor
in this development was the widening trade gap) with the industrial
West-largely on account of Soviet grain puichases-while at the
same time the customary surplus with the East European Communist
countries shrank. Their effect could not be fully offset by a substan-
tial surplus with other Communist. countries (mainly Cuba, plus
Yugoslavia and Outer Mongolia), a decline in the deficit with Com-
munist China as the latter approached completion of its debt repay-
ments to the U.S.S.R., and a growing surplus with less-developed
areas.

While it is clear from the recurrent Soviet gold sales that the
U.S.S.R. has a chronic deficit with hard currency areas, data are lack-
ing on the nontrade components of the Soviet balance of payments.
Apart from commodity trade the most important element in the So-
viet payments picture vis-a-vis the free world is a substantial de-
ficit on capital account. It consists primarily of disbursements under
loans and credits extended to less-developed countries (believed to
have averaged at between $350 to $400 million in recent years) and
Soviet repayments of Western credits. Together these far exceeded
new Soviet drawings on such credits and LDC repayments of Soviet
loans (the latter amounting to $135 million in 1964). As regards in-
visible transactions with the free world, there may be a small out-
flow since net transportation expenditures are presumably offset only
in part by net receipts from tourism. A moderate deficit may be as-
suned in the category of transfer payments, mainly on account of So-
viet military and economic grants and contributions to the U.N. The
resulting overall deficit with the free world, and particularly the part
representing convertible currencies has constituted a severe drain on
Soviet gold reserves. Following a 5-year period when Soviet gold
exports had ranged from $210 to $265 million per annum the volume
of such sales more than doubled in 1963 an estimated $560 million
followed by another large outflow of around half a billion dollars'
worth in 1964.

In view of this situation, Soviet interest in long-term credits from
the West is clear. It also explains the more conservative Soviet ap-
proach to use of short and medium term credits and to purchases
from the West in general which has been especially evident since
Khrushchev's ouster.

AV93 2
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TABLZ 10.-oviet balance of trade
[In millions of dollars

1962 1963 1964

Exports Imports Balance Exports Imports Balance Eports Imports Balance

Total ................. , . 6,48.4 +575.1 7,27 .4 7,058.7 +21.7 7,081.3 7,736.6 -55.3
Comunistcountries ....... 4,90.2 4,565.5 +3.7 6,099.4 4,9ON.4 +11.0 5,406.3 5,348.8 +59.6

EastEurope ............ 3 13,590.3 +388 4,163.3 4,146.9 +16.4 4,496.1 4,450.4 +47.7
Far East ................ 30.7 634.7 -206.0 326.0 536.4 -210.4 265.3 429.6 -164.3
Other, ................ 5 8 3 340.4 +224.9 610.1 303.1 +307. 0 6419 466. 7 +17. 2

Freeworld .................. 2,125.3 1,889.9 +235.4 2,17&0 ,07.3 +100.7 2,275.0 %,389.8 -114.8

Industrial West ......... 1, 1,271.0 -164.4 1,208.3 1,388.7 -180.4 1,2730 1,72d.6 -461.6Less developed ......... 5 61 2 -48.7 761.6 675.4 .2 77.7 662.8 +114.9
UnspecifiedI......... . 3.&8 + 0446. 7 203.2 8.2 +1 224.41 4 +20

ICuba, Outer Mongolia, YugoslaviaI Albania.
' Probably unlisted trade wit LDC s.
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SOVIET FOREIGN TRADE AND THE U.S. MARKET

InODUCON

The uses and benefits of international trade at, present loom larger
than ever in the official thinking of the political authorities of the
U.S.S.R. Commercial operations across the national frontier are ro-
ceeding on a more ambitious scale, in terms of volume as wel as
geography, than any time during the 50 years of the existence of the
Soviet State. Although as a matter of established tradition, foreign
trade continues to absorb only a small proportion of the country's
national product, the percentage in question has been growing steadily
in recent years. Specifically, the value of all goods exported abroad
in 1965 by the Soviet Union represented 3.8 percent of national in-
come, as compared with 2.7 percent in 1958.

What is more significant in terms of the direction of current trends
is the fact that the political authorities of the U.S.S.R. are consciously
reorienting their economic planning toward a more active involvement
of their domestic production system in the international division of
labor. Gradually, the official pronouncements of the leadership have
begun to reflect their acceptance of a larger role for foreign trade in
the economic development of the U.S.. On the occasion of the
recent unveiling of the latest 5-year plan for the national economy
(19670), the Soviet Government expressed a particularly firm de-
terminition to pursue a policy of active expansion of the exchange of
goods through the mechanism of the world market.

The language of this statement places the Soviet leadership squarely
on the side of the economic principle of comparative advantage long
honored by the trading nations of the world. In this document, pub-
lished on February 20, 1966, the leaders of the U.S.S.R. conveyed the
clear implication that their approach to world commerce has been un-
duly apprehensive in the past; moreover, that they had tended in the
past to adhere rather mechanically to a traditional export structure,
based on raw materials and farm products which reflected the agrarian
past of their economy rather than its industrial present. The state-
ment recalls the all-too-familiar fact that under he approach to eco-
nomic development followed during the past decades, the planning
authorities of the Soviet Union were under instruction to strive for
self-sufficiency both in industrial and agricultural production, regard-
less of the involved cost.

On this score, it is quite clear, the Soviet leadership is now disposed
to undertake a systematic effort to achieve a substantial modification of
the domestic production pattern in a way designed to take fuller
advantage of the opportunities for exchange offered by the world
market. The present stated objective is to work in the direction away
from maximum self-sufficiency toward a more optimal use of domestic
resources. The language used in the new draft 5-year plan to express
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the new official thinking in this sphere deserves to be reproduced at
some length:

In order to use more fully the advantages of the international division of labor,
of the rise in the economic effectiveness of external trade, and to better satisfy
the Soviet people's demands in trade, provision is to be made for: improvement
of the structure of Soviet exports by means of increasing exports of machinery,
equipment, instruments, means of transport and communications, and other
readymade articles of the processing Industry;

Improvement of the structure of imports by importing primarily those types
of raw materials, materials, and articles whose production inside the country
entails greater costs and capital investment, and by increasing the purchase of
technically advanced equipment which contributes to acceleration of the devel-
opment of the progressive branches of the national economy;

On the basis of a profound study of foreign markets, creation of new, spe-
cialized production and development of existing production, for increased output
of export products corresponding to the demands of the world market-par-
ticularly machine-building production; * * *1

It is a matter of some interest, too, that the above description of the
new approach in foreign trade appears in the document in the context
of a discussion of future Soviet commercial police toward "the indus-
trially developed capitalist countries." As the Soviet leaders know
these are the countries that account for some 70 percent of total world
trade. Yet, to date, they aount for only 20 percent of the foreign
trade of the U.S.S.R. Under the circumstances, therefore, it can be
reasonably concluded that th6 Soviet Union has committed itself to
a new departure in trade policy. At the very least, the above declara-
tion must be read as a recognition of the considerable potential value
which the markets of the industrial West can contribute to the future
development of the Soviet economy.

I. THB EcoNOMIc PULL OF THE WEST

As a matter of simple practical opportunity, Soviet trading author-
ities, in the recent past, have been gradually expanding their exchange
of goods with the more developed countries of the West, especial y
since the end of the Stalin period. Past official expectations to the
contrary, the Soviet Unions own steady development of domestic
industrial production has not diminished the need for expanded eco-
nomic exchanges with the markets of the West. In fact, the more
economic development the Soviet Union has achieved over the years,
the more extensive and continuous has become its commodity exchange
with the industrial community of the world, mainly with Western
Europe and Japan. In this respect, of course, Russia has not been
unique; she has merely repeated, in her own fashion, the experience
of most of the other countries that have preceded her in their advent
into the age of industrialization. In the modern era, the historical
record has shown, the principal movement of commodity trade has
taken place among the more developed, the more cost-conscious, na-
tions of the world.

It is not surprising to find, therefore, that the most rapidly grow-
ing component of Soviet foreign trade in recent years has been that..
portion of trade which it conducts with the nations of the industrial

est. To take the most recent figures available, Soviet trade with
IPravda, Feb. 20, 1966.
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the West increased by 126 percent between 1958 and 1964, a period
during which the entire volume of the country's international trade
expanded by 78 percent. In aggregate ruble figures, the recent course
of Soviet foreign trade, by maj or political subdivisions of the entire
trade operation, may be summed up as follows:

TABLz I.-Recent core of Soviet foreign trade
[in IMouund Of nmwu 11

lw 1964 Index 1964/195

Trade turnover, total ................................. 7,782 18,576 178
With Communist countries ................................ 74 9,78 161
With Industrially developed countries ..................... 1,2 2,78 226
With newly developing countries ........................... 1,430 178

I One ruble oficially valued at $1.11.

What makes this aspect of the recent record of Soviet foreign trade
especially interesting is the fact that the expansion of trade with the
industrial nations does not seem toliave been a matter of high priority
with the political authorities of the U.S.S.R. If anything1 this has
been precisely the component of Soviet world commerce witlthe least
political motivation behind it. To be sure, nothing that affects the
sensitive sphere of foreign trade can be regarded as taking place in a
political vacuum in the U.S.S.R. The kind of important issues that
spill over into foreign economic policy are not likely to escape the

iscipline of political direction from the center, whether at the stra-
tegic or the tactical level of operation. However, as far as the general
orientation of national policy is concerned Soviet authorities working
in the field of trade have been all alon under instruction to exert their
principal effort towards maximizing tCeir commodity exchanges, first
of all, with their Communist trade partners and, beyond that, with
the nations of the newly developing regons of the globe.

TAm Ul--oviet trade with the less developed ooemtrlee
(In million U.S. dollars)

1066 196 1961 1062 10U IO4

---p--ts ------------------------ 112.4 848 IPA- -866.5 7604 062.1
.....r ..........................- .. 210.4 74.M 9 864.1 I 61L.1 674.8 62L82

Totalturnover----------------3.. ...... 920.7 091.7 1,162. 146.21 .7.3

Source: Published Soviet trade data converted at the offal rate of I ruble equals 1.11 dolalv

In terms of this general direction of trade policy, therefore it is
fair to assert that 'by contrast, the trade of the U.S.S.R. with the
countries of the industrial West has been marked by a motivation that
has been more economic than political. There is ample evidence to
support such a distinction. To begin with, the Soviet Union continues
to le impelled by sheer economic necessity to turn to the markets of
the West to help meet its requirements for a wide variety of new,
research-intensive categories of manufactured goods. especially their
requirements for advanced types of machinery. There is,. ll too
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plainly, no comparable reservoir of industrial productivity, or tech-
nical innovation, available either within the Communist world or in
the markets of the newly developing nations. This is precisely the
kind of indispensable reservoir from which the present production-
minded group of Soviet leaders will not ain choose to cut themselves
off, as did Stalin during the last years of his regime.

As far as its exports are concerned, the Soviet Union also finds it
necessary to continue to concentrate on marketing raw materials and
farm products as its principal source of foreign exchange earnings re-
quired to carry out its import program. It requires no special tech-
nical knowledge of the intricacies of the world market michanism to
discover that as a region, Western Europe contains the largest con-
centration oi processing industries based on largely imported raw
materials. This, in fact, is a familiar and basic economic condition
which, at one time, brought the merchants of Tsarist Russia into the
markets of Western Europe, more than a hundred years ago, in search
of a ready outlet for the products of their domestic farms, forests, and
mines. At a later period, in the early 1920's, the fledgling Soviet re-
gime was also very quick to discover the phenomenon of Russian eco.
nomic complementarity with the more developed societies of Western
Europe and the implications it has for mutually profitable trade.

Except for the abnormal years of World War 11 and the grim 8
years that followed, there has, therefore) been a certain degree of con-
tinuity in the pattern of commodity exchanges between the economies
of the Soviet Union and the West. Today, too, the traditional range
of Soviet export commodities continues to reach the markets of the
industrial Western nations, including Japan, in rather substantial
quantities. As a result, we are faced by the fact that although the
Soviet Union allocates to the industrial West only 17 percent of its
global exports, there are a number of individual commodities for
which it is substantially dependent upon Western markets for their
systematic profitable disposal.

Thus, for example, when we examine the 1964 trade returns, we
find that the Soviet Union marketed 55 percent of its exported forest
products, and 54 percent of its refined petroleum, in the countries of
the West. In the case of crude oil, the proportion was 43 percent.
Similarly, some 40 percent of all exported manganese, iron ore, and
fish products, found their outlet in Western markets. In addition
sizable proportions of total sales fell to the share of the markets oi
the West in the case of such representative Soviet export commodities
as coal (32 percent), aluminum (33 percent), potash (62 percent),
chrome ore (86 percent) and fur skins (96 percent).

On the import side, Soviet foreign trade with the West discloses
a record that is quite similar. When the need arose recently, for ex-
ample, to accelerate the development of some of the more modern
branches of industrial production and transport in the U.S.S.R., the
critical ingredients required for assembling the necessary productive
capacity had to be imported from the West. Soviet foreign trade
sources show, more specifically, that 53 percent of all chemical equip-
ment imported in 1964 (73 percent in 1960) was procured in the mar-
kets of the industrially developed countries. The case was approxi-
mately the same in regard to merchant ships. Of the tota- dollar
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value of ships imported by Russia in 1964 ($537 million), 45 percent
came from Western shipyards. Large proportions of total imports
were also supplied by Western sources in the case of a number of other
esential commodities, such as copper (50 percent), cattle hides (69
percent), staple fiber (96 percent), synthetic rubber (53 percent),
chemical products (46 percent), and wheat (97 percent).

II. THE ROLE OF THE UNITED STATES MARKET

One unique feature of the recent pattern of Soviet trade with the
industrial nations of the West has been the rather unspectacular role
played by the United States in this exchange. The United States is,
of course, a major world trader, currently accounting for over 20 per-
cent of all merchandise exported by the economically developed nations
as a group. Yet, as far as the U.S.S.R is concerned, this fact has not
been reflected in its recent intake of industrial products from the West.
What the United States now contributes, in fact, amounts to only
some 2 percent of the total value of goods currently being imported by
the Soviet Union from all the developed industrialnations. The year
1964 was an exception in this respect. It was a year that was heavily
influenced by a single nonrecurrent sale of wheat, valued at $110 mil-
lion; as a result, the share of the United States in total Soviet imports
rose to 9 percent of all commodities supplied by the Western group
of nations in that year.

There is, of course, no particular mystery as to the nature of the poli-
tical strains that brought about the present low level of participation
of the United States in the foreign trade of the Soviet union. This
part of the record, namely, the impact of the political cold war on our

ilateral economic relations has been discussed at length in a number
of recent general surveys of this subject.* In the present discussion
however an attempt will be madetoabstract from the specific political
factors that inhibit the flow of trade between the two countries. The
intent here will be to focus, as far as that is possible on the economic
potentialities of this trade under more favorable political conditions.
We shall proceed on the assumption that the United States would,
sometime within the foreseeable future, proceed to align the adminis-
trative regulations governing its trade with Ea -rn Europe in general
and the Soviet Union in particular with those enforced by most coun-
tries making up the present O.E.C.D.' structure.

111. A BmE GLANCE BACKWARD

For the purpose of such a discussion we need to turn our attention,
if only briefly, to the record of our commercial exchanges with the
U.S.S.R. during the late 1930's. This, according to the record, was a
period in our bilateral relations that was largely free of political com-
plications. By taking such a retospective view we will find that
during the period 1937-40 the United States, rather than any country
in WesternEurope, was ;he leading source of imports into the Soviet

85ee "A Bekiround Study on East-West Trade," Committee on Foretsn Relations,
U.S. Senate, April 196; also, "Law and Contemporary Problems," Duke University,
autumn 1904.

s Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.
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Union. Goods imported from this country accounted for 28 percent
of all imports into Russia in 1938 and for 81 percent in 1940. As far
as machinery imports are concerned, the U.S. role was, relatively, still
larger, since we supplied as much as 55 percent of the total in 1938 and
41 percent in 1940.

TABLz 11.-Soviet trade with the Viited Statea, 1987-40
(In millionsof rublesof the 110-GOrateofechangee'

1W? 106 1069 1940

Importa from the United States (rubles) ....... 1 220 338
Percent of total Imports ........................ 18 28 81 81
Reports to the Unitd States (rubles) .......... 101 67 65 Be
Percent of total exports ......................... a 7 14 8
Imports of machinery from the United States

(rubles)................................ 85 2D 188 146
Percent of total machinery 3ot 1 56 46 41

I ruble officially valued by the U.S.S.R. at SM.
Source: "VnWhniala torgovlla 88R sa 198-40 g.," Moscow, IM0.

Despite the great distance in time involved the record of United
State-Soviet trade during the late thirties may be said, with good rea-
son, to have some valid iinplications for the situation today. For one
thing, this record does imply, for example, that the Soviet Union is
able, when necessary, to sustain for a number of years a bilateral ex-
change of goods in which the balance falls heavily on the import side
of the trade. For another, the prewar record of our bilateral trade re-
lations is also suggestive in still another sense, namely in the sense that
it helps to bring to light a strong Soviet interest in [.S.-made equip-
ment and production ideas in general. The economic reasons under-
lying this interest, it may be fairly argued, are as operative today as
they were three decades ago, as will be shown in some detail at a later
point. Suffice it to say at this juncture that the very active involve-
ment of U.S. companies in production licensing arrangements with in-
dustrial firms throughout the West is manifestly an important fact
of international economic life today. It is also relevant to recall that
the trading agencies of the Soviet Union are exceedingly well in-
formed on this subject.

IV. PosrwA Dzcuwz or U.S.-U.S.S.R. Tiwz

By comparison, the 1940's were a most abnormal period, heavily
influenced by political factors, both favorable and unfavorable. The
lend-lease program of the war years, which involved massive ship.
ments of ITS. goods to the Soviet Union ($3.5 billion in 1944), came to
an end during the second half of 1945. By the end of 1947, all pre-
vious "special" categones of export, namely goods provided, either
free or on credit, under the Lend-Lease and U.N.R.R.A. ProgramsA dis-
appeared from our shipments to the Soviet Union. At the same point
in time, moreover, the mild temperature of political relations in effect
between the United States and Russia during the war-time period be-
gan to turn quite cold. The U.S. Government found it necessary to
react vigorously against the growing manifestation of Soviet expan-
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sionism along the entire perimeter of its newly won frontier-in the
Balkans, Iran, Berlin, and Eastern Europe. Inevitably, too, the rising
political tension between the United States and the U.S.S.R. soon
siled over into the sphere of international trade. U.S. trade regu-
lations were tightened severely in March 1948 in an attempt to keep
essential commodities, especially products likely to be used in war pro-
duction, from reaching the Soviet Union and its allies. As a conse-
quence, the dollar value of our exports to Russia declined from $149
million in 1947 to $28 million in 1948, and to $6.6 million in 1949.
During the subsequent 6 years, U.S. exports to the Soviet Union
hovered at a level below $1 million per annum. Those were the bleak
years of maximum cold war tension generated by the war in Korea
and similar military probings by Stalin of the defense and the collec-
tive will of the Western powers.

TA=E IV.-Unfted States-Sovet trade, 1947-65

fin thousands of dollars)

U.S. exports U

1047 ......................................................................... 149.0 7,1092INS8 ......................................................................... /M 84M1949 ......................................................................... 825140
150 ................................................................... 9 6
1051 .........................................................................
1952 ......................................................................... 20 1,818
ion4 ......................................................................... 19 11,80
12 1.................................................................1... .809
1o52 ...................................................................... .87
1986--------------------------------------------------8........... . $823 24,861
1957 ......................................................................... 4,483 10781958 ......................................................................... 17,
19 ......................................................-...........--. 2 6

..............................................-- .........-- .-...------ 2 26
1961--------------------------------------------------............. 4687 28,230
1962--------------------------------------------------..........206185 16,187
o0 ...................................................... 2.............1161

1954-------------------------------------------------............. 146,360 M0

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce "United States Trade with Eastern Europe 11BIB Washinhtton,
D.C.; U.S. Departmt of Commerce. "+Radof the United Stae with the Soviet Bloe." WTIS-BRtrets. Washington, D.C.; U.S. Department of Commerce, "Export Control." Quarterly re, Wash.

V. THz PftRNT SrAT o

In the course of the past 10-year period since 1956, our trade with
the Soviet Union has witnessed an upward trend; but while the rise
has been steady it has not been steep. Today, the United States is
still one of the lesser trade partners of the Soviet Union. It ranks
among the minor trading nations of the OECD group, somewhere in
the same class with Deniark and Greece, accounting for about 0.5 per-
cent of total Soviet trade turnover.

The year 1965, the latest on record, was a fairly balanced year in our
bilateral exchange of goods. The value of U.S. merchandise exported
to the Soviet Uion amounted to $44.4 million according to our statis-
tics. Soviet goods sold in this market in the same year came to a total
value of $42.f-million. However, in the formerly important category
of "machinery and equipment," Soviet returns show the following
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modest volume of amual imports from the United States (in thousands
of dollars) :
1958 .... $1,123
1959 - 6,555
1960 27,698
1961 ........... 15,733
1962- 1.808
1963- 850
1964- 2,919

If we bear in mind the fact that the Soviet Union imported $620
million worth of machinery from the Western countries in 1964
($2,669 million from all sources), the role of the United States as a
supplier in this category of commodities looks insignificant indeed.

VI. POssiBL% Furumi RoLE or THE UNITED STATEs

As the situation stands today five industrial nations dominate the
trade of the Soviet Union with itiie West,; namely, the German Federal
Republic, Japan, the United Kingdom, France, and Italy. Together,
according to their own trade returns, they exported $728 million worth
of merchandise to the U.S.S.R. and imported $1,007 million worth in
1964. Taking the same five countries over the past 5 years, on the
average, each of these major Western trade partners of the Soviet.
Union exported $133 million and imported $164-million.

These average figures are useful n the present context of our dis-
cussion in the sense that they may be taken as representing something
like the order of magnitude of the amount of trade which the Soviet
Union could generate with the United Stat if conditions for an op-
timum exchange of goods were favorable. Present conditions are, of
course, not favorable. It is quite plain that, by comparison with the
other countries of the West, our trade with the U.S.S.R. at present
operates under three handicaps, namely: (1) Our more restrictive
export control policy; (2) our denial of "most favored nation" treat-
ment to imported Soviet products; and (3) the lack of a sizable de-
mand in this market for the type of commodities the U.S.S.R. gen-
erally exports to the West. As far as the first two obstacles are con-
cerned, it is conceivable that a change in the tariff treatment and in the
administrative regulations governing exports to the U.S.S.R., say
along the lines of the Miller report,4 would help to aline our trade
policy, in a general way with that of the rest of the West, thereby
clearing these particular hurdles out of the way. The third handicap,
however, lies beyond the reach of legislative or administrative policy.
Here we are confronted by an economic condition that is basic to the
present structure of Soviet exports Such a condition can be altered
only over the long term, and only by means of a gradual diversification
in the commodity composition 6f the export trade of the U.S.S.R.

Let us take one example. While it is possible to envision, some-
where in the near term, a level of U.S. exports to the Soviet Union
equal to that of the United Kingdom in 1964; namely, $128 million
(1 percent of total United Kin m exports), it would be quite un-
realistic to forecast for the United States, anytime in the foieseable

'"Report to the President of the Speial Committee on U.S. Trade Relations with East
European countries and the Soviet Union." The White House, Apr. 29. 1966.
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future, a figure anywhere near the dollar value of United Kingdom
imports from the U.S.S.R.; namely, $333 million (2 percent of total
United Kingdom imports).

At the present. juncture, it is fairly common practice to assume a
change in the regulation of U.S. trade with the Soviet Union along
the following lines: 6

1. Maintain our controls over nonstrategic trade and technology at
a level now maintained by Western Europe.

2. Accord most-favored-nation tariff treatment to goods imported
from the US.S.R.

3. Allow government-guaranteed commercial credit at a level con-
sidered to be normal to the trade or beneficial to the national interest.

Should a change along the above lines ensue, it would be eminently
reasonable to expect, within the next few years, a modest rise in the
level of U.S. trade with the U.S.S.R. both on the export and the
import side of the exchange. There is every good reason to believe,
at the same time, that the export side of this trade is likely to rise
relatively higher as a direct result of a relaxation of administrative
procedures. Hence, it would seem realistic to anticipate a level of
annual exports somewhere around $100 million, or a level roughly on
par with that of our exports to, say, Austria or Finland.

In regard to imports, the known hard facts on the demand side of
this commercial equation would suggest an estimate of a somewhat
lower order of magnitude; roughly-$75 million per annum.

On the evidence at hand, therefore, the outlook is distinctly more
favorable on the export side of the trade. Clearly, the reason simply
is that on this side of the exchange of goods with the Soviet Union
we possess some tangible elements of strength. For one thing, U.S.
industry is known to invest more resources, in absolute as well as
relative terms, in industrial research, development, and experimen-
tation. A recent OECD study 6 brought to light the fact that the
United States spends as much as 3.5 percent of its GNP on research
and development, the highest proportion by a considerable margin of
any country in the West. For another, U.S. economic operations in
manufacturing, mining, power generation, transport, and farming
are generally organized on a relatively larger scale. What this means
in practice is that our domestic pr6ductlive equipment tends to be
designed to larger dimensions and greater capacity of output. This
practical condition has long been a matter of material interest to the
trading organizations of the Soviet Union.

To this may be added the fact that the higher labor productivity
in effect in the U.S. economy has long served as a factor in attracting
the interest of Soviet economic executives in our productive processes
and equipment. There is also still another potential favorable ele-
ment in regard to our situation; namely, the large number of com-
peting firms within the U.S. market, which by their very existence
provide a wide choice of alternative suppliers of goods as well as tech-
nical data and production licenses. The United States, in short, may
be said to operate the largest industrial department store on the main
street of the world market.

* See: "The Battle Act Report, 1966." U.S. Department of State. Dec. 80, 196, p. 17.
*The Research and Development Effort In Western Europe, North Amerm and the

Soviet Union. Par, 1965, p. 71.
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The last, but not least, factor in the outlook for a possible increase
in exports to the Soviet Union is our continuing strong surplus posi-
tion in a wide range of agricultural commodities.

III sum, if eomnierial considerations were to be allowed once more
to govern the flow of trade, in a setting of undisturbed political rela-
tions, the United States could be expected before very long to become
a major factor in Soviet commerce with the Wet. There are, as
outlined above, a number of active economic forces at work in the
direction of drawing the two national economies toward the resump-
tion of their former cooperation in the sphere of commerce. Given
the continued limited receptivity of the Soviet, Union to trade with
non-Communist partners, the scale of this bilateral trade would, to
be sure, remain relatively small. The absolute dollar value of this
exchange can, however, he expanded several times above its present
level.

APPENDIX TABLE

Selected Soviet con tracts for Western tahinori an equtptient 1958-May 1966

Estimated
Year Type of plants) Supplying country plce dolirU.S. dlas

1958 Polyethylene (2) ......................................... West Germany 30
I 9 '5 s .................................................. United Kingdom 43
1959 Acetylene, ethylene, titanium dioxide, malelc anhydride.. Italy ................... 25
1960 Cellulose ............................................... France ................ 25
1960 Textiles ................................................. United States ......... 26
1961 Pulp mill equipment ................................. .. Japan ................. 31
1961 Meat packing ............................. Sweden............... 30
1961 Ammonia and methanol (2) ............................ Italy ................ 24
1962 Cargo ships and tankers ................................. Japan. ................. 96
1962 Pulp andaper........................................ ..... do ................ 32
1962 Phosphorc acid ........................................ West Germany ------- 25
1963 Fish factory and refrigerator ships ............... ................. 135
1963 Fish factory ships ..................................... 64
1963 Ethylene and polyethylene (6) .......................... United Kingdom__ 63
1963 Phosphoric acfd ......................................... Bel um -------------- 22
1064 Terylene (dacron) ................................-- Unted Kingdom ...... 87
1964 Caprolactam (2) ......................................... Netherlands .......... 30
1965 Polyvinyl chloride ....................................... France ................. 22
1965 Textile spinning ................ ........... Italy................. 20
1965 Cardboard (11) ............-- ................ France ......... 12
1966 Motor vehicles manufacturing plant and related facilities.. Italy............. 320
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SOVIET FOREIGN AID TO THE LESS DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES

I. IMThODUcTION

The emergence of a large number of new nations in the postwar
world brought with it a "revolution of rising expectations," the rami-
fications of which are playing an ever increasing role in East-West
conflict. While the key element of this "revolution" is economic in
nature, political instability, nurtured by factional struggles for power
frustrations over the lack of economic progress, and external political
pressures, has-become a prevailing feature in almost every area in
which these countries are located. Real and imaginary grievances are
vented against former colonial powers and complete severance of all,
especially economic, ties often is advocated by radical nationalist ele-
ments as the only means for achieving true independence from "neo-
colonialism." Traditional tribal conflicts, once localized in their im-
put, are converted into border disputes between newly independent
neighbors. Perhaps most disruptive of all factors is the drive of vari-
ous leaders who have seized the leadership of regional political move-
ments and who employ extremist tactics in their efforts to achieve the
objectives of these movements. .

In many countries the demand for rapid achievement of the fruits
of economic development as a corollary of the struggle for independ.
ence has often resulted in overambitious and poorly designed economic
development plans which frequently place the greatest emphasis on
industrialization and infrastructural development. Such programs,
however, require substantial amounts of capital and technical know-
how, resources largely absent in these countries. The consequence
usually is a willingness to accept economic assistance from any foreign
source to support the program. Such aid also is sought to ease the
economic pressures which result from the infusion of large-scale eco-
nomic activity into an institutional structure not capable of absorbing
such activity.

After years of denouncing Western foreign aid as an ill-disguised
instrument of imperialism the U.S.S.R., in the mid-1950's, injected it-. -
self into this milieu of economic and political instability wth an aid
program of its own. During the past dozen years economic and mili-
tary aid to the less developed countries of the non-Communist world
has become a key instrument in Soviet efforts to project its presence
into all areas of the developing world. From a small beginning in
mid-1954 the program has grown dramatically, has widened in scope
and content, and-has attained a relatively high degree of sophistica-
tion. In 1954 about $6 million in foreign aid was extended by the
Soviet Union. By the end of 1965 the cumulative total of Soviet
economic assistance had grown to about $5 billion and its military aid
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program to about $4 billion.1 During these years about 13,500
academic students and nearly 25,000 military and technical trainees
have trained in the U.S.S.R. In addition, an estimated 65,000 Soviet
economic and military technicians have been employed in aid activi-
ties in recipient countries.

THE POLITICS OF ECONOMIC AU)

The "national liberation" of colonial peoples and their ultimate
amalLamation with world communism have always been accorded high
priority in Communist strategic thinking.2 Current Soviet policy
gives tactical priority to gaining entry to these countries, to establish-
ing a position which could be used to influence their policies, and to re-
duce or eliminate Western influence. The nationalist governments of
these countries have been accepted and acknowledged and the Commu-
nist countries have established diplomatic and economic relations with
most of them. Simultaneously, local Communist parties subservient
to Moscow's directives have been restrained from overt revolutionary
activity that would offend nationalist governments. This course has
been pursued to such an extent that in many countries the interests of
indigenous Communist groups have been largely ignored. India and
the United Arab Republic, countries in which Communist parties have
either been banned or sharply attacked by the ruling political party,
have received more economic assistance tian any other beneficiary of
Soviet aid.

The Soviet Union, however, remains willing to overlook such attacks
in the hope that "revolutionaries" like Nasser or the deposed Ben Bella,
with Soviet assistance will do more damage to Western influence in
the Near East and Africa in the name of anticolonialism and Arab
nationalism than the U.S.S.R. could ever hope to achieve alone. Sim-
ilarly, Indian leaders will continue to be the beneficiaries of Soviet
largesse because of India's influence among the Afro-Asian nations and
its strategic position in Asia. Moreover, the leaders of the Soviet
Union apparently believe that well-conceived and effectively imple-
mented Soviet aid programs will serve to bolster economically the new-
ly achieved political independence of new states. Such aid also is ex-
pected to sever or disrupt the economic ties of less developed countries
with the West and to encourage existing socialist predispositions to-
ward more Soviet-oriented forms of economic and social organization.

Soviet willingness to establish official relations with the developing
countries, however, could not of itself have proven successful unless
such overtures were reciprocated. The leaders of many of the less
developed countries pushed by political aspirations or desires for
rapid economic development, were receptive to the post-Stalin changes
in Soviet policy and generally were prepared to accept assistance from
any quarter. In addition to the general demand for developmental
capital, receptivity to Soviet blandishments was enhanced by the un-
willingness of many less developed countries to associate their new
found independence with the foreign policy objectives of the West.
The availability of Soviet aid enabled these countries to follow what

I All data in this study excludes Cuba, which is dscuused in eb. II.
' For background discussion on this subJect see, for example, Milton Kovner, "Soviet Aid

Strategy in Developing Countries." ORBI, Sll 1964.
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they considered to be neutralist policies in pursuit of their own objec-
tives. Thus the political character of Soviet aid proved to be a "two
headed" phenomenon with political considerations also playing an
important-sometimes primary-role in the decisions of many coun-
tries to accept Soviet aid. The U.S.S.R. needed only to present itself
as an additional source of political and economic support to find a
number of willing recipients. Afghanistan, Egypt India, and Indo-
nesia, either seeking support for their economic development programs
or for particular political goals, readily accepted Soviet assistance.

II. Tim EcoNomc AiD PROGRAM

A. MAGNITUDE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SOVIET ECONOMIC AID

Since 1954 the Soviet Union has extended more than $5 billion in
economic credits and grants to non-Communist less developed coun-
tries. Approximately 42 percent of the total of such economic assist-
ance has been extended to countries in Asia and about 41 percent to
Middle Eastern countries (see table 1). Afghanistan, India, Indo-
nesia, Iran, and the United Arab Republic received nearly two-thirds
of total Soviet extensions; India and the United Arab Republic alone
accounted for 40 percent.

TABLE 1.-)v0et economic aid extended to les developed countries, by area
1955-65

(In million U.S. dollars)

Total Africa Asia Latin Middle
America East

TOta ................. .. 030 729 2125 115 2%061

In ............................. 1126 0 112 0 0195 ......................... 24 0 223 0 20
1057 ......................... 310 0 147 0 163195.......-------------.--. -"15 0 37 100 2
1959 ..................... . 855 137 577 0 141
1960 ............-................ M4 60 255 0 270
1961 ............................. 547 193 354 0 0
1962 ............................. 53 24 27 0 2
1963 ............................ 236 100 53 0 83
1064 ............................. 06 206 262 0 3
1965 ............................. 63 0 64 15 574

1 Includes $6 million In 1954.

While the Soviet economic aid program has grown to sizable mag-
nitude over the years, this growth has not been constant and the
annual level of new commitments has experienced periodic fluctua-
tions. The program itself can be divided roughly into four important
phases. The first period, 1955-57, was largely one of initial penetra-
tion, during which time the Soviet leadership probed for opportuni-
ties, traveled to much of Asia, and appeared to offer aid indiscrimin-
ately. It was a period in which the U.S.S.R. sought to manipulate
the "neutralist spirit" which had emerged from the Bandung Con-
ference of 1955. Both economic and military aid were used as a means
of entree into Asia and the Middle East. Aggregate annual economic
aid extensions were not very large, with Asia accounting for nearly
three-fourths of total Soviet extensions.
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During the years of the second stage, 1958-61, the magnitude and
distribution of the Soviet aid program underwent its most rapid
expansion. Nearly half of the total aid extended by the U-SS.R.
occurred during this period. Soviet extensions in 1959 totaling $855
million represented a peak year in new Soviet aid commitments, a
level not surpassed until 1964. About half of total extensions during
these years were to Asian countries and nearly 30 percent to countries
in the Middle East. Although the U.S.S.R. still continued to probe
for opportunities to establish its presence in newly emergent countries,
the character of the program changed.

The Soviet Union became willing to commit resources for the de-
velopment programs of aid recipients and allocated more than $1.8
billion for the development plans of Afghanistan, India, Indonesia,
Iraq, and the United Arab Republic. India alone received pledges
of nearly $550 million for its third plan (1961-68. Soviet credits
totaling $500 million were provided for the United Arab Repblic's
first 5-year plan (1960-65) 'and the construction of the Aswan High
Dam.

These years also witnessed the rapid development of Africa's con-
tact with the Communist countries. About 55 percent of all Soviet
aid to African countries was extended during this period, more than
one-quarter in 1961 alone. The initial Soviet aid agreements with
Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Sudan, the Somali Republic, and
Tunisia were signed in these years.

The third stage began in mid-1961 with the Soviet aid program
experiencing a sharp decline which was not arrested until late in
1963. New aid commitments declined sharply in 1962 and 1963.
Soviet credit extensions dropped precipitously from $547 million
in 1961 to $53 million in 1962, the lowest level since 1954. For the
most part, the decline during these 2 years reflected the high level
of ear ier aid commitments. The three major recipients-Afgh. i-
stan, India, and the United Arab Republic-had only recently received
sizable aid credits and were in the early stages of their respective
year plans In addition, a spate of agreements with almost all
rpcetive African countries had been concluded in 1961. In view
of these now aid commitments, it is not surprising that the aggregate
level of new extensions declined sharply.

The fourth phase emnerad late in 1963 when Soviet economic aid
extensions bega to ris sl-arply again, reaching their highest aual
total of nearly $1 billion in 194 This resurgence in new extens
was largely a result of the Soviet response to opt unities for further
pa"ticipion in the developamut Prhgram dis ad the United

Republic and to the in Chines C.amunil challenge to
Soviet iidnuo am g the Afro-Aiianotries About one-WI& of
total Soviet credit in 194 was extended to six Africa muntrie.
Approximately two-thirds of new Soviet economic aid omauit~d in
1964 was to te United Arab Republic and India for us during their
next 5-year plans to bela in M& sad 196, respectively. The mgni-

Tb. r.s..5. VWPUt. d a n115 mll" lmdsr1W eretud to Pt In January lIM fo
im Is a &~en iustriabmtis pugraa Thb piesw ru uummtoIusrp-.ed lIt
tb. Usa.4 Am J41Ws' At*s Span Nu I, mo is meO
Boole OIN m 10- S tWN"UNa
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tude of new aid extensions to these countries indicates the important
role they continue to play in Soviet foreign policy.

Although new Soviet aid commitments in 1965 continued at a rels-
tively high level a post-Khrushchevian approach to aid ma have
emerged. It had been Khrushchev's style to extend large lines of
credit while deriving as much propaganda benefit as possible from the
extension. The new regme has take we nwre cautious approach and
appears unwilling t-ltnnounce specific credits until cost surveys are
completed. The id finally committed appears to be project oriented
in contrast to the umbrella-type lie of credit frequently extended in
the past. India, Iran, Pakistan,andTurkey are exampim of countries
in which Soviet technicians have undertaken extensive surveys during
much of 1965. Prpecve, aid to these countries also regec s Soviet
preference for suclrcommitments to countries where the governments
are relatively stable and offer prospects for absorbing Soviet aid at a
satisfactory rate. During 1905 the U.SS.B. did not extend a single
credit to an African countryv Nearly 85 percent of Soviet aid exten-
sions in 196 went to Ira, 7akistan; and Turkey, all members of the
Central Treaty Oranizatim -

R. VSAWINOS ON OMW~ CRX"( AN" ORANT

While the annual level of Soviet e.nslons has reflected some sharp
fluctuations, drawings on these credits have risen almost consi gently
reaching an estimated total of approximately $ billion by the end of
1965.' About 46 percent of all Soviet credits extended prior to 196
have been drawn., Three countries-Afghanistan, Iadia, and the
United Arab Republic-account for three-fourths of expenditures
under Soviet asstance. The fact that outlays for all other recipients
account for only 5 percent of total drawings (although thee coun-
tries account for 45 peresntof total Soviet extensions .rior to 1965)
indicates the relatively poor progresI of the Soviet aid program in
these countries. A major caue for this lag in drawings lies in the
relatively primitive and chaotic political iad economic conditions
existent in most of these eountries. Many recipients have not even
been able to devise any workable development program. Nearly all of
then countries lack sufficient numbers of profemional, managerial, andtechnical personel required to carry out aid projects. Most countries
are unable to provide adequate amounts of local currency to finance
their share. of Soviet-aided projects. Size credits from the Soviet
Union have covered only the goods and services not available locall1
the rate of drawdowns on these credits is largely determined by ta
ability of recipient countries to meet the companion domestic costs,
The Soviet , nion generally has not shown any willingem to under-
take any sizbe commodity aid program to overcome difficulty.
Only about 5 pmcnt of total Sovxt aid has been for this purposL

* Dowinmm 9So8~t oimmnuae id an Iened iarp* em tred date pfmate4 im ti.
sq'ist 7"Vam Trod EmmdhmL r alm pmwtd mader I=ari 4 3rem t .
MWd ,mlastalda". anB a SmWI4"tgl ure It toAmim ewd tat poel
dobwr.m Iwo andi a itsA oubstaatml amm~ of aid moma ader athe
atorV but it Is t tpml dmt he

mt~aded tm d gu m em rmwtau m m
iar mmtbg ms piddt-OP6tw mda tdam umaM m emmk" ' i Is ftee a peWt-e ti@.
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The relative success achieved by the Soviet Union in pushing for-
ward its aid programs in India and the United Arab Republic, on the
other hand, reflects the greater absorptive capacity of these two coun-
tries. They have been able to supply much of the technical skills
required to implement aid projects. In Afghanistan, the relatively
rapid rate of project construction can only be explained by a Soviet
willingness to send in large numbers of professional administrative,
and technical personnel in conjunction with a commodity aid program
to raise local currency for Soviet projects.

The acceleration of Soviet aid deliveries in recent years has influ-
enced both the aggregate level of Soviet exports to the less developed
countries and the commodity pattern of tiose exports. As the rate
of aid expenditures has increased, the level of Soviet exports has
grown (w.e table 2). Between 1955 and the end of 1964 Soviet de-liveries of machinery and equipment (the category in which all o the
aid goods are included) rose from 16 percent of total exports to the
less developed countries in 1956 to a peak of 59 percent. in 1964. Ex-
ports of complete plants and installations (almost all aid goods) rose
from 4 to 38 percent during the same period.

TABLE 2.-Soviet exports to the less developed countries, 1956-64
(In million U.S. dollars)

Of which: Machinery Percent of total exports
and equipmentTotal__-

exorsOf which: Mahnery
Towa Caeory 16 a~nd Calinr

equipment

196 ......................................... ISO 24 a 16 4
198? ......................................... 28 87 47 31 17
18 ......................................... 390 I0 112 41 29
1w ......................................... 343 113 0 3 20
1o0 ......................................... 346 126 so 36 -20
191 ......................................... W 236 13 46 27
I ......................................... usO i1 8 32

......................................... 70 O 221 47
19 .. .. .. ............................... 77 8, 460 296 89

Total, 19664.............. ......... 4. 1a 1,81 1,144 441 2

fturee: Annual lamse at "Vaeshnyasa Torgovlya 5R (U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade),"
publisbed by the Ministry ot Foreign Trade. Moscow.

C. SW1LtL DISTRIBUTION

Soviet economic assistance is being provided for a variety of pur-
poses and for important sectors of the economies of different les de-
veloped countries. The bulk of this aid has been channeled into
the construction of basic industrial facilities and overhead invest-
menta By the end of 1965, about 55 percent of total Soviet exten-
sions had been allocated for industrial development, '20 percent for
agricultural and major multipuqos project, and nearly 15 percent
for trasportation and ommunications facilities. This pattern of
Sov-iet obligations dos not appear to have varied much over time.
Between 1959 and 1964 the industrial sector, for example, accounted
for 55 p" t of total Soviet aid cammitinatt Ths prOject
ounsidered to have little commie priority, that i, s spois stadium
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in Indonesia or a hotel in Guinea, account for only a small share of
Soviet aid obligations. India is perhaps the only country where it

-can be said that Soviet aid truly concentrates on industrial develop.-
ment. India alone accounts for about 40 percent of Soviet commit-
ments for industrial development and 45 percent of the total allocated
to heavy industry.

From the Soviet viewpoint, the development of industry is an im-
portant aspect of its aid program. Through this device it seeks to
preempt or replace private capital in industry by performing the
same function. Communist doctrine holds that a less developed coun-
try is not truly independent unless it develops and owns its industrial
sector. But while emphasizing the development of industry, Soviet
spokesmen have been careful to consider the resources of aid
recipients and their particular stages of development. Speaking be-
fore the delegates to the Afro-Asian Conference in Cairo in December
1957, the chief Soviet delegate stated "* * * the development of vari-
ous branches of the manufacturing industry cannot be effected other-
wise than by expanding agriculture and the extracting industry * * *
it should be noted that agriculture and the extracting industry may
become the basis for developing many other branches of the
economy * * *." 1

The criteria employed by the Soviet Union for selecting the sectors
for concentration in any particular country are not easily determined.
Generally, the country seeking aid will come forward with a list of
projects included in its development plan, from which the Soviet
Union will select the projects or which it will pro-ide assistance.
This pattern of selection has not changed over time. The U.S.S.R.
apparently does not recommend the projects to be included in the
country s development program. In a few instances, however, Soviet
advisers assisted in the drawing up of development plans and may
have influenced the selection of projects included.

There does appear to be a rough correspondence between the stage
of development of a country receiving aid- from the U.S.S.R. and the
nature of that assistance. The Soviet Union does not ordinarily
agree to undertake projects which it believes to be much beyond the
technical competence of a less developed country. In India, where
the human and physical substructure is sufficiently advanced to begin
widening the industrial base, Soviet aid is concentrated on the ex-
pansion of heavy industrial and electric power capacity.

Afghanistan, at the opposite end of the development scale from
India, is receiving aid of a different nature, with the greatest, em-
phasis on infrastructural development. About half of Soviet aid to
Afghanistan has been allocated for the construction of transporta-
tion facilities, much of it in areas which have been inaccessible to
modern vehicles. Nearly 20 percent of total Soviet aid to Afghanis-
tan has been obligated for the development of mineral resources and
about 15 percent for the construction of multipurpose projects.
Manufacturing units being aided by the Soviet Union are small and
require simple skills for their operation. Approximately $15 mil-
lion have ben allocated for constructing and equipping centers for

* Quoted in -Cu. amt DIet of the ISoet Preo," Feb4. , 19SI.
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training skilled and semi-skilled technicians. Soviet aid to African
countries also is characterized by i great number and variety of
small-scale projects. Such aid generally is in accord with the require-
ments of the recipient and is concentrated in multipurpose, tras-
portation, agricultural, mineral, and light industrial projects.

D. ASSISTANCE FOR TIE STATE SECTOR

Practically all Soviet economic assistance to the less developed
countries is being channeled into the public sectors of tise countries.
Such aid has been made available for investment in undertakings in
which the private sector traditionally had the dominant role. In
countries where the larger share of investment in economic develop-
ment is accounted for by the public sector, Soviet assistance, by virtue
of its concentration in this sector, exerts a strong influence on the
character and direction of economic development, particularly in the
development of industry.

Perhaps more important, the Communists view such aid as enabling
these countries to achieve economic independence from Western capi-
talism, maintaining that "Soviet credits above all promote the devel-
opment of the state sector of the national economy which represents
the strongest basis for the genuine independence of less developed
countries."' Furthermore, bny supporting the development of the state
sector-as well as encouraging the nationalization of foreign and
domestic private investment-the Communists seek to destroy the
economic ties these countries have with the industrial West and hasten
the "inevitable crisis of capitalism" as markets and sources of raw
materials are cut off. The Soviet Union has stressed that Communist
economic relations with the less developed countries "noticeably con-
stricts the sphere of the world capitalist market * * * and expands
the sphere of activities of the world socialist market.

The U.S.S.R. does not seek specifically to assist the less developed
countries in achieving a high rate of economic growth. Soviet lead-
er in fact do not believe that these countries can attain a satisfactory
rate of growth without adopting the Communist road to development.
But while waiting for the "inevitable" failures the U.S.S.R. is en-
couraging the development of institutional forms which can readily
assist in the "transition to socialism." Industrialization and expan-
sion of the state sector are viewed as a step toward the grdual adop-
tion of the Communist model. Moreover, emphasis on industrializa-
tion appeals strongly to the newly emerging elite and thus provides
an opportunity for propagandizing the Soviet economic model. In-
dustrialiation also Is expected to transform the institutional structure
of the countries and destroy the traditional pattern of the;r
woomir ties with the industrial West.

In the United Arab Republic and India, Soviet aid has enabled the
public sectors, espmially in industry, to expand to an extent unlikely
in the absence of Communist assistance. Soviet economic aid to the
United Arab Republic not only has contributed substantially to the

' V. tinimv. "%vWt Aumtaa to Us&oldopd Cmatrim" Imtlmatiis Alir.(ivgeoew. 6 , leew.
S0. a129'h ('uueotw ,e Two Swu,., eud mks* Uuo Mvelswe Coaut.eu

ef d, ifme" C4m84moPmNr ad I tuww. N. It. 1565.
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public sector's expansion but also has made it easier for Nasser to
pursue specific domestic policies designed to eliminate Western
influence. Nationalization of foreign and domestic private invest-
inents in Egypt and agrarian reform did much to sever the close ties
between foreign capital and the small groups of wealthy landowners,
industrialists, and financiers who controlled the Egyptian economy.
In these moves the U.S.S.R. coopented willingly. Soviet capital, for
example, was substituted for Western private investment further
severing the ties of domestic business elements with Western firms.

Communist expenditures during India's second 5-year plan (1956-
61) accounted for about 20 percent of public investment in the indus-
trial sector and represents almost one-fourth of total public invest-
ment in industry planned for the third plan. A sizable part of Com-
munist aid to India has been allocated for such trditional preserves of
private investment as petroleum and pharmaceuticals. The U.S.S.R.,
with Rumanian participation, has dominated petroleum development
in the public sector and has constructed the only state-owned petro-
leum refineries in India. Soviet assistance is being employed to estab-
lish a pharmaceutical industry in India, one which will be competi-
tive with private, particularly foreign-owned, interests.

E. REPAYMENT OF sOV1r CREDITS

By the end of 1965 an estimated $400 million in principal and inter-
est was scheduled to have been repaid on the $2 billion in obligations
incurred by the less developed countries under Soviet economic assist-
ance programs. Most of these repayments have taken place during
the past our years and are expected to become larger during the next
few years. Such payments to the U.S.S.R. rose from an estimated $30
million in 1961 to $125 million in 1964 and are expected to continue
rising for the rest of the decade.

The magnitude of these prospective repayments indicates that even
if Soviet economic assistance to less development countries rises in
the next. few years, the burden on the U.S.S.R. of such outlays will be
partially offset by this growing level of repayments. In recent years
the ratio of annual repayments to annual drawdowns on Soviet
credits has shown an upward trend, rising from 15 percent in 1960
to 40 percent in 1965. This trend is likely to continue during the next
few years as debt servicing payments accelerate at a faster rate than
Soviet economic aid expenditures.

As repayments of Soviet economic aid credits have fallen due, some
aid recipients have been hard put to meet their obligations. For some
developing countries, sizable repayments in the form of commodities
often preempt a large share of their chief sources of foreign exchange.
Such diversions of primary commodity exports--as well as payments
required in foreign exchange-are particularly burdensome where re-
cipient countries must simultaneously make payments for military
debt obliat ions and for economic assistance from other donors.

In the iong run the problem of repayment is likely to be compounded
by two factors tending to retard the rapid development of export
capabilities of aid recipients. The willingness of the Soviet Union to
accept traditional commodities as payment for its aid itself inhibits
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the expansion of new export capabilities. Many of the goods which
will be produced by newy established industries are not likely to find
outlets in Western markets. If the U.S.S.R. does not accept such
goods in payment, default on debts owed to them will become wide-
spread since the production of traditional commodities is not likely to
expand rapidly enough to keep pace with the growth in debt servicing
requirements.

ore important, perhaps, is the fact that the development plans of
most less developed countries undertaking industrialization programs
emphasize import substitution rather than export expansion. As such
facilities are expanded, imports are xpected to decline while exports
continue to rise. During thie planning for its first 5-year plan, for ex-
ample, the United Arab Republic expected its exports to rise from
about $480 to $655 million in 1965 while imports were expected to de-
cline from $690 to $615 million over the same period. In 1964 United
Arab Republic exports totaled about $540 million while imports
rocketed to $955 miU ion.

What generally is overlooked is that the development of import sub.
stitution facilities in itself tends to cause a rise in import requirements
relative to export capabilities and subsequently to a chronic balance-
of-payments problem. Not only does the establishment of new in-
dustries require investment with a high import content, but any in-
dustrial activity, particularly in less developed countries, requires the
use of nonindigenous materials; e.g., fuel, replacement parts, etc.
Moreover, the new activity also generates an increase in incomes, a
portion of which is spent on imported goods and services. These pres-
sures have become particularly serious in such countries as India and
the United Arab Republic. As the Soviet Union becomes more in-
volved in the development programs of many recipient countries and
assumes the role of a major creditor, the question of what form re-
payment shall take will become increasingly serious. One common
solution will have to be the stretching out of repayment over much
longer periods than the current 12 years.

F. COWIUTON TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The impact of Soviet economic assistance on the economic develop-
ment of recipient countries still is difficult to assess because the imple-
mentation of the program did not really in momentum until a few
years ago, In most recipient countries, Soviet expenditures have not
been particularly large, even where developmental credits have been
available for as long as 10 years. In many of these countries (ranging
from Guinea to Cylon to Indonesia) no foreign donors have been suc-
cessful in generating forces sufficient to initiate the growth process.

In only three countries-Afghanistan, India, and the United Arab
Republic-do Soviet aid expenitures appear to have contributed to a
sizable increase in productive capacity. The extent of this contribu-
tion, however, is difficult to determine, primarily because of the lack
of reliable investment and production statistics. Soviet investment
through its aid program is most significant in the case of Afghanistan.
Durifng the latter'i first 5-year plan (1966-61), about one-third of
total gross investment in Afghanistan was represented by Soviet ex-
penditures. Such capital outlays are expected to cover half of total
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Afghan investment during the second plan (1962-67). Soviet out-
lays represented more than 40 percent of a total of $490 million in-
vested in Afghanistan during the period 1956-63.

The amount of Soviet aid actually disbursed in the United Arab
Republic by the end of 1965 is estimated to have been more than $300
Itilion. During the United Arab Republic's first. 5 year plan (1960-
65) drawings on Soviet economic credits were equal to about 10 percent
of gross investment and accounted for about one-fourth of aggregate
ITnited Arab Republic investment in industry, electric power, and the
Aswan High Dam. United Arab Republic officials claim'that during
this pern , national income generated by the industrial sector in-
creased about 45 percent and the sector's share of national income rose
from 20 to 22 percent.

Although Soviet aid represented only about 10 percent of the foreign
aid allocated for industrial development during India's second 5-year
plan, it accounted for nearly 40 percent of the assistance provided to
the public sector. Soviet expenditures during the second plan totaled
about $160 million, almost entirely for the construction of the Bhilai
steel mill. These outlays represented about 15 percent of total aid
expenditures in the industrial sector and 5 percent of total industrial
investment during the plan.

Soviet participation in India's industrialization program during
the third plan is extensive. Such assistance is particularly important
for the construction of facilities to produce heavy electrical and
machine building equipment, development of the petroleum industry,
and expansion of steel and coal production and thermal electric power
capacity. The machine building plant the Soviet Union is construct-
ing at Ranchi with an annual capacity of 80,000 tons is expected to"
provide the bulk of the equipment required for the expansion of India's
steel industry. By March 1966 the Soviet contribution to the total
increase in the capacity created during Indian's three plans was ex-
pected to be about 25 percent in the steel industry; machine tools, 20
percent; petroleum refining, 20 percent;0 electric power, 15 percent;
and heavy machine building and coal mining machinery, 100 percent.

0. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND ACADEMIC TRAINING

The desire of the less developed countries for rapid economic de-
velopment has resulted in programs that require substantial infusions
of professional and technical skills. The range of skills required for
such undertakings include not only skilled workers to operate indus-
trial machinery and equipment but also individuals who possess tle
ability to determine the activities that shall be pursued, the techniques
to be employed, and the most efficient use of available reources. In
view of the paucity of these skills in less developed countries, an im-
portant part of all external economic assistance is a parallel program
of technical assistance to provide a minimum amount of these requi-
site skills. Some technical skills can be acquired quickly through short-
range training programs. Others require many years of training
andexperience and must be imported until professional and technical

The eontrlbutlon will jump to about 05 peret by the end of 191.
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personnel in tile aid-receiving country can be trained abroad or at
hnoe to satisfy this need.

The people who guide the Soviet foreign aid programs fully realize
that technical assistance and academic training must be important
com lonents of their aid activities in less developed countries. Be-
tween 1955 and the end of 1965, at least 50,000 Soviet economic tech-
nicians have been employed in less developed countries. During the
sane period more than 20,000 students and technical trainees have
undertaken training at facilities in the Soviet Union.
1. Soviet teehtndran, broad

As the pace of the Soviet economic aid program has quickened, the
numbers of technicians sent to the less developed countries have grown
rapidly. In 1956 there were about 800 Soviet technicians engaged
in economic aid programs; in 1960, there were nearly 4,000: and dir-
ing 1965, about 9,500. Nearly 80 percent of the total number of
Soviet technicians who have been employed in recipient countries
have been sent since 1960.

Approximately 45 percent. of all Soviet econontic technicians have
been eml oyed in Asian countries; and more than one-third in the
Middle 'ast. In recent years, the number of Soviet technical per-
sonnel engaged in economic aid activities in Africa has risen sharply,
reflecting the general increase in Soviet aid activities in that continent.

For the most part, the services of Soviet technicians are dispensed
within the framework of the major lines of credit extended for eco-
nomic development projects and, consequently, resemble the technical
services made available by Western private enterprise. Initial proj-
ect surveys and studies, supervision of construction projects, on-the-
job training and, in some cases, management .of the completed instal-
lation generally comprise the assistance provided by Soviet technical
personnel. Tlhe total foreign exchange outlays f6r the services of
these technicians between 1956 and the end of 1965 is estimated at
about $300 million, about 15 percent. of total drawings on Soviet
economic aid credits.

The foreign exchange, costs of the services of Soviet technicians
usually include their salaries; round trip plane fare, often first class,
between the U.S.S.R. and the host country; leave accumulated it a
rate of about three days per month; round trip fare of the technician
to spend his leave in the U.S.S.R.; and life insurance premiums. If
the period of employment is more than a year, the technician may be
accompanied by his family. In that event, the recipient country must
pay their round trip fares and a family transfer allowance. In addi-
tion to the foreign exchange costs, the host country also is responsible
for much of the maintenance costs of the technician. These local cur-
rency costs include free medical care and hospitalization, office and
laboratory accommodations, transportation for official business in the
host. country, and furnished quarters for the technician and his
family?°

Technical services costs are relatively large during the initial survey
stages but decline as the projects move into the construction phases.

" For sample agreements with such details see. for example. Klan. BHIlerbeek. "Boviet
Bloc Iforelgn. Aid to the Uaderdeveloped CountrI" (Hamburi: Hamburg Arehives of
World scsom. 19o0).
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This generally has been the pattern with expenditures on Soviet proj-
ects. With the acceleration of drawings after 1960, total aid outlays
per technician are estimated to have risen from about $25,000 to $45,000
in 1965, indicating a more rapid rise in expenditures on capital goods
relative to technical services.

Although in the aggregate the ratio of technical services costs to
capital gods outlays has followed the anticipated downward trend,
for some countries the level of such expenditures has continued at a
high level. This is particularly true of those countries in which the
number of indigenous person nel with the requisite professionals and
technical skills is the smallest. In many countries outlays for tech-
nical assistance have accounted for 25 to 30 percent of total drawings
on Soviet credits to these countries. The inability of such aid recipi-
ents to provide sufficient managerial and technical personnel for Soviet
aid projects has necessitated employing large numbers of costly Com-
munist technicians. This problem is exacerbated by the narrowness
of specialization of Soviet technicians (an outgrowth of the highly
specialized Connunist educational system) ihich necessitates the
emlloyment of larger numbers of technicians for each project than
would be required on projwts constructed by Western firns.

The administrative inexperience of officials in recipient countries
has posed additional obstacles to the rapid construction of projects and
has tended to increase the employment period of Soviet technicans.
The reluctance of the Soviet Union to assume complete administrative
responsibility for an aid project has resulted in f requent-and costly-
work stoppages and delays. Soviet aid organizations are, as a. rule
responsible only for coordinating the work of all technicians employed
on a project., directing basic construction activities, supervising the
installation of machinery and equipment, and putting this equipment
into operation according to established schedules. The authorities of
the recipient countries and their agencies, on the other hand, are re-
sponsible for all work involving the use of domestic goods and serv-
ices. They are responsible for the presentation of basic data for the
preparation of a given project, for sitepreparation, the hiring of
labor, the purchase of local materials, and the direct organization of
construction work.

In recent years there has been an increase in the number of Soviet
technical personnel not connected with specific economic aid projects.
These technicians are engaged in managerial, educational, medical,
economic planning, agricltural, and other activities. Although Soviet
personnelliave undertaken such nonproject activities in recipient coun-
tries since 1955, their numbers were quite small until 1961. In recent
years, however, Soviet. technicians engaged in nonproject activities
have grown rapidly. Assistance of this type apparently is not pro-

ided on credit but is handled as a current account transaction.
Most, nonproject technicians have been sent to those countries with

the greatest. need for technical personnel, particularly in Africa. To
a large extent, this trend reflects the Soviet concern over the large
backlog of undrawn credits in these countries and the recog ition that
a greater general training effort is required merely to provide sufficient
skilled workers to part icipate in Soviet aid projects. This form of
assistance also enables the Soviet Union to rapidly expand its presence
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in these countries, particularly in areas of a country in which there are
no Soviet construction projects.
9. Techncal training

(a) In the U.S.S.R.-A major objective of Soviet technical assist-
ance programs is to transmit to the local population those technical
skills needed to insure that its aid projects are successfully completed.
One important form of assistance consists of technical training pro-
grams in the U.S.S.R. for persons who will be employed as supervis-
ors, managers, foremen, and skilled technicians on Soviet-aided proj-
ects being constructed in the recipient country. This type of training
generally consists of 6 to 12 month programs, except for highly spe-
cialized training which may run for as much as 3 years.

The number 6 technical trainees sent to the U.S.S.R. has risen with
the expansion of the Soviet aid program. Beginning with approxi-
mately 125 trainees from India and the United Arab Republic in 1956,
the U.S.S.R. by the end of 1965 had provided some technical training
for about 7,000 trainees from less developed countries; about 75 per-
cent of the total have received their training since 1960. Most of these
trainees were trained for employment on Soviet industrial projects.
About 85 percent of all trainees have been from countries in Asia and
the Middle East.

(b) In Les8 Developed Countrieq.-Among other technical training
techniques employed by the Soviet Union is the construction of tech-
nical institutes and vocational training centers in the less developed
countries. These institutes and centers are staffed largely with Soviet
instructors and use Soviet training equipment. The curriculum of the
institutes generally includes courses in engineering, agriculture, min-
ing, and industrial production and is designed to produce highly
skilled professional and technical personnel. The capacity of these in-
stitutes ranges from 250 in Cambodia to 1,100 in Burma.

The establishment of vocational training centers is part of most of
the maor aid programs undertaken by the Soviet Union. These cen-
ters offer training in most industrial and agricultural skills required
below the supervisory levels. For example, four centers under con-
struction in Ghana will accommodate 5,000 to 6,000 trainees annually
and will include training in the the repair of agricultural machinery
and mining equipment. In the United Arab Republic 20 training cen-
ters which can train about 4,000 workers during one training session
have been constructed under the $175 million credit extended by the
U.S.S.R. in 1958.

The most important way of transferring mple technical skills to
large numbers of workers is through on-the-job training programs.
In addition to group training, the usual practice is to have a worker
assigned to each Soviet technician employed on a construction project.
By the time the project is completed the trainee presumably is able to
perform the same function satisfactorily. The U.S.S.R., for example,
provided such training to about 5,000 Indian engineers technicians,
and skilled workers during the construction of the Bhilai steel mill.
Indian officials claim that as a result of this type of training Indian
technical personnel subsequently were able to participate in all stages
of construction of the second blast furnace and to take over completely
the work on the third blast furnace.
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Where such on-the-job training techniques are feasible the impact
tends to be favorable for the U.S.S.R. Indian officials, for example,
have stated that this aid technique has the advantage of leaving the
Indians with the feeling of having participated in the construction of
a project. One official claims that, in contrast to the steel plants built
by Western firms, at the Soviet-built Bhilai steel mill "* * * the
morale of the Indian participants was extraordinarily high. They
were enormously proud of the relativelygood record that the work at
Bhilai had made * * * they had gained so much inservice training
and experience during the project's planning and construction phases
that they were thoroughly confident of their ability to move to an
entirely Indian operation of the plant in a very short order." 11 Fur-
thermore, "Aid given for specific industrial or other projects should, as
far as possible, not take the 'turnkey' form as this * * deprives the
recipient country of the experience acquired in actual construction and
initial operation * * *,fl 12 Such situations, however7 are not universal
and are more likely to occur in such countries as India and the United
Arab Reaublic, where the labor force already has a sizable component
of skilletechnicians. In most countries receiving Soviet aid the par-
ticipant approach is apt to founder on the low level of technical com-
petence ofsthe domestic labor force.
3. Academic training

An important program for establishing aind maintaining contact
with the emerging elite in many less-developed countries is the provi-
sion of scholarships for academic study in the Soviet Union. Since
1955 an estimated 13,500 students from Asia, Africa, and Latin
America have undertaken such programs in Soviet academic institu-
tions. About half of all students have come from African countries,
largely since 1961. At least one special university-the Peoples'
Friendship University (Patrice Lumumba) in Moscow has been estab-
lished as an academic center solely for foreign students.

The costs of this training generally are borne by the U.S.S.R. in the
form of scholarship aid . Among the costs generally covered by these
scholarships are transportation to and from the students homeland,
tuition, medical care, clothing, and housing. In addition, each student
is provided with a personal allowance, which at P hples' Friendship
University is about 90 rubles or $100 monthly.

Since the peak year of 1982, when more than 8 students initiated
academic programs, the number of new enrollees ras declined each year
with an estimated 1300 students entering the Soviet Union in 1965.
To some extent this declinemay be attributed to a more stringent selec-
ton process, not only as a means of aisinj the academic standards of

the program but also to counter the growing volume of reported dis-
satisfaction by Soviet nationals with the presence of these students.
Another factor may be the increasing student dissatisfaction with the
conditions under which academic programs must be pursued;. for
example, inadequate facilities and financial assistance, racial discrimi-
nation, and political indoctrination. The Soviet Union also may have

11John P. I~wls, "Quiet Crisis In India. Economic Development and American Policy,"'
(Waubington: The B r Insittute, 1962).. p. 29?

M.*ff3V. Ras and IDb Naria V Aid and India's Economic Development"
(Bombay: Institute of Economic Growtb 19651 p. 96.
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reached the point where continued large increments can no longer be
accommodated with existing school andhousing facilities.

III. SOVIET EcorqoMIc AID TO CUBA

Cuba is the only less developed country to have "joined" the socialist
camp since the inception of the Soviet aid program. But the Cuban
decision did not represent a Soviet policy success; Cuba fell into the
Soviet Union's lap. Soviet aid, however, has prevented Cuba from
sliding into tn economic collapse.
. Since early 1960 the Soviet Union has extended nearly $1.1 billion
ira economic aid to Cuba. About 70 percent of Soviet aid has con-
sisted of balance-of-payments assistance to cover the annual deficits
in the bilateral clearing account of the two countries (see table 3).
Since 1960 such credits have totaled an estimated $735 million.13
Cuba's economic aid debt to the U.S.S.R., exclusive of any military aid
obligations, now totals about $900 million.

TABLE 8.-uban trade with the U.S.H.R., 1961-65
[In millions of U.S. dollars]

1961 1962 1963 1964 1905

Cuban exports ................... 300 220 165 275 310
Cuban rorts .... 290 410 * 460 410 440

Tr+de +10 -190 -205 -136 -130
Clearing balance i.. -10 -210 -318 -155 -150

' Trade balance plus bard currency payments for sugar totaling about $20 million annually.
Source: Periodic issues of "Commerce Dxterior (Foreign Commerce)," Havana.

In addition to balance-of-payments assistance the Soviet Union also
has extended about $345 million in economic development credits to
Cuba. Approximately $150 million has been drawn on these credits,
largely for industrial development. A minimum of 15,000 Soviet
technicians are estimated to have been employed in Cuba on economic
aid activities. About 2,500 such technical personnel were present at
the end of 1965, largely engaged in agricultural, industrial, and geo-
logical exploration activities. In addition, approximately 4,500 Cuban
students currently are enrolled in Soviet academic institutions.

IV. T= MILITARY Am PowPnM
Perhaps the most dynamic aspect of the Soviet aid effort in the less

developed countries has been its military assistance program. The
U.S.S.R., apparently reluctant to be openly identified with these arms
agreements, initially employed other East European countries as inter-
mediaries. Thus Czechoslovakia concluded the first arms agreement
with Egypt in 1955 and with Syria and Yemen in 1956, and Czecho-
slovakia and Poland signed the early agreements with Indonesia in
1958.

"The total deficit amounted to about S840 million. Cuban export, however, Included
about $45 million to cover payments for the service, of Soviet technicians. Cuban Imports
also Included about $150 million In goods under long-term Soviet economic development
credits. After allowing for tbese adjustments. the neot imbalance totaled $85 million.
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Since the inception of the military aid program in 1955, the U.S.S.R.
has provided about $4 billion worth of military assistance to 16 less
developed countries. The major recipients have been Indonesia and
the United Arab Republic, each having obtained more than $1 billion
worth of military equipment. Other important recipients have been
India, Iraq, and Syria. Within the framework of military assistance
agreements the recipient countries have purchased a wide range of
land arimients knd air force and naval equipment. Included in these
inventories are such weapons systems as MIG jet fighters, jet light
and medium bombers, a light cruiser, submarines, destroyers, surface-
to-surface antitank missiles, and surface-to-air missiles.

A. POLITICAL IMAOT

Soviet military assistance to the less developed countries has been
the primary vehicle for achieving a position of influence in some re-
gions vital to Western interests and has had an immediate impact on
regional balances of power. In the guise of an advocate of national
aspirations, generally anti-Western in character, the U.S.S.R. has
exploited regional or local conflicts for the broad political objective of
diminishing Western influence in strategic free world areas. Arab-
Israeli tensions Yemen's conflict with the United Kingdom over Aden,
Afghanistan's border dispute with Pakistan, and Indonesia's terri-
torial conflict with the Netherlands and, more recently Malaysia, are
all examples of prime opportunities exploited by the Soviet Union.

Assistance of this kind, coming as it does during periods in which
the recipient is caught up in political turmoil, establishes a donor.
donee rapport which provides a basis for expanding other political
and economic ties with Communist countries. Thus, in some cases,
Soviet credits for economic development have followed soon after the
signing of arms agreements. As the recipient becomes further entan-
gled in the web of Soviet accommodation and as its inventory of
Soviet arms increases, a large degree of dependence on the U.S.S.R.
is created for spare parts, ammunition, and the like. A recipient
government's political survival may well depend upon Soviet wiling-
ness to continue its program.

Perhaps the most dramatic example of the immediate political im-
pact of large-scale arms purchases from the U.S.S.R. is represented
by the Mi dle East. Such agreements provided the primary entree
for the U.S.S.R. into that area and preceded economic aid agreements
with Egypt, Iraq, Syria, and Yemen. The first arms agreement
signed with a less developed country was concluded between Czecho-
slovakia and Egypt in September 1955. This agreement, totaling
$250 million, opened the door to other Soviet activities in the area,
decreased the strategic value of the newly created Baghdad Pact, and
set off a chain of events which included Western refusal to construct
the Aswan high dam and Egyptian nationalization of the Suez Canal.
Egyptian willingess to conclude such an agreement stemmed hirgely
from Egypt's obvious weakness vis-a-vis Israel and Iraq-a recent
adherent to the Baghdad Pact--which brought into question the
loyalty of the Egyptian officer corps and threatened the survival of
the Nisser regime.
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Because the Soviet military aid prognm is motivated primarily by
political considerations and responds to available opportunities, it is
difficult to determine any significant trends in the flow of such assist-
ance. During the years of 1955 to 1958 military aid comitments
were sizable because of the initial major agreements with Middle East-
ern countries and Indonesia. New large-scale agreements presumably
were concluded in 1960 and 1961 as Indonesit's dispute with the
Netherlands over West Irian intensified. A high level of new Soviet
commitments also occurred durinnthe 2 ears covering mid-1962 to
mid-1964, influenced largely by Sno-Indian tensions, civil war in
Yemen and the United Arab Republic's commitment to the republican
government in that country, and the confrontation between Indonesia
1nd Malaysia.

One other factor influences the level of new military aid extensions
in certain years--replacement of obsolete and depreciated equipment.
The most obvious examples are the periodic replacement, of the various
generations of fighter aircraft (Mig-iS's and 17's with 19's and 21's),
greater emphasis on procurement. of the Tu-16 medium jet bomber
after initial purchases of the 11-28 light jet bomber, and more wide.
spread use of the T-54 tanks as compared with less advanced and
lighter T-34 tanks. Such cycles will continue as an important feature
in the Soviet program, not only because recipient countries continu-
ally clamor for more advanced arms but as each generation of weapons
become obsolete for Soviet requirements the U.S.S.R. discontinues
its manufacture. In time, replacement parts become scarce and a
country that has received a large and varied inventory of Soviet arms
must accept the more advanced equipment coming off Soviet produc-
tion lines.

B. ECONOMIC IMPACT

The desire of many less develold countries to develop modern
military establishments has diverted a large share of scarce resources
from their economic development programs and frequently has caused
internal economic dislocation and financial distress. These problems
are particularly severe in those countries receiving Soviet arms since
these purchases must be paid for through commodity shipments and
hard currency payments.

An immediate result of a lare arms purchase agreement that per-
mits repayment in commodities is a major shift of the recipient's trade
toward the Communist countries. This was particularly true, for
example, of the initial Czech and Soviet agreements with Etvt dur-
ing N56-57. Owing to the i mmediate repayments requireEg ypt's
exports to the Soviet hoo rose from about 10 percent of its total exports
in 1954 to nearly 80 percent in. 1056 and 40 percent in 1958. Exports of
cotton to Czechoslovakia alone jumped from 247,000 cantars 1 during
the 194-6 cotton marketing year (September-August) to 1.2 million
cantars in the 1955-56 marketing year. Shipments to the U.S.S.R.
rose from 265,000 cantars in 19 .656 to 1.1 million canters in 195-57.
By 1957 more than half of Elyptin cotton exports were being shipped
to the Soviet bloc, and by 1959 these countries purchased mom than 60
percent of Egyptian exports of cotton m

It 1 cantar equals 99.06 pounds.
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Some reorientation in the pattern of Egyptian cotton exports prob-
ably would have occurred even if Soviet arms were not purchased. A
sharp decline in Western purchases of Egyptian cotton during the
195455 season, the genera worldwide increase in cotton production,
1id frequent fluctuations in cotton prices had already convinced the
Egyptians that additional markets would have to be developed in order
to stabilize cotton export earnings. As early as March 1955 President
Nasser already had indicated that sales in Soviet bloc markets offered
the best prospect. for such stabilization.1' Although increased Czech
and ovitt purchases in 1955 and 1956 reflected the implementation of
this d.:ision, the severity and rapidity of the eographic shift of
Egyptian cotton exports can only- xnecounted or y the payments
for Soviet arms. At no time since the 1955--5 season have cotton ex-ports to this market. drppe, below 50 percent of th, total and it ap-
pears that the Unje6d Arab Republic has accepted tis share as the
minimum to be ejforted to the Commuhistcountries.

The decline |iiexports to the West nd repayments of Shviet mili-
tary credits Ii foreign dliange! have\ made itmuch harder, for re-
cipient counties to carry out economic development program. For-
eign exchange earningsAthat could lavebeen used to iftiport machineryand equi pne!lt have-been die'si -,i A10ng-termirepayment obliga-tions for military hardware. / itdArab, Republic payments'tcur-

rently ru at leas-$0 mti .. qnnually. /Moreoer, arms
repaymen s have m6 a fl anal bfirden whkh someirecipientsfind
difficult carry. 'n Syr i, foi-exainpl l bre "utlays for defense
expenditu In 195 resulted in a flincial crisis which necessitated
curtailment of many develop ent projects A-a.sed Syria to delault
on its first payment op. zechosioyakis. e latte finally agreed to
ease the pejoid of repayment. In 1964 In onesia requested amora-
torium on payments due to the US.S.1 . /

K ILITA;-TZWCNIO L ASSSTANCE

The rapid influkipto the less developed countries of/lrge quanti-
ties of modern comple. military equipment has d anded military
skills that either are in sho supply or nonexistenin these countries.
This lack of skilled military AiwewL-h*rl5&ed more serious prob-
lems than a similar human resources gap in the economic sector be.
cause of the rapid rate at which military equipment has been delivered.
The manpower base in these countries has been unable to supply in a
short period of time enough men capable of being trained to com
mand, operate, and maintain the modernized military establishments.
The acceptance of military personnel for training ai Soviet military
installations and the dispatch of large numbers of Soviet military tech.
niclans to less developed countries subsequently have proved to be.
Important elements of the Soviet military assistance program.

The largest part of the Soviet military technical assistance program
consists of training military personnel from. less developed counties
at military installations in the U.S.S.R. By the end of 1905 as many
as 18,000 trainees may, have received such training. In addition to

SCharles D. Cremeans "The Arabs and the World" (New York: Praeger, 1968), pp.
144-46.$,Egptan Mail" (Cairo), Jan. 1, 166.
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training provided on specific weapons systems, many trainees enroll
at such soviet higher military schools as the Frunze Military Acad-
emy of the General Staff. Indonesia and the United Arab Republic
undoubtedly have accounted for the bulk of all military trainees sent
to the U.S.S.R

Soviet military technicians in the less developed countries gen-
erally are engaged in delivering, assembling, and maintaining mili-
tary equipment; training military personnel ii tactics and in the oper-
ation andmaintenance of equipment; and serving as advisers to staff
and line military officers. It is estimated that a minimum of 15,000
military technicians may have been employed in the countries receiv-
ing Soviet arms, largely in Indonesia and the United Arab Republic.
During the period o initial arms deliveries to recipient countries the
immediate need is for technicians to assemble the equipment received
and to train local personnel in its use and maintenance. Although
most of these technicians do not remain longer than is necessary to
fulfill their initial functions, some are required to remain for extended
periods to service the more intricate equipment.

The major functions of the military technicians, however have
been to train local personnel and to serve as military advisers. For the
larger aid recipients, courses generally are established in the use of
the entire rang of armaments, from rifles to aircraft to naval craft.
Soviet officers also serve as Instructors in the major military academies
of these countries. In their advisory capacities, Soviet military offi-
cers have played key roles in modernizing and reorganizing the mili-
tary establishments of the countries receiving sizable amounts of
Soviet assistance. Often they are assigned to mine units to assist in
planning and conducting training exercises in the tactical use of the
new military equipment.

V. Tm, BALANCE SmiHrr-Sucass AND FAILURES

The continuing high level of economic aid extensions suggests that
the results of the Soviet politico-economic offensive are satisfactory
to the Soviet leadership which succeeded Khrushchev, particularly
when viewed against the relatively small amount of resources in-
volved. With its economic and military assistance the U.S.S.R. has
established a strong presence across the belt of less developed coun-
tries ranging from Cuba to Indonesia, changing the previously pre-
vailing Soviet image from a menacing scowl to an almost benevolent
smile. It also has broadened what used to be an exceedingly narrow
base of communications between the U.S.S.R. and the developing
countries whose emergence is now regarded by the Soviet Union as
being of decisive signficance to the future course of world history.

T rough the aid mechanism, the U.S.S.R. has insinuated men, ma-
terials, and ideas into less developed countries and impinged on the
hitherto almost exclusive Western political and economic predomi-
nance in these areas. By its willingness to undertake such major
projects as the Aswan High Dam in the United Arab Republic and
the Bhilai steel mill in India, the U.S.S.R. has done much to enhance
its prestige. It has sought, and not without some success, to convince
the new states that it would be safe and advantaeous for them to
invest their economic future with the U.S.S.R., b6th as a source of
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industrial equipment and its a "model" for economic development.
Furthermore, it has created the basis for lasthig rapport and contact
which, the Soviet Union hopes, will open a wide spectrum of oppor-
tunities: opportunities to participate in the economic life of an aid
recipient; opportunities to influence the directon of economi 1 devel-
opment; opportunities to influence a recipient's foreign policy.

Soviet support of nationalist movements in many less developed
countries has been an important factor in weakening, or eliminating,
Western political and economic influence in such diverse areas as Indo-
nesia the Middle East, and Cuba. In pursuing this objective, the
U.S.A.R. has capitalized on the already strong anti-Western pro-
clivities of many of the new governments and has encouraged many
nationalist. leaders to adopt measures hostile to Western economic in-
terests in their countries. Without the alternative source of political,
military, and economic support which the Communists represent, the
new loaders would have been reluctant to initiate actions which could
lrovoke Western retaliation or lead to a'loss of Western assistance.
assert's seizure of the Suez Canal and Sukarno's belligerent and ada-

mant policy toward )utch New Guinea, for example, were almost cer-
tainly encouraged by knowledge of Soviet support, both actual and
potential.

In other areas, Soviet political backing, and to a leIser extent real
and promised economic support to the state sector have encouraged the
nationalization of foreign-owned enterprises. The Soviet regime has
found in many of the emerging countries a leadership already sympa-
thetic to the idea that rapid economic development can occur only
through a high degree of governmental participation and control and
has attempted to channel this predilection for centralized economic
control into specify Communist institutional forms. Under advice
from Soviet teelinicians a number of countries have established Soviet-
type state farms, planning commissions, foreign trade monopolies, and
industrial organizations.
* But along with the obvious short run successes of the offensive,there have been some notable failures. From thde practical standpoint
of carrying out economic aid programs the Communists have encoun-
tered frequent difficulties that have done little to enhance their ob-
jectives. For many aid recipients the phase of actual project. imple-
mentation has proved much less glamorous than the initial announce-
ments of large-scale lines of credit. Many officials in less developed
countries have chafed because the rapid conclusion of an aid agree-
ment is not followed by rapid implementation of that. agreement, pri-
marily because time-consuming surveys and feasibility studies must
be undertaken before construction work can begin. Nor have the
Communists come uip with it magic formula for overcoming the insti-
tutional, human, and economic obstacles in these countries that hamper
any aid donor.

Tie Soviet Union has compounded its difficulties in finishing proj-
ects by refusing to assume complete responsibility for the projects, in-
sisting that they furnish only the materials, equipment, and technical
guidance. Because of this unwillingness to assume administrative re-
sponsibilities, the Soviet Union exercises inadequate control over proj-
ects with which they are identified. The resultant. inefficient imple-
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mentation and subsequent delays tend to discredit Soviet performance.
In Guinea, for example, the general inability of Guinean officials to
maintain a steady flow of local labor and materials to jobsites caused
numerous delays and extended periods of inactivity, for which the
Soviet Union was blamed. In order to overcome this difficulty, the
U.S.S.R. agreed in June 1968 to assume this responsibility and set up a
special organization in Guinea to handle these functions.

As for long-range objectives, the decline in Western influence in the
emerging nations-has not. necessarily led to a corresponding rise is
Soviet influence. The new governments generally have converted their
anticolonialist energies into strongly assertive nationalist policies
rather than one distinctly pro-Soviet. The surge of nationalism has
also led to various regional movements, such as pan-Arabism and pan-
Africanism, which the Soviet Union has viewed as incompatible with
its long-ran interests in the area. During his visit to the United Arab
Republic in-May 1964, an irritated NikitaKhrushchev criticized Arab
nationalism andstated that "It would be wrong to set the unity of all
the revolutionary forces of the world against any grouping of forces
by color of skin or religious conviction * * . The Arab worker, Arab
peasants and Arab Fntellectuals should unite against exploitation.
You will find a place in this union for the Russians, a place, too, for
other people, not for the sake of nationalism."" --

Particularly distressing to the Soviet leadership has been the in-
ability of regimes which they have viewed with favor to remain in
power, In spite of relatively sizable amounts of Soviet assistance. Not
only have such leaders with pro-Soviet tendencies as Kassem, Ben
Bel a, and Nkrumah fallen, but the Soviet Union has had to bear the
onus of its close association with them as well as to accept the reverse
swing of the foreign policy pendulum initiated by the elements which
engineered the coups. Perhaps even more galling to the Soviet leader-
ship has been the inability to prevent some of the largest beneficiaries
of its economic and military assistance from periodically attacking the
Soviet Union (Nasser) or pursuing a foreign policy course favorable
to Communist China (Sukarno).

The offensive also has failed to gain any appreciable number of
adherents to Communist ideology either among the new national
leadership or among the masses. Most of the present leaders in the
Afro-Asian States are committed to carrying out a "Socialist" political
and economic transformation of their countries but each declares his
own intention to develop a national brand of socialism, and each states
his determination not to merge his nation's identity in the larger cause
of communism. Khrushchev voiced Soviet disappointment over this
trend in his bitter remarks about those national lea ers who "call them-
selves Socialists," but who have no understanding of what "scientifle"
socialism really means." The negligible Communist ideological im-
pact, on the masses of the less developed world is due in part to the
strongly traditionalist character of the less developed societies and in
part to the necessary restrictions on the range of Communist activities.

1 VKhrushchev's speech at Aswan on May 17, 19 M; quoted in "The Current Digest of the
Soviet Press" Tune 10, 190(14.

)s KbrusheAev's speech in Sofia on May 19, 102; quoted in "The Current Digest of the
Soviet Press," June 18, 19062.
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It is in this context that the programs of technical and academic
assistance assume a key role in Soviet long-range strategy. The
political elite in the developing nations are searching for their own
ideology and institutions and ite Communists seek to influence this
development. In this connection, the Communists believe that the
growth of a state-controlled sector in some of the Young countries,
assisted by the absence of a strong bourgeoisie, the disillusionment with
capitalist efforts to promote economic development, and the assumed
ad-vantages of Socialist methods for carrying out development pro-
granm at t rapid pace, could encourage a gradual transition to a "non-
capitalistic" form of development. As a result of their propaganda,
the Communist countries have scored an important. semantic victory
In getting many people in developing areas to associate "colonialism'
and "capitalism" wit~only their features or their failures.

Important returns unquestionably have accrued to the Soviet. Union
from its technical and academic assistance programs.. The Westeni
monopoly in these fields has been broken and many individuals in the
less developed countries exposed to ideas techniques, and material
formerly known only to a few. Throu i military, technical, and
academic training programs and the use o its technical personnel, the
Soviet Union has established important relationships with individuals
who in the future may hold key positions in their countries. Despite
the larger number of students from less developed countries studying
in the West, the new elite in many countries is becoming increasingly
Soviet trained with little or no contact with Western society.

There are, of course, short-run practical considerations inherent in
the dispensation of Soviet technical assistance. The Soviet Union has
the desire to see its aid program iunplemented as expeditiously as
possible. Difficulties, delays, and inefficient use of equipment in the
field regardless of fau!t, often tarnish the image and prestige of the
aid donor. The U.S.S.R. has sought, to avoid these situations by pro-
viding the bulk of professional and technical skills required for their
own developmental projects and military training programs and by
teaching similar skiffs to local personnel.

The Soviet technical assistance program, however, has not been
without its difficulties. The contact of aid recipients with Soviet
technicians and Soviet society has generated mixed feelings toward
Communist institutions and techniques. Although Soviet t&hnicians
frequently have been praised for accepting difficult working condi.
tons, performing creditably and steering clear of proselytizin active.
ties, an increasing number oi countries are concerned over the financial
burden represented by these technical personnel. Where indigenous
personnel have had contact with Western methods and technicians, the
Soviet performance often is deprecated for the large numbers of
Soviet technicians required to undertake a project. And even though
large numbers of people have been trained at high cost, the lack of
skilled personnel continues to be a major problem.

The number of students who have succumbed to Communist indoc.
trination efforts cannot be ascertained but the growth of an ever in-
creasing pool of Communist assets ready to assume official positions
at opportune moments cannot be doubted. Even though blatant indoc-
trination courses have been discontinued after official protests, mere
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exposure to the Communist environment for extended periods often
letds to a subtle form of indoctrination. During their long stay in the
U.S.S.R. many students undoubtedly become adherents of Marxism.
Leninism and many establish lasting professional and personal ties
with Soviet students and officials, often expressing gratitude for being
trained for career opportunities that probably would not be possible
without Soviet assistance.

But there are also those individuals who have become disillusioned
as a result of their contacts with Soviet society or with the educational
programs offered at Soviet academic institutions. Individuals who
have had training in the Soviet Union have registered numerous
complaints about language difficulties poor living conditions, severe
security restrictions, indoctrination ekort., lack of contact with the
populace, and racial problems. When voiced in their own countries,
such criticism tends to affect adversely the image of Communist
society which the Soviet Union seeks to create.

VI. OUTLOOK FOR TilE Soviwrr AID PROGRAM
The aid program undoubtedly will remain a major element in Soviet

policy toward the less developed countries and can be expected to fol-
low its present pattern for some time. New extensions of economic
aid will rise or fall in response to changing Soviet estimates of its
own short-run economic capabilities, on the capacity of prospective
recipients to absorb additional Soviet aid and on the Soviet assessment
of the likely impact of such aid. The U.S.S.R. will take care to pre-
serve political prestige and advantages already won and is unlikely to
curtail significantly a program which has proven to be one of Moscow's
most effective weapons in its struggle for influence in Asia and Africa,
both in competition with the WeA and with Communist China.

From the point of view of Soviet aid recipients such assistance has
served many of their political and economic objectives. For some
countries, economic assistance from the Soviet Union has become an
important source of investment for their long-term development plans;
and they have not been slow to appreciate the bargaining everag that
the existence of another aid donor has given them in -aying off one
source of funds against another. Also, the Soviet Union is pr red
to make long-term aid commitments and to deal "painlessly" with the
transfer problem, i.e., to accept repayment in the form of the commodi-
ties of the recipient countries and, on occasion to relieve them of bur-
densome surpluses. Even countries closely called with the West e.g.
Iran and Turkey, have begun to look to the U.S.S.R. for capital and
topurchase that part of their crops which cannot be sold in the West.

The U.S.S.R. will continue to place heavy emphasis on military as-
sistance because of the immediate political effects of such aid and the
greater degree of dependence it generates. Military assistance, in
particular, has at various times since 1955 encouraged_ some recipients,
e.g., Afghanistan, Indonesia, the United Arab Republic, and Yemen to
assume more aggressive postures toward neigrhbcring countries. The
leaders of such countries have been more willing to pursue policies
hostile to the West, knowing that any resulting sanctions can be at least
partially offset by aid from the Soviet Union.
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The demands from the less developed countries for military aid from
all external sources is likely to increase and the UT.S.S.R. will continue
to be willing to assist. Although some countries have received Soviet,
military assistance for 10 years, they reinain plagued by a chronic need
for skilled personnel. The problem will W compounded as increas-
ingly complex military equipment is supplied by the U.S.S.R. and as
new recipients come into the picture,

Over the next few years, the Soviet Union probably will continue to
pursue Its current recruitment of large numbers of academic students.
For their part, the less developed countries apparently intend to con-
tinue sending large numbers of students to the [T.S.S.R. and other
Communist countries. The willingness of the Soviet Union to extend
academic training on a scholarship basis is a benefit that these coun-
tries cannot aford to turn down. For the individual, the offer of an
"all expenses paid" education may represent his only chance for an
advanced education.

Economic malaise, political instability, and the rising radical in.
fluences in many less developed countries should widen the opportuni-
ties for the Soviet aid program. In many countries the Western.
oriented political elite has been compelled by newly emergent political
forces to permit the Communist countries to play a role in the de-
velopment process or in building national security forces. These lead-
ers will come under even greater pressure as a host of worrisome
problems persist and expectations of social and economic prog rss
dwindle. Even though political and social conditions may make it dif-
ficult for the Communists to make ideological headway, the inevitably
slow pace of evolutionary change will enable the Communists to
associate themselves with pressures for radical change. And more
and more of these radical forces are setting the tone of their countries'
foreign policies. Attacks on foreign and -domestic private investment
and continuing balance-of-payments difficulties will tend to limit
sources of assistance for economic development programs and increase
the attractiveness of Soviet economic aid.

But the ability of the Soviet Union to seize these opportunities to
expand its influence through an economic aid program will be circum-
scribed by the total demand on the U.S.S.R.'s limited economic re-
sources. The Soviet Union cannot launch a major effort in an area
such as Latin America without sharply curtailing aid activities else-
where. Consequently, the U.S.S.R. will continue to be highly selective
in deciding which countries will receive sizable amounts of 'its economic
assistance. Moreover, the efforts of the Soviet Union to project itself
as a model for economic growth will be impeded by its own internal
economic problems, particularly the inability to solve its domestic
agricultural problems.
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TAtuJ. 4.-oviet ecotnmlo aid extended to lces.dcvelopcd countries, 1954-.65
Millions of
U.S. dollars

Total ...........---...... N, 080

ild.fl. _ .--.----1,0'22
United Arab Republic --------- 1,011
Afghanistan --------------- 52
Indoneila -------------------- 872
Iran ---------- ----------- 880
Algeria 0--------- ----- 280
Turkey ------------------- 210
Iraq ---------------------------- 184
Syria -------------------- 150
Argentina ----------------- 115
1%thlopla ----------------------- 102
Pklin -------------------- 04
Yemen -------------------- 92

Millions of
U.S. dollars

Ghana ------------------------- 8
Oreece ------------------- --- 84
Muiim-a....----------------- 70
SomalI Itepublic .....------------ 57
Mall -------------------- 5
Kenya -------------------- 44
Ceylon ----------------------- 80
Tnisia 8------------------2
Sudan ------------------- 22

mbodia ---------------- 21
Nepal --------------------- 20
Uganda ------------------- 16
llurn --------------------- 14
Congo (Brazzaville) .----------- 0
Senegal -------------------- 7

No'r oN SOURCES

Much of the detail contained in this study is drawn from numerous
official and nonofficial publications available to the public. A pri-
mar source of information concerning aid extensions, drawings on
credits, technical assistance, and military aid is the annual reviews
of the Communist aid programs published by the Bureau of Intelli.
gence and Research of the U.S. Department of State. The last of the
series "The Communist Economic Offensive Through 1964," was pub-
lished in June 1965. The current issue was in draft when this study
wits written and was not available for public dissemination.

Official publications of many less developed countries also have
been invaluable sources. Particularly important. publications used for
discussions pertaining to specific countries were the periodic reports
of the Af hanistan Ministry of Planning, "Survey of Progress"; the
quarterl economic Bulletin of the National Bank of Egypt; and the
Indian Ministry of P'inance annual publications, "External Assist-
ance" and "Economic Survey."
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RECENT SOVIET
MONOGRAPHS

This bibliography is limited primarily to monographs which have
been received b the Foreign Demographic Analysis Division, U.S.
Bureau of the Census, in the fields of Soviet economics, labor force,
and population. With several exceptions, the selection is restricted to
those monographs which have appeared since 1959. Entries marked
with an asterisk (*) have been added to the original bibliography ap.
pearing in Joint Economic Committee, Dimehions of 8ovlet Eco.
nomio Power 1962, pages 671-688 and the subsequent committee re-
ports, Anuai Economic Indivators for the U.S.S.R., 1064, pages 145-
171, and Current Economic Ind cators for the U.S.S.R., 1065, pp. 181-
217. Relatively few purely technical books are included, and statis-
tical handbooks are omitted entirely.

The bibliography is arranged according to subject and branch of
the national economy. The subject listing is in alphabetical order,
whereas the branch listing approximates the sequence used in Soviet
statistical handbooks. Each entry appears only once in either the sub-
ject or the branch classification. A list of cross-references has been
added at the end of each classification group. The arrangement with-
in the subject listing and the branch listing is aa follows:

SuJECT LISTIo
Background
Capital Investment
Communist Party
Cooperatives
Cost of Production
Economy-General
Geography, Urbanization, Location of IndustryInput-Output, Linear Programing, Mathematical Methods
International Comparisons
Labor
Law
Level of Living, Consumption
National Income, State Hudget, Taxes
Planning
Population and Vital Statistics
Prices
Regional Economy
Social Insurance, Social Security
sociology
Statistics, Accounting, Mechanized Data Processing
Trade Unions
Wages
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BRANCH LISTING
Industry-General

Electric Power
Fuels
Metallurgy
Machine-lTuilding and Metalworking
Chemical
Construction Materials
Logging, Woodworking, and Paper
Light
Food

Construction
Agriculture
Forestry
Transportation--General

Railroad
Automotive
Sea
River
Air

Communications
Trade and Material-Technical Supply
Housing-Communal Economy
Public Health
Education
Science and Scientific Serv'ices
Banking
Government
Armed Forces
Other

SUnJECT LiSTING

BACKGROUND

1. Akademiya nauk SHSR, Institut ekononiki. Postroyenlye fundamental
xotatallatteheskoy ekonomiki v' 888, 196-1932 pp. Edited by I. A.
Gladkov. Moscow, zdaitel'stvo Akademil nauk 8SSR, 1900. 575 pp.

*2. - - Razvltiye isotalaustleheakoy ekonomil 88R v poalevoyoen-
myy period. Edited by I. A. Gladkov. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Nauka."
190. 00 pp.

3. - -. Sotslalstlchce koye naroditoyc khozyaystvo SOSR v 19,3-
1940 gy. Edited by I. A. Oladkov. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Akademii nauk
188, 103. (1041 pp.

4. , . Fovetskoye narodnoyc khozyayitvo v 1921-1928 gg. Edited
by I. A. Oladkov. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Akadenli nauk 8O1R, 1060.
560 pp.

5. - , Ilnstitut Istorli. Material po attorli SHSOR. tom VII, Dokmenty p6
ltori ivovotakogo obahcheatva. Edited by A, A. Chugayev et al. Moscow,
Izhintel'4.tvo Akadenil nauk S8SSR, 1950. 488 pp.

*0. (ushehin, N. Ya. Raboehly klas Sibirl v bor'be #a eozdantye kolkhozuogo
stroya. Issued by the Academy of Sciences U.S.i.R., Siberian Division,
Institute of Economies and Organization of Industrial Production, Hu-
manities Research Department. Novosibirsk, Izdatel'stvo "Nauka,"
Sibirskoye otdelenlye, 1965. 13 pp.

7. Sharova, P. N. Kollcktivizateiya acl'akoyo khozyaystva v, Taentral'no-
Chertiozemnoy oblasti 1928-1932 gg. Issued by the Academy of Sciences
U.S.S.R., Institute of History. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Akademli nauk

5SR, 1963. 286 pp. (See also: 10, 60, 85, 192, 220, 477, 478, 541, 638,
641, 718, 740, 80, 968.)
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8. Akademiya nauk Belorusskoy SSR, Institut ekonomiki. Osnovnyye londypromyshlennostl i Ekh tspol'zovantyc. Edited by M. 0. Matusevlch and0. N. Pashkevlch. Minsk, Izdatel'stvo Akademil nauk B8SR, 1960.204 pp.9. Akademlya nauk SSR, Institut ekonomiki. Effektlvnoet' kapital'nykhvlozhenly v razllchnykh otraslyakh sotsiallsticheakoy promyshlcnnos t.Edited by T. 8. Khachaturov. Moscow, Isdatel'stvo Akademii nauk8SSR, 1963. 280 pp.10.- , . and V'ISPS-VSNTO, Komiltet ekonomiki I organizatsiiprolvodstva. Ekoomlohcskaya efe ektlvnoat' kapltal'n'ykh nlozhenly inovoy tckhnlkl. Edited by T. S. Khachaturov et al. Moscow, Sotsekgiz,
1950. 016 pp.11. - , Nauchnyy sovet po effektivnostl osnovnykh fondov, kapitalrnykhvlozhenly I novoy tekhniki. Kapltal'nyyc vlozhcnlya i rezcrvy lkhlupol'sovanya. Edited by T. S. Khachaturov. Moscow, Izdatel'stvoAkndeniii nauk 888, 1003. 280 pp.12.- , Nauchnyy sovet po problem ekonomicheskoy effektivnostikapital'nykh vlozheniy i novoy tekhniki, Institut ekonomiki. MetodyI praktlka opredelcnlya ekonomichcakoy effektltmoall kapital'ykhvlozhenly I novoy tekhnlkl, Sbornik n vuehnoy informatsll. Edited byT. S. Khachaturov. Moscow, Izdatelstvo Akademil nauk StR, 19061.O4pp. Issue (1002). 160pp. Issue (1008). 144pp. Issue (1968).140 pp. Issue " (1964). 128 pp. Issue 7 (1965). 147 pp. Issue 8(1065). 140 pp. Issue 0(1005). 135 pp.18- , Otdelenlye ekonomicheskikh, fllosofskikh I pravovykh nauk.Sotsli'lo.ekonomicheaklye problemy tekhniohwakopo progresa Editedby V. P. D'yachenko et al. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Akademli nauk 8881,

1001. 480 pp.14. Andrlanov, D. P. Ekonomohekaya elfeltivnoat' kapitarnykh vtohen(ly vnuhlnostroyeiM . Moscow, Mashgiz, 1008. 192 pp.1. Ashimbayev, T. A. Voaprlzvoladto I lsporzovanlye oenovnykh prolzrodst.vetnykh fondov prom yhiennosti (na primere Kazakhstana). Imued bythe Academy of Sciences Kazakh 8.S.R., Institute of Economics. Alma-Ata, Izdatel'stvo Akademul nauk Kazakbskoy 88R, 1063. 258 pp.16. Astakhov, A. S. Rkonomiohekaya effektinoat' kapitanykl nioshenly vugol'nuyu pronylnknnost'. Issued by the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R.and the State Committee for Fuel Industry attached to Gosplan U.S.S.R.,Institute of Mining named for A. A. Skochlnakly. Moscow, Isdatel'atvo
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stitut. Problemy aovetskkh finansov. Edited by D. A. Allakhverd-
yan et al. Moscow, Gosflnizdat, 1960. 212 pp.

812. Nesterenko, 0. 0. et al. (Eds.). Natelonal'nyy dokhod ./kr4yn'lkoy RSR v
period rozhomutogo budivnytava komunizmu. Issued by the Academy
of Sciences Ukrainian S.S.R., Institute of Economics. Kiev, Vidavnyt-
stvo Akademly nauk Ukrayns'koy RSR, 1963. 883 pp.

813. Nikitina, L. M. (oaudaretvennyy byudshet Moldavskoy SSR. Klshlnev,
Gosudarstvennoye izdatel'stvo "Kartya Moldovenyaske," 1963. 168 pp.

314. Petukhov, A. et al. Nauchnyge zapieki aepirantov. Issued by the Mos-
cow Institute of National Economy named for G. V. Plekbanov, Faculty
of Finance and Credit. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Finansy," 1964. 178 pp.

315. Plyshevskiy, B. P. Natoional'nyy dokhod SHUR za 20 let. Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo "Mysl'," 1964. 190 p.

316. Potekhin, L. et al. Plamirovaniye raelchodov na 8otsfalno.kUl'turnyl/a
meropryatitya. Moscow, Oosflnizdat, 1962. 288 pp.

*317. Rabinovich, 0. L. Fkonomicheskaya priroda naloga 8 oborota i puti yego
soverehenetnovaniya. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo' "Finansy," 1965. 160 pp.

$818. Rusin, Z. Kh. and L. L. Eydinova (Eds.). Gosudarstvennyy byudIhet. Mos-
cow, Izdatel'stvo "Finansy," 1905. 800 pp.

$319. Shirkevich, N. A. Mestnyye byudzhety 8HUR. Issued by the Scientific-
Research Finance Institute. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Finaisy,"' 1965.
167 pp.

820. Smirnov, A. P. Ekonomicheskoye eoderzhanlye nalogea oborota. Moscow,
Sotsekgiz, 1963. 824 pp.

*321. Sorokin, V. and V. Volodikhin. Stavi i l'goty po nalogu a oborota. Mos-
cow, Izdatel'stvo "Finansy," 1966. 88 pp.

822. Tulebayev, T. Voprosy teoril i prakilfii plan rovanlya byiftdzhetov so-
t/utnykh respublik (Na primere Kazakhlcoy SR). Moscow, Ekonomlz-
dat, 1963. 884 pp.

*823. Zakbarov, M. P. et al. RByudihet i buzhetnyye ikomiesli meatnykh aovetot'.
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Finansy," 1965. 14.3 pp.

324. Zverev, A. 0. Natalonal'nyy dokhod i jinanay US81R. Moscow, Gosftniz-
dat, 1961. 844 pp. (See also: 75, 76, 77, 80, 82, 84, 119, 476, 509, 764,
900, 915, 957).

PLANNING

825. Bor, M. Z. Ocherki po metodologil i metodikc planlrovanfyam Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo "Ekonomilta," 1964. 278 pp.

26. - . Planovyy balans narodnogo khozyaystva 8581 (Opyt razrabotki).
Moscow, Oosplanlzdat, 1959. 160"pp.
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827. - . Voprosy metodoogU planovogo balana sarodnogo khozyeyatva

88R. Issued by the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R., Institute of Eco-
nomics. Moscow, Izdate'stvo Akademll nauk SSSR, 1960. 852 pp.

*327a. Chertok, Ye. A. and Ye. A. Tselykovskaya. Nov yye metody planirovaniya
na predpriyatyakh avtomobli'nogo traneporta i ehveg/noy promyshlen-
noar. No. 9, "Ekonomisty o novoy khozyaystvennoy reform v SSSR."
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Ekonomika," 1066. 20 pp.

828. Frolov, A. A. Organlzataiya plantrovaniya narodnogo khozyayatva 888R.
Moscow, Idatel'stvo VPSh I AON pri TsK KP8S, 1963. 106 pp.

829. Glusker, B. Ya. Metodologiya po~troyeniya pokazateley plane (voproey
8overhensatvovaniya as8temy pokazateley). Moscow, Ekonomlzdat, 1968.
150 pp.

330. Gosplan RSFSR, Tlwentral'nyy nauchno-issledovatel'skly ekonomicheskly
institut (sENII). Spravochnik rayonnogo rabotnika (Spravoohno-
metodihelkoye poaobtye po planfrovaniun khozlyayetvennogo i kul'tur.
nogo atroitel'atva v admrnttratitmom rayone). Edited by G. T. Budovoy.
Moscow, Ekonomizdat, 1962. 440 pp.

881. Grebtsov, G. I. and P. P. Karpov. Materalrnyye balance v narodno.
khozyayatvennom plane. Moscow, Gosplanlzdat, 1960. 248 pp.

832. Kovalev, N. I. Vychtelitel'naya teichnika v planirovanif (Voprosy teoril
i praktik). Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Ekonomika," 1964. 855 pp.

883. Kovalyushko, S. P. (Compiler). Spravochnllc po plantrovanlyu i organi.
zatsii prytuvodstra v kolkhozakh i 8ovkhozakh. In Ukrainian. Kiev,
Gossel'khos idat USSR, 1968. 986 pp.

384. Laptev, V. V. (Ed.). Pravovyye toproey planirovant ya promsyshlennostl
v SSSR. Issued by the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R., Institute of State
and Law. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Nauka," 1964. 286 pp.

334a, Leonu'yev, L. A. Khozyayatvennaya reform i twkooryge voproey ekono-
micheekoy teorii. No. 2, "Ekonomisty o novoy khosyaystvennoy re-
forme v SSSR." Moscow, Ildatel'stvo "Ekonomika," 1968. 24 pp.

85. Lyando, A. M. Voprosy finaneovogo balansa #arodnogo khozyayetva
(ocherkli ietoril i metodologil soetavieniya). Moscow, Gosflinisdat, 1963.
192 pp.

$385a. Malyshev, I. S. lckonomlchel#kcye zakony soteializma 4 plan rovamiya. No.
3, "Ekonomisty o novoy khozyaystvennoy reforme v SSR." Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo "Ekonomika," 1966. 85 pp.

36. Merzhanov, 0. S. Balansovyge raschety v planirovanii i uchete (metodt-
ohealciye ulazanlya, alchemy, raechety). Moscow, Isdatel'stvo "Ekono-
mika," 1964. 148 pp. .- 1.

387. Moskovskly institute narodnogo khozyaystva im. G. V. Plekhanova.
Planirovantye narodnogo klhosaytva SSSR. Edited by M. V. Breyev
et al. Moscow, Ekonomidat, 1963. 628 pp.

38. Nauchno-issledovatel'skiy ekonomicheskly institute Oosekonomeoveta SSBR.
Nepreryvnost' v planirovani i pokaateli goeudarstvennogo plasa.
Edited by B. L. (oncharenko et al. Moscow, Ekonomizdat, 1962. 440
pp.

889. Nauchno-Issledovatel'skiy -Institut organizatell upravlenlya i normativov
pri SNKh SSR. Voprosy eovershenetvovanitya planlrovaniya i mate-
rial'no.tekhnlchelcogo enabzheniya. Moscow, Ekonomizdat, 1968. 199

*840. Nemehinov, V. S. 0 darneythem 8overshenotvovantI plattirovan/ae i
upravlenlya. narodnyn lchosyayetvom. Second edition. Moscow, Ida-
tel'stvo "Ekonomika," 1965. 78 pp.

*840a. Pervushin, S. P. Neobkhodimost' i euehnost' khozyeystvennoy reformy.
No. 1, "Ekonomisty o novoy khosyaystvennoy reformev SSSR." Mos-
cow, Izdatelstvo "Ekonomika," 1966. 86 pp.

841. Shchukin, A. G. and B. Ya. 8hkornikov, Tekhpromflnplax predpriyatiy
mestnogo znawhentya. Moscow, Ekonomisdat, 1968. 296 pp.

$842. Shvyrkov, Yu. M. Klheffl/lkatafya otraely v narodnolkhoavyaytvennom
plane. Moscow, Isdateretvo "lkonomika," 1965. 145 pp.

843. Strumilin, S. 0. Nash mlr cherex 2t0 let. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Sovet-
skaya Rossiya," 1964. 189 pp.

*844. Tsapkin, N. V. and V. I. Pereslegin (Eds.). Planirovanlye narodnogo
chozyaVtva 8881R. Uc lebnoye po#oblye. Moscow, Isdatel'stvo "Mysl',"
1964. 414 pp.
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845. Turetskly, Sh. Ya. (Ed.) Rasshltrennoye sot8salistleheskoye vosprozvod-

sivo i balans narodnogo lhozyaystva. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Mysl',"
1964. 874 pp.

340. Urinson, M. S. Organfzatslya planirovantye narodnogo khozyaystva 1'
soyuznykh respublkakh. Moscow, Gosplantzdat, 1960. 174 pp.

$846a. Utrobin, Ye. N. and R. I. Shniper. Planfrovaniye khozyaystva krupnogo
ekonomihesk8ogo rayona. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Ekonomika," 1960.
140 pp.

847. -. Planirovanlye narodnogo khozyaystva v soyuznykh respublikakh.
Moscow, Ekonomizdat, 1963. 818 pp.

848. Vyssbaya paztlynaya shkola pri TsK KUSS. Planrovanlyc nwstnogo
khozyaystva I kul'tirnogo strotel'stva rayona, Uchebnoyc posoblye.
Edited by N. V. Tsapkin and B. F. Vasyutin. Moscow, Izdater'stvo
VPSh i AON prl T@K KPSS, 1961. 883 pp. (See also: 29, 30,88, 39, 75,
106, 117, 118, 122, 129, 188, 150; 154, 189, 209, 218, 215, 223, 224, 252, 253,
269, 277, 296, 802, 816, 822, 892, 414, 454, 488, 495, 502, 506, 507, 517, 523,
528, 587, 561, 566, 577, 580, 582, 591, 606, 608, 615, 621, 625, 628, 687, 64,
646, 650, 651, 662, 667, 670, 676, 680, 681, 682, 685, 689, 691, 696, 706, 708,
725, 728, 782, 787, 788, 748, 744, 746, 747, 749, 760, 761, 793 811, 817, 820,
821, 888, 839, 885, 886, 896, 997, 907, 908, 909, 924-928, 986, 957.)

POPULATION AND VITAL STATISTICS

*849. Akademlya nauk Kirgizskoy SSR, Institut ekonomiki. Nasoleniye i
trudovyye resursy Kirgizakoy 88R. Frunze, Izdatel'stvo "1m," 1965,
116 pp.

850. Akademiya nauk SR, Otdelenlye ekonomicheskikh, fliosofskikh I pravo.
vykh nauk, Problmy demograflcheskoy statisticE, Sbornlk state.
Edited by V. S. Nemehinov. Moscow, Gosstatizdat, 1959. 896 pp.

851. -, Sibirskoye otdeleniye, Institut geografli Sibir I Dal'nego Vostoka.
Geograftya naselenfya Vostoohnoy 8biri. Edited by V. V. Pokshish.
evskly and V. V. Vorob'yev. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Akademli nauk SSSR,
1962. 164 pp.

*852. Belitser, V. N. et al. (Eds.). Narody Yevropeykoy cast 888R. Volume
I1. Moscow, Isdatel'stvo "Nauka," 1964. 918 pp.

853, Belyk, N. A. and L. I. Gazlyants. Zapis' aktov grazhdanskogo sosto.
Vanlya. Issued by the Ministry of Justice R.S.F.S.R. Moscow, Gosyur-
isdat, 1959. 124 pp.

854. Bruk, S. I. (Ed.). (ihislennost' i rasselenlye na'odov mira. Issued by
the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R., Institute of Ethnography. Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo Akademli nauk SSSR, 1962. 484 pp.

355. - and V. S. Apenchenko (Eds.). Atlas narodov mira. Issued by the
Chief Administration of Geodesy and Cartography of the State Geological
Cotnmittee of the U.S.S.R and the Institute of Ethnography named after
N. N. Miklukho-Maklay, Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R. Moscow,
Nauchno-redaktslonnaya kartosostavitel'skaya chast' GUOK, 1964. 184

85 Do skaya, A. A. BotsialstivhesAkiy salcon narodonaseleniya (na prlmerc
888R. Moscow, Sotsekgiz, 1959. 156 pp.

857. Geograficheskoye obshchestvo Soyuma SSR. Materialy I-go mezhduve.
dometvennogo soveshohenlya po geografl naselenilya [Yanvar'-evral'
196 g], Vypusk I. Doklady i resymne dokladov a plenume. Edited'by
V. V. Poksbisbevskiy. Moscow-Leningrad, n.p., 1961. 124 pp. Vypusk
I, Seictilfa obshehilcs voprosov. Edited by V. V. Pokshishevskiy. 70
pp. Vypusk II, Seictslya geograll gorodov. Dokledy i rezyume dokla-
dov. Edited by V. 0. Davidovich. 185 pp.

858. Kharchev, A. G. Bra i sem'a v 88811. Opyt sotsiologcleslogo tsste-
dovani a. Moscow, Isdatel'stvo "Mysr'," 1964. 826 pp.

850. Konstantinov, 0. A. (Ed.). Geogralya neaeleniya v HHSR: osnovnyye
problem,. Issued by the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R., Geographic
Society of the U.S.S.R. Moscow-Leningrad, Izdatel'stvo "Nauka,"
1964. 279 pp.

860. Kovalev, S. A. Heslkoye rasselexlye (geograetelesloye sledovaniya).
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Moskovskogo universiteta, 1968. 871 pp.
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861.-- et al. Geograftya selskogo na8eleflya i el'kikh naselennykt

punktov Samarkandskoy i Bukharskoy oblastey. Issued by the Academy
of Sciences of the Uzbek S.8.R., Geography Department and the Moscow
State University named after M. V. Lomonosov, Geography Faculty.
Tashkent, Izdatel'stvo Akademil nauk Uzbekskoy SSR, 1962. 184 pp.

362. Levltskly, Ye. M. Ekonomlko-8tattisttchekoye isledovantyc vosprolz-
vodstva naoelcnlya Sibb'l i Dal'nego Vostoka na osnove tablite prodolght-
tel'nosti zhisni. Issued by the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R. Siberian Di-
vision, Institute of Mathematics and Institute of Economics. "Eco-
nomics-Mathematics Series," Issue 2. Novosibirsk, lzdatel'stvo SI-
birskogo otdelenlya Akademi nauk 8SSR, 1962. 141 pp.

868. Mal'tsman, T. B. Soverehenlyc, tepravlente i annulfrovanlye zapiiey
aktov grashdanekogo soatoyanlya. Issued by the All-Union Institute of
Juridical Sciences. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Yuridicheskaya literatura,"
1964. 108 pp.

864. Merkov, A. M. Demografloheekaya statistika (tatisttka naselenlya),
Kratkoye posobiye diya vrachey. Moscow, Medgiz, 1959. 188 pp.

865. Ministerstvo yustitsii RSFSR. Zapie' aktov grazhdankOgO soatoyanlya
(Sbornilo ofltal'nykh materialov). Edited by I. A. Rykhlov. Moscow,
Gosyurizdat, 1961. 160 pp.

866. Merkov. A. M. Demogralloheukaya etattstaka (atatfatika naaelenfya).
Kratkoye posobiye diga vraohey. Second revised and enlarged edition.
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Meditsina," 1965. 215 pp.

367. Mokovskly filial geograflcheekogo obshchestva Soyuza SSR. Voproag
geografli, ebornlk pyat'deeyat shestoy, (eografiya naselenlya 888R.
Edited by V. V. Pokshishevskiy and S. A. Kovalev. Moscow, Geografgiz,
1962. 281 pp.

868. Sokolov, P. V. Voyna i lyudekiye reoury. Moscow, Voyenizdat, 1961.
190 pp.

869. Urlanis, B. To. Dinamika i etruktura naseleniya 881 t 8fhA. Issued
by the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R., Institute of Economics. Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo "Nauka," 1964. 281 pp.

*870. - (ed.) Naseleniye mira. Spravoohnik. Moscow, Polltizdat, 1965.
848 pp.

871.- . Roaldayemost' i prodolzhitel'noet' zhkiMt v 888R, Moscow,
Gosstatizdat, 1908. 186 pp.

*871a. Volkov, A. G. (Ed.). Probleny demograflohelekoy atatiatiki. Issued by
the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., Central Economic-Mathemati-
cal Institute. "Uchenyye zapiski po statistike," Volume X. Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo "Nauka," 1906. 855 pp.

872. Zayonchkovskaya, Z. A, and V. I. Perevedentsev. Hovremennaya mtfgra-
tsiya naseleya Kraanoyarkogo kraya. Issued by the Academy of
Sciences U.S.S.R., Siberian Division, Institute of Economics and Orga-
nization of Industrial Production. Novosibirsk, Redaktslonno-izdatel'skly
otdel Sibirskogo otdeleniya AN SSSR, 1964. 104 pp. (See also: 99,
104, 480, 485, 462-40.)

PRICES

*878. Agafonov, A. K. (Ed.). Taenoobrazovanlye v maahfnoatroyenii. Issued by
the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian S.1tR, Institute of Economics.
Kiev, Iudatel'stvo "Naukova dumka," 1905. 208 pp.

874. Akademiya nauk 858R, Otdeleniye ekonomicheskikh nauk, Nauchnyy
sovet po problemam tsenoobrazovanlya. Obsheheatevenno neobkhodimyye
zatraty truda, sebeetoimost' i rentabernost'. Mattrialy pervoy rasahiren-
noV sess Nauchnogo soveta po problemam t8sfoobrazovaniya (80 ok-
tyabrya-- noyabrya 196, .). Edited by V. P. D'yachenko. Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo Akademil nauk 885R, 1963. 424 pp.

375. Ayzenberg, I. P. Valutnava sltema 888R. Moscow, Sotsekgiz, 1962.
208 pp.

876. Belkin, V. D. Teeny tiedinogo urovnya i elconomicheskiye tzmereniya na
itlh osnove. Moscow, Ekonomizdat, 1968. 846 pp.

*876a. Belkin, V. . and N. I. Buzova. Bkonomfcheakfye metody khozygayetven-
togo rukovodotva i peresmotr teen. No. 7, "Ekonomlsty o novoy
khosyaystvennoy reform v SSSR." Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Ekonomika,"
1966. 28 pp.

877. Belousov, It. A. (Ed.). Sotremennaya prakflka tsenoobrazovanf ya. Mos-
cow, Isdatelstvo "Ekonomika," 1905. 204 pp.
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878. D'yachenko, V. P. (Ed.). Uchet potrebite'ekilkh evoystv produkteli v

teenoobrazovali. Materialy vtoroy rasshirennoy ReB8li Nauchnogo
soveta po problemnm tsenoobrazovanlya (26-30 marta 1963 p.). Issued
by the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R., Division of Economics, Scientific
Council for Price Formation Problems, Institute of Economics. Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo "Nauka," 1964. 328 pp.

879. - . Uchet sootnosheniya eprosa I predlozhenlya v tsenoobrazmanl.
Materlaly rtoroy rasshlrennoy scesl Nattphnogo eoveta po problemam
tscnoobrazovaniya (26-30 marta 1962 g.). Issued by the Academy of
Sciences U.S.S.R., Division of Economics, Scientific Council for Price
Formation Problems, Institute of Economics. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo
"Nauka," 1964. 138 pp.

880. - and V. 0. Venzher (Eds.). Uchet prlrodtogo i geografloheskogo
faktorov v tsetoobrarovanil. Materlaly vtoroy raashlrCnoy 8c811
Nauchnogo 8oveta pc problemam tsenoobrazovanlya (26-30 marta 1963
g.). Issued by the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R., Division of Economics
Scientific Council for Price Formation Problems, Institute of Economics.
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Nauka," 1964. 151 pp.

881. Kantor, L. M. Tsenoobrazovanlyo v 888R. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Eko-
nomika," 1904. 182 pp.

882. Kondrashev, . D. Teena £ etolmoet' v eoteiallsticheskom khogyaystve.
Moscow, Sotsekgiz, 1963. 391 pp.

383. Korniyenko, V. T. Teeny i potrebitel'skly spros. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo
"Ekonomika," 1964. 127 pp.

884. Lasevich, 0. M. and L. Sh. Mindel' (Compilers). Tseny na tovary marodno.
go potreblenilya, Sbornilk materialov. Moscow, Gostorglzdat, 1903.
336 pp.

385. Malafeyev, A. N, Ietoriya teenoobrazovanlya v RSR (1917-1963 gg.).
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo "Mysl'," 1964. 439 pp.

386. Malyshev, 1. S. Obehoheetvennyy uchet truda i tsena pri sotslaliznw. Mos-
cow, Sotsekgiz, 1960. 366 pp.

887. Mendel'son, A. S, Stoimoet ftena; teoreticheekty ocherk. Moscow, Eko.
nomizdat, 1963. 119 pp.

88. Mervart, Y. Tsenoobrazovantiye v rnezhdunarodnoy torgovIc. Moscow,
Izda-tel'stvo inostrannoy literatury, 1902. 352 pp.

*389. Potemkin, P. I. Regionai'nyye osobennosti regulirrnanlya teen v gornoy
promyshiennost. Issued by the Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R., Siberian
Division, Institute of Economics and Organization of Industrial Produc-
tion. Novosibirsk, Izdatel'stvo Sibirskogo otdelenlya Akadetnil nauk
SSSR, 1962. 115 pp.

890. Sadekov, M. M. and V. M. Yakovlev. Statstika roznlchnykh tMen goeudar-
sttennoy i kooperatlvnoy torgovl. Moscow, Gosstatizdat, 1961. 05 pp.

391. Stolyarov, S. 0. 0 teenakhl teenoobrazovanil v 88SR (etatltko-ekonomi-
oheskiye ocherki). Second revised and enlarged edition. Moscow,
Gosstatizdat, 1963. 216 pp.

892. Turetskiy, Sh. Ya. Ocherki planovogo tsenoobrazovanlya v 8881. Mos-
cow, Oospolitisdat, 1959. 500 pp.

898. - (Ed.). Sebestolmoet' teen. Moscow, Izdatel'skaya chast' Mos-
kovskogo gosudarstvennogo ekonomicheskogo institute, 1959. 804 pp.

394. Yakovets, Yu. V. Metodologlya teenoobrazovanlya v gornodobyvayusehkey
promyshiennostl Issued by the Ministry of Higher and Secondary
Specialized Education of the R.S.F.S.R., Leningrad Mining Institute
named for 0. V. Plekbanov. Moscow, Isdatel'stvo "Ekonomika," 1964.
216 pp. (See also: 578.)

REGIONAL ECONOMY

896. Akademiya nauk SSSR, Institut geografii, Institut geografil Sibirl I
Dal'nego Vostoka. Votochnaya SibIr'. Bkonomlko-geograllchekaya
kharakteret ika. Edited by V. A. Krotov et al. Moscow, (eografgiz, 1968.
888 pp.

396. - , Sibirskoye otdeleniye. Razvitiye proiuvodfternykh ei Vostochnoy
SIbtri. tJhernaya metallurgiya. Edited by I. P. Bardin et al. Moscow,
Isdatel'stvo Akademil naukl SSSR, 1960. 276 pp.

Other publications In this series have the same title except for the substi-
tution of the following after "llfibirfP?
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397. , *. -. Energetika. 416pp.
398.- , . - . Khlmclheslkaya promyhlennost'. 204 pp.
899. . -. Leenoye khozyaytvo i leenaya promyhlennoat'.

240 pp.
400.--, . - . Mashinostroyentiye. (1959). 116 pp.
401 . -#--. Obshchiye voprosy raitlya proizvoilternykh

all. 172 pp.
402. - 9, * - . Rayonnyye t mIzhrayonmnyle kompleksnyye prob-

lemy. 192 pp.
403.- - . Strolte'liaya induatrlla i promyehcnnost' airo.

Itel'nykh matcrfaolmo. 270 pp.
404. -, ---. Topllvo i topllvnaya promysldcnnot'. 810 pp,

(and others in this series).
405. - , Sibirskoye otdelenlye, Yokutskly filial. Voproay ekonomiki pro.

myshlennostl YaktIll. Edited by V. 0. Mel'nikov. Yakutsk, Yakutskoye
knizhnoye iz(latel'stvo, 1962. 116 pp.

400. - , Sovet po izueheniyu proizyvoditel'nykh eli pri Gosekonomsovete
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APPENDIX I. PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE

EcoNoMY OF THE U.S.S.R. iN 1965

Non.-Detailed official statistical data on the national economy for
each riven year are usually published in the U.S.S.R. during the late
mont s of the following year in the annual volume titled "Narodnoe
khoziaistvo S.S.S.R. v * * godu." Prior to that date, however, the
Soviet Government regularly publishes in the central press a brief
official communication containing selected economic data and produc-
tion figures designed to provide a preliminary report on the state of the
national economy during the preceding year.

The following four tables are based on the latest official communica-
tion in this series which appeared in the Pravda for February 3,1966,
under the heading: "On tle Results of the Fulfillment of the State
Plan for the Development of the National Economy of the U.S.S.R. in
1965."

INDUSTRY

Commodity Unit 196 Percent
ofI3964

Electric power ..................
steel ......................................
Iron ore .......................................
Petroleum, crude .............................
Coal ...... - ---.....--.........................
Cement .......................................
Timber, hauled ..............................
Paper ......................................

Turbines .....................................
Machine tools, metal cutting .................
Machine tools, metal forming ................
Metallurgical equipment ......................
Petroleum equipment ........................
Chemical equipment ..........................
Weaving looms ...............................
Autos and trucks .............................
Tractors.......................--------
Farm machinery .............................
Excavators ...................................
Fertilizers, mineral ..........................
Manmade fibers .............................
Soda, caustic ..................................

Soda ash ......................................
Sulfuric acid ..................................
Automobile tires ..............................

Fabrics:
Cotton ....................................
Wool .......----..-....-..................
Linen .....................................
Silk...... .................

8hoes leather ................................
Watches and clocks ..........................
Radio sets ....................................
Television sets --------------------------------
Refrigerators ..................................
Washing machines ...........................
Meat, factory produced only .................
Fish catch ....................................
Butter .......................................
Cheese ........................................
Whole milk products ........................
Granulated sugar, beet ......................
Vegetable oils ................................
Soap ..........................
Canned goods ..................--------.- ""

Billion kilowatt-hours ...............
Million metric tons ................
-- do ................ .......

..... do. ....... ---...........-......
..... do---------------do..................
-----..... do ---------.........-........
Million cubic meters ..............
Million metric tons ................

Million kilowatts ..................
Thousand units-......-......---.
..... do ..............................
Thousand metric tons........----

--------------------do..................-------
Million rubles ......................
Thousand units ....................
................ .....do.....................--..... do ............................

Million rubles .......................
Thousand units ....................
Million metric tons ................
Thousand metric tons ..............
----- do............... d..............

Thousand metric tons .............
.... do......................
Million units .......................

Million square meters .............
................ ......do.... .... ........ o ...

...................do................ ...

..._.do ............ .o.-.......-
Million pairs ...................
Million units .......................

..... do .......-............---

...... . . ................................
Thousand units ..................
......do........... ... do..... ..............

Million metric tons .................
.... do.......... do - - - --...... ..
Thousand metric tons ...........
-----. do..........o..................
Million metric tons ................

-----.do.-.-.-.dO........... --.......--
-----..-.-....do....-..-.. --.....-....--
..............do.... ......----...-...... -
Billion standard cans ...............

807.0
91.0

153.0
243.0
578.0
72.4288.0
3.4

14.6
188.0
34.4

243.0
140.0
384.0

24.3
616.0
365.0

1,431.0
21.6
31.3

407.0
1, 30. 0

2, 900. 0
8,518.0

X64

6,504.0
46&.0
647.0
796.0

70486.030.6
&2
3.71,870.0

3, 400. 0

0.2

1,184. 0
288.0

11.7
L.9
2.7
1.9
7.0

110.0
107.0
111.0
109.0
104.0
111.0
99.0

112.0

110.0
100.4
100.0
100.8
100.0
112.0
98.0

102.0
108.0
103.0
107.0
122.0
118.0
118. 0

10L0
111.0
109.0

102.0
99.0

100.7
K6.0

102.0
107.0
108.0
125,0
148.0
120.0

12.0
1120
12l.0
118.0
112.0
127.0
124.0
103.0
94.0
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AGRICULTURE

Unit 1965 Percent
of 164

PRODUCTION
Grain ......................................... Million metric tons .................. 120. 5 79
Meat, slaughtered weight .......................... do ............................... 9.6 116
Milk ............................................... do ............................... 72.4 114E.. Blon .............................. 29.0 109
Wo o l .. Thousand metric ton&..* ............ 35.0 104

LIVESTOCK NUMBERS (END Of YEAR)

Large-horned cattle ........................... Million heads ........................ 93.4 107
Cows ........................... do ............................... 40.1 104

Hogs ............................................... do ...................... 8.5 113
Sheep and goats ...................... do ............................... 13& 3 104

Sheep ......................................... do --------------------- 129.8 104

TRANSPORT

Unit 1968 Percent
of 1984

FREIGHT CARRIED
Railroad ...................................... Billion ton.kilometers ............... 1,94.0 105
River (common carrier) ................. do ............................... 134.0 108
Sea .............................. do ............................... 387.0 130
Truck (common carrier) ................. do ............................... 42.0 109
Oil pipeline ......................... do ............................... 147.0 131

FREIGHT ORIGINATED

Railroad ...................................... Million metro tons ................ 2,401.0 106
River (common carrier) ........................... do ............................. 26-9.0 107
Sea .............................................. do .............................. 119.0 108
Truck ............................................. do ............................... 2,30 106
Oil pipelines ................................. do ............................. 2 26. 0 106

OTHER ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Population (end of year) ...................... Million ............................. 232.0 101
Workers and employees ........................... do ............................. 76. 0 105labor productivity:In lInsty ----------------------------- Percent ........................................ 105

In construction ............................... do ........................................ 106
Retail trade .................................. Billion rubles ..................... 104. 6 109
Foreign trade turnover ............................ do .............................. 14.6 104
Capital investment (State) ....................... do .............................. 37.2 107
New housing ................................ Million square meters .............. 77.9 104

Do ........................................ Number of apartments (thousands). 2,197.0 101
Number of enrolled students:

Elementary (S years) -------------------- Thousand -------------------------- 40, 00 0 101
Secondary (-11 years) general ........... do.................... 7,976. 0 116
Secondary, specialized ........................ do................... 3,650.0 110
Higher education ............................. do .............................. 869.0 107
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APPENDIX IL-PODUCTION OF SELEC COMMODITIES IN THE U.S.S.R.
AND UNITED STATEs--1965

U.S.S.R. as
Unit U.S.S.R. United percent of

States United
States

Electric, power.. Billion kilowatt-hours -----..... ...........
Total output ----------. do .................... 507 1,220 41.6
Total transmitted ....................... do .................... 472 1,157 40.8
Total used In industry .................. do .................... 351 560 62.7

Petroleum, crude ...................... Million metrio tons ........ 243 385 63.1
Gas ....................... Billion cubic meters. 129 450 28.7
Coal ......... ............. Million metric tons ............................

Gross tonnage ................ do .................... 578 475 121.7
Hard coal tonnage .............. do .................... 505 474 106.5

steel ........................................ do ................. 91.0 121 7& 2
Fertilizers ..................... do...............do....................................

In terms of nutrient ..................... do .................... 7.4 it 67.3
In terms of conventional units ...... do .................... 31.3 80 62.6

Sulfuric acid (in monohydrate) .............. do ................... & 5 22 38.8
Chemical fibers ........................ Thousand metric tons..... 407 1.50 27.1
Lumber, including rail ties ............. Million cubic meters....... 115 83.5 187.7
Cement .................... Million metric tons ....... 7Z 4 6& 4 110.7Autos and trucks .............. Thousands ................ 816 11.113 5

Trucks, including buses ................. do .................... 415 1,777 23. 4
Passenger automobiles .................. do .................... 201 9336 22

Source: SSSR v tsfrakh v 1905 godu. p. 3840, 59.

APPENDIX III.-REENT DATA ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF SovIET RETAIL
TRADE

TABLE L-The development of Sotiet retail trade

(Billions of current rubles)

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1M 1984 1965

Total volume of retail trade (state
and =corative stores) including
public gdln ................... 67.7 71.9 7& 6 81.1 87.3 91.7 98 4 104. 6

V61ume of public dining ........... 6.4 6. 4 7.0 7.4 & 0 8. 8 9.8 ()
Total volume of CFM saes ......... 4.1 3. 8 3. 7 3. 9 3. 9 3. 8 4. 0 &7
Inventories in retail trade (end of

year) ............................. 14.8 17.4 182 20.2 21.5 23.4 25.7 (")
Number of retail stores (thousands).. 519.3 542.7 67.3 587.5 03. 4 616.1 832.4 ()
Number of public dining establish.

ments (thousands) ............ 13. 9 137.7 147.2 15. 4 16&. 1 169.9 180. ()
Indexes of physical volume (1958-

Retail trade .................... 100 108 119 123 131 137 145 159

Public dining.. .......... 100 ........ 111 ................ 130 142 150
Share of the market (current prices):

State stores ................ 2 65.7 66.7 66.9 67.3 67.8 6 0 I
Cooperatives .............. 2.2 29.2 28.8 28.5 28.4 28.4 28.1
Collective farm market ......... 5.6 & 1 4.5 4. 4. 3 & 8 & 9

I Not available.
Data are based on information from the following publications of the TSU USSR: Narodnove kMozuou.

auo 88BR P 1M5 odu, pp. 629, 636 and 706. Nk. IM, pp. 511, 516, 516 and 540, Nh. I4, pp. 621-2, and
83Rut faM u 196v wodu, pp. i 4 and 146.
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TABLE 2.-U.N.S.R.'. structure of retail trade
(Millions of 1958 rubles)

1958' 1960 1962 1963 1964 1965

A-----------. 67,720 79,165 88,713 93,116 97,85 107,743
38.. 8 43,426 48,341 51,593 54,550 59,133

Meat products .................... 3 604 4,862 4,95 5,406 . 5,435 6,138Fish products ..................... 207 1,317 1,456 1,50 1,8 37 1911
Butter ........................... 1,460 1,639 1,892 1,64 1,810 1,898
Vegetable oils ..................... B5 659 738 m 913 913
Milk and milk products (inelud-

Ing cheese) ...................... 1,687 2,207 2,428 2,839 2,830 8,192
Eggs ....................... 290 355 501 510 550 783
Sugar ..................... 3060 3,89m 4,275 4,723 4,613 4,843
Flour and bread .................. 7,063 7, 536 8,172 8,094 8,08? 8,172
Confectionery ..................... 2626 2,973 3. 369 3,716 4,135 4,136

Nonfood goods ........................ 30 762 37,222 40,329 41,406 43,282 48,573
Cotton cloth ...................... 2,215 2,388 2,042 1, 96 1,907 1,894
Woolen cloth ..................... 1,366 1,627 1 382 1,257 1,244 1,429
Silk ............................... 1 ,808 1,784 1,821 1,804 1,723 2,005
Linen ............................. 230 283 215 208 210 256
Clothing and underwear ......... 5,582 7,084 8,178 8,194 8 373 9,434
Knitwear ......................... 1,497 1,874 2,163 2,332 2,566 3,001
Leather shoes ..................... 2,309 2,732 3,200 3,283 3,463 3,810
Furniture ......................... 1,07 1,636 2,182 2, 500 2,59 2, 806
Radios ............................ 494 608 58 618 651 606
Watches ......................... 481 845 549 481 487 518
Sewing machines ................ 212 255 208 184 (t) (3)

I Nib. 64 p. 629-30 moved forward by indexes of volume of sales for each good from ,oeeolkaya torgorula,
Moscow, 1964, p. 29 and SSR v. tolfrakh 196, pp. 147-48.3 Not available.

TABLI 8.-United States and U.S.S.R.: Per capita consumption by major

components, 1955-64

1958 1056 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 19064

Food products:
U.S. (195-100) ............... 100 102 102 99 100 100 99 101 101 103
U.S.S.R. (195-100)........... 100 104 108 110 112 113 115 119 118 119
U.S.S.R. as a percent of unite

states ............................ 46 47 49 51 82 52 3 54 54 83
Nonfood products:

U.S. (1958-100) ................... 100 98 99 95 102 103 102 108 111 117
U.S.S.R. (1955I-100)........... 100 107 110 118 125 182 136 140 141 143
U.S.S.R. as a percent of United

States ............................ 11 12 12 14 14 14 15 14 14 13
Services (excluding health and edu.

U.. 1550).................... 100 107 105 107 109 115 114 117 120 123
U.S.S.R. (15-100)... 100 105 111 118 125 133 139 148 155 163
U.S.S8. R. asapecnofUid

elthate....... --..... .13 18 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17Health and education:
U.S. (1955-100) ................... 100 105 108 114 119 123 125 120 133 138
U.S.S.R. (19U 100).......... .. 100 104 109 111 115 121 127 130 137 143
U.S.S.R. as a percent of Unit

States ............................ 2 52 1 53 50 50 81 83 53 4 5

Sources: U.S. indexes-based on data from the Department of Commerce (ER 66-6 p. 44 ) U.S.S.R.
indexes-those used in "Recent Trends in Consumption and Personal Income in the U.8R *USS.R.
ma percent of the IVnited States-gOS from CIA "A Comparison of Consumption in the U,.:R. and the
United States"; January 1964 P. 1. Theremaining yearsamderved by moving the 1O ratio with the
per capita indexes presented here

U.S.S.R. 1 s-
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APPENDIX IV. ON IMPROVING MANAGEMENT OF INDUSTRY, PERnor-
ING PLANNING AND ECONOMIC STIMULATION OP INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCO0N

[Speech* by A. N. Kosygin Member of the Presidium of the CPSU
Central Committee and Chairman of the Council of Ministers of
the U.S.S.R.]

Comrades, the Presidium of the Central Committee is submitting
for discussion at this plenary meeting proposals for improving the
planned Midance of industry and organization of industrial manage-
ment. This is a most important problem the solution of which is
imperatively demanded by the practice of Communist construction
in our country.

The October (1964) plenary meeting of the CPSU Central Com-
mittee has initiated a new approach to the essential problems of na-
tional economy based on a profound analysis and all-around consid-
eration of the objective laws of economic development. The party,
drawing on the historic experience of socialist construction in our
country and the experience gained by the entire world Socialist com-
munity, is gaining an ever deeper knowledge of the essence of eco-
nomic relations in our society, in order properly to utilize the economic
laws and tremendous creative potentialities.

The Soviet Union is on the threshold of a new 5-year plan. We
have to make a big stride forward along the road of economic develop-
ment and considerably to raise living standards. The Presidium of
the Central Committee and the Council of Ministers hold that a series
of measures have to be taken to improve planning and industrial
management and economic stimulation of production, in order to
cope with the new tasks in developing industry-the basis of the entire
national economy---and to create conditions making for higher rates
of technical and economic progress.

Correct solution of these problems is of tremendous political and
practical significance. It will be no exaggeration to say that the
successful completion of the program of building the material and
technical basis of communism, further improvement of the people's
well-being and the strengthening of the defense capacity of our coun-
try will largely depend on how effectively they will be solved.

The issues involved in improving planned guidance of industry
have been extensively and lively discussed for a number of years by
party workers and economists, scientists and our press. Many useful
proposals have been made.

The basic measures which are being submitted for consideration by
this plenary meeting of the CPSU Central Committee, have been
comprehensively discussed by managements, party workers, economists
and other workers of many industrial enterprises in Moscow, Lenin-
grad, Volgograd, Minsk and other cities, by scientists and experts
from planning and economic ogranizations. They were also con-
sidered by the Councils of Ministers of the Union Republics, the state
planning committee of the U.S.S.R., the Presidium of the Academy
of Sciences, Ministries, state, committees and departments. The fun-
damental propositions of the draft have met with universal approval.

*Pravda, Sept. 28, 1965.
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1. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND NEW DEMANDS DEVOLVING ON
MANAGEMENT

Comrades, our industry is developing on the sound and firm founda-
tion of socialist production relations. A considerable increase in in-
dustrial output has been achieved in the course of the 7-year plan; the
structure of production has improved; the most progressive branches
are advancing at a faster rate. Ever new areas, and especially areas
in the east of the country, are being drawn into industrial development.

In the course of the 7-year plan, which will be completed this year,
the overall volume of industrial production will grow by 84 percent
instead of the 80 percent envisaged by the plan. Generation of electric
power has more than doubled, from 235,000 million kilowatt-hours in
1958 to 509,000 million kilowatt-hours in 1965.

Steel output is to increase from 55 million to 91 million tons, which
is much more than the aggregate steel output in Britain, France, and
the FRG put together. Oil production will rise this year to 242
million tons compared with 113 million tons in 1958, and natural gas
output will total some 130,000 million cubic meters as against 30,000
million cubic meters in 1958. The 2.4-fold increase in the output of
engineering and metalworking industries and the nearly 2.5-fold in-
crease in the output of the chemical industry are an important result of
the 7-year plan. Output in light and food industries increased 50
percent.

More than 5,500 major industrial enterprises have been built and put
into operation in the course of the 7 years. Fixed assets in the national
economy have increased by 90 percent, and in industry by 100 percent.
This means that in the course of the 7-year plan we shall have put into
operation the amount of fixed assets in industry equal in value to that
of the assets it disposed of in 1958 as a result of all previous develop-
ment.

The technical standard of Soviet industry is rising. This is
expressed in a constant growth and renewal of fixed assets, an in-
creased amount of power per worker, launching of new branches of
production, development and introduction of the most modern highly
productive equipment, mechanization and the automation of produc-
tion processes. Thus the amount of power per worker in industry has
increased over 50 percent in the past 7 years.

The share of electric power engineering, metalworking and chem-
ical industries; i.e., the industries which underlie technical progress
in the entire national economy, is steadily growing in'the total produc-
tion volume. In the course of the 7 years this share has increased from
27 to 85 percent.

Our science and technology have outstanding achievements to their
credit which have earned them worldwide recognition, and are in the
lead in a number of important areas of world scientific and techno-
logical progress. The splendid achievements of our country in space
exploration are well known. Broad opportunities are opening up for
using sputniks and rockets to improve communications, weather fore-
casting and navigation. The Soviet UThion is in the forefront of world
progress in nuclear physics and nucleonics.

Major successes have been achieved in the sphere of electrification,
in the design of the world's biggest hydroturbogenerators, thermal
turbines, and in transmitting electricity over long distances.
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Soviet science has made a major contribution to the development
of quantum generators. Achievements in physics and chemistry have
provided broad opportunities for evolving new effective methods of
processing materials. Tangible progress has been made in increasing
the hardness and durability of many structural materials. Industrial
production has been organized of artificial diamond crystals, used as
abrasive materials. Important achievements have also been registered
in other branches of science and technology.

Under the influence of technological progress new branches of pro-
duction are constantly being launched and developed; they are spring-
ing forth from the old branches of industry, and specialization is
steadily growing. A step forward has been made in creating a number
of specialized branches, such as the manufacture of spare parts, cast-
ings, forgings and other items of general use in industry.

In the course of the 7-year plan, a number of major measures has
been implemented to improve the well-being of the people. Working
hours have been cut, average wages have grown, wage taxes have either
been abolished or reduced for a substantial section of factory and
office workers and pensions have been introduced for collective farmers.
The assortment of goods available on the home market has substantially
expanded, and the supply of consumer goods to the population has im-
proved. Housing construction is conducted on a large scale.

All that is the result of the creative effort of our glorious working
class, engineers, technicians, and scientists, the result of the extensive
organizational and political work carried out among the masses by
the party, Government, trade union, and Komsomol organization.

But to be able to visualize more clearly the tasks of securing a
further advance of socialist industry, we have to take into account
a number of factors characterizing the present stage of development
of social production.

The scale of production, the volume of capital investments, and
the value of the fixed assets have grown immensely. Economic ties
have expanded considerably and become more complex.

The pace of scientific and technological progress has quickened,
and prompt industrial application of the latest results of science and
technology has become a must.

The present-day scientific and technical revolution advances to the
fore such problems as technical standards, quality, reliability, and
effective use of goods. It is precisely these factors that are today in the
focus of the peaceful economic competition between the socialist andcapitalist countries.

We must mike tremendous accumulations for capital investment
and at the same time secure a considerable improvement in the mate-
rial well-being of the people. This poses the very important problem
of expanding the sources of economic growth.

Thus raising the efficiency of social production to the utmost, saving
live and materialized labor, and considerably and steadily increasing
returns from capital investments and fixed assets becomes a prime and
central task.

Of great importance, in this connection, is intensification of the
struggle against all manner of mismanagement, wastefulness, and un-
productive spending. We still have considerable overstaffig and
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unnecessary overheads in our managerial apparatus. We must instill
strict order and rigid economy in this field.

It is not at all a matter of indifference to society by what effort and
at what price results are obtained, what the efficiency is, not only at
each enterprise but also of each individual worker.

Rational and economical management in all branches of the national
economy without exception, and first of all in industry, is acquiring
decisive importance at the present stage of development of the Soviet
economy, science, technology, and culture.

And how do matters stand with raising efficiency of production and
productivity of social labor?

In order correctly to assess the state of industrial production, it is
necessary clearly to see not only the successes achieved but also the
shortcomings and difficulties we have, as well as the still unresolved
problems facing industry.

It should be said that in recent years the national income and indus-
trial output calculated per ruble of the fixed assets' worth has some-
what declined. The rate of growth of labor productivity in industry,
which is also an important index of the efficiency of social production,
has slowed down somewhat in recent years. We can and must remedy
this state of affairs in the near future.

It must be said that our learned economists are dogin very little in
the way of analyzing the effectiveness of social production and of
working out ways of increasing it.

The tremendous socioeconomic advantage of our country must be
utilized so as to secure the necessary rate of growth of the national
income, an increase in output per ruble of fixed assets and a steady rise
in labor productivity.

The higher the national income, the more means can be allocated for
the development of production and for raising the well-being of the
people. We must therefore strive to achieve steadily growing re-
turns from each ruble invested in the fixed assets.

Because the fixed assets are not yet adequately utilized we have to
invest heavily with a view to creating new production facilities. This
cannot but affect the distribution of the national income and the size
of the share allocated for popular consumption.

One of the most important problems is to increase in the next few
years the share of the national income spent on consumption. The
absolute volume of capital investments, however, must also grow
steadily. We have the opportunities to do this. All we need is to use
them rationally. This calls for constantly improving the use of the
tremendous and ever-growing production capacities created by the
labor of the people and increasing the productivity of social labor.

We must admit tkat-the advantages and potentialities offered by the
socialist system of economy are still far from being utilized in full.
Although our industry is developing successfully and on the whole is
overfulfilling the targets of the 7-year plan, we are not satisfied with
the results achieved, especially in such branches as the light. food,
chemical, timber, and paper industries and in the building materials
industry.

We are aware, comrades, that in the not-too-distant past quite a few
errors were committed in planning, and a thoughtless, voluntaristic
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approach prevailed in solving important. economic problems. This led
to the upsetting of the necessary proportions between the different'
branches of economy. For a long time we have not had the necessary
correlation between the development of agriculture and the develop-
ment of industry. The lag in agriculture has resulted in a slowing
down of the rates of development in industry, and especially in the
branches producing consumer goods.

The March plenary meeting of the CPSU Central Committee con-
sidered in detail the reasons for the lag, and evolved concrete measures
to step up the development of all the branches of agricultural produc-
tion. We must say outright that it was only the March plenary meet-
ing which mapped out e-ffective measures to do away with that im-
bal ance. Consistent implementation of the measures adopted has
already yielded practical results.

An incorrect proportion has developed between industry of group
"A" and group B' For a number of years now the "B' group has
lagged behind in its development. Thi lai has been due not only to
the fact that the plans themselves envisaged inadequate rates of growth
for the group "B" branches but also to the fact that even those plan
tar gets have been systematically underfulflled.

The lag in agriculture and group "B" industries has created a cer-
tain discrepancy between the production of consumer goods and the
production of the means of production. This could not fail to in-
fluence the rate of growth of the real incomes of the population and
the level of material incentives. Elimination of this lag by raising the
efficiency of the whole of social production is the principal task today.

Some negative phenomena in the national economy have arisen also
as a result of underfulfillment of plans in certain branches of heavy
industry, mainly in putting new capacities into operation. This has
caused difficulties in the supply of raw materials and semifinished
goods, as has happened, for example, in the chemical industry.

There are serious shortcoming in capital construction: often the
time limits set for putting new capacities into operation are not ob-
served, the cost of the enterprises put into operation exceeds the plan-
ned cost and considerable state funds do not bring in the expected
returns ior a long time.

In present-day conditions, with technology developing at a fast rate
slowness in building enterprises means that the equipment installed
becomes technically obsolete even before the plant becomes operational.

To a great extent the major drawbacks in capital construction are
due to the unsatisfactory standard of planning. Inflated plans for
capital construction result in funds being scattered over many projects,
creating financial and material difficulties, and causing damage to the
national economy.

The U.S.S.R. State Planning Committee must play the main role
in introducing order into the system of capital construction planning.
The Planning Committee must, in drafting plans, adhere strictly to
the correct correlation between financial and-material resources and
the volume of capital construction, no matter what pressure is brought
to boar on it by Government departments and local organizations. We
must firmly and consistently follow this principle in our plan for 1966,
which will greatly accelerate the development of our economy and cut
down on the amount of incomplete capital-construction work.
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It is necessary to reconsider the very system of planning capital con-
struction. The performance of construction organizations must be
gaged not on the basis of how much money they have spent but by their
output, i.e., by the enterprises and housing actually made available.

A radical improvement in capital construction calls for the im-
plementation of many measures in. the sphere of financing, for the
improvement of mutual cost-accounting relations between the contract-
ing organizations and their clients, for better designing and quantity-
surveying of the projects and better construction work as such. We
must begin evolving such measures now so that later we will be able
to consider all the problems of organization and planning of capital
construction thoroughly and comprehensively.

Lower output per ruble of fixed assets is largely due to the fact that
bringing the new project to full-capacity operation takes too long atime. The planned output indexes for new enterprises are in a num-
ber of cases reached over 4 years or even longer. New production
capacities are being realized particularly unsatisfactorily in the chemi-
cal, iron and steel, building materials, and pulp and paper industries.
More often than not this is the result of putting incomplete sets of plans
into operation at new enterprises, and of errors and mistakes in design
and the technological processes. Poor organization of the supply of
raw materials to new plants and inadequate training the personnel for
their exploitation also tell here.

The Kuibyshev, Volzliski and Efremov synthetic rubber plants for
example, where capacities for producing new types of synthetic rubber
have been created, lag seriously in utilizing these new capacities. Our
national economy, therefore, is not getting all the synthetic rubber it
needs-and our needs for this commodity are very great.. The capaci-
ties which have been made available for the manufacture of double
superphosphates are also being put to poor use. Thus, of the produc-
tion capacity commissioned in 1963 at the Voskresensk chemical plant
only 17 percent is being used, and of the capacities put into operation
in 1964 at. the Volkhov aluminum plant, 32 percent.

Faster mastery of new capacities is a fundamental issue of scientific
and engineering progress.

At present, industry has entered upon a stage of development where
rates of growth are increasingly determined by technological progress
and the speed with which scientific achievements are introduced into
the production process. But we have serious shortcomings in this
sphere would tend to affect adversely the rates of growth of industrial
production and the technical retooling of many enterprises.

The reasons for the slow introduction of scientific achievements
derive, on the one hand, from the inadequacy for practical purposes
of a number of scientific projects, and, on the other hand from the
slowness with which industry masters the highly effective technological
process, machinery and materials which have been evolved by science.
Permit me to cite a number of examples.

Several years ago, and for the first time in the world, our scientists
developed a highly effective method of working metals with liquids
under great pressure. The method makes it possible to work metals-
even those which it is hard to reshape--with great precision, improve
their properties, decrease production premises, simplify the techno-
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logical equipment and work metals at high speeds. Production of
high-pressure equipment had to be organized in order to secure wide-
spread introduction of the new method. This however, has not been
done tothis day.

Several years ugo our scientists evolved fundamentally new and
highly efficient transistorized electric current converters. These con-
verters, as compared with the old mechanical or mercury rectifiers,
are of higher efficiency and smaller in size. Despite all their advan-
tages our industry is lagging inexcusably in developing their produc-
tion on a broad scale.

Over 5 years ago, Soviet scientists evolved a method of producing
polypropylene, a highly effective structural material. Polypropylene
can be used to manufacture pipes, fixtures, and parts of machines
resistant to chemically aggressive media parts for radio- and power-
engineering industries, film products for industrial, agricultural, and
domestic purpose, and very durable fibers. The first plant in our coun-
try for producing polypropylene was to have been put into operation in
December 1964. However, the Moscow City Economic Council and
the State Committee for the Chemical Industry failed to put it into
operation by the specific date.

The plans for research work and the introduction of achievements
of science and engineering into production processes are regularly
underfulfilled. The situation is especially unsatisfactory in designing
and launching mass production of new plant. Complex mechanization
and automation of production is introduced too slowly, and efficacy of
a number of automation measures is very low. New technologies are
not finding proper place in production.

The pattern of output of machinery and equipment by many
branches does not conform to modern standards. Up to now, for
example, precision casting machines and forging and pressing equip-
ment account for a very insignificant share of the total output of
metalworking equipment.

We should considerably expand the output of modern types of
machinery and equipment. Above all we must increase the output
of forging and pressing equipment, machines for precision casting,
machine tools and plant for working metals with tHe help of electro-
physical, electrochemical, and other highly productive methods.

in vigorously developing our engineering industry we must make
wider use of the achievements of engineering abroad.

The quality of our goods must compare favorably with the best
international standards. To this end we must strengthen techno-
logical and production discipline in all enterprises and- raise overall
production efficiency, so that we are able genuinely to satisfy our own
needs and the needs b our export trade.

Rational use of manpower resources is of great importance in attain-
ing higher rates of development of production and in improvingthe
well-biing of the people. At present 85 percent of our total able-
bodied population, including 75 percent of the women, are either
employed in social production or are studying, while the rest of the
population either work on the individually owned plots of land or
keep house. These figures show that there are opportunities for draw-
ing additional manpower into social production and the service
industry.
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Tho .ae consider. -1,. reserves of manpower in small towns,
especially in the wesern areas of the Ukraine, Byelorussia, in some
localitis in Tranwaucasis and in the central areas of the Russian
Federation. It must be stremd that one of the reasons for this state
of affairs is the tendency of the economic organizations, committees
and ministries to develop production and build new enterprises pri-
marily in large cities. This practice cannot be considered correct.

The State Planning Committee must study the availability of man-
power by the countrys regions and envisage, in the national-economic
plans, such a distribution of production and construction work as will
secure the fullest possible utilization of manpower resources in the
national economy.

The presidium of the central committee of the party and the Council
of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. have thoroughly analyzed the shortcom-
ings in the national economy and have laid bare the reasons for slower
rates of economic growth. This analysis has shown that certain
difficulties in the development of our economy are temporary difficulties
that must be overcome very quickly.

The Presidium of the CPSU Central Committee and the Council
of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. are of the opinion that in tackling the
problems of the further development of industry and the raising
of the people's living standards, the greatest attention should be
focussed on improving the methods and forms of industrial man-
agement. The forms of management, planning and stimulation now
in use in industry no longer conform to modem technico-economical
conditions and the level of development of productive forces.

The framework within which the enterprises can display economic
initiative and exercise their rights is too narrow, while 'their respon-
sibilities are inadequate. The cost-accounting system, or khozraschet,
is in many ways a formality. The existing system of material benefits
to industrial workers for high production results is a poor incentive
for interesting them in improving the overall results of the work of
their enterprises and, more often than not, runs counter to the interests
of the national economy as a whole.

Greater flexibility and efficiency are needed in industrial manage-
ment and planning under present conditions. It is highly important
to take the changed economic situation into account at the proper time,
to be able to maneuver with resources, adequately to correlate pro-
duction-not only from the top, but also from below-with the in-
creased needs and demands of the population, to introduce swiftly
scientific and engineering achievements into production, and to find the
best solutions to economic problems facing each particular enterprise.

All this can only be achieved when the centralized planned man-
agement is combined with the economic initiative of enterprises and
collectives, with the increased application of economic incentives and
material stimuli in developing production, and with using sound busi-
ness principles. Only then will the system of economic management
become sufficiently suited to tackling the tasks of raising production
efficiency.

The proposals put forward for consideration by this plenary meet-
ing have as their point of departure the thesis on the leading role of
centralized planned management in developing our economy.
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Improvement in planning methods and greater economic stimula-
tion of industrial production will yield the necessary effect only in
combination with such organizational forms of management as would
correspond to the level of the productive forces achieved and the tasks
posed at the present stage of tie creation of the material and technical
basis of communism.

In the conditions of today, when production and technical problems
are becoming extremely complex, industry can only be managed effec-
tively if fullaccount is taken of the specific features and functions of
every industrial branch. Specialization of production is an important
aspect of technological progress and the development and improvement
of production. For this reason the principle of management accord-
ing to industrial branch should underlie all economic management.

As we know, the principle of management according to industrial
branch has been violated in recent years, which has somewhat ham-
pered the development of production and technology. The proposed
measures will permit us to remedy this situation.

The management-by-branli principle must be combined, however,
vith the territorial principle, with interbranch activities required by

the comprehensive development of the national economy as a whole
and the individual economies of the republics and territories of our
country, and with wider economic rights of the republics.

Proposals on the following are entered for consideration by this
meeting: first the improvement of planning, provision of greater
scope for the economic initiative of enterprises and more economic
stimuli in production and, secondly, better organization of industrial
management. The first set of questions is closely connected with the
new and recently endorsed Statute of the Socialist Enterprises, and
the second-with the resolution on granting wider economic rights
to the Union Republics. All these questions together comprise an
integrl whole.

The main aim of the submitted proposals is to bring the planning
system and methods of economic management into line with the tasks
of Communist construction to develop further the most important
aspects and advantages of the Socialist mode of production, and thus
to secure a more rapid advancement of our economy along the road
to communism.

Allow me to proceed to an exposition of the problems connected
with the improvement of planning and increasing economic stimula-
tion of industrial production.

II. IMPROVEMENT OF PLANNING AND GREATER ECONOMIC STIMULATION
OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCION

What are the main trends of the proposed program to improve the
forms of the planned guidance of industry and the methods of economic
management at each and every enterpriseI

First, a number of measures are envisaged to raise the scientific
standards of State planning of the economy.

The rates of growth of production and of the national income, and
the basic proportions envisaged in the national economic plans must
be optimum; i.e., they must guarantee the best and most effective utili-
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zation of all available potentialities in conformity with the objective
economic laws of socialism. In conditions of the scientific and tech-
nical revolution, the task of the planning bodies is to stipulate a rapid
industrial application of the latest achievements of science and engi-
neering. Plans should be compiled on the basis of the outlook for sci-
entific and technological progress. It is necessary to attach more im-
portance to long-term planning, and to work out a system of scientifi-
cally grounded planning norms.

Thus we shall be able to avoid voluntarism in planning and create
conditions for raising the effectiveness of social production.

Second, a series of measures are proposed to expand the economic
independence and initiative of enterprises and amalgamations, and to
raise the importance of the enterprise as the main economic unit in
our economy. In conditions of the growing concentration of produc-
tion and multiplication of ties between enterprises, the existing frame-
work of economic independence has become too narrow for modern
Socialist enterprises and tends to restrict their capability to raise labor
productivity and production efficiency. Greater economic independ-
ence of enterprises and the growth of the political consciousness and
activity of the working class, open up before the factory collectives
the possibility to particiapte on a broader scale-under the leadership
of party organizations-in the management of production.

To this end it is necessary to abolish the improperly excessive regula-
tion of the economic activities of enterprises, to provide them with
the necessary means for developing production and to establish firm
legal guarantees for the greater powers of the enterprises.

Third, it is proposed-to strengthen and develop the system of
khozraschet, or cost accounting, to intensify the economic stimulation
of production with the help of such indexes as price, profit, bonuses,
and credit. Each enterprise should 'be made more interested in the
growth of its production, in increasing its incomes and in the optimum
utilization of its tremendous wealth-the fixed assets assigned to the
enterprise.

It is planned greatly to enhance the interest of factory and office
workers in improving the overall performance of their enterprise and
thus to strengthen the economic foundation for expanding the masses'
independent activity and initiative in economic construction, and in-
sure them a greater say in the organization of production.

The proposed measures are aimed at the consistent application of
the Leninist principle of providing material incentives for the work-
ing people, at finding new reserves at the enterprises themselves and
creating new sources for raising the wages of factory and office
workers.
Improving ind talW planning and increasing the economic inde-

pendence of enterprise
In order to increase the economic independence of enterprises it is

proposed to reduce the number of indexes assigned from above. At the
same time the indexes retained in the plan should be aimed at raising
production efficiency.

Experience shows that the index of overall volume of output does
not stimulate the enterprises to produce goods really needed by the
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national economy and the population, and in many cases holds up the
improvement of assortment and quality. Not infrequently our enter-
prises produce low-quality goods which the consumer does not want,
and which therefore do not sell.

Instead of an overall volume of production index, it is proposed that
the plans of enterprises should incorporate assignments for the volume
of goods actually sold. This will make enterprises pay greater atten-
tion to quality in order to be able to fulfill their assignments for
marketed products. An enterprise that produces low-quality goods
will experience difficulties in selling them and, consequently, will be
unable to fulfill its plan. Under the existing system of evaluating the
activities of an enterprise on the basis of overall volume of output,
such an enterprise would have been considered as having fulfilled its
plan.

However, it would not be sufficient to appraise the work done by an
enterprise only on the basis of the volume of goods sold. The national
economy requires definite products to satisfy the needs of society.

For this reason assignments for the more important items must be
retained as plan indexes.

When economic ties between enterprises have been well organized
and the contract system well developed, it will be possible steadily to
reduce the assortment of goods produced according to the state lan,
and to substitute for it a classified, or enlarged, list of commodities.

If the assignment for goods sold is aimed at establishing closer ties
between production and consumption, to orientate the enterprise to-
ward raising efficiency, it would appear better to use the profit index,
the index of profitability. The size of obtained profits characterizes,
to a considerable extent, the contribution made by an enterprise to the
net national income which is used to expand production and raise the
people's standard of living.

It goes without saying that profit assignments do not make the need
to lower production costs less important but, on the contrary, increases
its importance. One of the most important tasks of economic man-
agers is to lower production costs. The production cost index should
command special attention in the technical, production and financial
plan of the enterprise.

The state is interested in constantly increasing accumulations not
only by lowering the cost of production of each item, but also by pro-
ducing more, and by expanding and modernizing the range of manu-
factured goods and raising their quality. Profit reflects all these
aspects of the production activities of an enterprise in a much more
complete way than the production cost index. What is important
in this case is to take into account not only he amount and increment
of profit obtained, but also the level of profitability; i.e., the amount
of profit per ruble of fixed assets.

Substantial changes are also envisaged in the planning of labor at
enterprises.

At present the enterprises receive four labor indexes from above-
productivity of labor, number of workers, average wages, and wage

nd. From now on it is proposed to hand down only one of these
indexes--the wage fund. This, of course does not mean that the other
indexes have lost their significance. The indexes of labor produc-
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tivity, number of employees, and average wages will remain important
elements of the national economic plan and the production plan of
the enterprise. But is it really necessary to hand down all these assign-
ments to the enterprise from above E Pxperience has shown that such
planning fetters the initiative of the enterprise in the search for means
and ways of increasing labor productivity.

There have been proposals that the wage fund of the enterprise be
not assigned from aboe, either. But to discard the planning of the
wage find would be premature. There must be a proper -balance
between the quantity of consumer goods manufactured and the popula-
tion's purchasing power. And the purchasing power is determined
in large measure by the wage fund.

In the future, when we have succeeded in considerably expanding
the production of consumer goods and accumulating adequate stocks
of these goods, we will be able to discontinue assigning the wage fund
of the enterprise from above. We plan to do this, first of all, in the
industries producing consumer goods.

Thus the enterprise will have the following indexes passed down
from above:

The volume of goods to be sold;
The main assortment of goods;
The wage fund;
The amount of profit and level of profitability; and
Contributions to the budget and allocations from the budget.

Besides, they will be assigned:I The volume of centralized investment and the putting into
operation of production capacities and fixed assets;

The main assignments for introducing new techniques; and
The indexes of material and technical supply.

All other indexes of economic activity will bi planned by the enter-
prises themselves, without endorsement from above. This will relieve
the enterprise of uncalled-for tutelage, and will enable it to adopt the
most economical decisions according to the actual conditions of pro-
duction.

While extending the economic independence of the enterprises, the
state will continue to conduct a unified policy in the sphere of technical
progress, investment, labor remuneration, prices and financing, and
wilf-insure the compilation of accounts and statistical returns accord-
ing to a unified system.

Improving the quality of goods in conformity with the demands of
consumers and modern technical standards is one of the main tasks
facing the planning and economic organizations.

The plans must incorporate the most important indexes relating
to technical standards and the quality of goods, and all the financial,
manpower, and material resources necessary to achieve them.

It is necessary to raise the role of state standards as an effective
means of raising the quality of output. State standards should be
steadily improved in the light of the latest achievements of science
and technology. A system of state certification of the quality of
goods should be introduced.

The normal economic activity of an enterprise is frequently up-
set by the fact that the plans assigned them from above are not
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supported with the necessary technical and economic calculations
and that the different sections of the plans are not correlated. Little
attention has been given so far to the working out of the technical
and economic management. Plans are frequently changed which
upsets the work of -e enterprise and lowers production efficiency.
One of the main tasks in improving planning is to work out stable
plans for enterprises on the basis of scientifically sound standards
and technical and economic calculations taking into account the pecu-
liarities of the industries and groups of enter rises concerned.

The need to raise the scientiflc standards of planning confronts
our professional economists with the task of analyzing modern proc-
esses of the technical and economic development of the country, and
of ascertaining the trends and prospects that are emerging. A special
effort should be made to increase the economic effectiveness of new
machinery and equipment, readjust the patterns of both production
and consumption, and study economic ties, the comprehensive develop-
ment of regional economies and the territorial division of labor
throughout the country.

Now that raising the technical standards of production and its
efficiency has become a most important task, planned management
of the economic activity of enterprises cannot be restricted to an-
nual plans. As to long-term plans, their importance has been under-
rated. Many enterprises did not take the trouble to compile them
at all, and those that did usually failed to correlate them with plans
for the development of the national economy. Another major draw-
back of the existing system of long-term planning was that the
assignments included in long-term plans and, in particular, the tar-
get figures of the 7-year plan, were not broken down into annual

fgres.
As a result, enterprises do not know their production prospects and

socannot make preparations in time nor establish links with suppliers
and consumers on a permanent basis.

It is proposed to make the 5-year plan the basic form of planning,
distributing the more important assignments by years, so that the
enterprises may carry on their production and economic activities
on the basis of this plan.

Lately national economic plans have envisaged few measures aimed
at increasing production efficiency by industries, which is due to vio-
lation of the branch principle of management. In industrial man-
agement and in national economic plans, the task is to increase the
significance of each branch of industrial production and to guarantee
a correct combination of planning by branches and planning at repub-
lic and economic-area level.

In this connection we must mention the tasks facing the state
planning committee of the U.S.S.R. The committee must concentrate
on guaranteeing proper balances and relationships within the na-
tional economy, raising the efficiency of social production, and search-
ing for means of hastening the growth of the national income and
the improvement of the people's standard of living. Of special im-
portance in this respect will be a more profound and thorough elabora-
tion of national income and its utilization, of the manpower supply
and its utilization both in the country as a whole and in individual

4-691 0-4--pt. IV-l
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areas, the balance of money incomes and expenditures of the popula-
tion the balance of financial resources, and the more important mate-
rial balances.
twreasing economic 8tinuli for enteiiesa and promwting cot

accounting
Improvement of the forms and methods of planning will make

it possible to tackle the problem of strengthening and developing cost
accounting in a new way. Lenin stressed that each enterprise must
work at a profit i.e., completely cover its expenditures from its incomes
and make a proAt.

The enterprises operating on a cost-accounting basis, and their
managers must bear full responsibility for the economic results of the
work they do. Lenin's ideas of cost accounting should underline our
economic activities. We see their consistent implementation and fur-
ther development as the way to solve urgent problems of Communist
construction at the present stage.

What must we do to strengthen and develop cost accounting in the
new conditions?

First, we must create conditions in which the enterprises will be
able to solve problems of improving production independently, and
will be interested in making better use of the fixed assets assigned to
them to increase output and profit. It is therefore necessary to leave
to the enterprises more of the profit they derive, so that they can de-
velop production, improve techniques, materially encourage the staff
and improve its working and living conditions. The proportion of
funds to be left to the enterprise should be made directly conditional
on how effectively it uses its fixed assets, increases the volume of goods
sold, improves the quality of its goods and increases profitability. At
the same time the state should restrict the gratuitous financing of
investment and extend the use of credits.

Secondly, it is necessary to strengthen the principle of cost ac-
counting in the relations between, enterprises, guarantee strict ful-
fillment of delivery commitments and increase material responsibility
for their fulfillment.

Thirdly, on the basic of cost accounting, it is necessary to provide
material incentives for the entire personnel and every aop and sec-tion of the enterprise personnel and ever shop and section of the
enterprise, so that they will not only fulfill their own assignments but
also improve the overall results of the enterprise. The system Of
incentives should be so devised that the enterprise will be interested in
working out and fulfilling higher plan assignments and in making
better use of its internal resources.

In short, it is necessary to direct the entire activity of the enterprise
toward finding ways of improving the economics of production, in-
creasing the incomes of the enterprise and thereby increasing the over-
all national income.

Under the existing system, investments are almost exclusively allo-
cated according to the central plan, and a considerable proportion of
them is spent on new construction. Many of the operating enter-
prises lack adequate means and so cannot replace obsolete plant in
time. This holds up the growth of labor productivity, improvement
of the quality of goods produced and the growth of the profitability.
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It is proposed that every enterprise establish a production develop-
ment fund which would include deductions from its profit. Part of
the depreciation money intended for the complete restoration of fixed
assets would also be contributed to the fund. At present this part,
of the depreciation money is allocated on a centralized basis for financ-
ing capital construction, and the enterprises cannot. use it as they see
fit.

When these measures have been implemented, the production devel-
opment fund-which the enterprises will be free to use for technical
improvements in production-will constitute a much larger sum than
is the case now. This can be seen from the following data.

In 1964 expenditures from enterprises' funds for the introduction
of new techniques aWl development of production in industry totaled
120 m. rubles, and 600 m. rubles in bank credits was spent for the same
purposes- the total figure was therefore 720 m. rubles. Under the
new conditions, the development funds will approximate to 4,000 m.
rubles in 1967, including 2,700 rubles from the depreciation fund.

The promotion of cost accounting and the economic stimulation of
production depend on the basis on which the state grants means to the
enterprise, and on the way in which the enterprise transfers part of its
income to the budget.

Investment at present is financed gratis from the budget. Enter-
prise managers show little concern as to the cost of the reconstruction
of the enterprise or the effect that additional investment will produce,
because their enterprises are not obliged to refund the sums granted
them. Hence we need a system that will induce our economic man-
agers to strive for the most judicious use of investment funds, so that
new shops and units can be built with a minimum of investment and
put into operation in time and that their rated capacities are put to
use as early as possible.

One way of solving this problem is to switch from the free allocation
of means for capital construction to long-term credits. The idea is
that credits will be introduced, first of all, for investment in operating
enterprises. As for new construction, it would apparently be ex-
pedient to introduce long-term credit for projects with a comparatively
short period of recoupment.

Of great importance in making production more efficient. is correct
and economical use of the working capital allocated to the enterprise.
At present, any shortage in the working capital of the enterprise is
made up for from the budget. We cannot, therefore, speak of genuine
* cost accounting if the enterprise does not, in effect, bear any economic
responsibility for the utilization of the working capital allocated to
it. It is proposed to abolish the practice of providing free supple-
ments to the working capital of enterprises fiom the budget and to
grant, them credits if necessary. Such a system will induce enterprises
to use the working capital allocated to them more thriftily.

A change in the system by which enterprises make payments to the
state budget. from their incomes is also envisaged. At present the
amount of the deductions made from profits of-enterprises in favor
of the budget does not depend on the value of the fixed assets assigned
to them. That is one of the reasons why enterprises attempt to obtain
more money from the state for investment and for supplementing
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their working capital, without taking the necessary measures for their
rational use. Sometimes an enterprise purchases equipment it does
not need just to spend the funds allocated to it.

As has been said, the effectiveness of fixed assets has recently de-
clined in a number of industries. It is most important, therefore, to
interest enterprises in increasing their output and raising not only the
sum total of their profits but also the amount of profit made per ruble
of fixed assets assigned to them. To this end it is necessary to intro-
duce deductions in favor of the budget from the profits of enterprises
in proportion to the value of fixed essets and working capital allocated
to them, as payment for the fixed assets.

Rates of payment for fixed assets and working capital will be estafb-
lished for a long period-over several ear&-so that after each pay-
ment a normally functioning enterprise will have profits left for
setting up incentive funds and for covering its planned expenses.
Those enterprises which make better use of their fixed assets and work-
ig capital will retain more profit for setting up incentive funds
w which will provide adequate material encouragement for better use of
the public funds allocated to the enterprises.

New machines, newly installed equipment, and shops and enterprises
just put, into operation cannot in every case produce their full economic
effect immediately, and enterprises may therefore experience temporary
financial difficulties. Therefore it is proposed that deductions for
fixed assets and working capital be male only when the planned time
Iimit for mastering new capacities has passed.

It. must be stressed that these payments are not proposed as addi-
tional contributions to the budget over and above payments which
enterprises make now; the idea is to divert a considerable proportion
of the payments to the budget through a new channel. Eventually
payments for fixed assets and working capital will become a most
important part of the budget income, and the importance of other
payments, including the turnover tax, will decrease accordingly.

it is also planned-to use cost accounting more freely between enter-
prises. At present the mutual economic responsibility of enterprises
is most inadequate. Contracting has not as yet acquired the impor-
tance it deserves in relations between enterprises.

It is proposed to increase the material responsibility of enterprises
and organizations in cases of nonfulfilment of contract obligations for
deliveries of goods so that, as a rule, losses will be made good by the
faulty enterprise. The responsibility of rail, water, road and other
transport organizations for delays in moving goods from enterprises
and retarding their delivery to the customer will also be increased.
It is necessary that design organizations should also be responsible for
errors made in projects, technical drawings and designs, if these errors

lead to material losses and additional expenditures during the building
of a project or while production at new-built plants is being organized.

The introduction of the sales index makes the position of the produc-
ing enterprises and the size of their funds dependent on payments by
customers. It goes without saying that every enterprise must itself
bear full responsibility for making payments and for clearing accounts
with suppliers in time. A cost-accounting relationship between enter-
prises demands that payment discipline be tightened. Simultaneously
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the role of State credit in economic turnover must be intensified with
the aim of guaranteeing unhindered clearance of accounts between
suppliers and their clients.
hwrea8ing material ineenti.es for toorker8 to improve the work of

enterprfl8e
At present the material incentives provided for production collec-

tives and for individual workers to improve the overall results of the
work of their enterprises are quite inadequate. Enterprises have very
limited opportunities of raising the pay of their staffs out of sources
of income created by the enterprises themselves.

About 50 percent of the industrial enterprises have no funds created
from their own profits, and where these funds do exist they are very
small and the sums paid out of them by way of encouragement are
insignificant. Nearly every kind of bonus and other stimuli are paid,
not out of profits, but out of the wage fund. The achievements of the
enterprise in increasing profits and raising profitability have no direct
effect on the wages andsalaries of the staff.

We must change this practice in.order to provide staffs with greater
material incentives. We must establish a system under which the en-
terprise's opportunities for increasing the remuneration of its staff
would be determined, above all, by the growth of production, improved
quality, increased profits and greater profitability. Basic wages and
salaries will be raised on a centralized basis as before. At the same
time enterprises should have-in addition to the wage fund-a special
fund to stimulate their employees for individual achievements and for
a good performance of the enterprise as a whole.

This fund should consist of a part of the profit obtained by the enter-
prise, which would use it not only to pay the staff bonuses for high
efficiency in the course of the year, but also an extraordinary allowance
at the end of the year. In doing this, account will be taken of the
length of uninterrupted service at the enterprise, which will help to
check the outflow of skilled manpower.

Under the existing system of material incentives, enterprises are not
interested in providing in their plans for the fullest utilization of their
internal resources, because the performance of the enterprise is an-
praised and its staff offered inducements according primarily to the
extent that plan targets are exceeded. This system encourages enter-
prises to strive for lower plan assignments in terms of volume of out-
put, growth of labor productivity, and lower costs, and for larger
wage funds, staffs, investments and material funds, so that it will be
easier for them to exceed plans. This makes it difficult to draft realistic
plans. How is this system to be changed?

A fund for the material stimulation of the staff will be set up at each
enterprise. It will be derived from the profits obtained by the enter.
prise. Allocations for the material stimulation fund should be made
according to stable quotas established for a number of years and in such
a manner as to insure that the amount of the material incentive fund
is determined by increases in the sale of products or in profit and by the
level of profitability envisaged by the plan. Those who exceed the
plan wil[ be paid relatively less by way of incentive than those who
achieve plan indices. This will induce enterprises to find reserves in
time and to accept larger plan assignments.
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The material stimulation fund will also increase depending on the
proportion of new products and on additional returns derived by the
enterprise from higher prices for goods of high quality. Enterprises
will be interested in mastering the production of new items and in
improving their quality as soon as possible.

Since the pattern and cost of production and the ratio between profit
and wages vary from industry to industry, we propose to differentiate
the rates of allocation for the stimulation fund according to groups of
enterprises, taking the amount of the wage fund into account.

A fund for financing social and cultural development and housing
construction must also be set up at enterprises. Allocations from this
fund will be spent for housing construction (over and above the sums
allocated for this purpose on a centralized basis), the construction and
upkeep of children's institutions, Young Pioneer camps, holiday and
health homes, and other social and cultural purposes.

Consequently, the better an enterprise functions, the more opportu-
nities it will have, not only to raise wages and salaries, but also to im-
prove the living conditions of its staff and carry out cultural and
health protection measures.

The proposed changes in the methods of planning and economic
stimulation are not based on theoretical conclusions alone but also on
experience.

In 1964 and 1965, new methods of planning and economic stimula-
tion were introduced at a number of enterprises of the sewing, foot-
wear, and textile industries. The performance of these enterprises is
evaluated according to output and profit under the plan.

Recently a new bonus system for managers, engineers, technicians
and office workers has been introduced at enterprises in a number oi
industries to afford the personnel greater incentives to increase output
and improve quality. The first results show that we are on the right
track. I would like to dwell in some detail on a practical experiment
involving the use of the new system. It has to do with motor transport.

These are some major shortcomings in motor transport. About
half of the runs are empty ones. Of course, plans every year en-
visage a reduction of empty runs, a lowering of maintenance costs,
an increase in loads, etc. But they yield scant results. Motor trans-
port organizations put forward any number of arguments to prove
that the plan quotas assigned to them are unrealistic.

Five months ago the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. instructed
the Labor and Wages Committee and the Moscow and Leningrad
City Soviets to introduce the new system of planning and economic
stimulation in some motor transport organizations. The system was
introduced in three Moscow and two Leningrad organizations. They
are large organizations servicing construction, the trading network,
industry, and interurban transport.

The economic independence of these organizations was extended:
they had fewer plan indexes assigned from above and were allowed
greater freedom in using above p1an profit and savings on the wage
fund to encourage their personnel in material terms, improve social
and cultural conditions and expand production facilities.

The Presidium of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. recently
examined the first results of their work and heard the reports of
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the directors of two of the Moscow motor transport organizations.
The very first results showed that the introduction of the new system
of planning and economic stimulation produces a considerable effect.
Having received ample powers and opportunities, the collectives found
ways and means to improve their work and to transport more, above
all by reducing empty runs. They extended the range of enterprises
and' organizations using their services, considerably improved the
quality of service, encouraged their clients to shorten loading and un-
loading time, improved the organization of repairs and maintenance,
sold the lorries and equipment they did not need, and reduced their
staffs.

The new system of planning and economic stimulation increased
the employees' interest in the results of their work. In 4 months
of work under the new conditions (May-August 1965) empty runs
were reduced by 15 percent, with the result that haulage increased
by 34 percent. Labor productivity went up by 31 percent and profits
mor than doubled, making it possible to raise wages. Above-plan
profit in the five organizations totaled 969,000 rubles in 4 months.
As before 40 percent of the profit was transferred to the budget, and
the balance-over 550,000 rubles-was used for improving facilities,
accumulating reserves, meeting social and cultural requirements and
stimulating te staffs materially.

Of course, one can hardly expect that the work of all the motor
transport organizations would improve in the same way. Neverthe-
less the results of the experiment speak for themselves. We see
in hiem something new that, will also yield important results in other
branches of the national economy.

The transition to new forms and methods of economic stimulation
of industrial production demands improvements in the pricing
system. Prices should increasingly reflect the expenditures of socially
necessary labor, cover production and circulation outlays and insure
that each normally functioning enterprise makes profit.

The existing underestimation of economic methods in planning and
managing the national economy, and neglect of cost accounting, are
connected to a considerable extent with the serious shortcomings in
price formation. If prices are not well-grounded, economic cal tla-
tions become less reliable, which, in turn, leads to the adoption of sub-
jectivist decisions.

From now on, in fixing wholesale prices for industrial goods, it will
e necessary to calculate the level of profitability of the various indus-

tries on the strength of scientific evidence. Normally functioning
-enterprises should make profit from the sale of their products at whole-
sale prices and so be able to form a corresponding stimulation fund,
and also have the necessary means for expanding their activities, pay-
ing for their fixed assets and making other contributions to the budget.

Prices must also play a major role in solving problems of quality
and in extending the reasonable length of service and dependability
of products. This is why, in pricing new, improved articles, the
additional expenditures made by the manufacturers and the economic
effect which customers will derive from improved products should be
taken into consideration. This will encourage manufacturers to im-
prove their products, and will make it economically more advantageous
for customers to use these products.
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In preparing for this plenary meeting, the Presidium of the CC,
CPSU and the Council of Ministers of tie U.S.S.R. decided to set up
a State Committee for Prices under the State Planning Committee of
the U.S.S.R. This committee is entrusted with working out and pre-
senting by January 1, 1966, guidelines for fixing wholesale prices for
industrial goods wvith a view to bringing prices as near as possible to
the value of socially necessary labor expended. These prices must
guarantee the implementation of the contemplated measures for the
improvement. of planning and economic stimulation of enterprises.

A better pricing system and the fixing of wholesale prices will help
in improving the economic indexes of the work of industry, in finding
additional reserves and in insuring steady reduction of production
costs. Needless to say retail prices may be revised only with the aim
of reducing them.

Experience shows that establishing wholesale price levels for every
product, and preparing new price lists for every industry will take
considerable time. It Will probably be possible to introduce new prices
in 1967 or 1968.

However, the State Planning Committee, the Ministry of Finance,
and the Committee for Prices will have to introduce the necessary
amedments into current prices in all those industries where the new
forms of economic stimulation will be adopted at an earlier date, in
order to eliminate unjustified differences in profitability.

Such are roughly the main proposals for improving planning and
stimulation in industry. The proposed system of planning and stim-
ulation is also applicable, in its main features, to the building industry,
railway transport and certain other branches of the national economy.
But it must not be extended to these branches mechanically, without
taking into account their special economic features and the tasks facing
them. Work in this direction will be gradually carried on.

HI. IMPROVING THE ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

improving the organizational forms of economic management on
the Leninist principle of democratic centralism and through the
timely elimination of outdated forms of management is objectively
necessitated by the development of the productive forces and of social-
istrelations of production.

It goes with out saying that genuine improvement of economic
management has nothing in common with rash, ill-advised changes
divorced from economic reality and running counter to objective
economic laws.

Recent years have seen a large-scale reorganization of economic
management in our country. Ever since 1957 industry has been
managed through economic councils. Industrial ministries were
abolished, and the enterprises operating under them were subordinated
to economic councils.

The organization of industrial management through economic
councils had a number of positive aspects. In some cases it resulted
in the useful amalgamation of kindred enterrises, in the setting up
of plants for equipment repairs and for the production of semi.
manufactured parts and tools for a wide range of industries.
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But in time major shortcomings began to make themselves felt.
Division of managerial functions in industries constituting a single
production and technical entity among numerous economic regions
disrupted management.. The various industries were dissolved, so
to speak, in the economy of the economic regions. Heterogeneous
industries are often managed by economic councils not through
specialized, but through multisector boards. The councils lack
competent personnel for some of the industrial branches.

This state of affairs prompted us to look for remedies. In 1960
republic economic councils were set up in the Russian Federation,
Ukrainian SSR and Kazakh SSR, and in 1962 some economic coun-
cils were amalgamated. The national economic councils and Su-
preme Economic CoQuncil of the U.S.S.R. and state committees for
branches of industry were established. however, these additional
measures could not eliminate basic defects.

The branch committees had no decisive effect on the technical
standards of industrial production. Lacking adequate rights as they
did, they became in fact, consultative bodies dissociated from the
enterprises concerned and the entire range of production problems.

As matters stand today, plans for new plants are examined and
decided upon by one agency, plans for production and capital con-
struction by another, and supply problems by a third. There is
virtually no single agency that could examine and decide upon every
aspect of the development of an industry.

All this has produced an adverse effect on technical progress, growth
..of output, specialization, and the production ties between enterprises

located in different economic regions.
Departures from the industrial branch principle have told on man-

agement. They have led to infringements of the uniform technical
policy and to the dispersion of competent personnel and given rise to a
multistage system of management. Numerous agencies bearing no
direct responsibility for the development of the particular branch
have appeared. The overall result is irresponsibility, endless coordina-
tion of decisions, and managerial inefficiency.

Thus the problem of seriously improving industrial management
has become urgent. To develop industry successfully, it is essential
to integrate the management of production technology, economics
and research in every particular industry. Under the socialist sys-
tem the managerial forces of industry can be properly concentrated and
centralized only by following the branch principle of management.

Characteristically, industrial progress has necessitated a new form
of organization-branch amalgamations operating on the cost-ac-
counting principle. The rise of- branch amalgamations based on cost
accounting within the framework of economic councils proves thatthe branch form of management is gaining around because it is more
effective. This form promotes the specialization, coordination and
concentration of production, makes for a more judicious use of com-
petent personnel, and creates favorable conditions for improving
technical and economic management.

To improve management, we must. set up managerial bodies on the
branch principle, that is, industrial ministries flly empowered to
manage production branches and fully responsible for the development
of these branches.
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The ministries are to plan and control production and handle
technical policy, supplies, financing, labor, and wages. They will run
branch research institutions. This will facilitate production and
economic activity of the enterprises, since all the important prob-
lems of this activity will be settled by a single body, the ministry.

The ministries will be responsible for satisfying the demands of the
national economy and the population. They will have to take the
initiative in manufacturing new, more up-to-date items and see to it
that the output of these items keeps pace with demand.

It is clear that centralized planned management of the economy
should be combined with measures to encourage the initiative of the
union republics, of local bodies and enterprises.

We propose to establish all-union, union-republic and republic indus-
trial ministries, with due regard to the production and technical
peculiarities of each industry.

We plan to set up all-inion ministries by branches of the engineer-
ing industry, which is particularly in need of integrated technical
management on a countrywide scale, such as would enable it to carry
out standardization and unification of articles, units, and parts and to
guarantee that they are up to the present high standard of world
science and technology. These problems can be dealt with provided
the engineering industry is managed on a countrywide scale.

We propose to establish the following all-union ministries for the
management of branches of engineering:

Ministry of Heavy, Power, and Transport Machine Building,
Ministry of the Building, Road Building, and Municipal Ma-

chinery Industry,
Ministry of the Tractor and Farm Machinery Industry,
Ministry of the Automobile Industry,
Ministry of Power Engineering,
Ministry of the Instrument Making, Automation Facilities, and

Control Systems Industry,
Ministry of Chemical and Oil Machine Building,
Ministry of the Machine-Tool and Tool Industry,
Ministry for the Manufacture of Machinery for the Light and

Food Industries and of Household Machines.
Other industries are to be put under union-republic jurisdiction.

This will enable the union republics to take part in the management
of these industries. Both union-republic ministries of the I.S.S.R.
and ministries of the same name in the union republics will be set up.
and the republics themselves will decide, by agreement with the cor-
responding ministry of the U.S.S.R., whether to set up a ministry or
a board (economic association) for the industry concerned in the
republic.

We propose to set up the following union-republic ministries of
the U.S.S.R:

Ministry of the Iron and Steel Industry,
Ministry of the Nonferrous Metals Industry,
Ministry of the Coal Industry,
Ministry of the Chemical Industry
Ministry of the Oil-Extracting Industry,
Ministry of the Oil-Refining and Petrochemical Industry,
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Ministry of the Timber, Cellulose and Paper, and Woodwork-
ing Industry

Ministry of the Building Materials Industry,
Ministry of Light Industry,
Ministry of the Food Industry,
Ministry of the Meat and Dairy Industry.

The union-republic industrial ministries or boards (associations)
in the union republics will be subordinated to the councils of ministries
of the union republics and the corresponding union-republic ministry
of the U.S.S.R., and in their management of enterprises will follow
tile guidelines elaborated by the union-republic ministries of theU.S.S.R.

As regards industry under republic jurisdiction, the republics will
decide themselves whether to set up this or that ministry or economic
association. A vital function of the republic bodies will be to develop
local industry, which is very important for the population.

The central committee of the CPSU and the Council of Ministers of
the U.S.S.R. have upon discussion decided to grant new powers to
the union republics in the field of planning, capital construction, fi-
nancing, labor and wages. In the future as well, we will have to pro-
mote the initiative of the union republics in the sphere of economic
and cultural development.

The setting up of ministries should by no means lead to increases
in managerial staffs. On the contrary, they must be reduced. We
must devise a simple pattern for the ministries and assign them small
staffs since the enterprises and economic associations are to be granted
extensive rights andhence there is no need for a machinery exercising
petty tutelage over enterprises.

The setting up of branch ministries will call for enhancing the
role of the State Planning Committee. The existence of centralized
branch management bodies will increase the importance of coordi-
nated development of the various branches of the economy and eco.
nomic areas of the country.

The State Planning Committee of the U.S.S.R. is at present sub-
ordinated to the Supreme Economic Council. But as Lenin stressed,
the task of the State Planning Committee is to plan the entire national
economy along scientific lines. We therefore propose to subordinate the
State Planning Committee, a union-republic agency, directly to the
Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.

To insure proper territorial planning and comprehensive exploita-
tion of the natural, labor, power and other resources of the economic
areas, the state planning committees of the republics will draft eco-
nomic development plans of the republics, including industries under
union-republic and republic jurisdiction. The state planning commit-
tees of the republics will also have to draw up proposals for the draft
plans of the enterprises under union jurisdiction, situated on the terri-
tory of the republics in question.

Thus, the state planning committees of the union republics will be-
come agencies dealing with problems of the industrial development of
the republics as a whole, baring in mind the interests of the entire
national economy. This will enable the union republics to rule out
parochialism.
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The State Committee for the Coordination of Scientific Research
of the U.S.S.R. is to be reorganized into an all-union State Committee
of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. for Science and Technology.
It is expedient to reorganize the State Committee for Construction of
the U.S.S.R., now under the Supreme Economic Council, into the State
Committee of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. for Construc-.
tion, preserving it as a union-republic agency.

We plan to abolish the Supreme Economic Council and the Eco-
nomic Council of the U.S.S.R. as well as economic councils of the re-
publics and economic areas.

The organization of material and technical supply is an important
field of economic management. On it depend in large measure the
proper utilization of material resources, labor productivity, profit-
ability and quality. Material and technical supply must be planned
and managed as a single whole if it is to meet the needs of the national
economy.

A departmental system of material and technical supply, with
numerous overlapping small offices, depots and warehouses, existed till
1957. It was a costly system under which economic resources could
not be handled flexibly.

The measures taken in recent years to organize supply and sales
along territorial lines have resulted in improving this system some-
what. The vast number of small supply-and-sale organizations has
been cut. Larger and better equipped specialized depots, general
(interbranch) offices and warehouses have been set up. Fuller use is
being made of local resources.

In the future the State Planning Committee of the U.S.S.R. will
place material and technical resources at the disposal of the Union
ministries, which will control these resources and distribute them
among the consumers subordinated to them.

The resources will be used by the central supply-and-sales boards
and territorial material and technical supply bodies operating at the
present time.

It is intended to retain the existing territorial material and technical
supply bodies with their network of offices and specialized and general
depots and warehouses for the utilization of raw and other materials
and equipment according to plan. They will be responsible for the
utilization of material resources sup plied by the enterprises situated
in the areas concerned and for control over delivery of the products of
these enterprises to consumers in other areas.

We should encourage more extensive direct contacts between manu-
facturing and consuming enterprises in the sphere of material and
technical supply. We should gradually go over to wholesale trade in
certain materials and items of equipment through territorial supply-
and-sales centers in the areas of consumption.

We plan to entrust the guidance of material and technical supply
in the country to a Union-republic State Committee of the Council
of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. for Material and Technical Supply. It
will be responsible for the realization of supply plans, coordinated
inter-branch deliveries, and control over the timely fulfillment of
delivery plans. It is intended to subordinate to this committee the
central boards of inter-republican deliveries now under the Economic
Council of the U.S.S.R.
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However, no supply system will meet the interests of the national
economy unless enterprises and organizations are really made respon-
sible for the fulfillment of economic contracts and unless they are
afforded adequate material incentives.

This, in the main, is how the economic management of industry is to
be reorganized.

It may seem at flrst glance that what is suggested is a mere return
to the ministries of the past. To think so, however, would mean dis-
regarding a number of new factors and making a mistake. The new
ministries will work in entirely different conditions. The administra-
tive management of industry will be combined with a considerably
greater application of cost-accounting methods and economic incen-
tives. The economic powers of enterprises will be substantially ex-
tended and their initiative stimulated.

A network of cost-accounting organizations is to be set up in the
various industries to exercise direct management of their respective
enterprises. Management will be increasingly built on the principle
of cost accounting, with strict adherence to state planning discipline.
The ministries will enlist the assistance of cost-accounting organiza-
tions by handing over many of their own routine functions to them.
Moreover, within the ministries themselves, particularly those of the
light and food industries, many departments will operate on the prin-
ciple of cost accounting. The ministries will concentrate on the main
progressive trends of development of the industries they manage.
Emphasis will be laid on economic levers, on rendering enterprises
practical assistance to improve their operation and steadily to intro-
duce complete self-sufficiency.

The development of economic methods of industrial management
changes the very character of relations between enterprises andlnigher
bodies. The old notion that the leading economic bodies have only
rights and the enterprises only duties must be given up. The develop-
ment of economic methods of management, the extensive introduction
of cost accounting in industry, calls for the establishment of mutual
rights and duties between ente rises and industrial management
bodies, and for greater responsibility on the part of both.

The draft statute of the Socialist state-owned industrial enterprise
was discussed for a long time with broad participation of factory
workers. It was studied-by the presidium of the Central Committee
of the CPSU and the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., and willbe introduced after this plenary meeting. The statute settles pressing
questions of the economic activity of enterprises not only in industry,
but also in construction, agriculture, transport and communications.

The enterprise will enjoy wider powers in the use of its working
capital, depreciation funds, and also the receipts from the sale of
surplus equipment and other material values. The housing built
by it will be distributed only among its workers. The enterprise
will enjoy wider powers in the use of the money saved on the wage
fund during the year. It will decide independently, without r
tering in financial bodies, on its structure and staff and on administra-tive expenes. It will be allowed greater economic initiative and
independence in solving other production problems. The statute will
no doubt promote cost, aoing.
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The proposed measures for improving the organization and the
economic methods of industrial management combine centralizd plan-
ning by the state with complete self-sufficiency of the enterprise, cen-
tralized management of industry with far-reaching local economic
initiative, the principle of one-man management with greater say for
the personnel. This system will meet present-day requirements and
will help to use the advantages of the socialist system more effectively.

The rapid growth of our socialist economy will continue to call for
improvements in economic management. This is why we must over-
come the lag in research in this field and carefully ela orate the scien-
tific principles of managing social production.

IV. IMPLEMENTING THE NEW PLANNED INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
IN ORGANIZE FASHION

Comrades, the decisions of this plenary meeting will bring big
changes into the planned management of industry. It is, in fact, an
important economic reform covering the production activities of the
millions of factory and office workers, engineers, technicians, econo-
mists, and industrial executives.

The adoption of new economic and organizational methods in in-
dustry will no doubt benefit the entire national economy. It will
enable us to raise the entire economic system to a qualitatively new
stage, to draw on additional sources in increasing the wealth of our
country and improving the people's living standard.

But success will not come of itself. To use the opportunities being
provided, we must make careful organizational preparations for thetransition of the economic management of industry to new working
conditions, raise the standard of-the economic activity of industrial
personnel in keeping with new tasks and requirements, and allow
proper scope for the creative activity of the workers, individually and
collectively.

The measures planned to improve industrial managment must be
implemented in an organized manner, by stages and in strict accord-
ance with the plan. The organization of ministries will take time. The
transition to the new managerial system must be so effected as to insure
that state plans are fulfilled and that industry operates normally.

Until every production unit has been plaed under the control of
the relevant ministry, the economic councils must continue to work and
bear full responsibility for the uninterrupted operation of the produc-
tion units under their jurisdiction. This applies also to the state pro-
duction committee and their duties.

The drawing up of the economic development plan and the state
budget for 1966 is nearing completion. The plan and the budget
have been suited to the present structure of industrial management.

The Councils of Ministers of the Union Republics. the economic
councils and the appropriate state coninittees must therefore hand
the plans down to production units in time.

In view of the establishment of new ministries, the list of production
units to be assigned to each ministry should be specified as early as
possible and. accordingly, the economic plan and budget targets deter-
mined for every industry, in line with the new r structure.
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The State Plannig Committee should carefully organize and super-
vise this work. The Finance Ministry should carry out appropriate
work to draw up the state budget for 196 with due regard to the new
structure of industrial management.

On the basis of decisions to be adopted, the State Planning Com-
mittee, Finance Ministry, State Labor and Wages Committee, State
Prices Committee, State Bank and the industrial ministries must carry
out this year, and especially in 1966 and 1967, a great deal of work to
prepare regulations, methodological instructions and directives taking
into account the specific features of each industry and each group of
production units. This work must be conducted with the participation
of industrial executives, leading specialists and research workers.

The transition to the new industrial management system will neces-
sitate a redistribution of executive personnel. This important prob-
lem should receive serious attention from the central committees of
the Communist parties of the Union Republics, the councils of minis-
ters of the Union Republics, ministries and local party, government
and economic organizations.

We must do our utmost to provide production units with highl
qualified personnel. After all, it is on them that success hinges We
must also carefully select competent people for the new minitries, for
the efficiency of industrial management will largely depend on this.
We must give maximum attention to executive personnel and use every
worker properly.

Many thousands of able and competent organizers of socialist produc-
tion have been trained in our country in Soviet years. At the present
time more than 2 million experts with a higher or secondary education
are employed in industrial establishments. There are more than 4
million Communists working in industry. This is a large force with
which we can accomplish very complicated tasks. The party and the
people value the country*s experts and executives whom they fully
trust and support in their difficult work for the pod of society.

The demands on our industrial and manageriad personnel are grow-
ing due to changing conditions. Managers are expected to display
initiative based on competence, an ability to make prompt decisions,
a business-like approach to problems a sense of the new, an ability
to make the maximum use of production resources in the given situa-
tion.

As their powers are extended, economic executives must show an in-
crewing menu of responsibility to the party and the state. They will
have to solve, together with their staffs, problems which formerly were
solved fort hi up.

The training of specialists for industry in the new conditions will
be much more important. There are serious shortcomings in this
sphere for many of which the Ministry of Higher and Specialized
Secondary Education and the State Planning Committee are to blame.
Major imbalances have been allowed to develop in the training of
teAnician. and engineers, with the result that we have a shortage of
specialists in some industries and a surplus in ethers.

The economic training of mnineers and tehnicians is poorly org.
nised. It is impermnible for an engineer or d~ugner to have a super-
ficial undwtanding of prducon today.
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The training of economists will be of paramount importance. We
must give greater attention to this matter since there is a serious
shortage of trained economists. At the beginning of 1965 specialists
with a higher. economic education constituted only 6 percent of the
total number of specialists in the U.S.S.R., somewhat les, even than
the figure at the end of 1940.

The earlier system of raising the qualifications of key executives,
which proved its worth, should be restored. It. was a big mistake to
abolish it.

Many establishments use engineers and technicians wrongly. Heads
of factories and building projects, engineers and technicians are often
obliged to participate in useless conferences instead of attend*Lig to
their direct functions. Some of the specialists are compelled to ( raw
up all kinds of performance and statistical reports, which are not
really their duty.

These shortcomings in the training and utilization of personnel
must be eliminated.

The industrial manager is personally responsible for ihe job as-
signed him by the state. This responsibility, and one-man leadership
in industry, is of especial importance now. But one-man manage-
ment should go hand in hand with the broadest participation of tye
staffs in discussing every important economic problem of the enter-
prise and its management. The success of a manager's work depends
on the support he receives from his staff and on the authority lie wins
by his competence and integrity.

Better management is imlssible without carrying forward its
democratic principles and considerably extending the participation
of the masses in it. The role of the workers and their organizations
in the solution of planning problems, the mustering of internal pro-
duction reserves, the assessment of the results of work, and the pro-
vision of incentives must be substantially enhanced. As the funds of
the enterprises are to be increased, factory organizations will have
to play a much greater role in the use of these funds. Every worker
should be made to feel that he is one of the owners of the factory.
No factory can operate efficiently without strict labor and production
discipline, and unless every executive, engineer, office employee, or
worker is properly fulfilling his duties and tasks.

The ol elective agreement is an important means of enlisting the
participation of the personnel in the effort for more efficient. operation

f the factories. Its role will be greatly enhanced. Collective arm-
ments should be extensively and carefully discussed by the workers,
for they are going to have a much greater stake in improving overall
results. Every employee should know of the specific measures that
will be taken to operate tim factory better and more profitably, of how
improved operation of the factory will effect his working and living
conditions and pay, and of the responsibility the collective agreement
places on every employee. Managers and trade union organizations
must improve the negotiation of collective agreements and see to it
that the commitments contained in the agreements are fulfilled.

o Improve management, th party and trade union organizations
mid heads of enterprises must ra d ica mpn the organization of
the Socialist emulation movutm & new methods of economic
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nmanagement provide a solid economic foundation for this movement,
organizing labor on scientific lines, achieving greater profitability,.
improving the quality of output, and raising labor productivity.
Every new departure at an enterprise should be popularized through
the Socialist emulation movement. This is an important condition for
raising the standard of Socialist management at every enterprise.

The part y, the trade unions, the Government and economi, agencies
must organize the extensive popularization of the measures to improve
planning and management, and to provide greater economic stimuli
for industrial production, with a view to rallying the efforts of all the
working people and insuring that every enterprise, and industry as a
whole, works efficiently.

Comrades, our Leninist Communist Party is the leading and guiding
force in the advan of the Socialist economy to communism. 1t
always strives to find tie most effective ways and means of solving our
country's major economic problems. This meeting of the central com-
mittee of our party-will discuss and adopt decisions of fundamental
importance. Their implementation and, consequently, the progress of
our economy will depend in decisive measure on the political and
oraniing work of our party, of its organizations and members.

The very nature of t e proposed measures points to the growing
role of party guidance of the economy. The responsibility of the
central committees of the Communist parties of the union, republics
and the territorial and regional party committees for insuring truly
scientific management of industry, management free from any influ-.
ence of parochialism and departmentalism, for the full use, in the
interests of Communist construction, of the opportunities which will
be afforded by the new methods of management, will increase steadily.
The responsibility of the territorial and regional party committees for
the management of industry will now be greater than ever before.

Without doing the job of the economic management agencies, and
without exercising petty patronage over them, party committees at all
levels should work, in their own specific way, firt of all, among the
people, among the workers and specialists. The important thing is
to encourage their initiative and activity, to pool their experience and
creative energy.

The increased rights and independence of the enter will be
accompanied by the growth of the role of its paty organization. One
of the important tasks of the latter will be to find reserves for increasing
output, improving quality, and making proper us. of economic stimuli.
It is the party organizations that must provide mural st imuli for work,
and promote the Communist consciousness of the working people.

There 'an be no doubt tha, given a steady effort by al our party
organizations, the measures proposed for improving production man-
agenent will yield favorable results and their suce will contribute
to the construction of Commmist society in our country.

Comrades, the work of this plenary met ing is bound to evoke wide-
spread comment abroad. We are sure that our friends in the Socialist
countries, who are following Soviet life and economic pror. with
keen interest, will be gr"ified by the decisions of this metLing. But
our enmies will tcrtainly try to misrmpreset these. decisioUa Bour-
geois ideologists who luve heard about tl economic reform being
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prepared in the U.S.S.R. are already trying to present it as evidence
of the weakness of Socialist economic planning. The bourgeois tress,
emphasizing some real but mostly imaginary shortcomings of our
economic development, talks of "chaos' and "crisis" in the Soviet
economy. Apparently that is the distorted way in which the discus-
sions we had on improving economic planning and management were
reflected in the minds of some bourgeois "Sovietologists." While we
think of how to make our work still more effective and how to use the
opportunities of socialism to still greater advantage, they keep talking,
as in times past, about the "failure" of our system of social production,
about the Soviet 'nion "reverting" to capitalist economic management
and replacing the principles of planning by the chaotic machinery of
market regulation.

Vain hope. The character of an economic system depends on who
wields state power and owns the meais and instruments of produc-
tion. in whose class interests production is developed and profit dis-
tributed. This is a fundamental issue, and in this issue we have always
adhered, and will continue tj adhere, to an unshakable Marxist-
Leninist position. The Soviet, Union stands firm as a country of
victorious socialism, a country confidently building the material and
technical base for communism. Socialist property in the U.S.S.R.
is developing into Communist property. And the bourgeois econo-
nists' talk about the gradual "return" of the Soviet economy to the
capitalist track is merely wishful thinking.

We realize that the propaganda fuss about "difficulties" in the
Soviet economy and ax)ut its bourgeois transformation" has yet an-
other air. Our enemies are alarmed because many independent Afro-
Asian countries choose the Socialist road of development, study the
experience of the Soviet Union and other Socialist countries, and de-
velop economic and political relations with them.

Their tale about "crisis" in the Soviet economy is designed to dis-
credit socialism, its economic methods, its economic efficiency, and so to
defame our country's economic policy. It will not help them. Deci-
sions which this plenary meeting will make open opportunities of
making still better use of the advantages of the Socialist economic
system.

An important international feature of the proposed economic reform
is that it will strengthen socialism in the economic competition between
the two different social systems.

Economic management is being improved in almost every European
Socialist country. The distinctions in the approach to thi solution of
specific problems reflet peculiarities of the national economies con-
cerned. The changes that are taking place are aimed at raising the
scientific standard of planine, providing stronger economic stimuli
for production, promoting ,vt accounting, and increasing the inde-
pendence of enterprises.

It is typical of tall the Europeaii Soialimt ,ountrie" that thwY are
developing the bran ch principle if managenwnt. with branch amal-
Kgiiatioiss working o"I the, -41 t-*r'ounting hasis and playing a grow-
i fg role.

The adoption of new methods of Sialist economii manflatient
in our iutry and in (olhr Scrialito ,.ountries of Euoupe will rm-
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tribute to the development of the international Socialist division of
labor and to the close and mutually profitable coordination of economic
development plans. This also shows the great international sig-
nificance of the decisions to be taken by this meeting.

The Presidium of the Central Committee of the CPSU and the
Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. consider that the adoption of the
new methods and forms of planning and management of industry will
strengthen the economic foundations of the Soviet policy of coopera-
tion between countries. The proposed ref-rm meets the basic interests
of the Soviet people, who want to see their country prosper. Its im-
plementation will help improve the life of the Soviet people, increase
the might and defense capacity of our country, and hasten our advance
to communism.

Allow me to express confidence that the measures worked out by
the Presidium of the Central Committee of the CPSU and the Council
of Ministers of the U7.S.S.R. for improvements in industrial manage-
ment will be fully supported by the members of the central committee
and receive the unanimous approval of the party and the people.

A pirzix V. MzAf uim To IMPROvE ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT AND
PLANNING AN To INCREASE ECONOMIC INCENTIVES IN INDUSTRY1

DECISION OF THE PLENUM OF THE CC? CPSU, SEPrEMBER 29t 1965

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union, which is firmly and
consistently carrying on the policy of building Communist society
in the U.S.S.R., has since the October (1984) plenum of its CC been
making an earnest effort to improve the methods of guidance of
political, social, and economic life in the country. It has reestab-
lished the Leninist principles of organization of party bodies. In
guiding the national economy, it has been going cl r and deeper
into the character of economic relations in our society in order to
make proper use of the economic laws of society and its immence
creative potentialities for the good of the people. A program of
measures to increase agricultural production drawn up by the March
plenum of the CC is being put into practice.

A major task today .is to improve the operation of industry. A
well-organized and highly developed industry forms the basis of an
up-to-date Socialist economy, of the might of the country. The growth
of our economy, the improvement of our people's standard ofliving,
and the strengthening of the defenses of our country depend on the
level and extent of industrial progress, on the results achieved by
industry.

Industry is growing and improving steadily. Since the 7-year plan
was launched gross industrial output has increiwed by roughly 84 per-
cent as against the 80 percent planned; power generation and output of
oil, gas, coal iron, andsteel show a steep uptreud.

Output of chemical product., machinery, equipment, inAruments,
and consumer goods has been growing noticeably. Over 5,500 large
industrial plants have been built and put into operation in 7 year.
The fixed assets of industry have almost doubled.
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lit line with nmdem requimmwMit the pMern of industrial pm-
duct ion has len undergoing important ca. The s are of I 1w
power, eaninearing, and huenical indusimes; that. is, of Iie industries
guarait~e.ig tile tetiological pi 'oge. of the entire e'mmcny, has
gon. up fromn 27 to 35 percent sint the twginning of Ihe T-year Iwid.

The wngs nid alaries of certain categories 1ave 1en raised, col-
letive farnwrs have been granted pension, the supply of consumier
goods Iha 1wen improved and housing .onetrht ion expanded.

Th o achievements are due to the tremuidous effort of workers
Mellinteers, technicians and srientts, ti th vast amount of organizing
an educational work done by party, government, trade union, antd
KOinsostol organizat ions.

Tie iilmiprtant. tasks facing the )viet. eoiiolj -- raililig t. level
alld rate of indutrial development, having te anl"ogial progrnss
in ever branch of the economy, and improving the standard of liv-
inig-vall for twiIg all the untap 4wd resources of industry and for
in'reaing the natonal inconw. This means, first and foremott, in-
Ovaing producing efficiency, raising labor productivity, achieving
greater returns frnt investnents and fixed amsets, exercising the motr
rigid economy, eliminating exeesmwo andi wasteful spending, and an-
.oura~ging the working people's initiative to accomplish t hem tasks.

It is very important to inlaprove planned guidance of the eonony
and mime the scientific standard of state planning. EkonCLdile plans
should take into acco unt the proslX.ts of acientific and technological
prop. and provide for the speey introduction and tse of the latest,
achievements of science and technology. They should be bawd on
realistic on objective calculations. In drawing tip plans, the princi-
pal effort should be made to take the economic. laws of smwialin into
careful onsiderat ion, guarantee the balanced development of the on-
only, and obtain maximum output. with minimum outlay.

This plenum of the CC, C-PSIT notes that the present organization
of industrial management, methods of planning, and economic stimuli
no longer meet requirements and fall short of the level attained by the
productive forces.

The prevalence of administrative to the detriment of economic meth-
ods is a serious drawback of industrial management. At the enter-
prise , cost accounting is largely nominal. The economic powers of
the enterprises are rest rioted.

The operate ion of enterprises is controlled through numerous plan in-
dice, which limits the autonomy and initiative of their staffs and dis-
eourages them from improving the organization of production. 'ie
material incentives employed in industry do not properly encourage
people to improve the overall performance of the enterprises Con-
cerned, to make production more profitable and to Improve The quality
of output

Industrial management on the regional principle slightly extended
opportunities for intarindustry specializtion and coordination within
economic regions. On the other hand, It held up branch specializa-
tion and hampered apropriat. links between enterprises situated in
different economic regions. It moved march and pi'oduct ion farther
apart, led to.fragmentation and to multistage control of industries, and
lowered efficiency.
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With a view to advancing industry, .aking sial production moe
effective, hastening technological progre, iticreanm tits rate of
1 rowtji of the nut awual iltellin slid *l-hieviig on this a a further
rue in dii people's Auard of living, we nut, improve pl.awn
methods, afford greater ecwamiat.wu i for industrial production and
provid. staff* WIth Smater nisierial induuments to improve the per-
forniallt of the .nterprias concerned.

Tit plenuta of the (V' considers it. neeowary to organize industrial
liajukgelleut o to die brauicl principle and to eablish union-republic
and uniion ministries by ind.. I.tr...

It recolifst the advisbility of dealing excessive control of tle
enterprise rtdAuig the number of tit plan indice tlh enterprises
are aeliied from abiVe, providing themua with adequate ateaui for the
expansion uind iniproveunit of production, and making better us of
mucli important sconoinwr Atiaiaii " protl, pritev, bonume, ad credits.

.o.iouic slnd planuin, agencies ut, show great flexibility ,aid
edidency in planning &W gIdinr prdution, prontptly take into
accLunt changes in the eomuwan situion, use rewourtiw Lexibly, co-
ordinate production with the growitur requirenaete of the popula-
tion, promote ctA L.couiting, promptly introduce the latest achieve-ments of scienve and teilolo"y, nd find at each particular enter-

prim optimum ways of fulfilling assignments.
The whole s m of ploning, guidance of production and material

inceitives should be direed toward fllrid tht rapid growth ofwwcial production and making it morm etfrecti". T ) attain these

obletiveN it Is very, important to afford the personnel of enterprisesinduicements to Make greater commitments under plait, improve the
wem of production as, of manpower and niatedial resources and
funds, improve production techniques and the organization of labor,
and make production more profitable.

While extending the economic autonomy of the enterprise, the party
and the govern meant will continue to follow a uniform policy as re-
gards planning the main lines of development of production, tech-

nolal progr, investment, prices, remuneration, and financing.
The pro-ml measures to improve management and promote eco-

no met s o idingindustry are important in that they combine
integrated state p aiming with fil self-suficiency of the enterprises,
centralized branch management with free economic initiative at the
level of the republic or the enterprim, and the principle of one-man
management with the increased role of the staffs. Fufthermiore,YThey
will make for the extension of the democratic principles of mana -
ment and create economic conditions for greater participation of the
rank and file in production management, enabling them to influencethe economic performance of the enterprises. This system of economic
management as more in keepingwith modern requirements and will
enable us to make later use of the advantages of the Socialist sysem.

The plenum approves the measures to Improve industrial manage.
mept and planning and increase economic incentives in industrial pro-
duction drafted by the Presidium of the CC,, CPSU and reported by
Comrade A. N. Koy in member of the Presidium of the CC, CPSU,
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. It inmstruets the
Presidium of the CC, CPSU and the Council of Ministers of the
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U.S.,S.R. to adopt relevant decisions and to submit to the Suprente
Soviet of the U.S.S.R. proposals concerning industrial management
twdies.

The plenum imiructs tih Presidium of the CC, CPSU, the Council
of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., the central committees of the Communist
parties of the Union republics and the territorial and regional com-
nittee of the party to settle without delay all the organizational

questions arising froit the establishment of nion-republic and I nion
ministries, as well as of local economic management bodies, in order to
guarantee the nornmal operation of industry, solve properly the prob-
em of placing and using the perstnel of the economic agencies to

be abolished, and assign highly conpevent executives to enterprises.
The inew ninisries and departments should I* staffed with highly
competent experts and able organizers who can organize production in
statesnianlike fashion.

The chief task of the ministries, the staffs of industrial enterprises
and the research, designing, and planning ofices is to insure the rapid
growth and greater efficiency of industrial production, the highest poe-
sible productivity of labor, and the most effective use of availabe pro-
duction assets. With this aim in view, it is imperative to put the latest
achievements of Soviet and foreign science and technology to use
in the national economy. organize labor on scientific lines, improve the
quality of output, tighten state and production discipline, and heighten
everyone's responsibility for his job.

The plenum of the CC stresses that the ministries are responsible to
the party, state, and people for the development of industry. They
must see to it, that the technological standards of industry are high,
that every branch of the economy is provided with technically per-
fect and highly efficient machinery, equipment, and instruments, with
high-grade raw and other materials, and that the population's demand
for high-quality goods is met more fully.

With tIe adoption of the branch principle of industrial manage-
ment, and greater economic stimulation of production the role of the
party organizations of the republics, territories, regions, towns, dis-
tricts, enterprises, ministries, and departments in accelerating economic
progress will grow, and will impose added responsibility on them for
the operation of enterprises and the functioning of economic agencies
as they fulfill economic plans and government assignments. Without
assuming the functions of economic executives, party committees must
concentrate on organizing work ,on the selection, placing, and educa-
tion of personnel, on control over the execution of party and govern-
ment directives, on more active Communist education of the people.

Party organizations are dutybound steadfastly to study the work of
enterprises, help economic executives in revealing and removing short-
comings, direct the efforts of staffs toward utilizing every production
reserve, and combat departmental and parochial abuses.

Party committees must have a thorough knowledge of the economic
aspects of production, organize the working people's effort for thrify
management, for economy in the use of funds, materials, and man-
power, make thriftiness a cause for the whole people, disseminate
economic knowledge among executives, and teach them to use economic
stimuli for improving industrial production.
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P.ily, trade union, and Koii"onol orgaiiizaio s must inte.lify
their effort to heighten the (unununist alerliw of the leoplei fos-
ter their creative activity, strive for higher productivity of labor,
for proper labur and production disci pin1e, and pay greater atten-
tion io the task of improving the working and living (onditions of
staffs. It is essential toorganize the working e)ple's owiali4t einua-

tion movement more effft-ively so as to insure that every progreldive
niethod developed at an enterprise is put. to widespread use. The new
system of management should be used to the utmost to proniote pro-
dut'ion and afford material inducements to efficient industrial enter-
prises and personnel.

The economic stimu ion of labor productivity is a powerful .ens
of promnoting the advance of the wwiliist economy to r.o(nIunism.
On the other lhnd, the party will continue its effort to heighten the
Communist consciousness of the lople und inculcate in then a Co1m-
munist attitude to labor. Conununist consruction will progrem only
if every working nmsn or woman does his or her job consciously, exer-
cising initiative and approaching the task in hand in a creative spirit,
and if everyone treats public property as thriftily and carefully as his
own. It is the duty of party organizations to promote moral stimuli
for labor and provide every condition for the genuinely Communist
creative ei~ort of the r*ople.

The plenum considers it the duty of party organizations to explain
Ihe purpose of the decisions of this plenum to industrial personnel and
to working people generally, and to conuetrate the efforts of party,
Government and economic executives on the realization of the measures
proposed by the party and the Govertnent. In drafting these meas-
ures, our pAtrty was promoted by the fundamental interests of the
working class and other working people of our country, and took into
full account the propoials nd suggest ions nade by workers, engineers,
technicians, and scientists, by party, government, trade union, and
Konisoniol organizations.

The plenum of the CC, CPSU feels confident that the party and
all the working people of our country will welcome the measures
to improve industrial management. and planning and increase eco-
nomic incentives in industrialplroduction. Realization of these nieas-
tires will increase the economic power of the Soviet state, improve
the living standards, strengthen the alliance of the workers and peas-
ants, an make for increasing success in Communist construction.

APPENmx VI. Tnouorms Arm THI PLENu

[By Prof. A. Birnan, in Novyi mir, December 1965]

If we do not count the revolutionary transformations as a result of
which the means of production were socialized, the economic reform
promulgated by the Sepember (1985) plenum of the central commit-
tee of the party and the Sixth Session of the Supreme Soviet U.S.S.R.,
in my view, may be considered the third in significance in the entire 48
years of the existence of the Soviet state. The first. reform was the
transition to the new economic policy in 1921. The second was the
change in conditions of economic activity as a result of a number of
important governmental acts in 1929-32: The enterprise (and not the
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trust, as it wits before this tine) bIleae the basic economic link: corn-
Imerial credit with tie use of proini, iory not"s was replaced by diret
hank tinalling: the SO1 tiY's of payll wllts lle by etiterjrie " (to tle
stale) were redum Isically to lh turnover tax i 1 de't ions fron
profit: nonre4 irinable, financing of capital ini estu ents ieati . pre-
(louninai illg: Id sto forth.

Is it prollr it) plae tli thrie reforms in one rank!
Each of then f.imiilitted and deerihiled t.olit ion of tile el .oinli,'

alci ily of the ellelrlaistis is tile ontellelts of tile twioliie iloli,'v of
the SoViet state for a long wrioti of tinse. Each wits ai complex re-
form., iliud11 litg 1i1411e lhialll j rpley e iollii prolilelli4, but an entire
totality of protdin.ion relatioullhils ondl, moreover, -N'inl relaltion-
shils. At tie preent time the foundiatiol ha liil Iben laid for
et"110o1lic ideveloiiiiett over it prolton*41 i siro-it least lltil lip end
of tie irleil 204-year lrio, il lit le coli.st rut ion of the nllterial ani
lechnicall ii-se if couuliniiin in l e I.S.S.R.

Tile Inultitt ie of econoiiaic wIII(I political actm colli)osilg tip reform
in its tolality requires a i.certaii amount of litle for their levelop)-
nient. and practical introduction. Tile new etonomi policy took p-
proximnately 2 vet to be introiued after its ilroinlarttion ;it the 10th
(ongr". of the (omuinist Partv. The second reform-and this is
alpar'nt front the dites hb which it A.h ractPerizel-al.4 took .more
than 2 y.earM fillld wilh coilplex lr(Nx.r", in the etoioiiie and political
life of the oulntr. It is proper and natural that 1l PProximately it
period (f 2 yeart is lo established for the pre-ent reform.

The most basic thing, in mv view, that e(liaraterizes the (.ecisiol-i
of tie Septenilber pleunni of the eitral committee of the party. is
the fact that the modern understanding of the essence aid quait itIlive
relationship of thie Socialist prodtiitlon has been transformed into it
systemI of econonile management an!1(1 adiinisertion. As at res lt of
a proloiged auid intense discussion, in while niany eonomie worker.
ind scient ifi workers of the iost different hrnches. of knowledge par-
tipated-from engineers and agronomists to economists aid phi-
losopihers--the features of tle first phase of tile Coilm)i11itst method
of production became much more understandal)le to us, and especially
those of the Slocialist pl ase. The creative atmosphere tlt developed
in the country after tle criticism of the personality cult made it po.q.
sible in a comparati%ely short time to study an enormous quantity of
problems and arrive at conclusions in many of them which may lie
considered generally accepted or in any came approved by a wide circle
of economnii and party workers and scientists. The'faet that the
economic dicission and the national economic transfornmations cor.
responding to it occurred not only in our country, but also in other
Socialist countries, on the one hand confirmed the comlon nature
and homogeneity of tie social relationships in all the countries of
socialism in the presence of certain peculiarities and differences in each
of these countries; on the other hand, this made it possible to exchange
experience in economic experiments. All this, taken together, expe-
dited making the necessary practical decisions.

Therefore, it seems to me, an analysis of the decisions of the plenum
should begin precisely with the characteristics of our understanding of
the essence and quantitative relationships (laws) of socialism aid we
should discover how they were formed.
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In the works of Marx and Engvls i lie 4'harm.terii iv% of the features
of production under socialism, naturally, were very general, although
they contained all the iw e sary elenjents for a s'ientific understand-
ing of the tijr' t pla.e of ciimailiiisim. In theni it wis mentioned that
the means of prtsuctioiu will I* swializel, that the et'oiioiny will be
Ilaued. that initual relationtshilm Itween people will be relation-
Ships of (•ollIritdely operationn of the workers and a labor competi-
tioI. Not thing Iuore could I expected frou the founders of Marxism.
As reil wieitist.s they could construt their .ientitic con(.lusioils only
by generalizing iaterial from practice. But, however, there was no
praette it) Sotialist eolinolic niallagellelit then and therefore the
theory of this plite of the developnment of juankind could not be
developed in details.

I f we afte t ively st udy t he pre-Octoler revolut ion works of [mnin
ad the works written by him tp to the middle of 1918, it becomes
apparent that V.'1* Imnin assumined's ertain sequence aud a gra dual
nature of the transitions front capitalist to Socialist methods of pro-
duction. The first measures prolsed were nationalization of the
banks, transfer of the land to the peasants, and tite establishment of
workers' control of the enterprises. le had in mind,the widespread
use of the monopoly of foreign trade, fitan'ial aid credit policy, and
a num er of other economic levers as the comnianlin g heights of the
prdetarian state. In this case, however, in a definite form and within
definite limits, so to say, not only was the possibility of using domestic
capitalist elenients not excluded, but it was even considered posible
to bring in foreign concessionaires.

The desperate resistance of the landowners and capitalists, and
their transition to a civil war against the young Soviet states, and the
military intervention, forced the party and the Government to make
a sharp turn in the direction of their economic policy. As is well
known, in the Iwriod of militant communism, trade and monetary rela-
tionships were sharply reduced, and the natural distribution of that
relatively small quantity of material values which could be mobilized
and distributed was widely propagated. And right then appeared
the temptation to make a transition immediately to direct exchange
of products between various branches of the national economy, pr-
marily between industry aid agriculture. Simultaneously, the man-
datory general cooperation of the population was promulgated, in
order to shift to the distribution of consumers' goods among the work.
era. As V. 1. Inin indicated later on, this was an attempt to make
the transition from the multiple-ownership nature of the economy
to socialism by a "Red Guard" attack on capital.

However. this attempt was not crowned with success.
Actually, relationships involving the exchange of money for goods

continued to exist in the country, both legally ald semilegally, trade
under the counter went on, and unbridled speculation in the greatest
varieties of qoods and products flourished. Besides this, the adminis-
trative prohibition of goods exchange led tot he fact that a certain
part of the middle peasantry began to oppose the economic policy of
the Soviet state. The party opportunelT and deeply analyzed the real
economic relationships an made the only correct conclusion, showing
its scientific penetration, that it was necessary to make an open transi-
tion to monetary-goods relationships upon condition of the concentra-
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tion of the couuianding heights of the mucloily in ile hands (if the
state and a persistent and purixisefully direolet developimiet of it to-
ward socialis.i.

The detailed develliient (if lienin's legacy of the liast years of his
life and activities is of eliorllout iteirst ani great iil-'Yl . W while
in the firA years of tle Soviet regime fhe arnl i of iiitlry aid
groods relatilnshil was still not entirely clear amid lTnin was ponder-
ingi aIIIu whether or noli the rihus of tlip state enlerllri, ,-s in tile
U.S.S.R. were gxxils, to" wht legreep they were goiods, iid to what
legree they already (41uh4ld not lie considi ereis goodIs, in I lie works of
1P21-21 tile attention of which was .oneit el il other things. In
a most51 thoroirgh niainer lie anlyz s every ulitil, eb%'vi Side aiid fea-
I tire of etioiiminmi u iif l Mat iolshilis 11li tinds in t I h4,1111 lie im.e.eit
4)f using the g ils exlhiilige, ii14y, relit, tinances, lie . and ot ler
P1,0ni4, levir, which oc'llpy, in'his opinion, a decisive lace in tie
umeelilisuill of the Imilsit o11 tlio t 4h 4 x-ilist nielhois of prodiuctlii4n.

In the li rst section of Ile regulation voiicerninig trusts it is said that
a trist is it state enterprise, based ol eoiiierjiil prili'iphe, for the
pilrlxie of making i prolit. It is entirely possible to assmile that for
Wlli a type oft ignition, a s ident, unuil quite re ently, would limis
gotten a bad mark ir two in an exitit ilt ion of ioliitiul eon-

However,i such a definition is ab litely cormt, and the 44 years
that, have psted since that tiie shows that there is lio nies.ity oit ii-
reting even a single word in it. As a natter of fact, the enterlprive is
a statet" enterprise; in conditions of the Soviet relilme this ltnills iln
enterl)rie loning to the Isole, workinF in I ie interests of the
Iwo ee making rtiles of 011K quality, w ichcannot enelipi in in-Iliatling pries or other specu te nulliainations. "Founded on cmi-
ierical principles" meais work iiig ex, editiously, without i staintioll,
or bureaucratimn, alplied for the neis of the people, and striving to
satisfy these needs completely nd rapidly. "For tlie pllpe of
making .a proftr" ies that it operates efficiently, not only, covering
production expenses, but also creating accumulaions, which (as wall
already miientioned in the resolutions of the 12th p.I'ty congmrs) (de-
teriined tile fie of the dictatorship of the proletariat in our country.

Iit meullt, lite necessity of li'evitig maxinum savings with a
Ininimuni of exlenditres, its formulated in the party prognim, ae-
cepted by the 224 pirty congiss i n na m important law of e'onomile
niana ienlt, is the reletitioll of lAili's "regulation concerning t rusts,"

ut of course, applies to the entire national economy, on the scale ind
Ill tile c'Olitionf; of the middle 1I)6's.

We muL remember that Lenin'A ideas of autonomous flnanein in
the management and organizations of the national economy as a whole
were not entirely accomplished in lractice. Sine tlhe ceiling of
the 1930's, an economic principles of management wepm pusdt further
and further into the background, to an ever greater degree, methods
of organiizationfl effect on the rates and prolortions of expanded pro-
duet ion be(nle ever more widely (Iistrhibuted.

Incidentally, the entire situation scarcely facilitated the develop.
ment of the politindl economy of *owialism as i sience. The combina-
tion of these two eirumsances also led to the fact tfiat until rece ti
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Iiniies we had a very peur oice.Aptuill of 11w I ,Wf ad tIle I*tes of Ili
S041aaliSt S014' ill' whieh 4We livP. ll'holitlilly, there! is nothing sur-
i.rising il thi.s. "ieversil 4.ides is a iaegligibly .short hisfloricl period.
Alldi it is tilso llot surprising tlat we, me oieeltimiry petqJle and par-
licipllsi ini rapid ti t1on inluiit4i Ii trial e .veits, wer111 t110 IOIsit tot
toginll l II tiluigh 11i4 ollbjeetiv' lllile.-rstaiig of the stoial nlat ion-
.4liilas Wliti ('I-hItOI" We ari, while at flip mille minn' we ire protluits

I theill.
In Ite firl v'ar Or two after the great 04tolsr revolutil, all sorls

of wries of 'l i'' ulegrreo of ( dispensing with nolllly Aind replacing
it with ill morts ,tf ,erlilicales Or viouehers expre*eai in laltor units,
tioi.r iIls. ir other ly.Iis otf titits we're itt virtiliitto. However,
allies. views Icaeiiti ohi*olequit nal)itdly. In idlive, tie ieressit

Of a hrin and1 slistl .Sviet ,urreni'', it Itlitred budget, and It w2ll-
devwelo 1',l .nedit S)'ySeiii Wit geiendly l'et-olliizel. It is true that by
the (tlof It lie first ,-.ear plhn "dizzlilem (dile to 5mem' caused it re-
lipsIe to 1110 left Wilg st atldp4h11 it Iof Ofhe possibility Of alsiihlinug noney
lltid Inibt'. however, these points oif vliw evlajorite quite rapidly.

'rh111s, Ito disigietlill, in intll ice, existed as to whet her or not it was
ii4metirrv tit .trel lhen theIl financial and credit system and Iipiwrove
tratle. i'higs were Itiuch more complex in theory. ITnlil 1940 It was
rotisidleredl genertlllv acptel that Ilite law of value is not in effect' under
.4tvialismti. It. wis ilil~masihle, under sllt cittdit iolns to explain what
lriv's, nionev, cretlit, or inae('1 1oul Ile. If tIel law of Value is not
iI eitreet, if 'tllle ats ll ot'itoliic Clitegor is lacking, tliet, of counse,

thel foriis of value ll. ) annot bl e exp lilled, Illit is, primaitrily mociney
tiiil llIve.. l'h theoretical witw s filled by iaplitd (Iist'rtiitions
lt lill. ed 'onomi catelrzoriels just li ted were Slials11:0l wilithll had been
hande1J(l dowli to t1e $Iociltlist ,itiiety from cipiIhlisil, somle soil of
ilIindage of little luse ild it flangerous source of losible inflainnma-
tion. It is Iruo that almost iio one aigleeu to ie necessity of its Nslrjil
cail1 eXcision. It wits I.nllilled that forills of value would gntdualy
!lie awiay hy t llu'iselves ats the intelsification of ,o'iililist principles
Ilit( I1l1fillild ecoIIoilly Jllerliti it with the total liquidation of tile
private capital sector, its we ilrOtclted ('on unist conditions of
pro(luetioi and (istribltion.

In 1940 it was formulated that under socialisn the law of value is
in effect, but, "in a converted form." Nothing wts said in detail
about the Int tire of this "ctonversiott." But. one could assunie that. they
were speaking s s if the law of value, perceived as before as a survival
front the past, wits subordinate to tie effect of selct relationships
forniing tle Socialist method of production its comitnon ownership of
the means of product ion alt(plttnlte(l (evelo)ment.

])iscusion a nout. the draft of a political economy textbook at. the
beginning of tlie 1950's, although it gve us quite a lot, for an analysis
of the essence of the Socialist method of production and its laws at
the same time served as a source of a number of improper conclusions.
In Stalin's work "Ekonomicheskiye problem sotsianizlna v SSSR"
(SEconomic Problems of Socialism in the U.S.S.R.) it was indicated
that tle basic cause of the operation of the law of value and tle use of
forms of value lies in the presence of two forms of Socialist owner-
ship. It was established that only the products of cooperative enter-
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priest nd eolistilimerSt goods, fabricated it state enterprises, cI be real
good., since they Iake it transition into u in t )e sp1eres of ('looert-
tive and Ipr mal ownership. The overwhelniig parl of flie nallolnal
economy, All emlerpri.ses based on the sllte fori- of Soe'iilist owner-
slip, wre considered to I* outs ide oodMs lm)r ltct , mi1d were not
('oisiderd to lIM ,,Mxl: Ir(xlt'ers. 'I le neessity of mlomeW md of lipe
eltii' "lllonev economy wats explained by flies 1146 that it is leest'ysll
to calculate, to keep aiccolltils, and to klow how tle work of tlhe enter-
priso going. With smch ill unldersmiliuijz of lip esene of the miiait-
ter, it was nol diticull to e tile I)roslct of future develometit iii Ihe
curtailment of oin"iey mid1(1 gools relationship, rat her thian in their le-
velol)lenlt. It is not siurprisiig that i a ItiUlilMr of slilhes tit flie
191th Parly ('otitess ,,ent i)n ws iitmade of lhe ineessity of exlweliing
in every Wiy inatral exehii between industry amd agrietlltre.
Natnralr elat liotlshlip between state enterprises and kolkhozes were
Ilso widely (listriblited. ?4illioe it to sitv 11h1i lhe overwhelming l)art of
payIent for work performed by M'r,, InAehille-tritelor stations],
is is well known, were made in kind. And in the kolkhozes also, Re-
co1111ting of the work A11d (listrilbtion of prodllels was of it natunll
nature [hlat is, kolkhoz lnelillK'rs were paid in kind and their hilor
was reckmed b the farm )roht'e they were responsible for growing].
Very few monetary payments were miuide by workdays.

However, all pritetice in the development of the rot ionl economy of
tli IT.S..R. protested aguitist , Ruchtill iderst ig of ecoilonlie re-
lattionships. E'verydiay experience ha( convinced eilt o)jective re.
searcher, each I)rn'tite'i worker, that the applitat ion of Itaterial inenll-
tive$ (fand in it ollnettry fotI'I), ecloiltically jlstilled ricee, a dif-
ferentlltted regime of editingg anl flimeing, not only 1111d not held
Itack the development of the ecollomy, hut, on the colltrary, llad futili-
ttted it in every wiay. And this referred not only to cooperative enter-
prises, bt priniAriry Al1(1 es;i'ially to state enter)rises. And, on tihe
contrary, each redietioin of the sphere of Illetallry ald goods rela-tionships, any relaxation of eeonontic levers 1t,1(1 their replacement by
lldministratie levers, had hampered the growth of the Iationatl peon-
only. No soo nler had planning organizations been converted front an
iiitOlOoil to I Iuldget regime of flnaneing in 195) than their work
illnediatel deteriorated, ,11d 1 iinlerous frict 1Ons itrose bI ween their
And their elent..

rhe urgent neessily of iteleratlii the titles of development of the
NceiAlist e.ollonly required that real autollnonious Ilnnellig Ib intro-
duced, IrstI ili til movklhozes and then in t-he kolkhozes ialso. Titum, il
,igrieulttre-in this bnciteh where natntiI relationships atid mi(llm-
istrttivei methods of mllatgellieit had dominated longest in( Most of
all--it tried out to be necessary lrililrily to illtohule i widespread
system of economic methods of management. Thi; forced niny econ-
onmsts and practical workers to give the matter more thought. to
analyze again and again what. the socialist method of production is,
what, 1111.0{ eColiolltie relationships between workers ,ind enterprise be
between entterprises withitin i branch of industry, between branlieh of
jnro~lthie i011, between sttte anlid ('o)lerat.ive sector AnI~ the end of the
1950's wits marked by the beginning of in active ,anid fruitful economic
discussionl, which, %;,lietiille. dying down i bit, but. Ever broken off,
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extended ituil this .war, when, Iby tlie resolutions of the Septemlwr
Plemitti, it con.ii.ierible part of the pl110i1- ii qleslioll were solve.
And solved in a new way: ftlt is on flie basis f tle motlern uln(ler.
stillidltig ofie s e. ef (lliv e $ofins 'Ii list tileillil (of prdllhetloll.

1Whilt i-1 filig unude.tNiNlidilig.
Tie oVerwiieliilalV majority of Soviet t'ollltolists, andi(1 alo the e'on-

olniist of olher MowIttlist countries, stund oil pthe prin'il)le tlat inoie-
titl% Illd izls eNltIIimsliil)*S Ire oi giicillv proiper to flie Sminlist
ittildlil 4flpr1nXltiloll, 111i l(he' ire It forlml of (onnect ion between vlari-
oti4 sh1er'esof lie41111 diVi.i n Ililoor. If Its turned oit lhat monetary
ll([ OEK retit lon,,jiO5l l1. III t l4ulng llioi ' ,oillll ) 1 iit a snildy the
,'-n, lil In of tIIt existenIf e of simlle gixIs lprodu t ion, or t lie enIl)ftiilist
,ie' hodl of iloIMl' ioll. A lpirlelil ly, lilieltiry tid gools relay ionsliips

i'IIII exist li ,it 1er forl'lunelisl ,if hlitiin siet y thtan the. . ]1ilt tile
spe-ii' 4o0tleli1 of t eSe reli iolisllil, entirely naturally, (hanllges:
tithder nliltitis the y are nIot (lie te ia Inl It eil)e goodls ec'Olony
11lld litler soc ilisliif lhp art far fl unl (ile e its they are in tlhe
e Ililnli.St Illelhol of )rductiolt.

I hlits irned olt that the law of vhte iAy operate precisely thus in
diltre'llt social folinat11iolls and 1 lht it in general hias ever liad and in
li) Wi ityist nutudittorily litve II slixotaneous niaiture. Experience in
the developmient of the Sov let e'onoity, and also the etollmenof other

,X,'ilil.St 'otltItieS, shows thalt the law of Vilhne nIot only dees ntot con-
idi't other e'onolInie laws, such as, for exIInipe, the )sie ecoillonlic

law ind lhe law of planned development, bitt, on the contrary, its lse
is a very inlmlrtnt lever for inlensiliatlion of (lie effect of other co-
nlilit liws, exactly ill the Smile wit)iy Its the vo'o'rt(et iue of the law of
planned developInent, intensifies the effect. of the law of value on
so tnli.s. l)lO(llti olt.

It has turned out tltat state Socialist enterprises (and eooperativo
enterprim, s even nore so) are in no wly simple filler of lhe orders of
fl1e state. They ire not. merely lhe bricks in lhe building or the bolts
in a machine, An enterprise in the systent of the national economy
tinder socialism, is a liVing Cell of a living organism. This is a whofe
world, with its ow i'uliarities, interests, and laws. The most. con-
vneing proofs exist. that underesinmal ion of these peculinrities, inter.
ests, and laws inflict harm not only Ip)on tho cell itself, bit. also upon
tle entire orgailism as a whole. In other words, state Socialist enter-
prises (and cooperative enterprises to an even greater degree) at the
stage of socialism stand lout Is gods ])rod ll(ers. Of cours, they are
not like the Cimmerian shoemakers carrying their goods to the fair.
These are goods producers operating i , ondit ions of social ownership
of (lie means of production, in conditions of a planned development
of the economy, when the purpose of economic mnatingement is the
maximum possible 1 satisfaction of the needs of the people by means
of a continuous development of the foiies of production and of pro.
(Idttctioh relationships.

But, nevertheless, 4hese are goods producers. This means that the
relationships between them-etween two state enterprises--are re-
lationships of goods exchange, where the requirements of equivalency
in relationships dominate with an irresistible inflexibility. Unfor-
tunately, there are too many examples and proofs of the fact that any
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violation of equivalency in exchange, in particular as a result of the
effect of prices that are not economically justified, inflicts direct harm
upon the development of production. The presence of subsidies, of
enterprises that, operate at a planned or actual loss, and many other
generally known facts prove how vitally necessary the observation
of the iequlrements of equivalency is in relationships between en-
terprises.

What is the cause of the fact that in a period of socialism state en-
terprises stand out as goods producers. Why is it that, with every
decade of the development of the Socialist method of production,
monetary and goods relationships in our country not only are not re-
laxing, but are' intensifying, and the sphere of their use is not only
not. contracting, but is continuously expanding? Does not this sig-
nify delays in the development of Socialist production relationships,
retarding the tnnsition, the flowering of socialism into communism?
A positive answer to the last question is natural, if monetary and
goods relationships are considered as they were before, in the form
of a survival that had been handed down to ts from capitalism, in tile
form of foreign bodies not proper to our social structure. iut an
entirely different answer is obtained in a case when we consider them
as orgiinically proper to the Socialist method of production.

One of the principal distinctions of the first phase of communism-
the Socialist phase-from its second phase consists precisely of the
fact, in our opinion, that the Socialist economy is an economy develop-
ing in conditions of monetary and goods relationships, in distinction
front the Communist phase, when such relationships will not exist.
As a matter of fact, many other production conditions--common
ownersllib of the means of production, and planned development-
remain the same for both phases, which, of course, does not exclude
an incommensurably higher development of these relationships and
concepts in conditions of communism.

Thus, how do we explain the fact flint state Socialist enterprises al-
most half a century after the establishment of the Soviet regime stand
out as goods producers? Apparently by the peculiarities of the nature
of labor in the period of socialism.

Socialization of the means of production and the management of
the national economy on a planned basis has changed the content of
labor in a basic manner, and has given it a social nature. While in pre-
Socialist formations only on the market, after sales, was it established
whether or not it product is needed by society, in our country the sup-
pliers and consumers are indicated a long time before the beginning of
production. However, when speaking of the social nature of labor,
Soviet economists usually add that it is still not completely social.
Completely social labor will exist only under communism.

But what does sitying that it is not final mean? What economiesense
is included in these words, and what. practical conclusions are derived
from them?

It is apparent that the fact is labor has it social nature primarily
from the standpoint of its organization. Actually, the enterprises
work according to it plan, thus the labor of each worker is provided for
and purposefully directed in advance. Nevertheless numerous facts
are known when the products made--both means oi production and
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consumers' goods-do not find a purchaser. The goods are not of the
right fashion, not, made at the right time, not the right, quality, the
consumer no longer needs them-such are only a few of the reasons en-
gendering difficulties in the sales of definite types of products, although
tley were also produced according to plan. Consequently, at the stage
of socialism society still does not have the opportunity to determine its
needs absolutely accurately and faultlessly or to organize the ideal sat-
isfaction of these needs. Of course, in the general gois traffic the frac-
tion of products that, do not find a market is negligible. But the fact
that it rises every year is alarming. As scarcities disappear, difficulties
in the sale of individual types of goods increase. And these difficulties
do not have an absolute nature, but, so to speak, a relative nature.
When we are speaking about each specific type of goods, they are caused
by some sort. of difficulties or others, in most cases organizational diffi.
cities. However, the presence of these troubles themselves cani scarcely
be considered accidental. It is rather thnt they are objectively proper
to the given level of planning and organization of the management of
production. Consequently, the incompleteness of the social nature of
labor (in which all economists are in agreement) consists, apparently,
in the first place of the fact that some part of the products do not cor-
respond to the real needs of society, although they were produced in
precise correspondence with the plan.

But this is not the main thing,
The main thing lies in the fact that the producer himself still does

not consider his labor as an organic need. Labor has still not ceased
to be a forced necessity for everyone. In order for labor to become
an organic need, it must be interesting, pleasant, and give complete
moral and material satisfaction. The development of the forces of
Production and production relationship under socialism is proceeding
in this direction, but we are still far from complete achievement of our
purpose.

As long as labor remains a forced necessity for many persons, meth-
odq of providing for work discipline and a continous rise in Its produc-
tivity must be found. And we are speaking not only about the ef.
flcieciiv of human labor, that is, the direct work of each individual per-
.an. but alo the efficiency of the use of social labor, that is, the labor
that is fixed and personified in building, equipment, materials, fuel,
tools, and so forth. The higher the degree of technical equipment
of production, the greater the importance oft he efficiency of the use
of social labor itself. Suffice it to say that in production expenses in
indsh'v wages, on the average, do not make up more than 20 percent,
while the means of production occupy more than 80 percent.. But how
can we rally the efficiency of the use of human and social labor? How
can we neasuire the degree of success with which machinist Comrade
Ivanov extends his working time, uses his turning lathe, cutting tools,
metal, and other elements of production? This is possible only by the
reduction of all specific expendituresto a general abstract form. (ost,
finding its external expression in a monetary measurement, has be.
come such an abstract form historically. Having said that the en-
ternrise is within its rights to expend, let us say, not more than 4
rubles on production of one chair, we thus have programed the neces-
sary degree of the efficiency of use of human laior, tools, and the ob-
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ects of labor. But people do not work individually, they work in col-
ectives, forming Socialist enterprises. Consequently, the task be-
'omes more complicated. It is necessary to determine the efficiency
of the work of each of hundreds or thousands of workers and em-
ployees of each of these enterprises, and their managers. This is
Hgain 1)ossible only by reducing all forms of expenditures to those so-

i ly necessary 1d expressing them in a monetary form.
Conluen tly, the general conclusion at which we arrive on the

basis of an amlysis of decades of practice In Socialist economic man-
agellenit il white U.S.SR. may be fornulated thus: at the given level
of the soeiiilizatioi of labor and the possible degree of its social na-
tu'e in the period of socialism, a value measurement of the expendi-
tures of human and social labor is necessary, and a check of the real
needs for each product by means of its sales is needed; that is, the
tra1sformnu1t ion of the goods into money.

It is precisely by these circumstancess that the necessity of monetary
and goods relationships at the first stage of a Communist society is
also determined. The presence of two forms of Socialist ownership,
and also individual peasants and handicraftsmen that are not, ill Co.
operatives, introduces oily certain additional complicating circun-
stances, but are not the iasie cause of the necessity of the existence
of monetary and trade relationships and the operation of the law of
cost.

With such ani understatnding of the essence of production relation.
ships under socialism, we arrive at the conclusion that tile basic thing
in the organization of management is the creation of optimnum condi-
tions for the work of the enterprise, because it is precisely this that is
the cell of the Socialist economic organism. The essence of the deci-
sios of the September plentum of the central committee of the party
and the Sixth Session of the Supreme Soviet U.S.S.R., as it seems to
us, lies in the fact that the enterprise is placed at the center of plan-
ning and management. All other organs, all forms and methods of
planning and management, are constructed in such a manner as to
give the enterprise the opportunity to manage its affairs in the opti-
mum manner. It. is precisely these problems that were at the center
of 3 years of economic discussion that have occurred In our country.
And the decisions of the plenum, as was mentioned in the report of
the Chairman of the Council of Ministers U.S.S.R., A. N. Kosygin,
summarized this discussion, having transformed into legislative prin.
ciples all those possible solutions of tie problems confronting us, with
relationship to which tile overwhelming majority of the economic
workers and scientists had arrived to a common conviction. Thus,
the present reform differs in principle from a number of tile orga-
nizational measures which duenhg tile past decade have been promul-
gated without preliminary study and scientific justification.

What caused this economic discussion? Wily did it flare up
precisely now? What explains its urgency?

We also find the answer to these questions in the materials of the
last plenum of the central committee of the party and tile last session
of the Supreme Soviet U.S.S.R. The successful fulfillment of tile 7-
year plan showed how exceptionally great the production capacities
created in our country are and how much their wise and effective use
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may give. As a matter of fact only a highly developed and flourish-
ing country is in a position to provide simultaneously such a high rate
or production, to achieve such outstanding successes in the field of
science and engineering, to accomplish a gigantic program of housing
construction, and to raise the standard of-living of the people.

The fulfillment of the ?-year plan convincingly opened the eyes of
managers nd economists to the gigantic opportunities enclosed in
the Socialist economy. In this case, the transition from the branch to
the territorial principle of the management of industry had no small
signiflcance. Although this transition did not just fy itself as a
whole, nevertheless we cannott deny the fact that it caued.l a con-
si(lerable rise in economic activity in nany indiitr(ia centers and
economic regions of the country. Production capacities and economic
connections, which for decades had been developed in the territory of
the entire country, but were so constricted within the framework of
the ministries and departments, immediately were transformed into
diveis totalities, showing ho great and significant were the produc-
tion center located'in the most different parts of the Soviet Union.

At the same time, during the fulfillment of the 7-year phn, pheno-
mena, were also observed which could not help but alarin us. This
was also discussed in detail at the plenumn. The rate of growth of
the social product, and of industril production slowed down some-
what. Of course, this rate is considerably hi lher' than, let us say, it
is in the Tnited States of America, but it did slow a certain tendency
toward slowing down. There is no necessity for us to comfort our-
selves by the fact that, let us say, 1 percent of growth in 1965 is con-
siderably more than 2 percent in 1057. We do not need consolations,
but an analysis of the tendencies, and, which is even more important,
measures to overcome them. In order to catch up with and over-take
the leading capitalist countries with respect to level of production per
head of population, we must increase production, not only absolutely,
but also relatively; that, is, in percentages, in rates.

What is calleA the return in the language of economists has also
decreased somewhat. In other words, we have begun to obtain less
production annually for each thousand rubles of fixed assets (build-
ings structures, machines, mechanisms) than we did 3 to 5 years ago.
And there are explanations for this. To some measure, the reduction
in the return is caused by the change in the structure of industrial
production, the development of more inaccessible regions, and the
decrease of prices for the products made. And, again, it is more
important not to make a collection of these soothing explanations, but
to concentrate our attention on this tendency in order to overcome it.

In a number of Iranches of industry, productivity of labor is grow-
ing slowly, sometimes even falling behind the growth of the wage
fund. However, productivity of labor, and its growth, have always
been and always will be the basic factor guaranteeing the victory of
socialism over capitalism in their peaceful economic competition.

Not everything is well in the quality of products. Those high re-
quirements upon quality of the product, which are caused by the mod-
ern technology of production and the increased demands of the peo-
ple, are far from always satisfied by our industry.

The problem of material and tehmical supply and wholesale trade
has also become more complicated. On the one hand, an unsatisfied
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demand still exists for certain means of production and consumers'
goods. On the other hand, stockpiles of both means of production
ald coll0sulnmerS' goods are conti tuously growing. The saddest thing of
all is that these products lyiing in the warehouse are fabricated from
tile salne material and made by the same people who could have been
making ro(lucts for which the demand has not been satisfied. Here
is one of many examples. They are continuing to produce cotton
staple tiber', which has gone out. of style, and are not making cotton
kntwear, for which there is a great demand.

What has caused these ghenonnenai and tendencies that. alarm us?
Are these not symptoms t int are organically proper to the Socialist
inetho(l of produlct ion ?

By no means! All Soviet economists and practical economic work-
ers are unanimous in this. however, opinions diverge in a decisive
manner in the explanation of the cause.

Some Iartieilants iii the discussion have assuned that. the cause
of these uidesirable phenomena that we mentioned above lies in the
fact that planning and inanagement have fallen quantitatively behind
tile scale of the economy. The national economy has grown to such
limits that it cannot be planned by means of adding machines and key-
punch calculating machines. Another type of organizational tech-
nique is needed. In the opinion of these economists, the planning or-
gans should be equipped with an adequate quantity of electronic com-
puters, and the necessary mathematical algorithms must be developed,
then everything will be all right. A detailed address plan could be
compiled 'for any quantity of products-even for each hook individual-
ly-which would indicate who, to whom, when, and how much of these
jlrodtets must be delivered, and the entire problem would be solved.

In tile opinion of other economists and management workers, thing
are quite different, and the causes of these. phenomena are not th e
same. In their opinion, tile conception of administrative regulation
of their establishment. contradicts the economic nature of the Socialist
method of production; namely, the necessity for creating the material
and technical base of communism in conditions of the effect of mone-
tary and goods relationships. With such an approach to the matter
centralized planning must, be concerned only with the most general
trends and indices-and, at the same time, the most decisive, deter-
mining, vitally important ones: the structure of social production,
propotions b Aween individual branches, rates of growth, basic trends
in the distribution of the forces of production the relationships.be-
tween the first and second subdivisions of social production, relation-
ships between consumption and accumulation. As for the mechanism
of the economic relationships in the accomplishment of the plan, they
must be accomplished on the basis of economic agreements and direct
mutual economic connections between producers and consumers, sub-
contractors and contractors, the clientele and transport, trade and the
population.

Recently we read in the newspapers this type of communication:
some construction project is going slowly, because some main ad-
ministrations or the Sovnarkhoz RASFSR, or example, have forgotten
to provide it. with some sort of machines or instruments. But can we,
in general, assign to the central planning and management organs
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the task of iProviding each construction project with thousands and
thousands of types of-tools, equipment, and instruments, if we consider
that iii our country not less than, 100,000 construction projects are
functioning simultaneously ? In the opinion of the second group of
economists, the very statement of the problem, the very attempt to
accomplish production and the distribution of the social products by
administrative methods, are unrealistic and impossible. And the
more diversified the economy becomes, the greater the number of mis-
calculations and shortcomings in planning will occur, these economists
assume, if it remains the same as it was until recent times, and no
electronic computers or mathematical algorithms will be able to help
this.

The plenum of the central committee of the party and the session
of the Supreme Soviet U.S.S.R. agreed with this position, having
acknowledged that the system of planning and management of the
national economy that existed until recent times did not correspond
to the increased scales of the national economy. Thus, the solution
of the prdblemn was transferred from the organizational, technical,
and administrative sphere to the economic and social sphere. The
enormous principal and historic significance of the present economic
reform lies in this.

In what was the basic flaw of the system of planning, management,
and incentive that was in existence until recent times? In the fact
that attempts to approve all detailed conditions of the activity of each
enterprise from tile center was unavoidable, and objectively led to a
mechanical, equalizing approach. Since it is impossible to know the
situation at each enterpriseprecisely, they worked from some average
conditions, which actually did not exist at each given enterprise, and
added to them approximately the same rate of growth-easy for some
and not within the capabilities of others. This forced the enterprises
to hide the internal reserves they had, in order to avoid "treading on
their own heels," and excessive plan assignments that were not within
their capabilities.

V. I. Lenin devoted enormous attention to the problem of the
stimulus of a continuous growth in Socialist production. Answer-
ing those who predicted the unavoidability of the failure of the Soviet
regime on the basis of the fact that under it private enterprise in-
centive for a continuous expansion of production was lacking, Lenin
indicated that as a replacement for this private enterprise incentive
a new, incommensurably more powerful and effective incentive would
come-the aspiration of millions of people to make as much as they
could as rapidly and as well as they could. As a matter of fact, the
Socialist method of production is incompatible with private enterprise
incentive, which-this must in no way be denied-serves as a very ef-
fective springboard for the economic development of capitalist states.
However, we need not fear this loss. Actually, the socialization of
the means of production, and the transformation of the workers into
the owners of the factories, plants, the land, transport, and other
means of production, causes such a tide of creative initiative in them,
and creates such opportunities for its practical accomplishment, in
comparison to which the efficiency of private enterprise incentive is
negligible. The troubles of the past decades, however, lay in the fact
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that the system of planning, incentive, and management forced the
enterprises to hide their reserves, to hold back initiative, in order to
have the capability of fulfilling the plan and obtaining the appropriate
material reward.

As a matter of fauct, it is really well known that the plan for each
subsequent year really contained an approximately equal addition for
the enterprises, let us say, of 6-8 percent or more to the "base," that is,
to the level of the past year. In such a situation the enterprise, which
in the past. year had entirely mobilized all its reserves, Would be in an
impossibly difficult situation in the forthcoming year, while a collective
which hadl been able to work at less than full capacity in the past year
would obtain a correspondingly smaller assignment and would be
among the winners.

The losses which the national economy suffered from the necessity
of theenterprises to oppose their interests to the interests of society as
as whole to some degree literally do not yield to ealculations. And
this is generally reognized.

Recently a book was published by the famous aircraft designer,
Oleg Konstantinovich Antonov, entitled "Dlya vsekh i dlya sebya"
(For Everyone and for Yourself). In it. the author appears as an
economist rather than a designer of aircraft.. His book Is interesting
from. many standpoints and deserves special attention. In this article
we want, only to say that in it dozens of the most diverse examples and
facts are given, showing the devices to which the collectives of enter-
prises had to turn in order to eliminate or at least reduce lo.es,
which were bad for society, that originated as a result of improper
planning, forms of incentive, and accounting of the work of the en-
terprises that. were not well conceived. But it is entirely apparent
that methods of planning and management which inflict harm upon
the basic and decisive advantage of socialism over capitalism-the
possibility of an unlimited manifestation of the economic initiative
by millions of workers-cannot be tolerated any longer. They must
be replaced. And they have actually been replaced by the resolutions
of the September plenum of the central committee and the Sixth
Session of the Supreme Soviet U.S.S.R.

What is the main essence of these decisions?
Bringing economic methods of management to the foreground.

This does not mean at all that the state is dispensing with the use of
administrative forms of coercion. It is well known that some people
are capable for a prolonged time of listening and acting differently;
that is, to recognize in words the necessity of change, but to continue
the previous, customary, ossified "line." The state has applied and
in the future will still apply severe administrative methods of coercion
upon such a type of people. Administrative methods of management
are also necessary in dozens of other cases. However, economic meth-
ods of planning, management, and incentive are now being brought
to the foreground.

What does this signify in practice? Why, the fiet that the state
will influence the collectives of the enterprses and each individual
worker by means of influencing their interests.

V. I. Lenin indicated that classes and individual people, in their
actions, guide themselves primarily by their own interests. This is
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also applicable to a Socialist society, with only the advantage that
under socialism, since the means of product-ion ]ave been socialized
and there are no hostile classes, the interests of each individual worker,
with the correct organization of economic management coincide fully
with the interests of the enterprise, and the interests oi the enterprise
with the needs of society as a whole.

Dois eth individual" worker have some special interests? Of course
lie does. They lie in the fact, that he wants to have the opportunity to
work according to his capabilities; that, is, to do that work for which
each worker actually has the necessary experience and knowledge;
to have the opportunity to work productively during the entire work-
ing day; to obtain for his work effective material incentives; to par-
tieipate actively in the managemet. of production, to be not. only one
who does the work, but also a participant in the compilation of plans
and measures fo' their fulfillmet, in other words, to have the work
give him continuous and high moral satisfaction, which is an organic
element of the process of labor in a Socialist society.

Does an enterprise, as a collective of the workers, have its own special
interests?

Perhaps it does. They consist of fulfilling the plan, and, if possible,
overfulfl ling it, and feeiing oneself by rights 4o be an active partici-
pant in Communist labor; to have the bnid of the enterprise enjoy
deserved fame; to have the products of the enterprise sought (i.e., by
buyers); to have the technical level of production continuously im-
prove, to have the equipment and production areas satisfy today's
requirements; to have successes in work rewarded effectively by ma-
terial incentive.

It. is quite apparent that', the interests of the enterprises and the
workers under socialism not only do not contradict, even in the smallest.
degree, the needs of society, but, to the contrary, serve as an incentive
force and a source of high rates of development of Socialist produc-
tion. Here, is it. were, is at closed circle: the interests of each worker
each enterprise, are satisfied, the greater material values society wili
obtain, ind the gptreater its capabilities will be for additional satisfac-
tion of the needs of each worker, each enterprise. To the contrary,
with shortcomings in planning, incentive, or nnagement, the "busier"
ia enterprise is, the more enerletically it finds out its internal reserves,
the lower tile quality of prodhuction,'the more difficult it is to intro-.
duco technical innovations there, the lower the return obtained by
society as a whole.

Are there no contradictions between the aspiration to have an in-
fluence by means of the interests of the enterprises and workers and
the centralized systeit of planed management?

If we understand the word "plan" as Lenin did-as a program of
lie struggle of tie people for tle building of commtunism-there are

1o contradictions. Because, with such an understanding of the word
"plan," it. embodies in itself the creative initiative of the people, but,
in this case, it is given the necessary lrposefulness and consistency.

The accomplishment of the economic reforms, undoubtedly wll
bring forth great, and good fruits for Socialist industry and all the
other branches of the national economy. We are now simply in no
position to imagine their real scale, precisely because the present eco-
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nomic regime (perhaps for the first time int all the years of the exist-
ence of tile Soviet state) will give us the opportunity to place in cor-
respondence and join the interests of tens of millions of workers and
hundreds of thousands of enterprises with the needs of society as a
.whole, completely, oni a deep scientific basis, and this society, strictly
speaking, also consists of these tens of millions of workers, working
for themselves, for their families, for the people as at whole.

There is no necessity to expound the decisions of the plenum of the
central committee of the party and the Supreme Soviet U.S.S.R.-
everylly is reading and studying them. We should only call atten-
tion to ,.ertail main trends, as it seems to us, in economic policy as
prIoposed in them.

We have already said that the enterprise will Iecome the center of
the entire system of planning, management, and incentive. In order
to expand our capacities of maneuivering it, the quantity of indexes
approved for the enterprise "from above" has been reduced. Now
altogether only five of tliem have been established: sales of products,
assortment of'basic products wage fund, profit and profitability, and
mutual relationships with the state budget. The matter, however,
does not lie merely in the fact that the number of indexes has 1ecomne
fewer. The main thing liesin another thing, in the nature of the in-
dexes left.

The basic index is sales of the product. But what is sales? This is
not packing, not shipping, and not transportation of the product.
Sales is an economic process, and, precisely, the transformation of
goods into money. Only after the consumer has paid for the products
delivered to him is a sale completed. This does not mean that the
process of production will retreat to the background. Production al-
ways has been and always will be the basic form of economic activities.
It is precisely in the process of production that material values, the
social product, and the national income tare created. However, pro-
duction does not exist merely for production, but. for consumption.
The sales index of the products testifies to the fact that, passing
through a multibranched system of economic relationships, the product
is accepted by those for whom it was intended; that is, its necessity and
the advisability of expending labor on its fabrication is confirmed at
the most final and decisive stage. At the same time, having obtained
money from the purchaser, the supplier is in a position to begin a new
production cycle. Until the goods have been turned into money, there
are no funds for a new economic cycle. Of course, there is practically
no need to stop production after the shipment of each individual lot
of the product. We do not have such a primitive understanding of
the connection of sales with production in mind. We are speaking
about the fact that if the product is not paid for, after some short
interval of time, production ceases.

The introduction of sales as a basic index gives enormous importance
to the struggle for improving the quality of the product. Now it be-
comes clear to everyone that it is necessary to fabricate that which
will be accepted and paid for. From the sphere of conviction and
agitation, quality of the product has made a transition into the sphere
of practical functions: a product that is not accepted is not listed in
the fulfillment of the plan, with all the consequences derived therefrom
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for each worker of the enterprise supplying it. But the matter does
not lie merely in this. It has happened that a production that is of
good quality in itself does not findany market, either because it is
sim ly not needed, or because those persons who require it do not have
funsw acquire it. Finally, in the sphere of trade, good products
am, encountered which have gone out of style. Advancement of the
sales index of the product to the foreground raises the commercial side
of economic activity, which has been buried during the previous decade,
to the proper level. In the absolutely overwfhelming majority of our

enterprises there are also no independent and capable financial serv-
ices; that is, those org ns, those particles of the economic mechanism,
whose direct service duty is servicing the circulation of money. That
which is called financial work at tihe overwhelming majority of the
enterprises is, as a matter of fact, elementary financial recordkeeping-
the compilation of documents for delivery to the bank, and receiving
and distributing money. Now, when the well-being of each enterprise
depends upon its customers, the establishment of commercial and finan-
cial work acquires vitally important significance for the enterprise.
One customer who refuses to pay, delaying sales of 10 suppliers, thus
transforms them into factories and plants that have not fulfilled the
plan, with all the consequences derived therefrom.

In his report Comrade A. N. Kosygin has indicated that, perhaps,
the mechanism of credit will be used- in order to come to the aid ol
those "who are guilty through no fault, of their own." However,
such aid, and this is clear to everyone, cannot be continuous or un-
limited. Each autonomously financed enterprise must take concern
itself that payment discipline is strictly observed. And this is not
so simple, if we bear in mind that every year in our country trillions
of payment documents are compiled and carried out, and some eco-
nomic operation is hidden behind each of them. At an average ma-
chine-building plant every day 300 or 400 bills are paid to suppliers,
and 150 to 200 payments from customers arrive * *

The necessity of leaving the basic assortment of products among
the indexes does not require aty special explanations. The require-
ment of the observation of proportions in the development of the
national economy obligates the planning organ to know how many
such products are fabricated, and also where and when they are
fabricated, and each of these products occupies a special place in the
development of the national economy. Nevertheless it is apparent
that as plAnning is improved, and artificially created disproportions
are eliminated, the circle of such directly planned products will be
energetically reduced. And today already millions of types of means
of production exist, the number of which is entirely adequate in our
country; with respect to them we may make the transition to ordinary
wholesale trade without any risk, And dispense with fnds and allot-
ments. Every month, andevery year, tins circle will widen more
and more, but some quantity of products, of course, always will be
indicated in the plan by name. Wholesale bases never will trade
in blooming mills, turbines, generators, and icebreakers * *

The advancement of the profit and profitability index to the fore-
ground has especially important. significance.

How long prejudices last. Ask any five people, and three of them,
without a doubt, will say to you that profits are a concept foreign to
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socialism, taken by us "on hire" for the time being. However, neither
the classic writers of Marxism-Leninism, nor half a century of prac-
tice in Socialist economic management, have never advanced any
doubts of tile usefulness of profit and its complete correspondence to
Socialist principles of economic management. However, the preju-
dices of which we are speaking are not merely propagated among non-
specialists (which would be only half the trouble). In any political
economy textbook we may encounter the phrase that tile purpose of
production under socialism is not to obtain profits, but to satisfy
the needs of the people. This means that profits are somehow in
opposition to the interests of the people. However, one needs to think
only it little in order to become convinced of the total Senselessness
of tAlis phrase.

As a matter of fact, what are profits? Let us take two textile mills.
Let us assunie that they are entirely tile same in every way, and differ
only in the fact that the first ended the year of 1064 with a1 profit, and
the second with a loss. In what was this difference expressed? In
the fact-and only in the fact-that the first factory produced more
cloth or (which iS the same thing) expended less cotton, fuel, wages,
and other expenses to make an equal quantity of cloth. From the cot-
tol and other expenses saved, additional fabric was produced. either at
this factory or at another. It is precisely thus that the profits of the
machine builders are expressed in machine tools, tile profits of a con-
fectionery in confections, etc. It could not be otherwise. Actually
profit-and this no one denies-is a monetary expression of the value
of the additional product created by additional labor; that is, by labor
given for the good of society. At first this additional product, like
any other part of the social product, is produced in the natural form
tind only later, after sale, does it settle in the form of an additional
sum of noney in the accounts of the producer. But actually, it is not
only additional products, but all the products, that are transformed
into noney. Consequently the phrase: "The purpose of production is
not Profit." niny signify oily one thing: we do not need more good
productsbl)ut fewer * *.*

From whence wits this sacramental phrase taken? Apparently it
originated in quite a simple manner. The classic writers of Marxism-
Leinismi repeatedly and justly said that the purpose of production
under capitalism is not to satisfy the needs of the people, but to obtain
profits. This is really true. It'is a matter of indifference to a capital-
ist what. lie produces, and since the fabrication of atomic bombs is more
profitable than the printing of textbooks or the construction of dwell-
ing houses, capital floods from peaceful to warlike branches of industry
to that measure that. is possible. There are no crimes, swindles, or
falsifications to which a capitalist monopoly will not resort if this will
brimg in additional profits.

So that here, from this correct Marxist position, according to tile
simple principle of "among us everything is the contrary," apparently
the opposition of profits to other parts of the social product was born.
But actually are profits in the U.S.S.R. the result of exploitation, in-
human intensification of production, falsification of production, or
speculative machinations with prices? No, no, and asmin no. Only
the surface concept of the essence of tile Socialist method of production
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could engender, and actually did engender, the prejudice of the non-
correspondence of profits to the Socialist method of production. How-
ever, it is not difficult to understand that actually our society needs
profits to a much greater degree and in much larger dimensions than
does capitalism. There we are speaking about satisfying the needs of
the dominating class and the circles serving it, which. in the final
analysis, would scarcely compose more than 10 or 15 percent of the
entie population. We, however, set ourselves the tas of complete
satisfaction of the needs of all the people, and we are solving it. This
ineans that we need much more profit. This was also said in the party
program, where, as a basic law of economic management, the require.-
inent was advanced of obtaining the maximum savings with the mini.
mum of expenditures. And this also means to work as profitably as
possible.

The advancement of profit as one of lie most important indexes of
the work of an enterprise is important for at least two reasons.

In the first place, in the profit index it is not only the production
activity that. is reflected, but all sides of economic management: the
commercial side, auxiliary enterprises, the use of the housing fund,
and so forth. Any achievement increases, any blunder reduces them.

In the second place, profit is not only an index, at the same time it is
a source of the material incentive of the enterprise as a whole, and of
each worker in particular. Here we have in mind not only bonuses,
but also the creation of the possibility of expanding the enterprise.

As is well known, the decisions of the plenum provided for the for-
mation of a fund at each enterprise for its technical development and
improvement, and the basic part of this fund is formed by deductions
from profits. It is precisely thus that deductions from profits become
tle basic source of the material incentive fund, and the fund for social
and cultural measures, also being created at the enterprises. When
the basic indexes were gross production or the fulfillment of assign-
ments with respect to cost, no pluses or minuses for the enterprise were
derived directly from them. It was necessary to attach the wage fund,
the bonuses and other levers for influencing production to these in-
dexes, by administrative methods. Profits are another thing. They
contain in themselves the index and also the means, thus they have or-
ganically embodied into one whole the work program of the enterprise
and sources of incentive for fulfillment and overfulflllment of this
program.

This does not signify that the profit index cannot be used to harm
the interests of society. Perhaps, for example, in the race for profits
only costly products are produced, and distortions of the assortment
and plan indexes are made. But tne possibility of a negative use of an
index can scarcely be considered its shortcoming. It is necessary only
to provide the proper control and social influence on production. Inci-

yan enterprise that excessively violates its assortment, un-
doubtedly will collide with difficulties in selling the product and thus
te. law oI goods circulation will force it to work as the real needs of
society requ ire.

The wage fund established as one of the indexes for the enterprises,
determines those limits within which the enterprise is within its rights
to use its own resources for payment for labor. There have been many

68".91 0-4"t. IV-1
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arguments relative to whether or not it is necessary to approve the
wage fund from above for the enterprises. There are arguments both
for and against this. The plenum decided temporarily, until the neces-
sary reserves of consumers' goods have been created, to establish the
wage fund for the enterprises from above. We cannot doubt that the
successful translation of the economic reform into reality within a
short time will also make it unnecessary to approve this index, just as
assignments for the numerical strength of the workers and growth of
productivity of labor are no longer needed. Actually, it would never
come into anyone's head to consider that the indexes of numerical
strength and productivity of labor have become less important because
they are no longer approved from above. Street-traffic rules are neces-
sary, not because militiamen, that is policemen, exist, but because
without them it would be impossible to live in a city.* * *

Finally, mutual relationships of the enter rise with the state
budget are subject to mandatory approval. Here we have in mind
the establishment of long-term standards for the payments made by
the enterprises into the budget. It would be no exaggeration to say
that 'the introduction of such standards is equal in force to the replace-
ment of the surplus-appropriations system by the foodstuff tax; that
is, tax paid in kind, in thefield of finances. Then the enterprises will
know for 5 years ahead of time how much they must contribute to the
state budget; this will have enormous significance for the stabilization
of all economic relationships at the enterprises. Simultaneously, the
decision was made to narrow essentially the sphere of nonreturnable
financing from the budget, especially at existing enterprises. Such
enterprises if their own profits and amortization deductions do not
suffice, wil apply to the State Bank or the Stroybank--State Con-
struction Bank-for long-term loans, will pay interest for them, and
liquidate them from the profits obtained. "'Gifts" of money will come
to an end. It is necessary to pay for everything. This also means the
rooting out of formal antonomous financing and its replacement by
real honest-to-goodness Leninist autonomous financing.

We should note that, long-term standards are approved for other
things than mutual relationships with the budget. -It is intended to
increase the role of future plans decisively, which will become basic;
within their limits annual plans will be developed and approved.

In order to intensify economic incentive of the enterprises, besides
creating the funds of which we have already spoken and expanding
the sphere of credit, payment for assets granted to the enterprises has
also been establishe. These assets do not fall from the sky. They
are the product of the people's labor, and, as we have already said, it
is necessary to pay for them. Payment for these assets will be a deci-
sive incentive to release machines and materials not needed by the
enterprises, to save capital investments to the limit, to use existing
buildings, structures, equipment, and other material values more efti-
ciently. Compensation of the entire sum of the loss suffered by a
consumer due to the fault of the supplier has been provided, .which
will transform an economic agreement into a document of primary
significance.

The problem of intensifying the material interests of the workers
of the enterprises and the enterprises as a whole in n continuous im-
provement of the economic activities was one of the central problems
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at the plenum and at the session of the Supreme Soviet U.S.S.R. It
was indicated there that material incentive is quite inadequately used,
that. the opportunities of the enterprises in this field are very limited.
As a matter of fact, in the past few years, the fraction of bonuses ob-
tained by engineers, technicians and workers has been continuously
and considerably reduced. Hall of the industrial enterprises are sys-
tematically failing to form enterprise funds, for some reasons or
other.

What is the matter hereI
Apparently in a quite incorrect understanding of the essence of ma-

terial incentive under socialism. The Ministry of Finances U S.S.R.
and the Committee on Labor and Wages of the Council of Misters
U.S.S.R. are still continuing to consider bonuses as an expense, and
at each necessity of balancing the budget, they turn to bonuses for
the purpose of reducing them. However, from the entire essence of
the economic relationships of the Socialist methods of production, it
follows inevitably that bonuses are not an expense at a1l, but, to the
contrary, a self-foming source for increasing the income of society,
and thus, increasing the state budget. Bonuses, with respect to their
role, can be properly compared to seeds in land cultivation or fodder
in animal husbandry. Of course, seeds also may be considered an
expense, but only a very unwise farmer would reduce the norm of
seed planted per measure of land area and expect abundant harvests
after this. All our practice in economic management convincingly
testifies that each ruble used for material incentive is returned to the
national economy flvefold, or even tenfold, if, of course, simultaneously
with this we provide the necessary conditions for the normal activity
of the enterprise.

In the field of management, the economic reform is expressed in
the fact that branch ministries will replace the sovnarkhozes of the
economic regions, republics, and the U.S.S.R. At the plenum and the
Sixth Session of the Supreme Soviet, U.S.S.R., the necessity of intro-
ducing the branch principle of management in industry was quite
adequately and convincingly motivated. Therefore, we shall not dwell
in detail here on this entirely clear problem. However, we should call
attention to the fact that in such a gigantic country as ours we cannot
limit ourselves to the application of the branch principle of manage-
ment alone, just as only the territorial principle alone could not be
used. A deeply thought-out and careful combination and enmeshing
of the branch and territorial principles is needed, with the leading
role assigned to the branch principle, when we are speaking of indus-
!ry, since in this branch of economic activities, where technical progress
is very rapid, new types of production are continuously bud in off,
and an exceptionally deep, specialized and well-qualifled technical and
economic management is required.

A great shortcoming of the former ministries lay in the fact that
they had fenced the country into narrow, departmental "corridors."
Each of the enterprises tried to have its own repair and tool shop,
motor-transport bases, construction organizations and quarries, schools
for the training of personnel, clubs and polyclinics housing fund and
stadiums, et cetera, et cetera. Thus, the industrial centers were arti-
ficially partitioned off. Not infrequently cases existed when one and
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tlie same material was transported by water from Moscow to for'kiy
by one minist ry, and another ministry sent the same st tiff from Gor'kiy
to Moscow by steamship.

In the years of the existence of the sov'narkhozes in this field quite
a lot of useful work was done-ainny small enterprises were liquidated
and interbranch repair, tool, packing, transport, construction, and
other enterprises were created. Enterprises were created supplying
ill the onstmers with castings, forge ngs, hardware, and so forth,
within the limits of the given city or 0l1last. It would )e a fatal mis-
take to destroy all these conneciions to liquidate these interbranch
rear echelos, and return again to the I)ranch fragmentation of former
years. In speeches at tile plenum of the central committee of tile
party, and at the session of the Supreme Soviet, U.S.S.R., and at
meetings of a('tive party members of various cites, much was said
about how these interbranch rear echelons should be retained, and also
developed and strengthened. This is a task of great importance and
its solution reluir'es constant attention on the part of Gosplan-State
Planning Committee, Council of Ministers-U.S.S.R., and other eco-
neoic management organizations.

The question arises in many people's minds as follows: Is not the
role of the centralized state plan weakening, because of the intensi-
fication of the independence of the enterprises, and the advancement
of economic methods of management and incentive to the foreground?

With full conviction we may answer that this not only will not lead
to a weakening of the planned principle, but, to the contrary, will
raise centralized phnning management to a higher level, correspond-
ing to the present cale of economic management and modern qualifica-
tions of personnel. As for the level of centralized planned manage-
ment, existing until recent times, it corresponded basically to tle
scales of the economy of the beginning of the 1930's when fltis level
actually was developed. There can be no question that the Soviet
Union, entering the second t0 years of its existence, intends, to any
degree whatsoever, to narrow the sphere or reduce the efficiency of
centralized state planned management of the economy. We arespeak-
ing about quite another matter: How can we understand the very
process of further improvement and deepening of the planned
principle?

Until recent times. fosplan, IT.S.S.R., distributed 18,000 types of
means of production in a centralized manner. Besides this, tens of
thousands of other various types of materials, tools, instruments, and
so forth, were also distributed, in a centralized mnner, by main ad-
ministrations of supplies and Mles and other organs. From the center*
from top to bottom, approved indexes of the numerical strength oi
the workers of enterprises "descended" and, in a number of cases, also
the size of the average wage, all the assortment of the product in its
entirety, by elements of tile standards of fixed assets, and dozens of
other indexes. But was this really economically justified scientific
planning? Or, was this merely joint attempts, laid down during
several decades, to observe the work of each enterprise and regulate
its activities by means of small-scale administrative levers? Now we
must give an answer to this question. We are all agreed that it is
necessary to intensify centralized planning. but how shall we under-
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stand, how shall we conceive the results of this process? Does this
signify t process of continuous improvement in planning, so that, let
us sat in 2000 it will be not 1,800 designations of means o production
but, let us say, 40,000 or 400,000 that. will be distributed in a centralized

anner? Or, perhaps, to the contrary, the success of scientific cen-
tralized. planning will consist of tile fact that, let, us say, in 2000 not
one type of means of production will be directly distrbuted by the
central planning organization? Tiils 1s the matter inl which the essence
of tile problem lies. We repeat, everyone agrees that we are proceed-
ing to mtensifleatio of centralized planni g, but, many hIave a differ-
ent. conception of the contents nmd results of tIlis process.

)ecades of the predomination of administrative methods of man-
agement, witi agreement upon the coordination of any step of the
enterprise, in dozen's of instances, convinced many planners that it is
precisely in this specific nannagemnent that the essence of centralized
)laning lies. However, the conviction of these comrades no matter

how deeply sincere it. may be, ]1as nothing ii) common with objective
reality. Similar to the way that a rocket in space cannot, be controlled
front tile ground by means of levers, but it is necessary to use auto-
matically operating remote-control systems, similar to this, it is simply
iml)ossile to control the national economy of tile U.S.S.R., on its
present scale and at its present rates of development, from the center
and plan it by hundreds or thousands of small and minor administra-
tive and organizational instructions and assignmlents. But, exactly
in the way that. a rocket flying in space is no less controllable than a
motorboat or a truck, prerisely thus the national economy, guided and
directed by economic methods of planning and management, will de-
relop purposefully and efficiently to an incommensurably greater de-
gree than it did under the domination of administrative methods ofmnalgemenlt.'. _ .,

Ill the rel)ort of A. N. Kosygi at the plenum of the central com-
mittee of the party it was said that "our economic scientists are too
little concerned with the analysis of the efficiency of social production
and the development of proposals to improve it."

We must recognize the validity and justification of this reproach.
However, it, is of interest to delve into certain causes of the back-

wardness of economic science, all the more so in that the reproach
addressed to it is not being made for the first. time, that the validity
of these re)roaches has been repeatedly acknowledged while tile sit-
nat ion of affairs is not clanginlg for the better as rapidly as we would
like. What is the matter here? Is it possible that economic sciences
have gathered around themselves only such dullards and loafers who
dream only about how to obtain a Httle more money, drink cognac, and
play cards Perhaps some reasons exist which are delaying the
development of economic science and do not permit it to give our na-
tional economy everything of which it is capable--nctualy, when in
our times it has at its disposal highly qualified cadres of scientific and
practical economic workers, and it has accumulated a gigantic amount
of experience i socialist economic management Undoubtedly.
And there ae quite a few of these reasons. Here are some of them.

We should note, in the first place, the lack of statistical data. Of
course, in recent years tile output of statistical handbooks and tile
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publication of materials have increased. However, these handbooks
are suitable for a general acquaintance, for studies in higher educa-
tional institutions, but are entirely inadequate and unsuitable for econ-
omists to work with them. And actually, statistics for economic sci-
ence is the same thing as tools and instruments for other branches of
knowledge. And, we may say quite definitely, that until such time as
economic scientists have at iheir disposal a few dozen general and
specialized statistical handbooks, containing the necessary absolute
and relative data, until that time economic science will give to prac-
tical workers only a fraction of that knowledge of which it is po-
tentially capable. In recent decades, the statistical service of our coun-
try has lost its taste for lulflications. It is possible that, they do not
have their necessary personnel, pia )er, or lack other condition;. Such
conditions must be created, as otherwise we will not close the gap in
economic science that has become so aggravated.

'ie shortage of economic personne-, about which so much has been
said. and so sharply, in recent times, also has led and is leading to a
weak participation' of economic science in the practice of Socialist
economic management. What generalization of practice may we ex-
pect if, on the average, there is only one economist with a higher
education for every six or seven industrial enterprises? If in Mos-
cow there are not 10 chiefs of the financial departments of the enter-
prises with a higher special education? In the past 10 years the net-
work of economic higher educational institutions and faculties has
been reduced, while the contingents of students accepted for the day
sessions and for graduate school have been reduced. And one more
thing. Because of the energetic and fruitful penetration of mathe-
matics into economics, students in recent years have been receiving,
in addition to the previous educational plans, hundreds of hours of
mathematics and the technique of electronic computer work. This is
an additional enormous load on their former curriculum. Has the
Ministry of Higher Education reacted to this change in the volume of
the study load for students of economic higher educational institu-
tions? Yes, it has reacto(d, and in a quite senseless manner: the dura-
tion of studies in economic higher educational institutions was reduced
from 5 years to 4.

It is not so simple for economic scientists to discuss the problems
agitating them. Because of the very nature of economic science, it
requires widespread discussions of various opinions, and projects, since
here laboratory research is impossible, and the experiments applied
again, because of the peculiarities of economic science, with all their
significance, cannot pIay that same part as they do in technical sci-
ences. However, the overwhelning majority of the economic journals
are organs of the corresponding departments, and on their pages it
is not simple to come out with a criticism of the activities of these
departments. Go over the sets of the journals Finansy SSSR (Fi-
nances of the I.S.S.R.), or Den'gi i credit (Money and Credit) or
Planovoye khozyaystvo (Planned Economy) Vestnik statistiki (1er-
aid of Statistics), or Sotsialisticheskiy trud (Socialist Labor) over
the past 10 years and try to find there even one paragraph containing
criticism addressed to the corresponding departments.

And, nevertheless, in spite of this backwardness, economic science
has developed dozens of valuable proposals, the majority of which are
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not being applied in practice, or are being introduced with an intol-
erable slowness. Let me give only one fact. Since 1949 a large group
of scientific workers havebeen studying the problem of improving the
organization of working capital in the U.S.S.R. With a correct or-
ganization of it, working capital would serve as a very effective eco-
nomic lever for improving material and technical supply, sales, and
production.

As a result of prolonged investigations and practical planning, a
methodology of standardizing working capital was developed, and was
approved in 1958 at a conference in Leningrad. The conference ap-
pealed to Gosplan U.S.S.R. and the Ministry of Finances U.S.S.R.
to consider its recommendations and arrive at a scientifically validatedstandardization of working capital. The answer was an icy silence
from Gosplan U.S.S.R. an a flood of criticism (most frequently un-
justified) and sneers on the part of the Ministry of Finances U.S.S.R.
Nevertheless on January 80, 1962, the Council of Ministers U.S.S.R.,
by decree No. 85, approved the "Basic Principles of the Standardiza.
tion of Working Capital" and the "Type Instructions for Standard-
ization of Working Capital in Industry." Gosplan U.S.S.R. and the
Ministry of Finances U.S.S.R. the (osbank and Gosstroy (State
Committee for Construction Afairs), by this decree, were obligated,
in a short period of time, to develop branch instructions and introduce
them in order to shift to a scientific method of determining needs for
working capital in the national economy of the U.S.S.R. starting in
1962. Since that time, about 4 years have passed, but the decision has
not been carried out, although all the necessary conditions for its ful-
fillment were present. The reason? The stubborn unwillingness of
the Ministry of Finances U.S.S.R. to put an end to "willful" methods
of financial planning and management and replace them by objective,
scientifically validated methods, in at least one part of the finances of
the enterprises, their working capital. What could economic scientists
do in such conditions? Make signals? The possibility is not excluded
that these signals would arrive at the Ministry of Finances U.S.S.R.,
where they would read them and laugh about the naivete of the
professors.

We must note with frief that until very recent times economic
science had no "master,' as did physics, geology, medicine, and many
other branches of knowledge. And it is Gosplan U.S.S.R. primarily
that should be such a master. The sharp criticism to which the work
of Gosplan U.S.S.R. has been subjected for many years is explained
to no small degree by the fact. that this important organ has lost con-
tact with economic science and does not use its assistance. We are full
of confidence that the present reorganization of Gosplan U.S.S.R.
primarily and most of all will consists precisely of a deep penetration
of economic science into the content, forms, and methods of the work
of this important governmental organ.

Over the next few years, we must develop and introduce an eco-
nomically valid system of prices, bonuses, planning indexes, and dozens
of other standards, regulations, and economic documents. It is neces-
sary that these documents and standards be created in close contact of
the workers of the economic organs, practical economic administrators
and economic scientists, so that this work will pass under deep and con-
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tinuous party control. Only upon this condition is a full and qualified
solution of a great number of purely practical tasks possible, which
also compose the content of the present economic reform. At meetings
we frequently have heard that, unfortunately, it has occured not infre-
quently that instructions issued by the Ministry of Finances U.S S R
the Committee for Labor and Wages, Gosplan and the Gosbank, and
also certain other organs, for purposes of developing some decrees or
other issued by the party and the Government, have narrowed these
decrees, and sometimes even distorted them. Thus, for example, in the
well-known instruction for incentive for a decrease in production costs
the matter was formulated in such a manner that a bonus was issued
only if a saving was achieved in the wage fund. However, in some
branches of group B, the fraction of the wage in production expenses
does not exceed 10 percent. It was only necessary to flnd that there
were no wage savings to have the workers of the enter rises deprived
of their bonus, even though they had saved hundreds oPtons of cotton
or other material values. Thus, the instruction was distorted and an
important decree concerning the struggle for a decrease in producti6h
costs was emasculated.

The validity of the demand of practical workers that they be
brought in to the development of instructions and other standard docu.
ments is apparent also because during the economic discussion that
preceded the plenum it fell out that many workers of planning, finan-
cia1, and other economic organs spoke against the introduction of mak.
ing funds payable, expanding the sphere of credit financing, and nar-
rowing nonreturnable budget financing, limiting the circle of indexes
approved in a centralized manner, and a number of other most impor-
tant bases of the economic reform. We do not want to rebuke these
comrades: a discussion is merely a discussion, in order that everyone
could freely express their opinions and different points of view could
be heard. But now the party and the Government have accepted a
definite content and direction for the program of economic develop-
ment. The development of the standard documents derived from it is
being transmitted to the hands of workers of various state organs, and
the matter is now to insure that each of these workers is able to over.
come completely any points of view deviating from the reform now
being carried out, and is able to facilitate its most rapid and complete
translation into reality. What has been said in no way signifies a
lack of trust in some workers or other of these economic organs. We
are speaking merely of the correct combination of different categories
of workers in the preparation of most important economic documents,
corresponding to the spirit of socialist democracy.

We will scarcely find such an enterprise or institution, and not only
in the sphere of economy, where in the most detailed manner with
such great interest has not been discussed the materials of the plenum
and tile session oi the Spreme Soviet U.S.S.R. From the press it
is well known that the plenum and session also caused widespread
comments beyond the borders of. our country. There is no need to
dwell on the fantasies of our enemies, who wish to see a "manifestation
of crisis," signs of "distintegrsation," and other horrors in each stage-''
of the development of the Socialist economy. We may only be sur-
prised that there is still such a market for such goods in foreign
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markets. For us, another thing is important. The reform being
carried out signifies that many effective levers of influencing produc-
tion activity, based on a deep penetration into the very essence of the
production relationships of socialism, will now be at the service of the
needs of the national economy. All experience in the development of
our state convinces us that every time when measures have been taken
not corresponding to the nature of social relationships in our country,
such measures have been rejected by life, and we have been obliged toabandon them. And, to the contrary, each decision, each reform,
derived from the very essence of the Socialist method of production
has given an enormous new stimulus for the development of the forces
of production and production relationships of our society. The
present economic reform will give wide scope to the effect of the eco-
nomic laws of socialism by means of a correctly selected and clearly
formulated mechanism of economic management. It is precisely in
this source that our deep confidence lies that the national economy ofthe U.S.S.R. is standing on the threshold of a great boom, of new and
even greater successes in the creation of the material and technical base
of communism.
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